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The sword of time will pierce our skins;
It doesn't hurt when it begins
But as it works its way on in,
The pain grows stronger; watch it grin.*

From the song, ‘Suicide is Painless’ by Mike Altman. From the motion picture,
‘MASH', 1970
*

Restless
&
Wild

Like A Hurricane

T

he importance of his ostensibly slapdash relationship with her cannot be
underscored enough. Perhaps she could’ve been anyone to him at the time;
but not just anyone at the time could ever have been her because there wasn’t
anyone at the time who would ever have put up with his antics or been well
versed enough to speak to him in the unknown languages of which he often
spoke. And while anyone could’ve treated him like shit, he was especially
partial to the way she treated him like shit….so it would seem. What’s more,
there wasn’t anyone who was a better lover, or who knew how to satisfy him the
way she did. Maybe everyone has an anyone….So be it. But this is the story of
Mahdakis and his anyone. And his anyone not only fulfilled him sexually, but
also fulfilled an essential need to his mental growth and limited spiritual wellbeing; thus, supplying him with the daily confidence and motivation needed to
wake up and live throughout one more day. Unfortunately for her, these
imperative learning perks came from only one direction, and were favors never
returned; if they were, rest assured Mahdakis did so without the knowledge of
ever doing so; Not so much because he was a self-centered ass, but because one
usually doesn’t know how to show great appreciation towards their emotional
drill sergeant, which is essentially what she was to him at the end of the day (or
life)….a drill sergeant of the heart; a thankless job in its present day form, but
perhaps one that might be appreciated later in life…..if he ever made it later in
life. The way he was hitting the bottle, one would have to wonder if he’d ever
make it to see next month, let alone a few more decades. So, for the meantime, a
long sensuous muff dive and a good quick fucking would have to suffice for
compensation, as that was all he was physically and emotionally able to spare at
the time.
“Right here! Right here!” he said pointing her into the entrance of the Mobil
Mart. Jezebel pulled her new economy styled Chevy Chevette into the center of
the of the gas station and came to a stop as Mahdakis leaned out the passenger
door and nonchalantly vomited all over the newly paved blacktop.
It splashed up into his face as a feeble looking gas attendant came running out
waving his hands. “Hey! You can’t do that there!”
“I just did.” Cars behind them were beeping their horns, as Jezebel was
blocking the pumps.
“Well you gotta clean it up!” the attendant pleaded.
“Wrong again,” said White Tom, laughing from the backseat, as Jezebel
peeled out of the driveway and back onto the entrance ramp of the highway.
She took a long predictably pensive drag off her cigarette and said, “You know
Dearie, you really need to have that looked at. It’s not normal to instantly throw
up the second you start drinking.”

“Look on the bright side. At least he gets it out of the way now, and doesn’t
have to do it later.”
“Hush up back there,” Jezebel retorted to White Tom in the rearview mirror
then, looking over at her vomit-chunked covered, bearded boyfriend. “You
could have something serious. I mean, you’re what, nineteen years old?”
“I’ll be alright.”
“GET IT LOOKED AT! ….NOW!”
“I know a good doctor back in South Norford,” White Tom said.
“He needs gastrointestinal attention, not a sex change.”
“Very funny. Ha-ha. This guy is good. He works out of his house.”
“Out of his house? That’s a little suspect, don’t you think?”
“Nah. He’s cool. In fact, it’s only four o’clock; he may still be there now if
you wanna drop by.”
Jezebel drove on, nodding her head. “A doctor who lets you drop by his house
unannounced; This doesn’t seem the least bit odd to you, Tom?”
“Don’t worry about it,” Mahdakis said, taking another hit off the Dewar’s
White Label.
“Don’t worry about it, my ass! Let’s check this Doctor Demento out! We’ve
got nothing better to do but drive around aimlessly. Let’s see if he’s around. No
time lost.”
Mahdakis shook his head. “Don’t I need like some sort of insurance or some
sort of payment, or something? What do these visits cost? I’m broke.”
Jezebel looked at him with scorn and came to a complete stop on I-95. “You
don’t have insurance?”
“Aaahhh!!!” White Tom screamed. “Don’t stop here! Keep moving!”
Jezebel hit the gas as the two up front continued their discussion. “Why? What
do I need insurance for?”
“Oh my God that was close,” White Tom said, regaining his composure.
“For your health, stupid!” Jezebel stopped again on the busy highway.
“JESUS CHRIST!! MOVE! WE’RE GONNA GET RAMMED!!! Aaahhh!!
Jezebel hit the gas again upon White Tom’s frantic request and asked
sarcastically, “What do you think, these appointments are free?”
“I don’t know. I think my brothers are covered under my female-birth-giver’s
health coverage, but I know I’m not. She said if I wanted insurance, to get it on
my own.”
“Why them and not you?”
“She likes them, and thinks I’m the devil’s spawn because I have weird taste
in girlfriends.”
“She may be on to something.”
“Shut up, Tom. Well Dearie….. you’re an adult now, maybe you should have
your own insurance.”

“Hey, I got an idea. Why don’t you stop by the office and just say you’re
Pumpkinhead,” suggested White Tom. “It might work if they don’t remember
what he looks like.”
“Alright. Fine. Let’s go.”
“Do you have money enough for a co-pay?”
“What’s that?”
“You don’t know what a fuckin’ co-pay is?”
“I have to give the doctor some money, right? I knew this was a bad idea.”
“Yeah, but it’s not much,” informed White Tom, “usually around ten bucks or
so.”
“Ya have ten dollars I can borrow?”
“Jesus Christ,” Jezebel said, disapprovingly, “but you had enough for that
bottle there, didn’t you, sweetheart?”
“That’s because I stole it from my birth-giver’s purse.”
“And you wonder why she hates you.”
“Shut the fuck up!”
“YOU shut the fuck up, asshole!”
“AAahhh!! You can’t stop on an off-ramp!”
“Stop being such a ninny, back there,” Jezebel yelled.
Mahdakis slapped the side of her head as she hit the gas again; Jezebel
returned his abuse with a right hook to his face. “Ah, fuck!” he yelled, spitting
scotch up on the floor mat.
“Watch it, will you? This is a new car!”
“I’m a ninny for being afraid of getting slammed in the ass by something?”
“Do you prefer to be slammed in the ass by a someone?”
“Cut the shit, Jez. Don’t take it out on me because of your asshole boyfriend
up there.”
“How about you guys walk the rest of the way to Doctor Demento’s House of
Horror’s, huh?”
“I don’t even wanna go!”
“Fine! You can puke all your intestines up for all I care!”
They came to a red light and Mahdakis lunged at her, slipping his forearms up
and inside the bottom of her shirt; his hands grabbed her generous breast and
then he shoved the bra up to the bottom of her neck. He ripped her concert tshirt wide open so she was exposed to all the other drivers passing by on her
side, as well as White Tom in the back, who had his eye on the action in the
rearview mirror, as Mahdakis began sucking her tits like a wild animal. “Pull
over,” he said. “I’m hungry.”
Jezebel came to a stop on the side of a scarcely travelled road. She got out,
leaned against the driver’s side door, and waited for him to come around from
the other side before pulling her pants down and letting him eat her out. She

moaned for a few minutes and then grabbed his hair. “Fuck me. Throw me on
that hood and fuck me.”
“It’s still light out. Someone might drive by and see.”
“Throw me on the hood of the car and fuck me like a man, goddamn it!….And
try not to vomit all over me!”
“Not this again,” White Tom bemoaned, while sitting in the back of the car,
finishing the bottle of scotch, as the two sex-crazed animals went at it in broad
daylight on top of the rocking car while drivers beeped their horns or yelled with
approving tones. This was the norm for White Tom; it was nothing he hadn’t
witnessed before and, quite frankly, it had become somewhat blasé. It had its
perks though; while he didn’t much care for the sight of his buddy’s naked body,
he did appreciate the occasional glimpse of Jezebel’s.
“Oh my God!” Jezebel cried.
“You alright?” Mahdakis said with a look of concern, but still sticking it to her
ferociously.
“This fuckin’ hood is burning my ass!”
“Sorry.”
“Just make it quick, will you?”
“How about I flip you over?”
“So I can burn my tits? Just hurry up, will you?”

Suicide Solution

“A

nyone here?” Mahdakis asked his brother Skeeter, as he carefully
poked his head in through the front door of the house and tried to
assess the situation.
“Pumpkinhead’s upstairs in his room, probably getting high knowing him.”
“What about the birth-givers?”
“Not home from work yet,” Skeeter said, staring at Mahdakis skeptically.
“I’m gonna grab a shower then.”
Skeeter turned his focus back on the T.V. “Have fun.”
As Mahdakis stood in the shower, washing his long, un-styled hair, he
couldn’t help but feel somewhat annoyed by his brother’s comment, ‘Probably
getting high, knowing him.’ ‘Well what the fuck do you expect with Skeeter

having been the one to pass the torch of drug usage on down the line in the first
place! What kind of hypocrisy was that? Or, perhaps he was just being
sarcastic. Skeeter had a very deadpan way about him when he wanted to.
Sometimes you could never tell if he was joking or being serious…’
Mahdakis’s thoughts suddenly gave way to Skeeter busting through the
bathroom door, ripping the shower curtain open and screaming at the top of his
lungs, “PUMPKINHEAD JUST SHOT HIMSELF IN THE HEAD!”
There was nothing remotely funny about Skeeter’s fearful watery eyes.
Mahdakis leaped out of the shower, grabbed a towel, and ran across the hallway
to the bedroom. “Call 911!”
“I DID! I DID, ALREADY!”
Mahdakis knelt down alongside the mattress Pumpkinhead was lying lifelessly
on and brushed his long black, blood spattered hair out of his eyes.
“Dude…why? What’s the matter?”
“Ohhh, man…..” Pumpkinhead started crying as he grabbed Mahdakis’s
forearm, shaking uncontrollably. “She doesn’t like me, bro. She didn’t want
me.”
“Seriously? A girl? C’mon man, this isn’t worth it.”
“I love you. I love you, man.”
“Shh. You’re gonna be alright, I promise.”
Mahdakis began stroking his head again as a voice from behind bellowed out,
“Please don’t do that. Move aside now.” Mahdakis stood up and allowed Officer
Roy to take his place. “Son, can you hear me?”
“Get away from me you fuckin’ pigs! Getaway!”
Rookie Rick, who was fiddling with a music device that had been playing,
asked, “Has he had any recent run-ins with the law?”
“No. No, not that I know of. Why?”
“Just wondering why he would be so hostile at a time like this.”
“I don’t know, but I don’t think you’re going to find the answer on that music
player. That’s a Black Sabbath song by the way.”
“Procedure. We have to listen to anything and everything the victim may have
been exposed to right before this happened.”
“This is his?” Officer Roy said grabbing a pump bee-bee gun off the floor.
“Yeah. I think he got it last year, or something.”
“The ambulance is here, Roy.”
“About time.” Roy stood up and addressed Mahdakis and Skeeter, “I’m not a
doctor, but it doesn’t look like the bee-bee penetrated too far. There may be
hope. I have to take this gun from the premises.”
“Good!” Skeeter yelled. “Keep the fuckin’ thing too! Oh my God! I can’t
believe this is happening!”
“Where are your birth-givers? How can we get a hold of them?”
“My female-birth-giver’s husband is still at work, down at the firehouse.”

“The firehouse? Who is he?”
“Wolfman, they call him Wolman.”
“Wolfman’s your fake-male-birth-giver?”
“Yeah.”
Officer Roy nodded affirmatively. “I know Wolfy pretty well. I’ll get a hold of
him. Rick, radio in.” Then, looking at the paramedics picking up Pumpkinhead,
asked, “You guys need any help?”
“We got it; thanks.”

Invasion Of The Penis Snatchers
was an enormous mansion lined with wall to wall cocaine users and bigI thaired,
scantily clad sperm dumpsters; it was a party of no less than fourhundred people; the occasion was the long awaited release of the Open Fly
debut album, ‘Rock Out with your Cock Out’, and anyone who could show up,
did. Most everyone wanted a piece of the Open Fly action, and wanted to be
around them because they were indeed, cool. Or so the trend-following record
label wanted everyone to believe.
For better or worse, the music scene had really taken shape. If any guy was
going to make it in the music business at this point in time, he needed to possess,
not only the pelvis and cheek bones of a nineteen-year-old girl, but the shaved
legs as well; all stuffed inside tight genitalia-strangling spandex. Another major
requirement for being considered relevant in the present music world was
exposing a freshly waxed chest, with a full head of hair teased no less than ten
inches above the skull, and if you wanted to make it really big, you wore hints of
blush, eyeliner, and sometimes lipstick or colored lip-gloss and made puckering
kissy faces at the big-titted sperm dumpsters in the audience while you played
your guitar solo or bass fill. It didn’t hurt your image to grow your nails long
and have them painted up in some effeminate manner either. And, of course,
Open Fly lived to be flaming F.A.G.G.’s and were therefore the talk of the town,
all the rave, the big cheese, the flavor of the day, in a fashionably gender
confused world of what was regrettably now the biggest fad in music – Female-

Aspirant Guy Groups; commonly known as F.A.G.G. Metal. Could White Tom
have inadvertently started a trend?
Basically the scene had shifted from angry restless rebellious youth from the
streets, fighting for or against a cause, sending a message of hate, love, and a
desire for a better planet, accompanied usually with some very interesting and
talent-packed songs, to what was now nothing more than a bunch of wealthy,
testosterone ridden, beautifully groomed, long-haired, would-be-jock-otherwise,
mama’s boys out for nothing more than to penetrate the prettiest and stupidest
bitch they could find; And the bait? Nothing more than a nursery rhymed
melody sung over a 1-4-5 progression played on a shiny electric guitar, and a
line or two of white powder; supplied of course, by Captain H. It was the roaring
gay twenties all over again.
Open Fly were fronted by Miles Savage, a blonde haired, muscular lead
singer, who also played the bass. They were the epitome of F.A.G.G. Metal, and
riding high on a big wave. For Mahdakis, the confusing aspect about them was,
there were actually two very cool B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., in the band that he enjoyed
hanging out with when they weren’t dressed like drag queens. The other two
band members he could take or leave, but were nice just the same, and always
treated him with a good deal of respect.
With the absence of Check Engine, Open Fly was the band to see and the only
one to be reckoned with anymore. They had just landed a minor contract with an
up and coming record label. Distribution was limited but it was very exciting all
the same. Their music was carefree, la-dee-da, drink-some-beer-and-fuck-somechicks-in-fast-cars kind of music. It disgusted Mahdakis to no end that these
types of bands were what was now being signed and granted small tours with
even bigger, more well-known la-dee-da, drink-some-beer-and-fuck-somechicks-in-fast-cars kinds of bands. It spoke volumes for what was supposed to
be his generation. But this was no longer his generation. He banished it – along
with some of the respect he had for its followers, which were many of the good
friends he still had. He was not about to shave his facial hair or sell out at any
cost, but nor was he taking any immediate opposing action to do anything
against it either. Instead, he seemed content in doing nothing with his music for
the meantime. He was only at the party because Boodles DiNero had been
invited by Miles Savage and the band; an odd gesture considering they really
weren’t her crowd. She drove with Mahdakis and they met Tony Ravioli and
Nicki Tater there. Boodles was still involved with the remains of Check Engine
(White Tom, Violet-Basia, and Pock) but they were stuck in neutral, going
nowhere except Pock’s attic. They booked a couple of gigs under the Check
Engine name and really destroyed what reputation they had left by inviting
Copper Tom to play at the shows with them; after twice going to pick him up at
the Amtrak, and twice him not being on the train, they were forced to play as a
pathetic trio, and thus forced away from the club scene, leaving Check Engine’s

memory a mockery in the music world. Mahdakis meanwhile, was content
filling his belly with Jezebel juice. Her love blew his mind to such heights that
he found it impossible (or possibly unimportant) to focus on anything else. He
just wanted to make love to her all day.
The leftovers of Check Engine and Boodles were currently somewhere
downstairs mingling, while Mahdakis, Tony, and Nicki, sat on the floor upstairs
smoking angle dust laced marijuana, watching a muted television that was
playing a live concert, while some very unrelated music cranked on the stereo
behind them in deafening volumes.
“I got great news!” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
Nobody heard Tony, or was even paying attention to him. “HEY! I GOT
GREAT NEWS!!”
“Yeah? What’s that?” Mahdakis said nonchalantly with his focus still entirely
on the television.
“I got a place to live.”
Mahdakis, still not hearing him and nodding his head to the music behind him
said, “What is it?”
“What is it?”
“I don’t know, that’s what I’m asking you.”
“What is what?”
“Are you okay? Do you need some air?”
“No! I’m talking about a new apartment!”
“I thought you had something you wanted to give.”
“I don’t wanna GIVE anything!”
“Nice guy,” said Nicki, approaching him from behind. “What’s that all about
anyway?”
“I got a new place to live!”
“And you can no longer make charitable donations?”
“I GOT A NEW APARTMENT IN CAMDEN!”
Mahdakis looked quite seriously at Nicki. “I guess it must have something to
do with the tax structure out there.”
“MY GOD! Are you two on mother-fuckin’ crack?!”
Mahdakis stared at the joint. “Maybe. Something’s in here besides pot.”
“Dude, I was gone for almost a month.”
“I wondered what happened to you,” Mahdakis said, lighting up a Tijuana
Small. “I hadn’t seen you for a while.”
“Awhile? It’s been over three weeks, bro” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Huh. I hadn’t noticed the time going by like that.”
“Really? You didn’t wonder where the fuck I was all that time? I could’ve
been shot or something.”
“You were shot?”
“No, but I could’ve been.”

“Well, don’t worry. I’m sure residing in Camden increases those chances
greatly.” Mahdakis put his arm around his shoulder. “You should be getting
plenty more opportunities. Don’t despair.”
“Maaaahhdaakisssss….my boy.”
Suddenly Mahdakis felt the palm of a humongous hand on the center of his
back and had a dark thick pointy finger shoved in his face. The finger was
bending back and forth, making the ‘come here a minute’ motion. Mahdakis got
up and followed Captain H to the far end of the room where they had more
privacy. “What’s up, Hank?”
“It’s time.”
“The governor didn’t grant me a stay of execution, huh?”
Captain H stared on unamused. “You could look death in the eye and fall
down laughing, couldn’t you?”
“Laughing, yes. Fall down? It would depend on what he was wearing that
day.”
“Funny again. I need the last thousand you owe me, and I need it by month’s
end.”
“Oh that,” Mahdakis said, as if recalling a memory from childhood, “yeah.
Okay,” he nodded and said, “but I thought we were square with the raffle prize.
Otherwise I’d have gotten it to you sooner.”
“I had a change of heart about that.”
“Oh?” Mahdakis said, slugging off a bottle of scotch.
“Yeah, I decided to buy my mommy a day at the spa instead.”
“A day at the spa? That’s like a week’s vacation for some folks. I hope she got
laid as well.”
“Hey, Hey! We don’t talk about mommy that way. You know better!”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah.”
Captain H whispered, “I think she may have gotten something, though; I had a
real buff masseuse named Joel, take care of her.”
“So, a nice finger job if nothing else.”
“Damn well better have been more than a nice finger job, for what I paid.”
“Sounds like an all-around good guy.” Mahdakis took another slug off the
bottle.
“You ought to be careful with how much of that you drink. That shit will eat
you up someday.”
“It already is.”
“Yeah, well, it’s no joke. Alcohol is the leading cause of death related diseases
in America…..in the world, right now.”
“You mean besides getting shot by drug dealing mobsters, or mid-eastern
terrorists?”
“I said disease.” Captain H smacked him on the head. “Besides, I’m
serious…..It beats cancer, and that aids thing.”

“What do you suggest I do? Wait, I know. How about I switch to cocaine?”
“Hey, don’t laugh. Look at it like this, you only need a little bit to get you high
and it’s costly so you don’t have that much at all times and tend to use it
sparingly, thus preserving your insides.”
“Unless you’re Snowy.”
“Unless.”
“I suppose you conveniently have some on you right now that you’d like to
sell too, right?”
Captain H reached into his leather coat pocket. “As a matter of fact,
Mahdakis….”
“OH MY GOD! POCK’S A FUCKIN’ HOMO!!!” Boodles came screaming
up the stairs, her face contorted in absolute horror. “I CAUGHT HIM
SUCKING DICK!”
Mahdakis and Captain H exchanged curious glances at one another. “She says
that like it’s a bad thing,” Captain H said.
“HEY! LOTS OF PEOPLE HERE ARE F.A.G.G.’S.” Tony yelled back,
trying to be funny. “IT’S A F.A.G.G. METAL PARTY! I WISH I WERE A
F.A.G.G. SO I’D FIT IN BETTER!” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“He should be careful what he wishes for,” Captain H whispered to Mahdakis.
“I don’t think he’s your type.”
“Everyone’s my type.” He put a cigarette in his mouth. “Got a light?” As
Mahdakis lit his smoke for him, Captain H continued, “Where’s he been,
anyway?”
“Got a place up in Camden.”
“No kidding. Good for him.”
Meanwhile, Boodles was standing in the middle of the living room still
screaming like a pouty four-year-old to anyone who would listen, “HE’S
DOWN STAIRS IN THE MASTER BEDROOM SUCKING COCK WITH
THREE OR FOUR OTHER HAIRY GUYS! EEEEEWWW! THEY’RE ALL
IN BED UNDER THE COVERS! I THINK HE WAS GETTING FUCKED IN
THE ASS TOO!”
“What’s her problem?” Mahdakis asked Captain H.
“So he’s a multitasker. Besides, it’s not as though she’s the one getting fucked
in the ass.”
“Exactly.”
“I don’t know,” said Captain H, putting his drink down on the fireplace
mantle, “but it sounds like I’m wasting valuable time up here.” Then, slapping
the back of his hand against Mahdakis’s chest continued, “Hey, sorry about the
timing of the money issue, Mahdakis, but it has been close to a year now. I
know your family is going through some shit with Pumpkinhead and all
but…….”
“No problem man. I’ll take care of it.”

“Thanks buddy. How is he anyway?”
“The BB just missed any vitals. It’s still in his skull, and will be forever, but
he’s fine. They got him locked up in the psyche unit at the hospital.”
“That’s normal procedure. They have to do that by law. But they can’t hold
him more than a week or two,” he said, very knowingly. “The food’s good,
though. They make awesome Jell-O with big chunks of banana in it. I like
bananas.”
“Hmm.” Mahdakis rubbed his mustache and beard. “I think my birth-givers
are going to have him transferred to a private mental institution afterwards.”
“Good,” Captain H said patronizingly, “and tell him to let me know if there’s
any vacancies. I got an entire crew that could benefit from a stay.” Captain H
put his hand on Mahdakis’s shoulder. “And give your family my best.”
“Will do.”
“Meantime, I’m gonna go check out the action downstairs.”
Mahdakis followed Boodles as she stormed out of the house, her car keys
jingling from her hand. Tony and Nicki followed him. “You getting ready to
go?” Mahdakis asked her.
“I can’t stay here! This house is full of HEATHENS AND QUEERS!!”
Mahdakis looked on quizzically. “We’ve been hanging with these same people
for years. You’re just figuring this out now?”
Brushing off his question, Boodles replied in a hasty tone, “I sure as hell didn’t
figure on catching Pock getting acupunctured with penis! I’m going. Do you
need a ride?”
“I’ll leave later, with Tony.”
“I’m gonna bolt now, too” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “this scene’s kind of beat.
She’s right, there are a lot of F.A.G.G.’s around here….of all kinds. And none of
them are for me.”
“I got some beers and shit, if you guys wanna head down to Southpoint Beach
parking lot, or something,” Nicki suggested.
-Bobble-bobble-bobble. “That sounds cool. You in for that, Boods?”
“Fine,” she agreed with annoyance. “Let’s go.”

Radio Ga Ga
go, go!” Carl was screaming to Floyd, in front of him, as the two
“G o!ranGo,at top
speed, away from the sound of a car alarm going off in the

distance. “C’mon, c’mon! Go! Go! Down there!”
Floyd didn’t need to look behind him to know that Carl was pointing into the
ravine which ran behind one of the Norford Elementary schools and emerged up
and into the back yards of quiet homes, whose dimly-lit quiet streets eventually
lead back out to the busy road of Pennsylvania Avenue, but a mile ahead from
the spot where they were now. The sprint through the ravine and dark side
streets would most likely give them cover and buy them enough time to throw
off the sirens that were now screaming and moving fast up the Avenue,
searching for two hooded thieves who were seen moments earlier breaking into
cars in a parking lot behind the Norford Cinema. After running with a deal of
precaution through the dark side streets, Floyd stopped and put his hands on his
knees as he bent over trying to catch his breath. “Where is he?”
Carl looked around him. “I don’t know. But we can’t just stand here. We have
to take cover somewhere.”
“We’re on time, right?”
“Yeah.” Carl’s eyes were darting every which way. “C’mon; over there.” He
pointed to a wooded embankment. “Let’s hide behind those trees and keep a
watch. This is the spot; I know that for sure. So if he comes, at least we’ll see
him.”
“I don’t like it. It’s not like him,” Floyd said, nervously.
Carl darted across the street towards their cover, turned around, waved, and
whispered in a loud tone, “C’mon! Get over here!”
But just as Floyd was crossing the street, an old style, unmarked police cruiser
pulled out of nowhere and shined the spotlight on him. It came to a stop and two
shadowy figures got out of the car and commanded, “Freeze! You
motherfuckers are in for it now!” Then came the unmistakable sound of a rifle
being cocked. “Get on the ground or I’ll blow your heads off!”
After they each fell to the ground, laughter could be heard as Carl and Floyd
lie with their faces against the pavement and their hands clasped behind their
heads. Carl looked up. “What the fuck?”
“Look at you two little girls,” the figure said, as he lowered the gun to his side.
“Ha! You should see your faces. Pretty funny shit.”
“Speaking of shit,” Squid said from the passenger’s side of the car, “do you
guys need to go home and clean up? Ha-ha-ha-ha! Dats some funny sheet. Ya’ll
be buggin’ and whatnot.”
“Real fuckin’ funny, Rad,” Carl said with anger, as he and Floyd stood up.
“What the fuck’s with this? You guys stole a police car?”

“Not exactly.” Rad spit out a watermelon seed. “We bought it at an auction,
fair and square.”
“All legal like, mane,” Squid said, nodding his little brown head, his big
brown eyes wide open, not blinking at all. “Even gots a CB Radio inside ’n all.”
“Speaking of radios,” Rad said, snapping his fingers expectantly.
“Yeah, hang on.” Carl pointed to where he had been hiding. “We ditched them
over there.” He walked over, pulled them out of the leaves, and came back to the
car only to find Floyd and Squid in a stare down with one another. “What’s up
with them?”
Rad, not noticing what they had been doing, looked and shrugged his
shoulders. “Who knows? Maybe they’re in love.”
“Hmm. Here.” Carl handed a stack of car radios to Rad.”
“Three? That’s it? How long were you out there?”
Floyd looked over. “Hey man, we had to split. You know…these fancy new
alarms and whatnot.”
“Alarms?”
“Someone had one of those new car alarms that went off on us and then we
heard sirens.”
“So we had to boogie ass out of there.”
“Yeah okay,” Rad said, with disgruntled understanding. “But next time, call in
a burglary, or a domestic disturbance or something, on the other end of town.”
“Dat keeps the fuzz outta yo hair for longer time mane, and ’lows you mo time
to do your thang.”
“And make more money than this!” Rad shoved a small wad of cash into
Carl’s leather jacket pocket, took the stack of radios out of his hand, and then
threw them in the back seat. “You guys need a ride somewhere?”
“Sure. We’re headed over to Barely Bagels to meet up with Frank,” said
Floyd.
“Alright, get in.”
“Nah, that’s alright. We’ll walk,” Carl said, brushing his long scraggly brown
hair out of his eyes and lighting up a Marlboro.”
“Something wrong, Scungilli?” Squid asked offended.
“Nothing. Nothing at all. I just don’t want to be seen in the same car as you
guys. I don’t think that’s a good idea.”
“You’re right,” Rad said, slapping his hand on Carl’s shoulder before getting
back in the outdated police cruiser.
Squid gave Carl his bug-eyed stare and pointed two fingers at him as he
slithered back in the car. “I’m watchin’ you, Scungilli….I’m watchin’.”
Rad leaned out the window as he took off. “He’s a character, huh?”
“Yeah; funny guy.”
“See you at the Open Fly shindig?”
“Headin’ up a little later.”

Rad gave a quick thumbs up and drove off, tossing a large melon rind out the
window as he did.
*****
Meanwhile… in the rear parking lot of Barely Bagels…more stupidity was
rearing its ugly head….
“You know what I wanna be, Dakota?” Frank asked.
“You don’t want to be human anymore?”
“Huh? Yeah, yeah, sure I do. I mean, I still want to be human, it’s just that, I
want to be something else, too.”
“You can’t.”
“Why not?”
“Because.”
“Listen….this human here wants to amount to something more when I grow
up…..you know what that is?”
“A larger human?”
“Very funny. Give up?”
“Uh-huh. What? No, wait….Let me think a moment.”
“Alright.”
Dakota wasn’t really thinking as much as she was appeasing him. “Uh….okay,
I don’t know. I give up. What do you want to be if you grow up?”
“If?” There was a long pause as Frank Slate fell deep in thought, then finally
said, “I don’t know, I mean I forgot what I was going to say….I used to
know…Before…I was gonna tell you about it, but then you fucked me all up
with this human stuff. Hmm.”
“Maybe you want to be an astronaut?”
“Why?”
“I don’t know, I was guessing.”
“No. Not an astronaut, but I wouldn’t say no to the opportunity to travel in
space. I think that would be kind of cool, don’t you?”
“No. I think it’s kind of stupid, actually.”
“What is?”
“Driving all over the galaxy, in search of new places to pollute and destroy.
We haven’t even mastered what’s down here yet. Why do you think it’s a good
idea to be in space?”
“I didn’t say it was. You…”
“Yes you did. You said you wouldn’t say no to the opportunity to be in space,
and that it would be cool. I heard you say that.”
“Heard him say what?” Carl said, as he and Floyd emerged into the parking lot
through a hole in a wire fence of a bordering back yard.

“He says he thinks it would be cool to go into outer space and shit all over the
place.”
“Well, if you were in outer space I guess you’d have no choice. Hee-hee-heehee! Ah…I crack myself up.”
“I was actually thinking about owning a farm and growing some livestock.”
“In space?”
“And shitting all over it?”
“No…”
“You’re supposed to do that.”
“Do what?”
“Dump manure on your livestock. I heard it helps them grow better.”
“Freakin’ murderer.” Dakota pointed at Frank. “And I suppose you’d slaughter
the animals yourself, huh? Probably with a big smile on that dumb face of
yours.”
“What the….can we talk about something serious here?”
“I’ve been having a weird dream lately,” Floyd said, lighting a cigarette that
singed a few blonde hairs, which ran across his scarred face. “In the dream I’m
flying…..in some sort of a vehicle…or….”
“A magic carpet,” Goiter said, coming out of Barely Bagels, sipping a coffee.
“Maybe. But it’s weird. I’m flying over a construction site and then a body of
water. Then…..Something bad happens,” he reflected, his eyes going up to his
right.
“What? What’s so bad?”
“I don’t know. The dream usually ends there…but you just somehow know in
the dream that the next thing to happen is bad, you know? A-and the river…or
lake I’m flying over is calm and peaceful, and…”
“Anybody wanna get going?” Carl said, impatiently.
“Why, you in a hurry for some F.A.G.G. action tonight? Ha-ha.”
Carl punched Goiter on the shoulder. “Shut the fuck up.”
“Ow!”
“Well he’s got a point, I mean…..they could dress a little more masculine,
don’t you think? What’s up with those hair-dos, anyway? Why do chicks dig
that? Dakota? Do tell.”
“Not all chicks dig it Floyd; me for one. I think they’re a bunch of poseur
idiots. But if you must know, most of the other girls like it because it’s upbeat
rock-n-roll that keeps things light and fluffy and doesn’t bring you down, or
remind you of everything that’s wrong with your life…and the world.”
“Huh-huh, you mean like Mahdakis’s shit.” Frank Slate shook his head. “Good
cripes. I love the guy, don’t get me wrong, but Jesus Christ, stick a fork in me
when the song’s over, will ya?”
“I can never tell when his songs are over.”

“Yeah,” Frank continued, “sometimes I think the whole concert is just one
long-winded song. And I’ll be damned if I ever know what the fuck he’s talkin’
about.”
“It’s called theater, dummy.” Dakota took a drag from her cigarette and blew it
in his face. “But I guess a simpleton like you wouldn’t understand.”
Frank grinned, knowing she was only teasing. “Huh-huh-huh, you’re a nasty
lil’ cunt, ain’t cha?”
“Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Whoa,” Carl screamed at him, “Easy!”
“I’m just kiddin’. Heck, I roadie for the guy, you know.”
“So you’d think you’d know more about what’s going on with him than you
do,” Floyd said.
“Yeah, but I don’t.”
“And therein lies the genius that is Frank Slate. Ha-ha-ha!” Goiter laughed all
by himself.
“So basically, F.A.G.G. metal is music that doesn’t burden your brain with any
strenuous thinking,” Carl summed up.
“And that’s why so many people like it, and the radio plays it all the time,”
Dakota agreed. “It’s ear candy for simple people with limited artistic capacity…
“Of which, there are many.”
“…people who hate having to think, and can only handle simple melodies
running through their head.” She took another drag and exhaled as Frank
earnestly absorbed what she said. “I mean you might as well play nursery
rhymes on the radio.”
“The radio, I-I can’t even listen to it anymore, it’s so full of that F.A.G.G.
Metal shit. Fuckin’ disgusting,” Carl hawked a big yellow loogy on the ground.
“You know what Mahdakis says?” Frank asked, trying to remember the
conversation.
“This ought to be good.”
“He says that the government’s in cahoots with all these big companies that
buy up radio stations and play uh…..what does he call it…..Mind
Numbing….yeah, mind numbing music that’s meant to keep the American
population…us….ignorant and distracted from what’s really going on. He says,
that uh…..that these…these same companies also buy up music rights from
older deadbeat artists…”
“Deadbeat?”
“…and uh….what do they do….they uh….yeah, since they now have the royal
rights…”
“….Royal rights?”
“They were knighted,” Dakota whispered sarcastically.
“… they make the stations that they bought up, play these same songs over
and over again, which makes them rich because the more people hear
something, Mahdakis says, the more they want to hear it again because they

know it’s safe and………they like uh….status quo, or whatever word he used;
and that it will be the same for F.A.G.G. Metal years down the road, you know,
because it’s a simple friendly kind of harmless music that brain-dead folks and
their nice little children, although I think he said mindless children, will
probably like years later. He says it’s all some sort of a…..a net to catch the
most American fish at one time, or something like that, I think.”
A long hush of abysmal disbelief followed as everyone stared at each other,
wondering if Frank was done. Floyd shook his head and broke the silence. “I’m
not sure what’s worse, Mahdakis and his conspiracy theories, or Frank
explaining them.”
Goiter laughed, “Makes it sound twice as insane as it already is.”
“And trust me,” Carl lit up a smoke and said, “neither one of them needs any
help sounding insane.”
“Ha-ha!”
Frank turned and walked towards the car. “Fuck it. I like the radio…and
F.A.G.G. Metal.”
“Me too, Frank,” Goiter said. “I’m right behind ya pal.”
“Hey-hey-hey, none of that. Just ’cause we’re goin’ to a F.A.G.G. Metal party
together doesn’t give you the right to fuck me in the ass.”
“Then what exactly does?” Dakota asked.
Carl rolled his eyes in exasperation. “Can we just please get the fuck out of
here already?”
“Yeah, alright,” Frank conceded, “let’s go meet up with our F.A.G.G. Metal
friends and suck some F.A.G.G. dick all night long…..Mmm.”
Floyd stared at Frank. “Jesus Christ, Frank. Sometimes I wonder if you even
know what the hell you’re saying.”
“Everyone hop in.” Frank got in his car and started it up. “C’mon, let’s go!”
As Goiter slipped into the back seat, just ahead of Dakota, Carl caught her
attention before she got in and as she turned around, he placed something in the
palm of her hand. “This is for you.”
Dakota looked down at the tissue in her hand and opened it. She stared at its
magnificence for a moment and then looked away and said with slight scorn,
“You can’t afford this! You know better.”
“Hey! You guys getting in, or what?”
“Hold on!”
“Hold on?” Frank whispered to Floyd and Goiter. “Isn’t he the one who was in
such a hurry to get out of here?”
“I don’t know, man,” Floyd said, “maybe he’s changing his mind about
suckin’ some dick.”
“Where did you get the money for this, Carl?”
“You know I was just jokin’ about that suckin’ dick stuff; don’t ya, Floyd?”

Carl looked in her eyes calmly. “Hey, don’t worry about that. It’s alright now;
I got a little gig doing some odd jobs.”
“Just joking? Really? I thought…I was hoping.” Floyd put his hand on top of
Frank’s and sighed, “We’d get a little alone time.”
“Odd Jobs? How odd? Does it involve anything illegal? I’ll bet it does.”
“Puh! What’s not odd these days about any of us idiots getting jobs? Huh?”
“GET YOUR FUCKIN’ HANDS OFF ME, YOU QUEER BASTARD!”
“I mean, did you steal or something for this money? ’Cuz if so, I don’t want
any part of it.” Dakota was holding her palm open with the necklace and tissue
still in the center. “Here, take it. Take it back. This isn’t the way I want it to be.”
“It’s okay,” he lied. “I got a job last week dropping an engine in this guy’s
car.”
“What guy? What car?”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee! Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“Some guy out in Greenville. He’s got an old Dodge Dart with a slant six.”
“A what? Is that a gun?”
“Never mind. It was a great gig. He paid me for the labor and almost double
for the parts.” Then he whispered in her ear, “I wanted to make sure you know
how much you mean to me.”
Dakota yelled back, “I know how much you love me, Carl…”
“Isn’t that sweet?” Goiter said from within the car.
“C’mon! Let’s move it, you two!”
“…but this isn’t what I want you to do with your money. Christ Carl, we’re
living at Nicki’s Mom’s house…and it’s getting a bit cozy over there with Tony
coming and going, walking around half naked.”
“He’s a hairy fucker, no?”
“Oh God! And what’s with all these guys I know from high school, coming
and going? Is she selling drugs?”
Carl tried to hide a grin behind his hand, “I don’t think she’s selling anything.
I think it’s pretty much free.”
“Well, whatever, it’s time we got out of there and got a place of our own; if
nothing else, how about a car so we don’t have to keep bummin’ rides and
hitchhiking everywhere? We’ve got to start making plans.”
Dakota lowered her head and got into the back seat of the car, next to Goiter,
and Carl got in next to her. Floyd closed the passenger door from up front and
they drove off.
After a block, Floyd leaned forward and put his hands on the radio knobs,
“Frank, you in the mood for a lobotomy?”
“What’s that?”
“Do ya mind if I see what’s on the radio?”
“Go right ahead.” Frank looked over with suspicion, “What’s that got to do
with being in the mood for sodomy? I told you I was just joking about all that.”

As Dakota studied her new gold necklace with a ruby embedded in the center,
she let out a sigh, “You couldn’t swing for some matching earrings, huh?”

Money Changes Everything

B

oodles and Mahdakis were already outside her car talking when Tony and
Nicki pulled in the parking lot of Southpoint Beach. As Tony backed his
firebird into a spot, Nicki commented on the possibilities of the conversation
they were witnessing through the window. It was early April, but still cold at
nights and they could clearly see the breath from each of them as they spoke.
Boodles was waving her hands all over the place and Mahdakis was taking a
rather standoffish position with his arms folded over his chest. “What the fuck’s
going on with them, you think?” Nicki asked.
“I don’t know,” said Tony, inhaling a hit off a bowl. “But who gives a fuck?
Let’s just sit back a minute and let ’em talk.” Tony eased the seat back
expectantly, “Wanna give me a blowjob?”
“Ooohh, yeah, that’s exactly what I want to do. In fact, I’ve been waiting all
night just to have the privilege of being asked. It’s why I woke up this morning.
It’s why I exist.……...then, when I’m all done sucking that great big manly cock
of yours, I will honestly be able to say, ‘I have lived life to its fullest, and I am
now ready to meet my maker.’”
“Bitch…….Grab me a beer then, will ya.”
“Fuck you, grab your own damn beer. I wanna hear what they’re saying,”
Nicki opened the door and got out as Tony yelled at her. “Fuckin’ cunt-ass
whore!”
“Fuck you, dickhead.” Nicki slammed the door behind her and stood by the
passenger side door as Mahdakis and Boodles continued their heated
conversation from across the parking lot.
“Here!” Tony said, chucking a full can of beer across the roof, hitting Nicki on
the side of the face with it.
“Ow! What the hell, man?”

“You’re supposed to do what I ask, woman!”
“Oh fuck off, you ignorant asshole. Why the fuck did you park way over here,
anyway? Why didn’t we just pull up next to them?”
“I thought this was a cool spot.”
“Cool as poop. Now we have to walk half a football field to get over there; and
feel stupid as they stare at us walking towards them for five minutes.”
“Hey if I want any lip from you, I’ll grab the…………”
“Sshhhh. I can’t hear what they’re saying.”
“Well maybe we should just walk over there and be sociable.” -Bobblebobble-bobble “It’s not like we’re fuckin’ strangers. They are expecting us, you
know.”
“Fine,” Nicki said, as she reached to the ground, and threw the beer can back
at Tony’s head, narrowly missing it.
“Ha-ha! You throw like a girl.”
“I suck dick like a girl, too. So, if you wanna relive that experience, you’d
better start being nice to me.”
“No. I don’t think so.”
“You don’t wanna be nice to me?”
“Not that. I think you suck dick like a man.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Oh really?” Nicki said trying to contain her laughter. “Well you seem to
really enjoy a man’s touch then. Maybe you’d like to go back to that house and
find Pock.”
“Maybe I would,” Tony said, inhaling a cigarette being funny, but keeping a
straight face. “Maybe that’s just my kind of thing. What about it?”
“Hey, I don’t give a shit, man. It’s one less thing I have to do. But from the
sounds of things, I wouldn’t let Boodles know. Something tells me she wouldn’t
approve.”
“And I care what she thinks.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Sshh….quiet, will you?”
“I just never thought…..you know…..anybody I worked with that closely. You
know? One of our friends…..It’s really disgusting!”
“My older brother’s gay, Boods. What of it?”
“I don’t work with him. I see him once in a while, here and there. I don’t really
care what he does.”
“Nor should you care what Pock does.”
“Sure I should! I work with him and have to be around him all the time!”
“It’s not like he’s got a contagious disease or something!”
“All in due time.”
“Jesus. What’s up?”

“I don’t know. Why was I the only one at the party making a stink of it? That’s
troubling! Why was everyone just sitting there staring at me like I was reading
them the weather?”
“For starters, half of our friends are borderline bisexual already, and the others
are too into themselves to really give a damn.”
“Well that’s just sick! We need knew friends!”
“We?”
“Yes. Definitely.” Boodles shook her head in disbelief and flipped her black
hair. “And now to find out Pock’s a cock-sucking homo, it changes everything!”
“How does it change anything? You barely communicate with the guy as it is.
It’s not as if you found Jason in bed with some other dudes.”
“But it’s only a matter of time, I’m sure,” Nicki quipped.
“I have morals, you know. And Christian values. I can’t be seen around
Pagans like that.”
“Do you even know who the Pagans were?” Tony asked from ten feet away.
“Since when are you Christian? I thought your ancestors were of Jewish
descent.”
Boodles gave Mahdakis an opened hand slap across the face. “How dare you!
I come from a line of God fairing Catholics! My birth-giver has a statue of Mary
above our mantel! I’m not one of ‘them’!”
“Mary who? Mary Tyler Moore?” Nicki laughed.
“So, you buy a couple of statues and you’re a good Catholic.” -Bobble-bobblebobble “That’s how the shit works?”
“Your birth-givers weren’t off the boat from Córdoba Spain?” Mahdakis said.
“What of it?”
“It’s a predominantly Jewish sector.”
“No it’s not!”
“Sure it is. If you had taken a real class in school, instead of getting graded for
watching John Hughes movies, you might know something about the world.”
“Says the gas-pumping dropout.”
Mahdakis considered….considered beating the shit out of her right then and
there as the blood rushed to his head, maybe shoving her into the hard, mudcovered embankment and giving her big curvy ass a tremendous fucking while
smashing her pretty little face into the guardrail over and over again. “Well
played,” he said. “But at least I’m not freaked out by something as common as
homosexuality.”
“Common homosexuality? That’s an oxymoron my friend. There’s no such
thing! A guy who takes dick in the ass is going against God’s will.”
“But it’s just peachy for us gals’, huh Boods?”
“Not in all states, actually,” said Mahdakis.
“Nicki! I expect you to understand just how perverse and wrong this is.”
“What do I care if some ugly fuck wants to be a jiz gobbler? Who cares?”

-Bobble-bobble-bobble “Sodomy’s sodomy. You aren’t supposed to do it with
anyone, according to the bible.”
“Pock’s going to burn in hell and I want no part of it!”
“Why would you have a part of it in the first place?”
“You don’t suck Jason’s dick?”
“If so, I guarantee she doesn’t swallow.”
“I swallow…Sometimes!…..if it’s appropriate.”
“Appropriate? What does that even mean?”
“When she’s on the rag.”
“Ah! It don’t matter!” Tony pointed an accusing finger. “You’re gonna burn,
woman!”
“Damn,” said Nicki, “then what’s going to happen to me?”
“You’re gonna have to suck the fiery balls of Satan’s emancipated bloodhound
once a day for all eternity,” Mahdakis said.
“Just once?”
“A day.”
“That doesn’t sound like such a bad deal. As long as the rest of my day is free,
I guess I’d be okay with that.”
“I don’t think this is the least bit funny. There’s no way I’m going to be able to
be around Pock, or the people in that room and look at them the same ever
again. I’m gonna have to figure something else out here.”
“Sounds to me like you’re just looking for a convenient way to ease out of
your contractual duties with what was once Check Engine, due to their current
financial disposition.”
“Yeah,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “what he said.”
“And perhaps find a cozy, more lucrative job working for Open Fly,”
Mahdakis said, approaching her.
“Oh please.”
“Please nothing, you fuckin’ dumbass bitch!” Mahdakis stepped towards her
and pointed in her face. “Why did Moe invite you over there, anyway? He
doesn’t like you, or your kind.”
“Just to hang out. What’s your problem? I can do what I want!”
“YOU DON’T KNOW HIM THAT WELL!”
“I know him!”
And looking as intimidating as possible, he pressed his chest up against hers.
“Yeah? Well then I can do what I want, too!” then he smacked his hand against
her forehead.
“Ow!! Fuck you!!”
“Dude! CUT THE SHIT!” Tony came at him and pushed his forearm back.
“You fuckin’ asshole,” she said choking back tears. “I thought we were
friends.”

“Are you their manger now? Huh?” Mahdakis grabbed her by the throat and
started to lift her off the ground.
“STOP! MAHDAKIS!” Nicki screamed.
“I’LL BET THEY DON’T GIVE YOU MOTHER FUCKIN’ TWENTY
PERCENT, YOU SMELLY CUNT!!!”
“DUDE!” Tony sucker-punched his friend in the gut and grabbed the arm he
was choking Boodles with.
Mahdakis bent over, a little of the wind knocked out of him, and yelled at her,
“ALL THE SHIT WE DID FOR YOU! Get the fuck out of here you pretentious
little stuck up bitch!”
Boodles was shaken and still in tears as she got into her car. “I’m sending my
brother after you! You and your faggot ass friends!”
“Good. Tell the fat bastard I’ll be here!”
The sound of screeching tires could still be heard blocks away as Boodles
raced home. The three remaining B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. stood silently around a fire
Tony had started in a garbage can. “What the hell was that all about?” Nicki
said, chugging the last of her beer and tossing it in the fire.
“I don’t know,” Mahdakis said, still visibly shaken himself; his eyes red and
slightly watery; his fists still clenched. “She’s a two-faced fuckin’ piece of shit.
That’s what it’s all about.”
Nicki took a drag off her cigarette. “Well….isn’t that what White Tom’s been
saying the whole time?”
“Yeah, I know. But he never worked closely with her like I did. We’re tight. I
mean, what the fuck is all this shit about? Cuz Pock likes dick?? Who the hell
cares? He has to get sex somewhere, right?”
“And with a face like that, he ain’t gonna get any chicks.”
“I’ll vouch for that,” said Nicki.
“Liar. You’d fuck him. You’d fuck anybody.”
“Shut up, you fuckin’ asshole. What’s your problem tonight, anyway?”
“Nothin’” -Bobble-bobble-bobble. “Just staring at a dumb bitch again.”
“It just boggles the mind,” Mahdakis continued, ignoring their little fight,
“who the fuck cares about someone else’s body and what they do with it?”
“Unless they’re doing something to them.”
“Even then, is it really all that bad? Anyway, I’m a little surprised myself, and
kind of freaked out to some degree; I do have to work with him.” Mahdakis gave
thought to his statement. “What I mean is, maybe if he had told me years ago it
would be less of a ‘thing’ right now.” He reached and pulled Tony’s cigarette
out of his mouth and took a drag. “Yeah, that’s what it is; the honesty factor. I’m
more upset that he feels he has to hide his true identity around me….us.”
“I have more of those if you want your own,” Tony said, gesturing toward the
cigarette.

Mahdakis gave him a curious glance and then remembered the thing in his
mouth. “Oh yeah, here; thanks man. I just needed a drag.”
“Eeeewww. Don’t put that back in your mouth,” Nicki egged on. “What if he’s
been sucking cock all night? Now you got someone else’s cum in your mouth.”
“Exactly my point,” said Mahdakis un-phased.
“Is that so?” Tony said, examining the butt end of the cigarette.
“It makes you wonder what else he’s hiding; you know?”
“Mmm..” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, Tony tossed the cigarette and lit a new one.
“I like her. I’m kind of surprised, to tell you the truth.”
“Money,” Mahdakis mumbled to himself.
“Say what?”
“Money. It’s about money.” Mahdakis turned and faced the two of them. “She
isn’t that freaked out about homosexuality…or anything at all for that matter; I
mean Christ, not only does she talk to my brother all the time, but don’t forget
her part in all the mischief we’ve all taken part in.”
“That’s right; she’s always been a part of every bad thing we’ve ever done.”
“Sometimes even the brains behind it.”
“Real good fuckin’ Christian,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Exactly. She’s going through this charade in order to justify leaving the other
guys, you know, Check Engine or whatever they’re called now, because they’re
not making any money.”
“Open Fly is making some money though, huh,” said Tony.
“Sure are, Tone. And there she was right in the thick of that party. That’s not
usually her scene, man.”
“No, no it isn’t.”
“She just wants to jump ship and join their crew, and make it look completely
justifiable; and not have to deal with the friendship factor.”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “I think you’re right, bro.”
“I don’t think people like her have any real friends, at the end of the day.”
“I know I’m right, Tony. As I said, we worked close together. I know her.”
Suddenly Mahdakis remembered the charity fund that the two of them had
started. “Shit, I gotta cash out that account before she does. Fuck!”
“What account?”
“Nothing; never mind.”
Tony and Nicki stood silently smoking their cigarettes for another minute or
two, not knowing what to say, exactly. Tony looked over at Nicki. “You hungry,
babe?”
“Yeah. Yeah, I could eat.”
“Cool.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Dude,” he said, addressing Mahdakis, “You
wanna get a pie and throw the empty box on White Tom’s lawn?”
“Yeah, sure…..let’s go.”

Yours For The Asking
house had really turned into a legitimate boarding house by now, as
P ock’s
Violet-Basia and Jack Carrot resided there, each with their own bedroom,

paying a weekly rent to Mrs. Wells. Violet’s female-birth-giver had plenty of
living space for her on the other side of town, and would love to have had her
living with her, as she was widowed. But Violet needed her freedoms and was at
an age where privacy was an issue; not to mention her female-birth-giver’s strict
‘no boys in the house’ policy. If Violet-Basia had still been at home in Old
Norford, she wouldn’t have been allowed to be talking to Mahdakis right now.
The two of them were in her room, what was once Dakota’s old bedroom,
smoking dope and listening to some heavy music.
“Jez doesn’t care for this type of stuff. I wish she would.”
“Oh she does, she just doesn’t want to hear it.”
“She’s into all that mellow Thankfully Deceased crap. Dude, I can’t handle it.”
He took a drag from his cigar. “It bores me to tears.”
“You might think differently if you saw them live. It’s really quite a show; and
I know how you appreciate good musicianship, so you’d dig this. They have two
drummers you know.”
“Because the other one is so stoned he can’t handle the work load? I’ve heard
their shit, and if they’ve got two drummers, then someone’s over paid.”
“Give it a shot sometime. I got tickets to the show over at the Arena. Wanna
go?”
“Seriously? I hear it every minute that I’m at her house! What do you mean,
give it a shot? The last thing I want to do is spend time watching this crap.”
“You are at her house quite a lot these days, huh?”
“I’m her guy.”
“I know. But, some guys don’t see their……bitch…..except once in a while
when they have nothing better to do, and just when they want to get laid.”
“Oh, I get laid. She’s the best, too.”
Violet gave him her Mona Lisa smirk. “Yeah, well I hope so. It seems to be all
you’re doing these days so it better be damn good.”
“That’s not all I do,” Mahdakis said defiantly, as he reached out for the bone
she was handing back to him.
“Oh? What else do you do these days? Besides work at the gas station and
spend your pay check on booze and drugs, I mean.”

Mahdakis looked at her in anger. “I do stuff…other stuff, you know. I wrote
this song the other day…. A classical guitar piece…an instrumental.”
“Oh yeah? What do you call it?”
“I don’t know,…uh….Benevolent Offerings or something like that; Beautiful
Betrayal maybe? …….Whatever.”
“Mmm…Acoustic stuff, huh?”
“Yeah, in the middle I make use of the diminished second and make it sound
all evil, then it gets pretty and happy again.”
“Well yeah.” Violet took the bone back out of his hand. “I guess you have to
get used to writing stuff like that if you’re going to be playing alone, huh?”
“What the fuck is your goddamn problem, man?”
Violet-Basia snuffed out the roach in the ashtray on her nightstand. “My
problem is, Tommy and I have been racking our brains for months trying to get
some songs together so we can play out and become a band again.”
“What’s that got to do with me?”
“Because.”
“Because? What are we, back in third grade?” Mahdakis knew what she
wanted to say, but was not going to fill in the blanks for her. He wanted to hear
it. He wanted to see the humiliation on his friend’s face. He wanted to hear her
say that he was right, and they needed him.
“You know….”
‘That’s right’ he thought, ‘say it bitch, say it…you need me…say it!’
Then, pointing to the stereo, she said, “How did they get that real dirty sound
on the guitar, anyway?”
“This?” Mahdakis said referring to the music playing.
“Yeah.”
“They….they tuned down a step and a half, and didn’t worry about what an
A&R guy might think, or what people who hadn’t heard this type of music yet
might think; pretty daring to do considering at the time the only thing the radio
would play is sappy love songs and peace, love and granola hippie crap. In fact,
no one did play them on the radio. They made their mark on society by
touring…..fifteen years later it’s some of the most relevant music ever recorded.
But no, you and White Tom wanna sit around and play pop music and…”
“It’s not fuckin’ pop music! It just isn’t shit that runs on for fifteen minutes
without a vocal. Christ! People wanna sing along to something, ya know? That’s
why Open Fly is so big…..they have MELODIES. Remember that? Melody?
Shit, some of the stuff you write puts me to sleep, and I’m playing it!”
“You done?”
“Yeah. I guess so. You know, Tom and I just wanna play some music and
make some money doing it. We’re not asking for big contracts or….”

“AND THAT’S THE FUCKIN’ PROBLEM! You take this as some sort of a
joke, Violet! Well, it’s not! It’s music, man. It’s sacred and should be held close
to the heart as such. Fuckin’ aye, I have more respect for Open Fly.”
“Oh please.”
“You know why? Because they at least think they’re writing good music, and
are doing their best. You…and Tommy are making a mockery of your own
talents because you want money more than substance. I want substance.”
“Looks like you’ve settled for substance abuse.”
“Funny. You’re one to talk.”
“You want to get your dick sucked, is all you want. Otherwise you’d be doing
more than humping Jezebel’s leg all day….everyday.”
“Shut the …”
“And she isn’t much better; feeding off of it the way she does. My God, don’t
ever let her tell you that she isn’t in the least bit vain, because she is eating your
affections up like a starving monster in an elf factory.”
“Tell that to her……what? What the hell’s that supposed to mean?”
Violet-Basia laughed at her analogy. “Yeah, yeah….I don’t write lyrics so
well. But don’t think I’m telling you anything I haven’t told her. Christ. You
two are together twenty-four seven. Don’t you get tired of each other?”
“I want to marry her.”
“I know, and there isn’t a person amongst any of us who thinks you won’t both
get married eventually, but c’mon man, you’re both young now. At least Jezzy is
still concentrating on her paintings and her artwork. What the hell have you
done in the past three months? An acoustic piece?……..probably inspired by her
no doubt.”
“Yeah,” Mahdakis said, hanging his head a little low. To some degree, he
knew Violet-Basia to be right. He was wasting away.
Violet-Basia sifted her hand through his hair. “I know you love her. You love
her more than life itself. But don’t forget your main objective. You are here to
play music. That’s why you ran away from The Mountains years ago.”
‘That’s not exactly true,’ he thought. “I also ran away in search of love,” he
said, knowing it was somewhat of a lie. The fact being, he left a girl behind who
loved him dearly and would have married him, had he stayed.
“And now that you’ve found it, that’s it? You’re just going to lie around
getting fat and eating Jez’s pussy?”
“Cum is fattening?”
“I don’t know. But complacency sure the hell is.”
He stared around the room, then his stare shifted towards outer space and then
back to her. He tapped his fingers on his pork chop sideburns. “You know….”
“Uh-oh…..there’s that look. What’s going on in that mind of yours?”
“You want to make some money.”
“And play out.”

“But your songs don’t cut it, is that what you’re trying to say?”
“Mmm.”
“I want to play my stuff. But you don’t want to waste time learning new stuff
like that right?
“More or less. Time is of the essence these days.”
“What about stuff you wouldn’t need to learn?”
“What stuff?”
“The Crimes Seen sessions?”
“What about them?”
“We have more than an entire album’s worth of songs already in the can.”
“I just said I don’t really wanna play that type of stuff anymore.”
“You said you didn’t want to take time to learn stuff like that. And you
wouldn’t, you already know the songs.”
“You know what I meant.”
“Too bad. They’re already recorded. All we have to do is mix them down and
duplicate them. It will give us a spring board of some kind for a tour perhaps,
and we can throw whatever you and Tommy have written in the live sets.”
“Fine, I guess,” Violet said unconvinced, “but Copper Tom played on those.
We’d have to include him in on this, wouldn’t we?”
“Fuck that. I’ll re-do all the bass parts.”
White Tom poked his head in. “What bass parts are those?”
“The Crimes Seen recordings. Mahdakis thinks if we release those now, it
could spring board some gigging action for us in the club scene.”
“I don’t know. There’s some really far out, anti-government, politically
minded stuff on there, if I remember correctly.”
“You do.”
“Don’t get me wrong, I’m glad you want to do something finally, but I’m not
sure the club scene wants that anymore.”
“Are we going to sell out and start wearing spandex and makeup?”
“I thought Tommy would feel right at home with that get up,” said VioletBasia.
“Nah, I’m not a spandex kind of guy,” said White Tom, “too restricting. Now
a nice floral print sundress….that’s the way to go.”
“At least that’s something I understand; a guy dressing up as a woman.”
“You can?”
“What I don’t get are these guys pretending to be chicks dressed up as dudes.”
“It’s way more complicated than need be,” agreed White Tom
“We’re not going to do any of that shit.” Mahdakis lit up a Tijuana small,
“Christ, wasn’t the whole Cum N Wet it experience embarrassing, and stupid
enough? We’re going to be ourselves and just see what happens. Fuck all that
nonsense.”
“Aye, aye, Captain.”

“Oh yeah, by the way, we owe Hank the other thousand by month’s end.”
“What?”
“Who says?”
“He says.”
“He won the fuckin’ lottery ticket for the one thousand.”
“He had a sudden ‘change of heart’.”
“Didn’t you explain to him how the whole thing was rigged just so he would
win?”
“There were too many people around; Boodles especially. The last thing we
need is for her to know we stole her thousand to pay him off.”
“That’s not fair!” pouted Violet-Basia. “We scammed that thousand fair and
square; he can’t do that!”
“Fine. You go tell him that.”
“I think I will.”
“Fuck.” White Tom gave thought and said, “So that’s two-fifty each then,
huh? Boodles is long gone, and Cop’s no longer responsible so….”
“Yeah, two-fifty. It really isn’t much when you look at it like that.”
“Pock’s not going to have it. I know so,” White Tom said. “He’s been
unemployed for the longest time.”
“Okay fine, three thirty then. But this doesn’t go forgotten. If he doesn’t pay
his way, then he gets bumped down the totem pole.”
“Listen to you, sounding like Captain H himself over there.”
“I’m serious, Violet.”
“Yeah, yeah. What’s his major malfunction anyway?”
“I don’t know, dude,” White Tom said, grabbing an un-tuned nylon string
acoustic guitar that was leaning in the corner of the room. “He hasn’t worked at
the car wash for ages. He’s home most of the time; waking up around noon.
That can’t be good for your mental health.”
“Maybe he’s going through an anti-work phase; rebelling against The Man.”
“Maybe it’s an anti-life thing, rebelling against common sense.”
“Or maybe he’s just tired in the morning from getting boofed in the ass so hard
at night.”
“Well if that’s the case, he should start getting boofed in the ass during the day
so he doesn’t lose so much sleep.”
“Or not take it so hard.”
“Either way, it’s as though he’s just drifting away….from everything. I don’t
like it. It worries me.”
“Well it’s not our problem, is it? We all got to find our way out of this quaint
little home we call hell. Everyone’s got problems. I’ll tell you this, though; Him
moving away from his friends is not the brightest idea.”
“I thought you said you didn’t care.”
“I don’t, but abandoning your friends is not a good idea.”

“But you don’t care. What kind of friend is that?”
“The only kind he has!”
“Says you.”
“Somebody obviously cares enough about him to blow a load into him once in
a while,” said White Tom.
“That’s not what I meant,” Violet-Basia clarified. “I mean, either you don’t
care about him, or you do. If he’s going off the deep end, and ridding himself of
people who don’t care, how can that be a stupid thing to do? Maybe he’s well
aware of your callous attitude towards him.”
“And that’s why he’s drifting,” said White Tom.
“Well boo-fuckin’-hoo.”
“It’s like he’s purposely abandoning the whole scene.”
“Maybe the scene’s abandoning him and we just can’t see it for what it is.”
“But very slowly. So slow, you almost can’t see it move.”
“Like his thought process,” said Violet-Basia.
“Maybe we should throw him a rope and see if it changes his direction,”
Mahdakis conceded.
“What do you got in mind?”
“He needs a job, right?”
“Right.”
“Yet, he has no skills. Right?”
“Mmm-Hmm.”
“Pumpkinhead’s in the rubber room and needs me to peddle his pot for him.”
“Ah dude, I don’t know about that,” White Tom said very cautiously. “I don’t
think I’d trust him to sell the shit to the right people…”
“He’ll probably get busted.”
“Or smoke it all himself,”
“So I just give him a few bags at a time. If he fucks up, not much lost, but if he
can sell this stuff during the day, or even at night, it would sure free up some of
my time.”
“Mahdakis needs all the time he can with Jezebel,” Violet-Basia said
sarcastically to White Tom. “She’s dying you see. Cancer. She’ll be dead by the
end of the summer.”
“Ah. So that’s why he needs to spend every waking hour with her. I see….I
knew there had to be a reason.”
“At least I have a significant other. What’s your deals?”
“What would Pock’s cut be? From the pot.”
“Whatever mine would be, which is whatever Pumpkinhead’s would’ve been.”
“Maybe he should just be giving hand jobs down at the bus depot.”
“It’s steady work.”
“I hear it’s pretty much up and down.”
“It’s something he’d enjoy.”

“There’s a more puzzling question here,” Mahdakis said gravely. “What kind
of man would want a hand job from Pock? What kind of people are we dealing
with out there?”
“You know what would really be a good job for him?” White Tom asked
considering carefully. “He should work in the back booths of the x-rated video
stores.”
“What’s that?” Violet-Basia asked.
“A lot of stores that sell porn, toys, and movies, let you view them in private
rooms in the back. That way, you can masturbate in private.”
“What’s wrong with going home?”
“Eeew, gross. Who cleans up that shit?”
“Hold on, there’s more. Sometimes there will be someone in the room next to
you doing the same thing and if you want, there’s a large hole that you can open
up and put your dick though, if you are so inclined…..or daring.”
“That’s disgusting.”
“Maybe. But more often than not, someone sucks it off, or gives you a nice
hand job….whatever. I think people have even managed to ass fuck. But that’s
very hard to do in those stalls.”
“Women do this?”
“Sometimes, if you’re lucky. But most of the time it’s a couple of dudes
messin’ around with each other.”
“You know this, how?”
“Hey, don’t knock it till you try it.”
“Well on that note, I’m out of here,” Mahdakis said, getting up and grabbing
his jean jacket. “I think I’ll pop over to Jack Scentoola’s before it gets much
later and see about re-recording those bass lines. Who knows, maybe this weed
of Pumpkinhead’s will persuade him to let me work it for free.”
“If that don’t work, I know a midget prostitute who looks just like an eightyear-old girl. I think he might enjoy that.”
“No kidding?” Violet-Basia inquired. “And she turns tricks for older men,
pretending to be a little girl?”
“That’s her shtick.”
“Do guys pay her extra, because she’s a novelty?”
“Honestly, I think she likes to keep her age a secret.”
“Whoa, dude. So these guys think they’re really doing an eight-year-old?”
“Or so…she could also pass for nine or ten, or even seven!”
“That’s fuckin’ sick.” Mahdakis lit up a Tijuana. “What kind of guys are into
underdeveloped girls?”
“The kind that eventually go to jail.”
“Don’t be so sure.”
“But I am.” White Tom took a hit off a little bottle of Wild Turkey he had
concealed in his vest, “The prostitution ring she works for is a government

sponsored entity in which, in turn for their freedom to sell sex and small
quantities of narcotics, the whores, who by the way, all specialize in pedophilia
type tricks, turn over the names of all the Johns that have solicited sex from
these adult prostitutes, believed to be children, at the end of the month. Then the
Feds begin crack downs and stakeouts, and follow these pervs around until they
slip up somewhere else; and they usually do…big time,” White Tom finished by
taking another gulp of whiskey and passed the bottle to Violet-Basia.
“No kidding,” Mahdakis said with severe skepticism.
“What made her get into the underage thing in the first place?”
“She’s three-foot two and has not tits; so making money off her body was
going to be tough unless she could devise another way to lure them in, and
playing the role of a ten-year-old girl is what she came up with. However,
playing the role of anyone over eleven or twelve gets tricky.”
“Yeah,” Violet-Basia surmised. “I could see that being a hindrance…But hey,
good for her; having no tits and still getting laid all the time.”
“And getting paid for it.”
“Yeah! Not a bad gig, if you can get it.”
Mahdakis puffed on his cigar. “You want to be a whore, Violet? Go ahead,
you can do it. You got it in you.”
“And once you get started, you’ll have it in you all the time.”
“You think so?”
“Sure. Why not.”
“Definitely. Here.” White Tom tossed a wad of cash at her. “I’d like to be your
first customer.”
“Cool, dude.” Violet-Basia smiled diabolically as she picked up the money, “I
don’t know, there’s just something really hot about doing it for money. Don’t
you think, Mahdakis?”
“Why me? Why did you just ask me that?”
“I don’t know. Maybe because you’re standing where my eyes were looking?”
“I wouldn’t know. I’ve never whored myself out before.”
“Why are you turning red?”
“It’s hot in here; I gotta get going.”
“What’s my shtick gonna be though?”
“Shtick?” asked White Tom.
“Yeah, like your friend. I wanna have a novelty act.”
“I thought Jack was more into eight-year-old boys, anyway” said Mahdakis,
walking out the doorway and down the hall.
“I think Jack goes either way, if you ask me,” White Tom said to Violet-Basia,
as he noodled away on the guitar. “You know…whatever happens to be the
flavor of the day.”
“As long as there’s a small tight hole, I guess it’s all the same to him, huh?”

“Sure is, Violet. Now how about packing another bowl,” White Tom
suggested, leaning towards her.
“Sure.” Violet-Basia lifted the window and yelled outside, “Hey, Mahdakis!”
“Yeah?” he yelled back.
“How about that Thankfully Deceased concert? Ya wanna go?”
“I’ll talk it over with Jez and let you know. See you later!”
As Violet-Basia let the window slam back down, White Tom, shook his head
in disbelief. “Does he do anything anymore without checking in with her first? I
mean……my God……What the fuck?”
“Don’t get me started with him,” Violet said, as she reached around and undid
her bra. “We just went at it for about an hour before you got here. Man, has he
got his head up her ass.” And as her bra fell to the floor, she leaned back and
said, “So, what age would you like me to be?”
“Any age is fine,” he said, mounting himself on top of her half naked body.
“Just do me a favor, would you?”
“Whatever you want, you’re the paying customer.”
White Tom reached in his breast pocket and pulled out a pair of rubber nose
and glasses with eyebrows. “Put these on for a while, would you?”

The Quiet Room

“A

AAHHHH!!! DON’T TOUCH ME! DON’T COME NEAR ME! I’LL
CRACK IN HALF, I WILL!!” the man screamed with his hands up in
the air and his back against the rubber wall. “I’M CRACKERS! I’M
CRACKERS YA KNOW! KEEP WALKING! NO! NO! PLEASE!!!! STAY
AWAY! I’M CRACKERS! I’LL BREAK IN HALF!......”
“…..and the lord sayeth on to me, ‘Fred,’ that’s my name you know, Fred….
‘Fred, be my Shepherd and lead the imprudent souls towards my light and away
from the temptations of the Satan enslaved hot bitch-ass little sluts that roam
theses streets night after night; those evil whores with their enticing tight little
booties and succulent round titties; they mock all that is sacred in this world, and
ask not…..what your God can do for you, but what you can do for your
God……”

Mahdakis gave thought as he walked down the white corridor, past the selfproclaimed prophet, ‘I can see God saying that.’
“Hey-hey,” a third crazed man said, jumping out in front of him.
“Hey……fella, ya, ya…..ya wanna buy……ya wanna buy a…” He reached into
his pockets and started pulling something out. “…something? Ya wanna buy
something? This, maybe?”
Mahdakis stared at the contents in the man’s hands. “You know, I’ve been
looking for a handful of lint and yarn exactly like that one right there. I don’t
know where you found it buddy, but I’ll take it! How much?”
“Dude!” a voice yelled from behind Mahdakis. “Cut the shit, man. Don’t
appease them like that. They’re sick. That’s why they’re in here.”
“You stay out of this, you!” the man said scornfully to Pumpkinhead. “Let him
buy! It’s good for the economy. He’s helping the economy, unlike selfish Jewhoarders like you, who bury all your earnings in your backyards along with your
philanthropy. You are ill for the world! Curse you, damnit! Curse you.”
“C’mon, man. Get in here.” Pumpkinhead held the door to his room open.
Mahdakis walked in the room and was astonished by its décor. It had wall-towall carpeting, a stereo with recordings of all Pumpkinhead’s favorite bands on
it, a queen size bed, a fish tank stocked with angel fish, wall paintings by
Rockwell, and his own private bathroom. “Not too shabby. What are these
buttons for?” Mahdakis observed next to the bed.
“This one is for making the back support of the bed go up or down, and this
one is for room service, if you should get hungry.”
“No shit. Can we push it now? I’m kind of peckish, myself.”
“Honestly bro, I was about to head down to the racquetball court and then take
in a nice refreshing steam afterward. Ya wanna come? It’ll be good for you.”
“Nah man, that’s really not my scene.”
“What’s not your scene? Exercise?”
“Aren’t you supposed to be sick or something?”
“I am, man. That’s why they treat me like this. So I’ll heal nicely.”
“If they’d just treat people like this all the time then we’d never have mental
fuckin’ breakdowns in the first place.”
“Right. And places like this would be out of business. Do you know this
hospital employs one-hundred and seventeen full time workers?”
“Really? So, making sure people have mental breakdowns every now and
again…”
“Assures employment.”
“AND IT’S GOOD FOR THE ECONOMY!” a voice from outside yelled.
“So all this is helping you?”
“With what?”

“Your problem.”
“I don’t have a problem.”
“Why the fuck did you try and blast a BB through your skull?”
“Oh that? Shit, I was just upset for a moment. I’m fine, bro. But listen, don’t
let our female-birth-giver know. She’s paying some good money to keep me in
here. I kind of like it.”
“You don’t miss hanging out with our friends?”
“Sure I do, but the time in here is giving me the much needed self-discipline
that my life lacks at the moment. I get full workouts in everyday and even some
meditation time before bed. Don’t get me wrong, I am jonsin’ for some weed,
brother, but I can’t.”
“They test in here, huh?”
“Oh yeah.”
A voice came through the door suddenly, “Are we not all brothers? Let the
Lord Jesus be your guiding light! Take my hand and…”
“Shut up!” Pumpkinhead slammed the door shut. “Listen dude, have a seat.
We need to talk serious business here.”
Mahdakis sat at the foot of the bed as Pumpkinhead took a seat at the oak
wood desk. He spun around and faced his older brother. “So here’s how it
works; every Friday at the end of the month you go up to NYU.”
“The one in New York?”
“The same. Now…”
“How do I get there?”
“Jesus Christ. You really need to get a fuckin’ car already, you know that?”
“I don’t have any money.”
“Well then have Jezebel or Tony drive.”
“Okay, fine. But what if the last day of the month doesn’t fall on a Friday?”
“It doesn’t matter. Just go on the last Friday of every month.”
“How long are you going to be in here?”
“Not much longer so you’ll probably only be doing this one time. But you
gotta unload the shit for me.”
“Cool.”
“Alright, now up at NYU you’ll go to the Rubin dorm or Rubin Hall;
something like that. It’s on Fifth Ave. Ask for Black Tom. He knows to look out
for you. He’s really cool and mellow.”
“And black?”
“And black. Now, he’s gonna sell you the shit. You’re going to buy a pound of
bud. Make sure it’s good bud and not shake. Black Tom won’t jerk you around
and he usually gets nice stuff, but just make sure.”
“What if it’s not?”
“Not bud? Then don’t buy.”
“Alright, so far so good.”

“You’ll need about twelve hundred dollars.”
“Say what? Where the fuck am I going to get that kind of money?”
“Jesus Christ! Calm the fuck down, man. Don’t you have a job or something?”
“Yeah, I got a job, but I don’t have a birth-giver who gives me everything or
lets me stay at the house, so my money’s pretty much tied up.”
“Well un-fuckin’ tie it because you have to understand that while twelvehundred may sound like a lot, you’ll be selling ounces at two-hundred dollars!”
“So wait…..a pound, right?
“Right.”
“And there’s …uh….sixteen ounces in a pound?”
“Last time I checked.”
“So that’s thirty-two hundred dollars?”
“Yeah man, like a two-thousand-dollar profit if you don’t use any yourself.
You have the capacity to make even more by selling it in small nickel and dime
quantities.”
“Shit man, how much do you make? You must be rolling in the dough by now.
You can get yourself out of here soon!”
“Not really man, I got the car payments and the insurance…”
“That’s it though. You got nothing else. Where’s all your money?”
“It’s rough man because we spend twelve or fifteen hundred on a pound
sometimes and then end up selling just about the same amount. We break even
more times than not.”
“Say what? That doesn’t even make sense. You should be making an extra two
thousand or so off each deal.”
“Right. But then we need to set aside twelve more for the next buy.”
“So you should have two thousand in your hand.”
“Black Tom and I smoke a lot of it.”
“You smoke all your profits?”
“Basically.”
Mahdakis stood staring quizzically at his brother. “What’s the matter with you,
man? You were always so good with money.”
“I am good with money. I’m just not good with pot.”
“Jesus.”
“Hey man, stop raggin’ on me dude. I’m not Captain H or something, out there
taking advantage of all my friends, and making big bucks off their habits. I do
this for fun; and to show my friends a good time.”
“You mean your friends take advantage of your good nature.”
“Shut up, man. It pays for itself and the gas to get to and from places, dude.”
“So you and Black Tom smoke a half pound in a month? You smoke half your
investment?”
“Easily.”
“What if you bought twice as much? Two pounds instead of one?”

“What good would that do?”
“Then you’d be able to have another pound and a half while still having the
other half pound for recreation.”
“How do you figure?”
“Because it’s two pounds instead of one.”
“But we smoke up half of it.”
“Right.”
“Half of two pounds is one pound. We’d be smoking an entire pound instead
of just half.”
“But you wouldn’t have to!”
“Sure we would.”
“Why?”
“Because we smoke half. That’s how it goes.”
“But don’t smoke half!”
“But that’s what we do. You said so yourself. If we didn’t smoke half, then we
wouldn’t be having this conversation right now. All buying two pounds is gonna
do is create more for us to smoke and generate more of a profit loss.”
“Just don’t smoke half the fuckin’ shit! Smoke only a quarter!”
“Hey man, you gotta calm the fuck down a little. Besides, that’s just silly talk,
right there. Let’s keep things the way they are.”
“Forget it. I’m dizzy,” Mahdakis said with his head in his hand and walking
towards the door. “Friday’s at the end of the month. I can’t get that kind of cash
by then. What about your bank account? You have to have money in there,
right?”
“Sure. But our female-birth-giver’s frozen all my assets because she doesn’t
want me to be able to withdraw anything and spend it on something like….”
“Drugs?”
“Like that, yeah.”
“Alright, I’ll see what I can do.” Mahdakis grabbed the doorknob. “You need
anything?”
“Me? I should be asking you that question.”
“What the fuck is this?” Mahdakis said, as he opened the door, looking down
upon a man curled up in a ball on the hallway floor. He was somersaulting his
way into the room.
“Oh that’s just Al. He thinks he’s an orange, so he rolls everywhere he goes.
Al, you ready to head down to the gym?”
“Mmm-hmm.”
Pumpkinhead grabbed a foil engraved towel and threw it down at the deranged
person. “Alright Al, let’s go!”
Mahdakis stood in the doorway thinking, as he watched Pumpkinhead walk
down the corridor with Al’s rolling body alongside him. There was only one
person who could get Mahdakis this kind of money that fast……..

*Kim Scungilli*
It’s No Game

A

s Jezebel, Sally, and Kim made their way up the walkway, Snowy McPeet
stood banging on the garage widow above them. He was holding a large
sign, hand-written in orange ink: BE QUIET WHEN YOU COME IN. DON’T
SAY A WORD! They looked up, read the sign, looked at one another with
amusement, and proceeded to walk in to the garage, past the rider lawn mower
and up the creaky, wooden garage stairs of his cozy living quarters, talking
loudly as they did. Snowy opened the door as they reached the top and was
holding yet another sign in his hand: I’M SERIOUS, THE PLACE IS
BUGGED! DON’T SAY ANYTHING INCRIMINATING!
“Oh like we….”
“Shhh! Shhh!”
Sally walked in, spotted Rizzo and Pablo sitting on the couch with a board
lying across their laps. They had smirks on their faces and were shaking their
heads. Sally nodded to them in puzzled amusement and then shouted as loud as
she could, “SO, SNOWY MCPEET, WERE YOU ABLE TO SCORE US AN
EIGHT-BALL OR TWO OF THAT GOOD COCAINE AGAIN?”
Jezebel quickly cupped her mouth and shouted, “OR ARE WE GOING TO
BE STUCK SHOOTING UP THAT LAME-ASS, HOMEMADE HEROIN
THAT YOU BAKE UP DOWN IN THE BASEMENT?”
Snowy ran over in absolute panic, waving his hands and whispering, “Shhh,
shhh, shut the fuck up you dumb cunts; shut up!” Snowy’s face was abruptly
met with an open hand slap. “OW!”
“Not the C-word!” Kim demanded. “I hate the fucking C-word!”
“Goddamn it! All I was trying to say was…”
“I don’t care!” Kim backhanded him again.
“Ow!! Cut the shit!”
“Whatever it is, say it without the C-word. Got it?”
“Okay. Calm down there, Hulk Hogan.”
“That’s Mrs. Hulk Hogan!” Kim Scungilli, while not a picture-perfect model,
was still one of the most sought after young women in the group. Aside from her

delightfully abnormal, humongous breasts, which were attached to a thick but
well muscularly toned body, and most likely one of the reasons she was amongst
the most sought after, she was also blessed with good Irish genes that gave her
extraordinary soft white skin, that contoured onto her head to form one of the
most beautiful, irresistible faces; impossible to look away from. Her hair was the
same color as her brothers, shoulder length brown, but clean and well cared for.
The paradox of her beauty was the rough, boisterous, sailor-talking, persona that
came with it. Kim never conceded to the ‘girlie’ way of living; in fact, the word
was she didn’t even own a dress. She was one of the guys and could, and often
would, drink most of them under the table on any given night. But the fact
remained that she was still a woman, and very often, like now, found herself in a
position to have to remind someone about it.
Snowy picked up the large sign again that read: I’M SERIOUS, THE
PLACE IS BUGGED! DON’T SAY ANYTHING INCRIMINATING! Then
he turned it around: USE THE LAMINATED BOARDS AND THE
SHARPIE MARKERS BEHIND YOU TO COMMUNICATE.
“Well this ought to be a real hoot,” Sally retorted.
Snowy picked up another board: WHEN YOU’RE DONE YOU CAN WIPE
THE WORDS OFF WITH THE PILE OF BANDANAS BEHIND YOU
OR…
“I think you missed a comma in that sentence,” Jezebel pointed.
Snowy turned the board around: …TURN THE BOARD AROUND LIKE
THIS AND USE THE OTHER SIDE.
“I think this fucker’s serious,” said Kim.
“The only thing serious about Snowman is his stench.”
“Shut the fuck up, Jez. You’re only here because I feel sorry for you.”
“Oh that’s rich; coming from a guy who sprays sperm all over his room like it
were air freshener.”
“Well rest assured, honey, I’m not thinking of you when I do; you and that
witch nose of yours; doesn’t that get in the way when you suck someone off?”
“It’s less of a hindrance than that face of yours is when a woman is trying to
get in the mood, I’m sure.”
(inhale-exhale) “Trust me, when a woman wants to be in the mood, it’s this
face she comes for.”
“Comes on, you mean.”
“What’s the difference?” Cough-cough-cough
“Do you even know what a vagina looks like?”
“Of course I do.” Snowy smiled. “I watched all those reproductive videos in
high school.”
“You went to school?”
Pablo sat across the small room with a cigarette dangling out of his mouth,
looking bemused. “You know, so far he hasn’t denied anything.”

“Oh God.” Rizzo looked down at her crotch. “Ya think we’re sitting in stuff?”
“Most likely.”
“Quiet over there, or I’ll shoot one in your face.”
“Nice.”
“All I’m saying is, why someone in their right mind would ever put their dick
in Jezebel without a gun to their head, is beyond me.”
Jezebel stood staring at Snowy, ready to throw his cackling body down the
stairs. She took a curt drag off her cigarette. “I think you’d be surprised….Men
with taste, that’s who.”
“Bad taste. Ha-ha-ha-ha!! Oooh.” (Cough-cough-cough), Shake-shake-shake
“…or ….or blind men!” (Cough-cough-cough), Shake-shake-shake.
“Are you going to live?”
“Let’s hope not,” Kim said.
“Oh, and let’s not forget the secret flying device he’s building in his
basement.”
Sally was gripped by Snowy, with his hand over her mouth; eyes of panic
darting every which way, letting her know that the subject of individual human
air travel was something not to be discussed in an open forum, such as they were
in……for whatever reason. He bent over the coffee table, made of milk cartons
and plywood, and scribbled with a brown marker on another cue card: WHO
TOLD YOU THAT?? ONLY ONE PERSON KNOWS THAT!
Sally pointed over to Jezebel who then held up three fingers.
Kim walked over to Pablo, who sat to the right of Rizzo, who yelled out
observantly, “Well…six now,” and then sat to Pablo’s right.
“Seven if he counts himself,” Pablo corrected. “But I don’t think he will, he’s
too fuckin’ stupid for that.”
Kim took a drag off her cigarette. “So what kind of game is this, anyway?”
“It’s no fuckin’ game, you stupid bitch!” Cough-cough-cough, Shake-shakeshake
“Watch it dumbass or I’ll come over there and whap you on the fuckin’ skull.”
Kim yanked an airplane shooter of Jack Daniels out from her coat pocket and
slugged it down….. “AGAIN!”
“Now I know you got one of those in there for me,” Pablo said to her.
“A smack?”
“A shooter!”
“What makes you so sure?”
“What’s in the small side pocket of your purse; the one on the inside, next to
your makeup kit?”
Kim looked in and grabbed two shooters of Jack Daniels from out of the
precise pocket, and handed one to Pablo. “Rizzo!” she said, getting her
undivided attention before tossing one to her on the other side of the couch.

“Thanks,” Rizzo said playfully, as it hit her on the right cheek; her
concentration distracted by how well Pablo knew the inside of her purse.
“What kind of flying device are we talking about? Are you serious? You can
build something like that?” Sally inquired.
“I didn’t think he even knew how to change a tire,” said Jezebel.
“Shut up! Shut up! Shut up!” (Inhale-exhale) “Okay, I knew you’d all have
questions…so……..I took the liberty of writing down the answers to them ahead
of time,” Snowy said, as he reached behind him and grabbed a stack of neatly
piled boards and then displayed them over his chest like billboards: ME AND
THIS DUDE FROM TEXAS HAVE BEEN EXCHANGING GAMES
OVER THE INTERNET …
“The what?”
Snowy turned the board around and the gang read the purple text:
THROUGH OUR COMPUTERS!...AND SELLING THEM TO OTHER
PEOPLE. Snowy displayed the next board, written in black: OBVIOUSLY
THIS SORT OF ACTIVITY IS FROWNED UPON BY THE MAKERS
AND DISTRIBUTORS OF THESE GAMES. Then turned that one around: I
THINK NOW THE FBI HAS BEEN TIPPED OFF AND IS
MONITORING MY EVERY MOVE.
“What makes you think so?”
“Really, don’t we have bigger problems in this country besides two asshole
crack heads playing games?” said Pablo.
“Laugh all you want,” Snowy whispered, “but someday these games are gonna
take over the world and rule our very existence.”
“You’re starting to sound like a Marvel Comics villain, you know that?”
Snowy grabbed a board that was out of place: BECAUSE THERE IS
CRACKLING ON MY PHONE LINE AND STRANGE THINGS HAVE
BEEN HAPPENING…
“Strange things?” asked Kim.
“How can you tell in this environment?” said Pablo.
“The strangest thing that can happen here is something normal happening.”
Sally quipped.
THINGS HAVE BEEN MOVED IN MY ROOM AND IN THE GARAGE
WHEN I’M NOT HOME. I THINK THEY HAVE BEEN… Snowy turned the
board
around:
RANSACKING
THE
PLACE
WHILE
I’M
GONE…LOOKING FOR CLUES.
“Looking for clues?” Jezebel laughed. “Are you sure it’s the FBI, and not
Fred, Daphne and Scooby Doo?”
“I think I saw The Mystery Machine outside, parked under a tree,” Rizzo said.
“Stop being wisenheimers,” Snowy said, and continued displaying the boards
that were all set in order: THAT IS HOW I THINK THEY ACCIDENTALLY
DISCOVERED THE FLYING MACHINE IN THE GARAGE. THIS IS

SERIOUS SHIT! “It’s not funny!” He Flipped it over: THEY COULD COME
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT, AND TAKE ME AWAY LIKE I
NEVER EXISTED! He displayed the last board written in red marker:
YOU’LL NEVER SEE OR HEAR FROM ME AGAIN!
“Yay!” the room erupted with cheer.
“Oh there is a God!” Jezebel clasped her hands together.
Snowy then absent-mindedly yelled, “YEAH? WE’LL SEE HOW FUCKIN’
HAPPY YOU GUYS ARE ONCE I’M GONE AND YOU NEED SOME
GOOD DRUGS TO BUY! Oops,” he cupped his mouth and whispered, “Shit, I
didn’t mean to say that.” Snowy looked up at the ceiling and all around. “Just
kidding…Ha-ha, you guys know I don’t sell, or even do drugs. Ha-ha.”
“Uh! No tag-backs,” said Rizzo.
“Indeed,” said Jezebel.
“Does that mean we win the game?” asked Sally.
“It’s not a fuckin’ game, you rejects!” Snowy bent over and erased one of the
boards with a dirty rag, then displayed to the room what he had just re-wrote in
big green letters: I’M SERIOUS. THESE FUCKERS ARE FOR REAL!
IT’S THE FEDS, AND THEY GOT ME NERVOUS BECAUSE THEY
DON’T PLAY GAMES!
“There’s some irony in there.”
“And a comma.” Jezebel took a drag. “I do believe he’s getting better at this.”
Kim stood up. “Alright, I’m not standing for this.”
“But you are,” said Pablo, admiring her ass.
“I’m out of here. You guys wanna come with me? If not, I’m hitching. I ain’t
writing on no fuckin’ cue cards or any dumb shit like this.”
“You don’t have to for everything, just the sensitive stuff,” Snowy tried to
explain, but to no avail, as the crew seemed to be in agreement that they were in
no mood to deal with his insanity. “Sit down!”
“Yeah Kim,” said Rizzo, “sit that fine looking ass right down here again.”
Rizzo patted the couch and looked at Pablo. “She’s got a nice ass, huh honey?”
Kim ignored the remark and took out a wad of cash, which she then handed to
Snowy, who was suddenly dripping in sweat. “Are you okay?”
“Couldn’t be better,” Snowy said, handing her a small clear bag of white
powder.
“Well, this is my half,” she said looking expectantly at Pablo and Rizzo.
“We already got ours,” Rizzo said to her.
“All this is mine, Snowman?”
“I like you, Peppermint Patti.”
“Gee, thanks.”
Sally sauntered over and flung her frizzy red hair over her shoulder. “Here;
this is for me and Jez.”
“Fine,” he whispered. “Here you go.”

“Cool.” Sally nodded in approval. “We gotta go now, too. You ready Jez?”
“Yeah, uh…Kim, you need a ride…..or…”
“I’m going with them.” Kim motioned behind her at Rizzo and Pablo.
“Suit yourself.”
“Hey Jez, how come I didn’t see you the other night at the F.A.G.G. party?
You missed all the action; Pock was blowing an entire softball team in the
basement or something.”
“So I heard. Good for him, anyway!”
“A-ha-ha-ha, can you believe it?” (cough-cough-cough) “A fuckin’ bone
smuggler! I’m gonna bust his balls so bad next time I see him!”
“Well aside from being turned off by a bunch of guys dressed sexier than me,
F.A.G.G. music’s not really my scene.”
“That, and her overly possessive boyfriend wouldn’t let her go.”
“Sally, c’mon.”
“You know it’s true. He’s a fuckin’ dick to you sometimes. You shouldn’t
stand for it.” Sally looked at the rest of them. “He doesn’t want her to hang out
with him when he’s with his friends.”
“What a fuckin’ asshole,” Rizzo agreed.
“I wouldn’t have gone anyway.”
“Still,” (exhale) “it’s the fuckin’ point. No one has the right to treat you like a
stupid bitch; regardless whether you really are or not. (inhale-exhale) “Who is
this fuckin’ joker you’re seeing now, anyway?”
Jezebel gave him a pensive look, took a drag off her cigarette, and wrote on
one of the boards behind her. When she was done, she turned around and held it
up so only he could see it: I KNEW ABOUT THE FLYING MACHINE,
DIDN’T I?

Hank’s Bed & Breakfast

C

aptain H answered the apartment door with a spatula in his hand and
wearing only an apron over a pair of purple Speedos. The apron was one of
those “Kiss the Cook” ones, but this had the text and the red heart strategically
placed over his crotch area.

“Mahdakis, my boy!” He greeted Mahdakis, as he walked in the door. “You’re
just in time for some breakfast. You like fluffernutter omelets?”
“Fluffernutter? On an omelet?”
“In…In….not on. The peanut butter goes in the omelet and then you top the
omelet with Fluff or your favorite jelly.”
“I’m partial to strawberry,” Muffin Man said.
“No one cares, Muffin.”
“I do. I can’t believe you don’t have strawberry jelly lying around. It’s a
staple. Mahdakis, do you have strawberry jam or jelly at your birth-giver’s
house? I’ll bet you do.”
“Right now? I don’t know. Usually we do. I think so.”
“See? It’s one of those things that everybody has, not just me. What kind of
joint are you running here, anyway?”
Mahdakis turned and looked at the tired faces of Rad, Muffin, Rob Burry, and
Squid, all sitting lazily at the table, drinking coffee and waiting to eat. He took
off his cabby hat and, seeing they were in no mood for conversation, simply
nodded politely. They nodded back with their eyes. “A little late for breakfast,
isn’t it?”
“First meal of the day; that’s breakfast.”
“And the most essential to a healthy daily diet,” Rad added.
“It’s six o’clock in the evening.”
“So what?” Muffin Man said defensively. “It’s still our first meal.”
“So you’re not hungry? Fine. More for us.” Captain H flipped an omelet, then
took a bite out of a piece of buttered toast and put it back on a plate, before
walking over to the table and dropping the plate in front of Muffin Man.
“Hey, what the fuck? That’s disgusting. Give me another piece a toast, man.”
“Shaddup!” Captain H ignored his displeasure. “What brings you here then,
Mahdakis?”
“If not for the fine gourmet food and subtle pleasantries,” Rob Burry said.
“I wanna new piece of toast.”
“Muffin, I’m warning you, motherfucker!”
“C’mon, just give me my omelet already, will ya?”
“You want your omelet?” Captain H ran to the stove, scooped up the omelet
with the spatula and brought it over to him. “Here!” Then he winged it out the
open third story window presumably to splatter all over the sidewalk, or an
unsuspecting pedestrian’s head. “There goes your fuckin’ omelet!”
“Asshole.”
Captain H grabbed the plate in front of Muffin Man, and Frisbeed that out the
window too. “And don’t forget your stupid wheat toast! Rad, you ready for
some eggs?” he asked as the dish could be heard smashing on the sidewalk.

“Nah, I’m good,” he said, and pulled a sixteen-ounce can of Libby’s fruit salad
out of his coat pocket. “You got a can opener and some whipped cream, or some
shit?”
Captain H studied his cupboards, as if exercising his x-ray vision. “Mmm, no.
But I have some vanilla ice cream.”
“Low Fat?”
“I think so.”
“That’ll work.”
“Squid?”
“Hey man, I’m starvin’ over here.”
“Shut up, Muffin!”
Squid got up and shook his head, obviously still very tired. “Fuck it man, I’m
going back to bed. This is some fucked up shit.”
“You should eat something first,” Captain H begged.
“You shouldn’t have thrown that plate out the window. That wasn’t cool.”
“No one got hurt.” Captain H leaned out the window and looked to make sure.
“That isn’t the point. It was part of a set.”
“A what? Part of a what?”
“A set. That saucer plate was part of a set. Now the set’s no good.”
“So what?”
“So, sometimes I wonder if you understand the value of things, mane. I think
sometimes you take material things for granted, and don’t appreciate the value
of a dollar. Sometimes I wonder if you really care for anything besides your own
dick. Show some respect, will ya?” Squid walked away toward the bedrooms,
mumbling as he did, “Shit, now I’m gonna have to go out and steal another set.”
“I’ll take another fuckin’ omelet if it’s not too much.”
“After I take care of Rob Burry. What’ll it be Robby?”
“Can I just have two eggs sunny side up?”
“Sure can,” Captain H said smiling, as he walked back to the pan.
“What about some sausage or bacon? You have any of that?”
“I could do up some sausage real quick,” Captain H said, starting to lose his
smile.
“Great. And you know, some of that wheat toast sounds good to me right
about now.”
“Oh does it?” Captain H turned quickly around.
“Unless you have English Muffins.” Rob Burry started rubbing his palms
together. “I love English Muffins.”
“I don’t have any.”
“Fine. Toast is just fine.”
“Good,” Captain H said, lethargically walking to the breadbox.
“Hey, do you have any Mott’s Apple Butter?”

“You know some juice would be great,” Rad interjected. “Do you have any
Low Sodium V-8?”
“Ah yeah, some juice; nothing fancy for me though, just a little O.J.”
“Is that right, Rob Burry? Nothing fancy? You sure? Maybe a poached egg?”
“Positive.”
“Toast sounds good,” Rad said, giving further consideration. “But only if you
have Smucker’s non-sweetened organic marmalade. You got some of that lyin’
around?”
“Anything else you fuckin’ prima donna assholes would like?”
“Hey, you don’t have to get all nasty about it. What’s the deal with you,
anyway?”
“Listen, Rob Burry, I….”
“Some fried potatoes would be nice,” Rad said, shaking his head.
“I ain’t got no fried ‘taters ya’ll!”
“How about French fries? That’s good enough,” Mahdakis said.
“Hey yeah. There’s a whole bag in the freezer,” Muffin Man confirmed. “Let’s
cook ’em up.”
“That’s the ticket,” Rad said.
“Mmm, French Fries,” Mahdakis said, rubbing his belly, “now I could go for
some of those.”
Captain H walked over to Mahdakis and waved the spatula in his face. “I used
to like you, you know.” Then he walked back to his cooking station, reached
down below and pulled out a wooden tray of fresh oranges. He picked up a few
and tossed them at Mahdakis and Rob. “Least you guys can do is squeeze the
fuckin’ things. The juicer’s up there on top of the refrigerator.” As he pointed,
Mahdakis and Rob walked to it and began cutting and squeezing the oranges.
“Muffin, set the table for five.”
“Got it.”
As was customary in dealing with the Italian, Black, Native Indian, or all the
above, no business or sour topics were ever to be discussed until after food had
been ingested. Food was serious business amongst these cultures. Disobeying
this rule had severe consequences. Perhaps the most uncanny aspect about the
entire breakfast, which Mahdakis ended up indulging in, was that despite all of
his yelling and anger, Captain H actually had Smucker’s non-sweetened organic
marmalade, English muffins and Mott’s Apple Butter…and some low sodium
V-8 juice. Not to mention that Captain H made him the tastiest Swiss cheesemushroom omelet that he had ever had, with freshly blanched spinach.
As the dinner…breakfast…came to an obvious end, Captain H looked at Rad
and motioned towards the dinner plates, and saucers on the table. Rad responded
with, “What the fuck’s you’re problem?”

“I thought that since the four of us did our part in preparing the food, that
maybe you could take care of the dishes.”
“You’re asking me to wash dishes?”
“Why not?”
Rad focused his cold, narrow, piercing blue-eyed, Norwegian stare at him for
the better part of a minute before smiling and getting up. “You’re right. I’ll take
care of the dishes.” Rad gathered all of the plates and saucers off the table into
one tall stack in his hand, calmly walked over to the open window, and then
proceeded to let them drop on to the sidewalk below. “There, I took care of
them.”
“What the fuck, man. Now we have nothing to eat off of!”
“You heard Squid; the set was ruined; we have to steal new ones anyway.
Now we’ll have room in the cupboards for them. See?” Rad tapped the side of
his head with his pointy finger. “Always thinking.”
Captain H shook his head and looked over to Mahdakis. “You see what I deal
with every day? The price for success, huh? So Mahdakis, what brings you over
to our side of the tracks? You here to pay off that loan of yours, I hope?”
Mahdakis stood in the center of the kitchen, forcing Captain H to continue
standing as well. Mahdakis didn’t like to be cozy when dealing with him; He
liked to be on his feet when talking business. “Actually, I was looking to borrow
another thousand.”
“Say what?”
“If I can get twelve-hundred bucks, then I can snowball it into more and pay
you back the thousand that I owe you.”
“You wanna borrow a thousand to pay me back the thousand you owe me?”
“No, I wanna borrow the thousand to spend on something else and pay you
later.”
“Well, that’s just not gonna happen.” Captain H walked to a kitchen drawer,
pulled out a wad of cash, counted it, and put it in Mahdakis’s hand. “Here, I’ll
give you the thousand but you gotta take care of me first, before anything else.”
“Fine. Here.” He slapped the cash back down in Captain H’s hand jokingly.
“Now we’re even?”
“Even like Steven, ay buddy!”
“Uh…” Mahdakis froze for a second, startled and unsure. “Okay, so how
about the thousand I need now for my investment?”
Captain H stared at the cash. “Sure. Fine, I can respect an eager entrepreneur.
Here you are Mahdakis, my boy. Now go make a million.”
“Well, first I have to go scrounge up another two-hundred somewhere and I’ll
be all set.”
“Two-hundred? That’s it? Here.” Captain H slapped another layer of bills in
Mahdakis’s hand, which Mahdakis then stuffed into his pocket.

Rad, Rob Burry, and Muffin Man watched on with comedic anticipation as
Mahdakis headed for the door, then turned around before going out. “You know
what?” he said, taking the two hundred back out of his pocket again. “This is too
much to borrow from you. I can just as easily steal it from work. Here.” He
slapped the two-hundred back into Captain H’s hand.
“You’re alright Mahdakis, always thinking of others and so forth.”
“So…”
Captain H waved his thick finger in his face. “But you still owe me eight
hundred. Let’s make damn sure we get that back in an expeditious manner, if
you don’t mind. You know what I mean?”
“Well, wait now…..”
“No, you wait a minute! I’m doing you a big favor. I want that turned around
by next week.” He grabbed Mahdakis s chin. “Will that be a problem?”
“Eight hundred?”
“Yes, eight-hundred!”
“No, not at all.”
Rad and Muffin Man looked at one another in amazement as Captain H
backed off Mahdakis and continued, “So what is this investment of yours?”
Mahdakis put his leather hat on. “I have to deal for Pumpkinhead while he’s in
the rubber room. Did you know it’s like a fuckin’ resort in that….”
“No shit? Hey, give me some of that action will you? I usually get a few
ounces off of him.”
“They’re like two-hundred a piece, right?”
“He charges me 180,” Captain H lied.
“Fine I’ll bring you three ounces and…”
“Make it five…and take it out of what you’ll owe me,”
“So…” Mahdakis gave Captain H a puzzling look. “You’ll owe me the other
hundred later?”
“He’s got a set of balls, doesn’t he?” Muffin Man whispered.
“Fuck it.” Captain H put another hundred in his hand. “Now we’re even. Just
get me that pot… pronto!”
“Okay. You got it.” Mahdakis walked out the door before Captain H had time
to think about what he had just done, and then ran down the stairwell, out of the
apartment building, and out into the dark city streets.
When Captain H closed the door, he turned around to find himself directly in
line of grimacing stares. He scratched his head and turned his focus to the
linoleum floor. “What the fuck just happened?”

Headstoned
make sure you put the band’s portion of the money away somewhere for
“J ust
that rainy day.” she took a hit off the joint and passed it back to him.
“Band’s money?” he inhaled a hit and held it. “What money? You paying
attention?” he exhaled. “We’re off the hook. For whatever reason, Hank fucked
up and wiped the debt clear, albeit through his own stupidity.”
“Yes,” she said, reaching for the joint in his offering, “but you and I both
know that at some point he’s going to figure it out and then figure another way
in which to collect.”
“But what if he doesn’t?”
“Then you can pocket the money and use it for whatever you want to use it
for. Here, you want any more of this?”
“Nah, I’m good.” He waved off the joint.
“Some sort of moving vehicle might be nice.”
“So don’t tell the band about it at all, and still take the two-fifty from each of
them? My friends? Rip them off? That’s what you’re saying?”
“It’s not as though you haven’t before.”
“True.”
It was a beautiful, cool April morning, and Charlotte could think of no better
way to break in the spring than to pick up Mahdakis first thing in the morning
and surprise him with a picnic basket full of freshly baked breakfast cakes,
bagels, lox, juice and vodka; all of which were now laid out on a checkered
blanket, spread over the graves of Mr. and Mrs. Wojockowitz; a couple probably
from Poland, born at the turn of the century and having died only one month
apart back in the seventies. Mahdakis gave reflection to their apparent devotion
and said, “Imagine you love someone so much, that your body can will itself to
shut down.”
“How do you know they both weren’t struck with some disease, or a bad case
of the flu? Or perhaps they were in a horrible accident where one of them died
almost immediately and the other on life support for a while until giving in to
death?”
“You’re a real fuckin’ romantic, you know that?”
“What do you mean.” Charlotte let out an evil laugh. “I did all of this for us,
didn’t I?”
Mahdakis looked around. “Did you bake all of this stuff yourself?”
“Last night. I thought you’d enjoy something a little different. Besides, I
haven’t seen you in what feels like to me to be an eternity; I just wanted to
remind you that I’m here and I’m still thinking about you. It’s just that…until
now I haven’t had much time to myself.”
He noticed a very acquiescent demeanor about her this morning; one he hadn’t
observed since maybe the start of their relationship; but even then, it wasn’t as

noticeable as it was now. He placed his hand on top of hers. “What’s the matter,
Charlotte? What’s on your mind?”
“What? Nothing, silly! You’re cock’s on my mind.” She rolled him over. “But
I need it on my tongue instead.”
Charlotte Cummings was a good lover but a bad liar, and during sex he
couldn’t help sense an overbearing willingness to serve him more than usual; not
that she never did, she always did, but she always insisted on a little payback
afterwards, too. Not today, however. Charlotte had prepared quite the spread of
breakfast goodies and continuously dabbed his food-tainted bearded chin with a
napkin while he ate. It was not only suspiciously odd, but rather annoying and
quite disturbing; sucking someone’s ass in a tizzy of lust was one thing, but
having their hands on your face while you’re trying to eat, well…..a guy has to
draw the line somewhere.
Fact of the matter was, Charlotte learned awhile back that Alex was seeing
another woman. At first it came as a relief to her; it eased her guilty mind a little
more and gave hope that maybe he wouldn’t want to get married and have
children right away after college; maybe he’d like to have his nights free to fuck
his big-titted, blonde bimbo (at least that was how she envisioned her), and if her
relationship with Mahdakis ever did surface, then at least she would have a little
ammunition to fight back with. But, after following him one night, she learned
that his lover was far from blonde…….and far from white. It was another black
woman; very much like herself in all ways; even her tits were small. This wasn’t
sitting well with Charlotte, and she felt threatened. An affair with someone of
another race, sex, or for that matter, one who possessed physical features you
couldn’t get at home, was acceptable to a degree, and understandable, because it
was something you didn’t get to experience much. But to have an affair with
someone identical to the one you have at home infers that the one at home is
defective in some way, and you are out shopping around for an appropriate
replacement.
For the first time in years, her future was a question mark, and her level of
emotional stability was bottoming out. She needed advice; moreover, some
consolance; some reassurance that she was a remarkable woman inside and out;
and Mahdakis was usually good for advice and always made her feel special. He
had a unique way of putting reality into perspective and feeding it to you like an
after dinner dessert. She needed some of his dessert today.
After the sex, they continued eating and she continued to wipe his face. “What
the fuck?” Charlotte was stunned by the sudden hostility and made a rare pouty
face. Mahdakis recognized something was very wrong with her. He put her chin
in the palm of his hand. “What’s the matter Char? Why are you behaving
oddly?”

“I’m just trying to be nice.”
“It is nice, but it’s not you; not the you that I know. What’s up?”
“I…I just don’t want you to leave me any time soon.”
“Why would I?”
“Because…. You have Jezebel back again and I know how much she means to
you and…”
“And what?”
“I just don’t want to be alone, that’s all.”
“Alone? You have Alex! Remember him? The real boyfriend? C’mon. At
some point we have to recognize our relationship for being what it really is, and
come to terms with the fact that we are just a couple of lustfully greedy human
beings. Christ, we both have significant others who will fuck us any day of the
week, twice on Sunday, and who do the job just as well, if not better, as you and
I do for each other; yet here we are, sucking each other off like starving leaches;
and for….for what….the thrill of it? Do we love each other? Maybe….on some
level. But where is it going to go when all is said and done? You’re going to go
off to school and move far away, most likely. I’m going…..somewhere, but
status wise I’ll never be anywhere near your kind, so most likely you and I will
never see each other again after a few….”
“What? Wait…..back up…… ‘if not better’? What the fuck is that shit? You
think Alex is better than you? That’d better be what you damn well meant. And
by the way, I don’t get it every day like you, and when I do, it’s pretty much
standard missionary type stuff. So speak for yourself about getting it every day
and…..better? What the fuck is that about?”
Mahdakis stared, dumbfounded, not knowing what to say. He had slipped up.
He nodded his head and tried to wave it off. “Just….they’re just words, I was
just saying…”
“What? Jezebel’s a better lover than me? Are you fuckin’ kidding me, boy?
All I do, and let you do, you’re going to sit there and tell me Jezebel Crowley’s
a better lover than me?”
“No, I’m not.” Mahdakis stood up. “C’mon, let’s clean this shit up.”
“Shit? It’s fuckin’ food, you asshole! Food that I baked all night…just for you!
When was the last time she baked or cooked anything? I’ll bet she doesn’t even
know what a stove looks like. She probably thinks it’s a dishwasher! Not that
she would know what that looks like either, but for God’s sake, I just swallowed
your cum! You got a lot of nerve to stand there and belittle my performance as
being anything other than the best! Why else would we be here, if not for better
sex than what we have at home?”
“I’m….I’m not looking for better sex, I just enjoy different sex; the dark stuff
especially. I just enjoy expressing myself to different people….preferably in a
physical way.”
“But who’s better, me or Jez?”

Mahdakis was clearly annoyed. He looked away, held his hand out for her to
help her get up off the ground and said, “C’mon, let’s get out of here.”
“Not until you answer the question,” Charlotte said, folding her arms over her
chest and letting out a huff.
Mahdakis stood standing with his hand still held out as she sat on the ground.
“This isn’t a good idea. Let’s not get into it.”
“It’s only a bad idea if you’re going to stand there and tell me that her love is
better.”
“WHAT THE FUCK’S THE MATTER WITH YOU, ASSHOLE! SHE’S MY
FUCKIN’ GIRLFRIEND, MY TRUE LOVE, SOUL MATE, ALL THAT
DUMB SHIT! OF COURSE I THINK SHE’S THE BEST! WHO THE FUCK
DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?”
Charlotte started to sob, and then stood up. “I thought I was your lover, the
best, someone you needed.”
Mahdakis refrained from yelling any further but stuck his finger in her face
and, very annoyed and very heated, said, “Don’t ever compare yourself to
Jezebel; ever! She’s the woman I serve and worship, and when I kneel before
her it’s more than just making love, it’s about expressing my devotion and
unyielding gratitude to her for being alive and existing in my life right now, and
at the same time, praying that she will stay in my life forever……forever.
Because I love her like no one’s business.”
“And you express this love for her by shooting a load up my ass or eating up
my cum every now and again? Go get your ‘dark stuff’ elsewhere, you dumb
cracker-ass fuck!”
He looked away in disgust; disgust for himself and for the embarrassing light
he had put Jezebel in, and his blind devotion towards her combined with the
rage that he knew deep down inside to be a rage against himself, caused him to
let out a simple but firm, “Fuck you, Charlotte.”
“Fuck…me? Fuck me?? What did I do? I did everything a woman could do.
What is your problem? You have emotional issues and need to get your
priorities straight; whatever they are. You don’t love me like Jez, fine. But…”
“But nothin’. You had the chance to have it with me but you don’t want to
date a white guy, remember?”
“Your being white wasn’t the only reason.”
“It doesn’t matter. Jez and Riz were out of the picture and you still wanted
nothing to do with me. You know why?”
“Oh pray…”
“Because you can’t imagine having to support a man or being with a man who
couldn’t support you in the ways you are used to. You can’t fathom being with a
man who wasn’t better than you on most levels because deep inside you want to
serve a man, and be treated like a woman was treated back in the old days. You
want soft discipline on a daily basis. Deep down inside, you’re old fashioned. I

see it. And let’s not forget the most important aspect of a man, being financially
grounded. God forbid you should marry someone lesser than you. Oooohh, the
birth-givers wouldn’t take kindly to that, not after all the years of good schoolin’
day dun put you through, missy. Au-uh…..Nope, you’re just clinging on to me
because you need a reminder every now and again that you’re a human being
with other aspirations as well, aspirations that will never come to fruition
because you’re afraid of going out there…out there on that ledge of life, and
taking a chance, doing what you really want to do and not what the birth-givers
want you to do. Before you talk poorly of Jez, just remember that she is out
there, out on that ledge and she is going to end up doing whatever the fuck it is
that she wants to do…..whatever that is. I am a reflection of things you feel
inside but aren’t allowed to exhibit in your posh little world, amongst your
uppity friends.”
“Fine,” Charlotte said, choking back tears and finally standing up “That’s
right. That’s pretty much what I depend on you for. Now, tell me….do you even
understand that word and the bearing it is supposed to have on a friendship?
Depend?” Charlotte began tapping her high heels on Mrs. Wojockowitz’s head
stone, loosening the dirt up from underneath them. “For whatever reasons, right
or wrong, I need you for certain things, and you for me; and we count on each
other to be there in certain moments, mostly as lovers.” Charlotte collected all of
the food and utensils and stuffed them back in the picnic basket. “But today I
didn’t need a lover, I needed a friend, a special friend, someone I could talk to
and count on to confide to because you’re right, people like me and Alex don’t
have many friends, such as you.”
“Such as me.”
“You underestimate the value of your candor and wisdom. You were the only
one I could believe and trust in - You. But you failed me today. You fuckin’
failed me.”
Charlotte walked away in sad, quiet rage. It would be months before they’d
see each other again. Perhaps that was for the better; Mahdakis was serious with
Jezebel and was starting to feel bad about the cheating, he said it himself –
Jezebel was a great lover and the best he ever had. Saying it aloud though,
seemed to give life to the absurdity of screwing another woman. There was a big
difference between them. Charlotte was just for fucking and nothing more,
Jezebel was for all the above. But fucking Charlotte made him appreciate what
he had in Jezebel even more; at least that’s how he excused it in his sick head.
The fact of the matter was, Charlotte fed his ego, and his gluttonous vanity could
not resist such a smorgasbord. It would seem some attributes of his were in need
of a good spanking and, in due time, a very good spanking they were going to
get.
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he two of them had just finished another intense eight-minute love-making
session and were standing in her room putting their clothes back on. Jezebel
sat down in front of her mirror to refresh what little makeup she wore, as
Mahdakis simply stuffed his cum-soaked cock back into his underwear as if
turning a marinating pork loin. “What do you wanna do tonight?” she asked,
knowing full well that the answer would be the same as it was the night before
and the night before that, and the night before that. Surprisingly enough,
Mahdakis wasn’t big on change, or maybe it was just that he had an
overwhelming appreciation for routine. “You wanna pick up White Tom and
Violet, and go hang out at Southpoint, or something?”
“Oh, uh….no. I have to get to the studio tonight, remember? And record over
Cop’s bass lines.”
“Oh that’s right, because the quality wasn’t up to your professional standards,
right? Mmm.”
“No! Not quality; it’s about the actual playing ability that is on them. I can do
much better.”
“Yeah, and don’t forget, by doing so, you won’t have to include him in on a
cut of the pie. I’ll bet you didn’t think of that.”
“I thought of that! Goddamn, that’s why we’re doing this!”
“Oh, I thought it had something to do with the playing ability. I’m such a ditsy
bitch, aren’t I?”
“I don’t know about ditsy, but you got the rest right.”
“Hey! Watch it, Bub.”
“Whatever, anyway, it’s gonna take all night, I may even have to go back, but
I hope not,” he said, afraid she was going to be upset with his absence.
The opposite couldn’t have been truer. She was tickled pink by the news.
“Well alright, we’ll do something tomorrow then.”
“Yeah well, tomorrow’s Friday and Tony’s driving me up to New York to pick
up the shit for Pumpkinhead. I don’t know what time we’re going to get back.”
Jezebel was beside herself; she wanted to get up and tap dance across the
room. Two nights of freedom, without her shadow. Yippy! She smiled demurely
and said, “You’re not cheating on me, are you?”
“Huh? N-n-no, why – why would you say something like that?”
Jezebel put down her lip-gloss and turned around on her stool and looked him
dead in the eye. “I was joking, my dear. Ha-ha? Humor, remember?”
“Uh, yeah,” he smiled.
She continued to study him further as her giddiness subsided and ultimately
gave in to suspicion, “Well don’t you look like the fuckin’ cat who just ate the
canary; what gives?”

“Nothing. Ya-you know, I was going to ask if you wanted to come with us
tomorrow, to New York. I just think tonight you would be bored at the studio.”
“Yeah…..” Jezebel gave thought. ‘Was he really asking me to hang out with
him and his friends? Okay, it’s just Tony, who likes me anyway, but still
progress……Hmm, on the other hand, it would give me two whole days of
freedom and some alone time.’ As much as she would like to have seen New
York, the alone time and the freedom to do as she wished without his
overbearing horny presence, was priceless. “Nah…you silly boys go right ahead
and have a time. Bring me back something though, would you?”
“Like what?”
“I don’t know. You’re going to be on a campus, right? Bring back something
from the campus. A sweat shirt or something like that.”
“What the fuck man, those things cost like twenty bucks or more on campus, I
heard.”
“Fuckin’ aye, you really got to start saving some money!” she threw her
hairbrush down on the table.
“It’s hard.”
“Oh really? How are you paying for that weed, with your good looks? Get a
stupid pin up banner, then.” Jezebel really didn’t want an NYU banner pinned to
her wall; what she really wanted, was to know that he was really in New York
and on the campus, in the first place, and not screwing around.
“Fuck. All right. I’ll get something.”
“I’m sure you will,” she said, lightly slapping his cheek like a mother often
does to her young child. “Just make sure it’s something good.”
“How about some weed?”
“Ha. Yeah right, that better go without saying.”
“What about you, what are you going to do?”
“Well, the new moon has taken occupancy in the seventh house, and Venus is
fast on the horizon.”
“What the fuck does that mean?”
“Means it’ll probably be a good night to head up to one of the biker bars and
make myself the center piece of a gang bang,” she instigated.
He stood quietly, observing her body movement, and then said, “Seriously? Or
are you joking again?”
“You really have to ask that? What the hell kind of person do you think I am?
It’s a joke….ASSHOLE! A fuckin’ joke. You really think I’d find myself in the
center of a mess like that, after all you know about me and my past? Besides, if I
wasn’t joking, do you really think I’d tell you in the first place? Are you fucked
up, or something?”
“No. Just, sometimes I wonder about you. That’s all.”
“Me? You wonder about me? Huh. Where the fuck were you the other
morning, huh? Wanna tell me that, Boy Wonder?”

“Probably at work; when are you talking about?”
“It was Saturday; you don’t work on Saturday’s.”
“Sometimes I do.”
She grabbed his crotch and squeezed tightly. “Aaah!”
“Watch it, buddy! This thing is mine, pal! All Mine! And if I ever find out that
you’re the one out screwin’ around, I will cast a spell on you like you won’t
believe, and the bitch I catch you with…Oh, hoe, hoe……I pity the bitch.”
Jezebel wasn’t kidding about casting a spell…well maybe a little, but fact of
the matter was, she had recently become fond of the Wiccan religion. While he
didn’t know much about it, he didn’t mind it whatsoever. It seemed to him, a
very harmless and tame belief and, quite frankly, one that made more sense than
all the rest of them.
Wicca is based on five fundamental elements: spirit, water, fire, Earth, air; that
much he understood. From there it goes into universal magic and gets a little
fuzzy. But the overall feeling he got from it, was one of peace and power of the
mind and body through positive thinking or meditation. Those were also good
things. Mahdakis watched her over the years morph from a leather-clad demon,
to a hippie, to a gypsy, and now to a witch of some sort. But she was always the
same woman underneath any costume she wore; a woman of unique talents and
daring thoughts; a woman of hypnotic sensuality. Deep down he knew that it
was these qualities that drew him towards her in the first place. So for him to
disregard her beliefs or belittle her visions would ultimately be a reflection upon
his judgment of good character. “It’s cool, Jez. Everything’s cool now. I love
you, and no one else.”
“It’s not about you loving someone else; it’s about you fucking someone else.”
She studied his eyes carefully and conceded, “Okay. Now go and have a good
time undoing the mess that is Copper Tom, and watch your ass around that
studio guy, Jack. I don’t trust him. Definitely don’t pick up the soap.” She
laughed and gave him a kiss.
“Alright, I’ll see you in a couple of days.” He pat her on her hips with both his
hands. He adored her hips, especially because of the way they sauntered back
and forth when she walked fast. “I love you, and when I get back we’ll have
much ganja to smoke up, okay?”
“You bet we will!”
Something in her tone didn’t quite sit well with him. “What’s that supposed to
mean?”
“What’s what?”
“That ‘you bet we will’ shit. There’s no ‘we’ here. Make sure you’re clear on
that. I’m doing something for my brother. This shit is his, not ours to play with!”
“I didn’t say anything of the sort!”
“But you’re thinking it!” he pointed in her face.
“And you know what I’m thinking? You can read my mind?”

“You’re damn straight I can!”
She leaned forward and bit his finger like a rabid animal. “OW! FUCK!!”
Jezebel smirked. “If you knew what I was thinking, how come you didn’t see
that coming? Huh?”
Mahdakis ran at her. She turned around to run, facing only an open second
story window across the room – too high to jump but she went for it anyway.
He reached out and barely caught a hold of two belt loops of her blue jeans.
“Come here, you bitch.” He yanked on them with all his might as she continued
to try to run towards the window. As he held on to her jeans, and she pulled
forward, grabbing the curtains, the front snap popped open and he was then able
to pull them down to her knees just as she reached the open window.
“Oh c’mon!” she pleaded.
He pushed her upper torso forward so she was completely hanging out the
window from the waist up, and with her jeans and panties now around her knees,
she assumed the position and he began to lovingly rape her. “Oh God,
Jezebel….You’re so good!”
“Keep fucking me. Take what’s yours. Oh yeah; fuck me good again. Uh.”
“Oh, man!”
When they were through, she turned around with her pants and panties still
around her ankles, and stood with her arms behind her back, bracing her hands
on the windowsill for support. She looked down upon him expectantly. He knelt
down and took on the submissive task of cleaning up the mess from up inside
her. She took her place on the windowsill and enjoyed a cigarette as he did so.
When he was done, he stood up and meekly put himself back together. She
exhaled her last drag and, as she snuffed out the butt, said, “You’re really
fuckin’ good. You know that?”
“You too,” he said, not taking her compliment too seriously. He was
convinced that all women said that to their men. Most all of his women had said
it to him; so it must just be something they say, like please, or thank you.
“Hmm…..so listen, I was just thinking; why don’t you take my old Mustang,
you know, the one I bought off Cannoli last year? It still runs, but I can’t sell it
because apparently the whole world knows it’s a piece of shit that’s ready to
blow any second. I guess I was the only one who didn’t get the memo…before I
bought it from her. Nice fair-weather, bitch friend of yours, that Cannoli
Spitzer.”
“I met her through you, remember?”
“Hmm, yeah.”
“Thanks, but Tony’s driving tomorrow. I don’t know about taking it to New
York anyway.”
“Not to New York, dipshit. Take it tonight to the studio and then just use it to
get around town and so forth.”

“It’s not registered.”
“What’s the difference; you don’t have a license.”
“True. But I’m bound to get pulled however without plates on it.”
“Plates? I have some plates out in the garage. I think they’re my grand-birthgivers.”
“What if he finds out?”
“He’s dead. He doesn’t need ’em anymore. C’mon.” Jezebel started
downstairs. With his eyes pasted on her twitching ass, Mahdakis followed her
down and out to the garage in the back where she had the plates right on an
unused tool table. “Here you go. All I ask is that you return them to me when
you’re done using them because as you can see, they are vanity plates. Those
were his initials.”
“Uh….Well, cool. Thanks dude.” He kissed her and got into his new vehicle; a
white, nineteen-seventy-four mustang with a shitty four-cylinder engine and an
automatic transmission ready to let go at any minute.
“The heat doesn’t work either,” she said, leaning in the window dangling keys
in her hand. “Here, you’ll need these.”
Mahdakis looked for her face, but was distracted by her low hanging tank-top
revealing…..nothing. Damn. “Why are you wearing a bra?”
“Why are you looking down my shirt?”
“I wanted to see….you know.”
“My tits….You’re my boyfriend. Just ask. You don’t have to be a fuckin’ perv
about it.”
“Alright…..can I see your tits?”
She smiled and shook her head. “Didn’t you get enough today? God, you’re a
horny toad.”
“Fine. I’ll see you sometime Saturday night.”
“Sure enough.”
They kissed and then he remembered, “Hey, Violet has tickets to the
Thankfully Deceased show coming up. You want to go?”
Jezebel was taken aback. “I am going. They’re my tickets I bought them for
some of us.”
“Oh. She didn’t tell me that part.” He looked away a little hurt, and then back
at her again. “You didn’t have me in mind when you bought them though, did
you? I mean, you didn’t even tell me about it.”
“No, not really, and no, I didn’t. They were for me, Violet, Sally and her
boyfriend, Gary. But he found better tickets to the same show so now I’m stuck
with two extra tickets. I’m stuck, not Violet.”
“Well, I’ll take one off your hands.”
“You’re kidding.”
Looking a little confused he said, “Do you not want me to go with you?”
“I must admit, you’re not my first choice.”

“Well what the fuck, man!? What’s your fuckin’ problem?”
“I don’t have a fuckin’ problem! YOU have a fuckin’ attitude! And a
Thankfully Deceased show is not the kind of atmosphere that welcomes people
with shitty attitudes. It’s not a metal show; you’re not going to be banging your
fool head in the air like an idiot, and jerking off while flinging your own feces at
other people!”
“Say what?”
“It’s a mellow kind of show for spiritually inclined mother fuckin’ people! Not
people with bad attitudes! That’s a bad trip, man, and I don’t want to be around
that sort of thing. Sorry!”
“Spiritually inclined? Is that new terminology for drug addicts?”
“They’re not drug addicts!”
“Yes they are, Jezebel.”
She gave pause and said, “Okay, they are. But they’re good people who don’t
start any trouble.”
“Unless there’s a senseless war going on, or they need food stamps and
unemployment benefits.”
“And that’s okay because we need those kinds of people to fight the good
fight.”
“You mean the lazy fight. What we need is for those people to either get a job,
or grab a gun and stop whining.”
“Okay….you can’t be hanging out with me at a Thankfully Deceased concert
talking shit like that, understand?”
“Fine. I’ll be good. I am capable of it you know.”
Jezebel shook her head and let a few seconds go by before saying, “Alright.
But if you fuck up, I’m gonna disown you and leave your ass in Baltimore.”
“Is all this ranting and raving an example of the mellow spirituality one can
expect to experience at a Thankfully Deceased concert?”
“No! All this ranting and raving is an example of what happens to people
when they hang around you too much.”
“Alright then,” he said, finally backing out of the driveway. “I’ll see you
Saturday.” Then, sarcastically, he burst into one of their hit songs, “’One more
Saturday night.’ See? I know the words to these songs.”
“Jokes gonna be on you,” she yelled from her from her front lawn. “They
don’t play any of those cheesy hits live. They just jam for hours on end, so HA!
You’ll love it, dearie!”
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ony’s eyes darted nervously from left to right, paused to look in the
passenger’s side mirror, then stared into the driver’s side mirror, then at the
road in front of him, and lastly, into the rearview mirror, before driving another
half a mile and doing it all over again. Mahdakis, watching his movements, said,
“Hey man, are we being followed, or something?”
“Why?” Tony jumped. “Why do you say that?”
“You.”
“Me?”
“Yeah, you. Why do you do that when you drive?”
“Do what?”
“Look in the mirrors as if we’re being followed or something.”
“I don’t know. I wasn’t even aware I was.”
“How could you not? You do it non-stop. It’s the only thing your body is ever
doing when you drive. How can you not be aware of the only body movements
you make while you drive, or where your eyes are?”
“My eyes are in my fuckin’ head.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“And those eyes in your head are looking in the mirrors all the time.”
“Would you shut up! It’s just how I learned to drive.”
“Who taught you how to drive, Baby Face Nelson?”
Tony fell silent then said, “I know there’s a joke in there somewhere. Okay,
we’re at the GW. You know where to go after this?”
“Yeah, man. I got directions. Take this 9a exit thing or West side Highway,
whatever the fuck it is.”
“Which is it?”
“Both.”
“Cool. That’s the address?” Tony pointed to the piece of paper Mahdakis was
holding.
“Yeah, Fifth Ave. near Eighth.”
“I’ll get us there. I used to come here a lot with my family, back in the day.”
“Back in the day? Isn’t that what old people say? Back in the day. I thought
this was the day.”
“Back in the day means anytime in the past.”
“So you and your family never visited here at night?”
“Say what? Yes. Almost all the time, actually; Knicks and Rangers games at
The Garden and whatnot.”
“So really you used to come here a lot with your family…back in the night.”
“Back in the day refers to the past!”
“So night, being the opposite of day, must refer to the future?”
“There is no fuckin’ saying, ‘back in the night’!”

“Well of course not. If night is referring to the future, then you can’t really
say, ‘back in the future’, you’d have to say, ‘I plan on coming here ‘ahead in the
night’, or something like that, right? Because it hasn’t happened yet.”
“What? Fuck! I missed the exit! Where the fuck are we?”
“I thought you knew where you were going.”
“I always get here using 87, or the tunnel.”
“Why don’t we just get off here at this Jerome Ave. exit and double back
then?”
“Look around you. This ain’t the kind of area I want to break down in.”
“You planning on some car trouble, are ya?”
“No, I don’t plan on having car trouble! It’s just…...hey look! Up ahead,
there’s a sign for the Major Deegan…..that’s 87.”
“It says it goes to Yankee Stadium bro, that’s the wrong way.”
“Then we’ll just go the other way and turn around.”
“Yeah sure,” Mahdakis said confused. “That makes sense.”
Tony found his way to his familiar Major Deegan Highway, went up an exit,
turned around, and found themselves stuck in traffic behind an old dirt covered
box truck. “Shit, I can’t see anything. Look for signs for the Triborough.”
“Bridge?”
“Yeah, the fuckin’ bridge.”
“Right there.”
“Where?”
Mahdakis pointed directly behind them “Back there about fifty feet.”
“Are you serious? So what the fuck highway are we on now?”
“I don’t know, but it does look familiar.”
“Shit, we’re heading towards the Tapanzee Bridge! How the fuck did we get
here?”
“You must have not turned off when you should’ve.”
“You think?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Just get off at the next available exit I think we’re closer than you think.”
“Fuck that man, I ain’t getting’ lost in no fuckin’ ghetto. Let’s just go back and
start over.”
“Seriously, dude? How far?”
“Just across the bridge and then we’ll turn around somewhere on 17.”
“Back in Jersey?”
“Fuck! Why aren’t these goddamn people moving? Yeah, back in Jersey! Got
a problem with that?”
“It just seems a little extreme, don’t you think?”
“Maybe, but at least this way, when we come back in, I’ll have my bearings
about me and won’t fuck up. Maybe I can take the tunnel.”
“That’s miles out of our way.”
“You wanna drive?”

“No. But shit man, why don’t we just drive back to Delaware and start all over
again, I mean, just to be sure, and get our bearings back.”
“Shut up, man.” Tony yanked the cigar out of Mahdakis’s mouth and took a
drag. “Goddamn, these things taste like shit. Hey Pock, you awake back there?”
“Yeah, mane. I’m cool.”
“You’re awfully quiet, what are you doin’ back there, beatin’ your meat?”
“Nuh, mane. I don’t do dat on Fridays. I wuz just wonderin’”
“About what? What are you wonderin’ about?”
“Wonderin’ like why you didn’t get off at dat dare Broadway route 9 exit, I
tink dat would a taken us right straight down to duh city, mane.”
“Where? Where’s the fuckin’ exit?”
“Back yonder a piece.” Pock pointed out the rear window.
“Well, why the fuck didn’t you say something?”
“It just occurred to me now.”
“Great.”
Mahdakis let out his annoyingly distinctive, high pitch laugh. “Ah man, that’s
good stuff.”
“Ain’t no tang mane, I could use a potty stop; ’bouts tuh shit my pants back
here, anywayz.” Pock yanked a booger out of his nose and wiped it on the seat.
“Let me know when we gits to a rest air’ya.”

*Jack Carrot*
Delivering The Goods

T

here’s a dark side to all of us, even the best of us, and Jack Carrot was not
going to be any exception. While he had the decency and dignity never to
display his dark side to anyone, except for those directly affected, it was within
him nonetheless. After all, he was a guy; a guy with a penis and, for some
reason or another, the penis is never satisfied with just one place to express
itself. The penis likes to explore its options. Sometimes it is just windowshopping, other times it is looking for permanent residence. But more times than
not, the penis is looking to crash a party and be the center of attention.

Never underestimate the penis either; it is a sly and conniving little bugger.
You cannot overlook the fact that it usually outsmarts its owner; and with that in
mind, anyone around the owner of the aforementioned penis doesn’t stand a
chance.
The penis, and sometimes lack of, has started countless wars, and most likely
has always been the driving force behind most murders. Quite simply, while the
penis spews life, it is also responsible for the death of millions throughout the
centuries; the penis giveth, the penis taketh away.
Jack’s penis simply wanted to experience more out of life than the same ’ol,
same ’ol. He loved Cannoli with all his heart and deep down inside knew he
wanted to be with her for the rest of his life. He was prepared to devote his
mind, body and soul to the woman, he really was. His intentions were
upstanding and his love was pure of heart. But his penis on the other hand,
well….that had other plans……….
Violet-Basia and White Tom sat quietly in her room listening to songs they
had recorded almost a year ago. “I forgot how intense this shit was,” White Tom
said. “I mean, this is really good. In the hands of the right producer, with the
proper promotion, we can go far; maybe even change the world.”
“Well it certainly needs it…….The new bass lines really do make a difference.
I never noticed the lack of effort on Cop’s part until now.”
“Cop could’ve done just as good if he applied himself.”
“How do you figure? Mahdakis has years of music study on various
instruments and production, not to mention an imagination, and oh yeah….these
songs were basically all written by him.”
White Tom fiddled with a broken maraca and a bongo that were lying on the
floor. “So what do you think? Are you ready to start playing this kind of
psychedelic stuff again? I thought you wanted to get away from this.”
“We don’t have much of a choice. Besides, he said we’d play this, and
whatever else you and I came up with. Then we’ll mix it all together in a live
set. Why, Tommy? Are you having second thoughts?”
“No.” White Tom reached into his jacket pocket and pulled out a piece of
folded paper. “I just wanted to make sure before I solidified these.”
“And these are?”
“Tour dates.”
“Tour dates? Seriously?”
“You bethca,” he said smiling, revealing his Saber-buck-teeth.
“How? Where?”
“Well, I took the old recordings last week and shopped them all around
in…..more, uh…remote areas; you know, areas of the east coast that haven’t
been infected by F.A.G.G. Metal yet and most likely won’t be for another

couple years. So, we have about nine places to play within a three-week period.
And we’re going to play some places multiple nights.”
“When is all this happening? I have a job I have to give notice to you know.”
“Couple months from now; we got time to work out a set and also dupe some
tapes to sell.”
“What’s the pay?”
“Two to five hundred a night.”
“For all of us?”
“Yeah, I know it’s a bummer considering how far out these places are, but it
beats hanging around doing nothing, doesn’t it? And besides we’re getting
exposure.”
“Are we going to have to pay for hotel fare and food?”
“Oh yeah, some nights for sure.”
“So there goes the money.”
“Basically. Not to mention gas and food. I know it isn’t great, but like I said,
we’ve been sitting around doing nothing, and it beats that.”
“And Pock?”
“He’s all for it, he just wants to jam. Quite frankly, I’m starting to wonder if
he even knows what’s going on around him anymore.”
“Hmm, alright….I guess. And these ‘remote’ places, who and where are
they?”
“Well, in Pennsylvania, I got us two gigs at a Speakeasy in Tibbles…”
“They still have those? You’re kidding me.”
“I think it’s a dry county, or something. Another gig at the Honeydew-Dropin,
over in Cow Junction; also in Pennsylvania, something called The Spank and
Tickle over in Flemington; then we’re off to a gay biker-bar down in
Hawthorne, Maryland called Pecker’s; a day time show at John’s Eats and Cold
Beer, in Germantown; then two nights at Mary’s Happy Clam, way out in
Barnsville.”
“Jesus Christ. Anything closer to home, not in Maryland or Pennsylvania?”
“Sure, after we leave Maryland, we come back to Delaware, and play at Fred’s
Basement, in Bonersiville.”
“What the fuck is Fred’s Basement? It’s not someone’s real basement, is it?”
“I don’t know, but he’s one of the guys willing to pay five-hundred up front,
so fuck it.”
“Okay.”
“Right; so then we play Smokey Joe’s Café down in Salisbury. Then last and
least, we play a gig at Burt and Ernie’s.”
“In Deephole, New Jersey?”
“The one and only. So we finish up close to home.”
“Where the fuck are these other places, dude? That’s a lot of driving. Are you
sure they even exist?”

“Yeah, they exist. They’re just tucked away a bit; sort of off the beaten
path…”
“But people go to these places, right?”
“We’re getting paid whether anyone shows or not; so what’s the difference?”
The front door of the house slammed, and an intoxicated couple could be
heard entering, laughing, and carrying on. It was Jack’s voice. He was with
someone else, of the female persuasion. They had been having a good time,
wherever they were coming from.
“Jack and Cannoli, if I’m not mistaken?”
“You don’t sound so sure.”
“Something’s different about her demeanor; she sounds too carefree to be
Cannoli.”
“Anika.”
“Whatika?”
“Her names Anika. She’s a dirty coke whore from the valley. I really don’t
care for her. In fact, you’d be wise to keep an eye on your belongings while
she’s here.”
“That bad, huh?” White Tom opened the door a crack and peeked out to get a
glimpse. “Fat bitch, too.”
“Yeah, I guess Jack’s some sort of chubby-chaser or something.”
“Wait. Seriously? You mean he’s…”
“Mmm-hmm.” Violet-Basia nodded in disgusted conformation. “He’s fucking
her or something, or at least getting his dick sucked. I don’t know, but they go in
his room a lot when Cannoli’s not here.”
“We have to tell her. She’s our friend.”
“It might be a passing thing, why get involved?”
“Passing thing, whatever, it doesn’t make it right, Violet.”
“Yes, but if it is, and he wakes up one day…maybe soon…and realizes his
mistake and decides to never see her again, all is well. What Cannoli never
knew, won’t hurt her.”
“Or him!”
“Besides, I think they’re sort of…coke buddies or something. Every time
they’re together, they’re doing lines. She’s never here when they’re not.”
“Great. Listen to that.” White Tom pointed out to the hall where the sounds of
wild sex-crazed humans could be heard fucking and sucking behind Jack’s door.
“Sounds like a wrestling match in there. I don’t like it.”
“You don’t have to. He’s not your boyfriend, and you don’t have to suck his
dick. She does. Hey, maybe Cannoli doesn’t suck dick, and that’s all it is. She
definitely doesn’t do blow. Jack’s just letting some steam out, I think.”
White Tom studied his diabolical friend from childhood. “You’re awfully
liberal about this entire thing, I mean considering what a good friend she is of

yours, and the fact that most women, who were true friends, would be livid.
What’s up with that?”
Violet-Basia put her right hand in the air and rubbed her middle finger and her
thumb together. “He gives me fifty bucks each time, to keep quiet or cover for
him.”
“That’s a shitty thing to do, Violet, and you know it. C’mon!”
“It’s only a shitty thing to do, if you’re doing it without compensation. I’m
getting cash, and get my car fixed whenever I need to; so it’s all perfectly legit.”
“I have to disagree with that. And besides, Cannoli suck’s dick.”
“How do you know?”
“Mahdakis told me.”
“And he knows, how?”
“They were really close last couple of years; they talked about everything.”
“Talked? Anyone can talk about sucking dick, but until you see them do it,
you can never be sure.”
“He said she doesn’t swallow, that’s all.”
“That’s all? Guys kind of like that, in case you haven’t heard. Besides, it’s evil
to suck a guy off to the point of orgasm and then just leave him there.”
“She finishes him, but she spits it out.”
“That’s disrespectful. If some guy was eating my pussy and kept turning his
head every minute or so to spit me out on the floor. I’d kick his ass right into
tomorrow.”
“But, how respectful is it to shove your dick in someone’s mouth, in the first
place?”
“Interesting point…….Hmm, I wonder who first thought of that, originally.”
“Cavemen, I’d bet,” said White Tom.
“Of course, but I’d love to have been a fly on the wall and seen that bitches
face, wouldn’t you?”
“I wonder if something like that was ever inscribed on the inside of an ancient
Egyptian tomb? You think?”
“I guarantee,” she said, “if there was a man involved, then somewhere in a
tomb there is a sketch of someone getting a blowjob; they just haven’t found it
yet.”
“Maybe they have but don’t think it’s appropriate for the general public.”
“Maybe.”
“There are women, you know, who love to grab the cock themselves and put it
in their own mouths.”
“I know. I’m one of them.”
“That’s not considered disrespectful though.”
“No, not at all. In fact, it changes the entire landscape. The woman becomes
the domineering one at that point.”
“Even though she’s on her knees.”

“Even though. You see, the point is to bring the man to such heights, that he’ll
do anything for you at any moment; thus, making him forever the slave to the
woman.”
“But you have to suck really good dick in the first place.”
“And swallow…or…”
“Or what?” White Tom inquired.
“Or turn around and take it up the ass, allowing him to become so blinded by
what he thinks is power, that he doesn’t ever realize the spell you’re casting
upon him; a spell in which he will desire your love always and be addicted to
your body no matter when and where he is, and he’ll do anything you tell him to
do, for a piece of it.”
“Jezebel must suck some good dick then, huh? She’s got Mahdakis going
every which way.”
“Oh yeah she must….he’s completely dizzy.”
“Soulless at this point.”
“And you can bet your life savings it’s because of her wicked libido… Now
for that, I’d really like to be a fly on the wall, I mean during one of their
sessions.”
“Really?”
“Oh yeah. Women can learn from her, I’ll bet…..maybe. It’s just a feeling.”
“I’ve seen them fuck a bunch of times…no big deal but what if…” White Tom
was interrupted by a ringing telephone.
“I’d better get that.” Violet-Basia got up and walked out to the hallway where
the phone sat on an end table. “Hello?............Oh yeah, hi. How are
you?.........Great, great……are you coming tonight?...........Well I hope you
change your mind……..you really should. I……what’s that?.......Yeah,
yeah…..he’s outside……fiddling with his car again. You want me to get him for
you…..uh…….Oh…….Okay, yeah, okay…..I’ll let him know…..alright then, I
won’t. K….bye.” Violet-Basia hung up the phone and immediately walked to
Jack’s door and started banging on it. “Hey! Hey, loverboy!”
“What?”
“When is it my turn?”
“Cut the shit, Violet, I’m a little busy.”
“Well get un-busy. Cannoli’s on her way down. I’d put some pants on if I
were you.” She waited for a response, but got none; only the sound of humans’
scurrying, as if animals in the dark. She walked away from his door, across the
hallway and resumed her seat on the bed in front of White Tom, who was still
fiddling with a bongo. “What are you going to do with that thing, anyway?”
“I don’t know. We should fix it and use it on stage.”
“Mmm….are you staying for the party tonight?”
“Nah, I got plans.”
“Where?”

“There are things you just do not want to know, Violet.”
“Alrighty then.”
“Was that Cannoli on the phone?”
“Yep she’s on her way down, and she knows something, too.”
“What makes you say that?”
“She told me not to tell him she was coming; she wanted to surprise him.”

*Black Tom*
Face Value

H

e was neatly dressed in tight jeans with an African Dashiki-hippie shirt
thrown over him. He presented himself intelligently passive, yet with a
dash of effeminate flamboyancy. He had a well-groomed afro and extended a
hug as he opened the door. “Hey, babies! You must be Mahdakis and friends.”
Mahdakis hugged him back reluctantly and introduced everyone, “Yeah, this is
my best friend, Tony.”
“Sorry.” Tony stepped back. “I can’t do the hug thing. I have to drive later.”
“Funny guy.” Black Tom extended his hand. “Well how do you do? I’m Black
Tom.” They shook hands and Black Tom’s sight fell behind Tony. “And you
are?”
“I’m Pock.”
“And obviously not the best friend.”
“Wazzup?” Pock said, with his hands in his corduroy pockets, not moving an
inch out of the hallway corridor.
“I’m well. Thank you. Please, do come in. The homeless will be back soon,
and we wouldn’t want to be standing in their sleeping space.”
“Right.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Good thinking.”
“I was actually joking, Tony; although we do get our share of vagrants around
here. Campus security is pretty sub-par considering what folks pay for an
education here.” The room was burning with incense, littered with heat lamps,
beads, peace symbols, plants, and a Futon sleeper in the corner. “Have a seat.”
Tony looked at the room puzzled, and whispered to Pock, “Where?”

Pock immediately plopped himself down on one of the three beanbag chairs on
the floor, as Tony remained upright. “That’s alright, I’ll stand; it’s been a long
drive. I need to stretch out a bit.”
“I understand, completely,” Black Tom said, sipping tea from a Barely Bagels
coffee cup. “I make the trip up to Boston and back once every other week or so,
and while it really isn’t that far, I still can’t wait to get myself out of the car and
walk around a bit.” He took another sip of tea “Mmm, it wouldn’t be so bad if
Connecticut wasn’t in the way. Damn worthless state, if you ask me.”
Bobble-bobble-bobble “I’m with you on that. I hate the fuckin’ state. It’s full
richies and queers……shit, sorry Pock.”
“No problem, I’m from Texas.”
“No...I mean…never mind.” Tony lit a Marlboro as Black Tom walked into
the back room quickly and returned with a pillow in his hand. “Boston’s cool,
though, huh?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“I guess. I’ve only been there a few times. I’m really not even from around
there. I’m from a little bumfuck town northwest of there called Ashby. I just say
Boston for the sake of fluent conversation.”
“What’s Ashby like?” Pock said breaking the flow of conversation.
“White…..Pretty damn white. But hey, it’s my town, it’s where I’m from, so
there’s not much I can do about it.”
“Sure there is,” said Tony. “Get the fuck out and never go back. That’s why
you’re here in New York, right? To be amongst……..uh…a more mixed
culture?”
“I guess the thought of that was an attraction, yes. But at the end of the day,
we can’t run away from who we really are, and who we really are, is determined
right away from where we are brought up. I was brought up amongst a
predominately white culture, and adapted to their ways, went to their churches
and so forth, and sure, I was picked on once in a while, but so were other kids.
White kids. For whatever reason, it’s where my birth-givers, who I love dearly,
wanted to live, and it’s how they wanted to live. I’m not sure I understand it
completely.”
“Maybe they like the country living,” said Mahdakis.
“Oh I know they do, but why not go down south? There are many more of us
black folks down there than there are up north. Hmm.”
“Trust me,” Mahdakis continued. “The country down there and the country up
there are worlds apart from each other; not just a climate thing, but a population
and attitude thing. Maybe your birth-givers like the calm demeanor and attitude
up north as opposed to the slightly more lowbrow, aggressive trashier way of
life down south.”
“Wait a minute; ya’ll, sayin’ what?”
“C’mon Pock, you guys down there are little slow to the punch, you must
admit.”

“Slow and easy wins the race, motherfuck.”
“See?” said Tony. “They’re so lazy, they can’t even finish sentences.”
“Either way, I do have other likes and aspirations that cannot be achieved in a
town such as that, and that’s why I am here. The people here are fine, but
between me, you and a lamppost, I wouldn’t trust these motherfuckers as far as I
can see.”
“You’re wise beyond your years.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“Maybe I have more choices for friends down here - culturally and
economically speaking - but white, black, red, yellow, the ones in this area are a
bunch of C-suckers, if you get my meaning, and that’s sad; to not have friends in
which you can be allowed to love and open up to. I imagine that when my
aspirations and wants are fulfilled, I will return to the town from whence I came.
After all, whether you want to admit it or not, home is home, and there is no
escaping it. It’s in you wherever you go; forever in your heart, no matter how far
you travel or how big or small you become. And when the lights start to dim, or
when things start to go wrong and turn south, the one thing we all search for, is
familiarity. Familiarity comforts us, and in comfort, we can find some light to
shine upon our surroundings or ourselves, and lead us from the darkness of
which we may be engulfed. Home, fellas. Home is in the heart and cannot be
ripped out without your heart going with it.”
“Well, sorry to burst your bubble Tom,” Tony said smirking, “but you’re
talking to a bunch of heartless fucks right here.”
“That’s a shame. I pray you must be exaggerating to some degree. Where are
you from?”
“Delaware…..no well, really I’m from Jersey.”
“New Jersey?”
“Yeah, New Jersey.”
“And nothing awaits for you there anymore?”
Tony cupped his bearded chin with his right hand. “Ah…Hmm, no. No, I think
it’s been too long now. I think shh…I think it’s probably gone by now.” Bobble-bobble-bobble “Yeah….Yeah, so anyway, we really got to make this
stop kind of short because I do have to drive back to Norford and it would be
nice to get back before midnight….Not to be rude.”
“Not at all. Here.” Black Tom tossed the large pillow on to the table.
Mahdakis shoved Tony. “Get out of the way, asshole.” He began examining
the contents.
“This is the shit Pumpkinhead and I always get. I think you’ll be satisfied.”
Indeed, Mahdakis was impressed with the large buds in the bag, as Tony and
Pock peered over his shoulder, drooling like starving animals at a meat factory.
Mahdakis reached in his jean jacket and took out a wad of cash. “Here, this is
what Pumpkinhead said I would need.”

“That’s some wicked bud, mane. Goddarn; we gots tuh smoke some of that up
right now.”
“Mmm, I concur with Pock,” said Tony. “I mean, how do we know if it’s good
stuff or not?”
“Ha!” Black Tom laughed. “Because it’s the same as in this bag right here.”
Black Tom lifted a smaller one up above his head. “So if a nice sample is what
you desire dudes, then let’s smoke this stuff up. I find it distasteful to make the
customer share their weed with me. That’s for you. This here is on the house.”
After thirty minutes of laying around smoking and discussing music, Black
Tom inhaled and lazily looked over at Pock. “So why do they call you Pock,
anyway? Is that a real name? A Texas kind of thing?”
Mahdakis and Tony were silent, eyeballing one another trying to make the best
of an uncomfortable moment. Pock spoke softly, “Nah man, it’s ’cuz a my face
and whatnot.” Pock’s hand waved over his face suggestively as his eyes lowered
to the ground. “You know?”
“That’s just from bad acne at one point in time. You can cure that you know.”
“Yeah like what, cut his head off?” Tony laughed as Mahdakis darted his eyes
at him un-approvingly.
“That wouldn’t be much fun, now would it?” Black Tom got up and walked
into the bathroom. When he returned, he was holding a jar in his right hand and
was mixing its contents with a wooden spoon, held in his left. “What you need,
is to dab just a little of this on your face every morning and at night just before
bed. It’ll do miracles.” Black Tom knelt down in front of Pock and was about to
poke his face with the pointy end of a feather.
“Hey man, what duh fuck is dat, mane? Ya’ll gone fuckin’ bonkers er
sumpin’? Don’t touch me wit dat crap.”
“It’s okay,” Black Tom retreated politely, “it’s just a facial concoction that
rejuvenates the skin by going deep into the pours and replenishing any facial
blemishes back to their original state. You’ll be a better looking guy in no time,
just trust me on this one. There’s nothing in here that you don’t ingest into your
body anyway, or nothing that isn’t all natural.”
“Wut duh fuck iz it, ’zactly?”
“It’s two parts strained mud water, one-part chicken blood, with a drop of
vanilla extract and a sprinkle of crushed lavender pedals; about a teaspoon or
more.”
“Say what?”
“Just grab a handful or two of mud and put it in a colander, spaghetti strainer
or whatever, and let the water strain out into a bowl or something; maybe do this
overnight because it’s gonna take a long time.”
“Okay. Where do I find sum ’dat chicken blood?”

“Just a fresh chicken from the grocery store will do. You know, before you or
your birth-givers cook it, reserve the blood in a container of some sort, but don’t
let it sit around for more than a week in the fridge, or it’s no good.”
“Fresh chicken; got it.”
“And the pedals you can purchase at any florist of course. But this is the
important part.” Black Tom moved in towards Pock’s face, holding the feather
like a pen. “You must apply just a little bit with the tip of an authentic ostrich
feather, as the ostrich is rich in particular enzymes that disperse from the feather
stem when mixed with the other proper ingredients.”
“Enzymes, yeah…I heard ah doze.”
“Then apply the ointment like this.” Black Tom began touching Pock’s face
lightly with the tip of the feather, and drew what felt to Pock like, imaginary
lines; one under his right eye and then one on his left cheek. “This will go into
your skin’s pours directly and sit festering, adding essential vitamins and
minerals to the under layers. That’s it. Don’t apply any more than that. The next
time you do this however, apply the ointment in two different spots.”
“Which ones?”
“Wherever you like. Just mix it up and don’t go over the same area too often.
Then when you’ve done that.” Black Tom turned the feather around and began
brushing Pock’s entire face with the feather end. “Give yourself a quick
brushing like so. When you give it a brush like this, you are brushing any excess
of those vitamins and minerals that may have not gone into your skin and spread
them over your face where they won’t do much, but what little they do, will
heal, and not go to waste by dripping on the floor.”
“Vitamins and Min’rals…those are good tings.”
“Yes they are, and so are ostrich feathers. That is why it is very, very, very,
important that you use an authentic ostrich feather, like so, and not a fake one or
any other type of feather. Do you understand?”
“Yeah…authentic.”
“Right, and since they’re hard to find, I’ll give you this one. There’s a little
place down in the village here where I can get more.”
“Can you eat ’em too?”
“The feathers?”
“Ostrich. Do you eat ’em?”
“Personally I don’t eat any meat at all unless it’s between a woman’s legs, and
even then I’m known to be a bit stingy. But I’ve heard that it is quite a delicacy
in other countries.”
“Pussy’s a delicacy here in ’merica, too mane.”
“I meant ostrich.”
“What the hell’s a bitch doin’ with ostrich meat ’tween er legs?”

“My God, you’re trippin’ man. Listen to me; if you have difficulty finding a
feather back home, let Pumpkinhead know, and I’ll send one back with him on
the next trip. Got it?”
“Got it.”
Black Tom went to the table again and picked up an envelope as Mahdakis and
Tony exchanged bewildered glances at one another. “It’s a shame you all have
to go home so soon because I got these tickets to the Ted Smith show that starts
in about an hour, and I can’t use them.”
“Where is it at, The Garden?”
“Yes it is.”
“Dude, I’d love to go! How much you want for them?” Mahdakis demanded.
Black Tom threw the envelope at him. “Take ’em. I can’t use them anymore. I
suddenly got a date with this fine babe I’ve been trying to make for a while.”
“She don’t like metal?”
“I ain’t taking a fine piece of ass like her to some sweaty head banging show,
Tony. I got us tickets to a play, then dinner and whatnot.”
“It’s the whatnot part that you’re looking forward to though, isn’t it?”
“Ha. You know it, baby. You know it. Ha-ha-ha.” Black Tom high fived Tony.
“Mahdakis picked the envelope off the floor. “So we can just take these?”
“You know, I’d appreciate it if somewhere down the road you got me back,
but right now I understand how you’d probably be a little strapped for cash. Go
ahead. I’ll catch up with you one of these days.”
“Yo mane dats cule sheet right dare. I bet we can walk dare from here, no?”
“You can, but it’s about twenty blocks straight up 5th Ave. I’d hail a cab, or if
you take your car, don’t park too close to Madison Square Garden, you’ll pay up
the ass for parking.”
“Alright, we’re gonna take off then, Tom. See ya ’round man.” Tony walked
out the door in haste.
“See ya!”
“Tanx fer duh ticket, mane. And dee uh, lotion advice n stuff.”
“Take care of yourself, Pock. And say Hi to your brother, Mahdakis. The
institution won’t put my calls through because I’m not family. He does write
me, though.” Black Tom shook his head and said, “A girl….all over some
smelly cunt, can you believe that?”
“Not really. But what’s frivolous to one man, is devastating to another. I’ll say
hello to Pumpkinhead for you, Tom. Oh, by the way, is there somewhere I can
buy a stupid NYU banner, you know, like the kind you put on walls?”
“Right up the street, there’s always a mobile cart on the next block that be
selling school supplies and paraphernalia.”
“No kiddin’.”
“Bibles and hot dogs, too, if you should be so inclined”
“Thanks.”

Bad Habits

K

im Scungilli and Pablo él Dente cleaned themselves up as best they could
before emerging from the woods, where for the past hour they had sought
lustful salvation within each other’s arms, and walked lethargically back to
Pablo’s car. But once inside, they exchanged no more than a shameful glance at
one another’s disheveled figure. They drove in silence until they reached
Delaware Ave. “Everything alright?” Pablo asked.
Kim looked down at the floor and at the seat, as if looking for something she
might have dropped. “No, not really. I mean, that was great. That part
was…but…..”
“But?”
“But we can’t do this anymore; not unless you plan on breaking up with her.
You don’t plan on breaking up with her, do you?”
“I don’t know. I haven’t really given it much thought.”
“Well when you find yourself with your penis in another woman’s vag, maybe
it’s time to do some pondering, you think?”
“I just thought….”
“Why are we doing this?”
“Sex?”
“It’s not just about sex. I mean, I don’t care about that. If I can fuck someone,
and visa-versa, and we can get away with it, fine. Screwing someone else’s guy
is not my problem, it’s their problem, quite frankly; what I feel bad about, is that
it feels as though we’re developing some sort of relationship, or bonding on
other levels besides physical, and that’s wrong.” Kim took a hostile drag of her
cigarette and blew it impatiently out the window. “You know what I mean?”
“Yeah, I guess,” Pablo said, driving with one hand and opening a Budweiser in
the other, “it’s not like I planned for us to happen; we just did.”
“Let’s start from the basics; do you love Rizzo?”
“I don’t think so, but I sure as hell don’t love you, either.”
“Thanks pal.”
“You’re welcome,” he snickered. “It’s nothing personal towards either of you;
I just think we’re all too young to have serious relationships.”
“Someone should tell that to Mahdakis and his twisted brother.”

“Pumpkinhead shot himself in the head over it, Mahdakis didn’t.”
“No, but he’s killing himself day by day, slowly but surely; Pumpkinhead just
got it over with as soon as possible.”
“I see, Pumpkinhead bought the farm in one shot, so to speak, and Mahdakis
has opted for the thirty-year monthly payment plan.”
“Ha-ha-ha. Yeah, something like that. The point is, well….what are Rizzo’s
thoughts about relationships? More importantly, her thoughts about the two of
you? Because that’s what really matters here. People get hurt, even if the
relationship is stupid, because to them it’s real.”
“Or they want it to be real.”
“Yes. And you have to be careful when you tread on someone’s reality.”
“This is my reality. Here, want a shot?” Pablo handed her a pint of southern
comfort as he came to a stop light. “What exactly are you saying, then?”
Kim took the whiskey bottle and poured a healthy shot down her throat. “I’m
saying…no more, not only the fucking, but more importantly, the sneaking
around hanging out together. I know it’s innocent, and all we do is hang out and
listen to music, but I feel guilty. I don’t want to hurt anyone; it’s not right. If you
think this is what you want, you have to break it off with Rizzo.” Kim pointed a
stern finger in his tan face. “But don’t break off with her just because you want
to fuck me once in a while. That’s not what this is about.”
Pablo gave her a smile. “We’re nineteen years old, here. Sure it is!”
“Stop it! I’m serious. And wipe that dirt off your upper lip,” she said, referring
to his pencil thin mustache.
“It gives me character!”
“It makes you look creepy. You look like a Mexican killer in one of those old
Clint Eastwood westerns.”
“Alright, alright. You don’t have to get derogatory about it. So, where are we
going? How are we going to do this? Because there’s no sense in you going all
the way home.”
“Go to Pock’s party, but drop me off down here at McDuff’s. I have to pee
anyway. Are you going with Rizzo?”
“Of course, she’s my girlfriend.”
“You sure?”
“I’m gonna pick her up in an hour, wiseass.”
“Alright. I’ll hang around here for a while and call for a ride, then you guys
can pick me up.”
“That’s a little fucked up, man. Don’t you think?”
Kim nodded in acknowledging affirmation. “What else am I going to do?”
“Call Cannoli or Boodles.”
“Boodles is all hung up doing lines with her new Open Fly friends.”
“But she’s gonna be there. Open Fly is doing an open-door rehearsal down
there. She can’t pick you up?”

“She hasn’t returned my calls in weeks.” She took a thoughtful drag off her
cigarette. “Maybe Pock can pick me up.”
“Pock’s up in New York with Mahdakis and Ravioli.”
“He is? So who’s throwing this party?”
“I don’t know. I thought maybe you knew.”
“No. I guess I just assumed the person who lived at the house would be the
one throwing the party and not two-hundred miles away.”
“Well, Violet’s not really into the scene, so I don’t think it’s her. But Dakota
may show up.”
“So what? It’s not her house anymore. She heard about it just like we did.”
“Yeah that’s true.”
“So who is the one who started inviting people in the first place?!”
“Maybe Yogi, I don’t know. Why do you care so much?”
“Because…it’s weird, man. There’s a fuckin’ F.A.G.G. Metal band setting up
all their shit in someone’s house, who isn’t even there! Is it just me, or is that
nuts?”
Pablo took a swig of Comfort. “Here, you need more of this…I think it’s kind
of cool, actually.”
“Does Pock even know about it?”
“Beats me. I don’t see how he could. Maybe it was Jack’s idea.”
“Jack isn’t like that. He’d get someone’s permission first; and besides, he
strikes me as the kind of guy who would rather not have a bunch of people
hanging around where he lives.”
“Yeah, well, whatever…..there’s a big party there and I’m goin’. That’s all I
know. So call Cannoli for a ride then……please? I don’t want to be in the car
with you and Riz at the same time; not after today.”
“Fine. If I can’t get a hold of her, I’ll hitch a ride… God, I wish my dumbass
brother had a car.”
Pablo took a drag off his Marlboro and said, “Carl’s not going anyway. He and
Floyd have some work to do tonight, or some kind of shit he said.”
Kim stared at Pablo. “Dude, is he hooked up with Captain H and his asshole
friends?”
“Honestly, I don’t know; I hope not. Yogi’s been hanging around them, I
know. I wish he’d ease off. Those dudes are bad news; good to have on your
side, but I wouldn’t want to get too close.”
“Hmm,” Kim said in affirmation, as Pablo pulled the car into McDuff’s
parking lot. She opened the door and stretched out her neck as if to kiss him
good-bye. “See you later?”
“Ahh!” he said, rejecting the offer.
Kim quickly retracted. “Shit. I’m Sorry…habit.”
“Let’s just try to keep our habits down to a dull roar, shall we?”

Yeah, sure.” Kim got out and quipped back, “I’ll remember that next time you
want your dick sucked.”

Pretzel Logic

A

t a quarter past eleven, the doors opened, uniformed police braced
themselves strategically along yellow horse barricades, and Madison
Square Garden vomited young B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. all over the city streets.
Amongst those B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., of course, were the stars of our stupid little
show, Tony, Mahdakis, and Pock; Pock lagging well behind the fast pace
walking Mahdakis, who was also about ten feet in front of Tony. “Slow the fuck
down, man! Do you even know where you’re going?”
“Over there. To the car.” He pointed in no particular direction.
“Hey man, hold up, ya’all….what duh fuck? Where duh dang fire at anyway,
mane? Sheet.”
Mahdakis turned around and stopped in his tracks, then pointed over Tony’s
head and yelled scornfully, “Shut up, man! How the fuck can you fall asleep at a
concert like that, huh? Wanna tell us that? Dude, what kind of shit are you on,
man? It’s fuckin’ Ted Smith; good seats, too! Then I turn around and see you
sleeping during one of the best parts of the show? Dude, you got fuckin’
problems. Don’t yell at us ’cuz we’re walking fast and want to get to the car and
get home. That’s just too fuckin’ bad! Pick up the pace or we’ll leave your ass
here. Christ, falling asleep. That’s fuckin’ retarded!”
“No one’s leaving anyone.” Tony said sternly. “What I am in a hurry to do, is
find a pretzel stand.”
Tony stood looking every which way, trying to determine the most fruitful
path that would lead to a pretzel stand. As he did, Pock caught up and
approached Mahdakis. “You gotta calm the fuck down, mane. Goddamn; puts
hole through dat head a yers, not careful.”
“Fuck you, Pock. I got a lot to be concerned with; like thousands of dollars’
worth of pot in a car somewhere here in this city, and I want to get to it soon as
possible. You got to straighten up a little and start asserting yourself in this
world or you will get left behind at some point. You think you’re all cute and
cool, and what not with your low-key attitude and mellow demeanor? That only
goes so far and then soon as you know it, life has gone on without you because
you were too damn lazy, or busy being cute and laid back mellow cool, to step

on the gravy train or grab hold of the lifeline. C’mon, you want to sell this stuff,
or what?”
“Whatever man, you’re duh Godang one wit duh hard-on fer me to sell dis
stuff fer Pukinhead. Chh…I could give sheet mane, either way. I do it fer him
’cuz he’s in duh psyche unit ‘n all. But fuck dis nonsense. No one speaks tuh me
likes dat. Sell duh shit yerself.”
“I will, idiot. But that’s money that could’ve been in your pocket, not mine!
You know, money you’re going to need for those fancy Peacock feathers you
have to buy.”
“Pigeon. Day pigeon fedders, mane.”
“They were not fuckin’ pigeon feathers, man. I hope you fuck your face up
beyond recognition.”
“I think you need to get laid er somethin’”
“OVER HERE!! FOLLOW ME, I FOUND ONE!” Tony made a dash up 32 nd
street, towards a hot dog truck, waving his hands in the air. Mahdakis and Pock
followed casually, still arguing, stopping only once they got to the truck, behind
Tony. “Fuck! They’re all out, only hot dogs. C’mon, lets’ go around to the other
side of the building.” They followed Tony to the 5th Ave side of the Garden
where they spotted a vendor closing up his truck. “WAIT! WAIT! RIGHT
HERE!” Tony was running with all his might and waiving money in the air. “I
NEED A PRETZEL!”
“We’re closed! Beat it, kid!”
“I just want a pretzel; I don’t care if it’s cold.”
“Yeah, well people in hell want ice water, too. Me? I’d like a nice blonde with
big titties and a twin sister to each give me a blowjob a couple of times a day.
You know what? None of its gonna happen, so beat it!” The vendor slammed
the door to the hot dog truck, got in, and drove off with a twisted smile on his
face.
“That motherfucker was laughing,” Tony said, astonished by the man’s
crassness. “What a fuckin’ dick!”
“C’mon dude, it’s getting late. Pock here needs his beauty sleep.”
Pock threw the remains of his soda at Mahdakis’s feet. “Fuck you, you dickwad.”
“Dude!” Tony yelled at him. “I would’ve drank that! I’m dying a thirst here.”
“Den duh last motherfuckin’ ting you need is a salty pretzel.”
“Yeah, c’mon, man. Let’s beat this scene.”
*****
“Where are we, dude?”
“We’re here.”
“Do you know where here is?”

“I know exactly where here is.”
“Ya’all wanna share dat information, den?”
“Fine. We’re fuckin’ lost. That’s we’re here is…Exactly!”
“Goddang, man. Ya know I saw a sign fer duh highway a few blocks back.”
“I saw it too, Pock. Okay?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “but I want a pretzel
before I leave this God forsaken place! Christ, it’s fuckin’ New York; the city
that never sleeps. Look around you! Everywhere around here is motherfuckin’
closed.”
“Dude, we’ve been riding around for almost a half hour now. There’s no
pretzel’s here tonight. I’ll buy you one when we get back to Norford.”
“Norford? Norford? Delaware? I want a real moterfuckin’ authentic New York
City style Goddamn pretzel, and I want it now!”
They drove for a few blocks down the unknown street when Mahdakis spotted
another vendor pushing his small cart, presumably home. “How about asking
this guy?”
Tony drove up alongside the Chinaman. “Roll down your window some more,
man.”
“Okay.”
“HEY! HEY YOU!” The Chinaman pushing the cart started to walk at a fast
pace. “Go ’way! Closed! All gone!”
“I JUST WANT A PRETZEL! YOU SELL PRETZEL, YES?”
“NO! Only egg woll. You go now!” the frightened man began to run with his
cart like he were a contestant in the Greek Olympics.
Tony sped the car up to match his speed. “FINE! I’LL TAKE AN EGG
ROLL, ANYTHING, I’M FUCKIN’ STARVED!” But the Chinaman waved
him off and darted down a dark alley and out of sight. “Fuck!” Tony exhaled
sounding defeated. “I really wanted a fuckin’ pretzel. What the fuck is he doing
selling motherfuckin’ eggrolls?”
“Who knows.”
“Look ’round, mane. Ev’ry dang store here has Chinese writin’ on it, or some
shit.”
Tony slowed down as he and Mahdakis exchanged worried glances. “Shit.
We’re in motherfuckin’ Chinatown.”
“Mmm,” Mahdakis concurred, “not a cool place to be at night.”
“No, not at all. Let’s get the fuck out of here.”
“Yo, mane, Ize gots tuh piss like fuckin’ crazy, ya’ll”
“Me too, Tone. Stop over there behind that warehouse.”
“Fine.” Tony drove behind the building as Mahdakis and Pock got out, walked
to opposite ends of the building, and whipped out their meat. Mahdakis finally
returned and got in the car. Tony looked at him and said, “Everything come out
okay?”
“What the fuck kind of question is that?”

“It’s just something people say to one another when they get out of the
bathroom!”
“It’s a rather personal thing, don’t you think? I mean, if it didn’t come out
okay, don’t you think I’d be bent over in pain, still over there, or have piss all
over me, or something?”
“It’s just a dumb saying……you fuckin’ jerk-off.”
“Now you want to know if I jerk off? What’s up with you Jersey people,
anyway? And moreover, what’s up with you just repeating ‘sayings’ that people
‘say’ without putting any real thought into your words, or what those words
mean in the first place?”
“Say what?”
“I know it’s hard for a layman such as yourself, but the least you can do is try
to be original, can’t you?”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble, Bobble-bobble-bobble “Whatever, you ready to go?”
“Depends, do you know where we are, and how to get out?”
“Yeah, I think we’re near the FDR. From there I’m cool. We can hit the
tunnel.”
“Fine, let’s hit it.”
They drove on for a couple of minutes then Tony saw a bridge leading to a
highway that he assumed was the FDR he so desired. Fact of the matter was, if
the young woman in high heels, short skirt and unbuttoned blouse revealing a
red bra hadn’t been standing in front of the sign hitchhiking, Tony would of seen
that it read: Brooklyn Bridge/Flatbush Avenue. “Holy shit, dude,” Tony said,
drooling. “Look at that. Let’s pick her up.”
Mahdakis looked over at her but his attention was distracted by the man next
to her. He was shaking his head, ‘no’, and frenetically pointing in the direction
behind them. Mahdakis froze; the man was a spitting image of what Roger
Daniels would’ve most likely looked like had he lived on. But there was no way
this could be him. Roger was dead. He killed him, himself; it couldn’t be.
“Dude, who’s that guy next to her?”
Tony let out a laugh. “What are you on? What guy? There’s no one out there
but her.”
“Look! He’s trying to tell us something!”
“Are you trippin’ or something? There’s nobody out there except her!”
“Listen!”
Mahdakis saw the man cup his mouth and heard him yell, “You’re going the
wrong way! This is a trap! You’re going the wrong way!”
“Did you hear that?”
Tony looked at him with slight anger. “Cut the shit will ya? I’m givin’ this
bitch a ride.”
“I don’t know, dude. No good can come from picking up hitchhikers, trust me,
I know this.”

“Fuck that. Roll down your window.” Tony pulled up alongside the young,
voracious, black-haired woman. “Hey…where are you headed?”
“Back to Jersey, but I doubt you’re going that far, huh?”
“Wrong, I live in Jersey and he’s going to Delaware.”
“Don’t tell her where we live,” Mahdakis whispered.
“I guess this is your lucky night.” Tony grimaced as she got in the back seat.
“I guess,” she said, eyeing Tony up and down, “and who knows, maybe it’ll be
yours too.”

Love The One You’re With

T

he party had been going on for hours and was starting to reach a peak. Kim
had found herself a ride to the party via Sally and Jezebel, who happened to
stop into McDuff’s for some French fries. The two of them had just devoured a
couple handfuls of psychedelic mushrooms and were working on their second
bag when they saw Kim, sitting alone in a booth. Sally and Jezebel hadn’t any
other plans and decided to go to the party with Kim, who didn’t need to be asked
twice if she wanted to take some ‘shrooms’. The three of them showed up at
Pock’s tripping and laughing their fool heads off.
Out of respect for the neighbors, Open Fly had stopped playing early; not to
mention the fact that their drummer, Moe, was missing in action, and had been
since the second set. Albeit a rehearsal, they still wished to play it as if they
were playing a live show and meant something. The singer of Open Fly, Miles
Savage, was visibly upset as they played the usual numbers without percussion.
After only a few more songs, he threw his microphone down and stormed off of
what would normally have been the stage – in this case the living room floor. It
was no secret where the drummer, Moe, probably was; he was very becoming to
all the girls, and never met a coke spoon he didn’t like. Chances are, he was
somewhere making time with a lucky, hot piece of ass; and doing more than just
talking. As Open Fly packed up, the party-goers continued yelling at each other
in deafening tones, having had the music so loud for the last two hours, they
didn’t notice that it wasn’t playing anymore, and anyone who would have been a
fly on the wall, would have had a humorous time listening to all the
conversations, as the alcohol and narcotics had by now kicked in full force.

Frank Slate was so drunk; he could barely hold his beer.
“So….Cannoli……like ….what are you going to …what’s your major gonna be,
you know? The thing you study the most…when you get to college?”
“Psychology.”
“Is that hard? Sounds like it might be a good field for you.”
“I had to write an essay on important social activities. They accepted it! I got
in to The University of Pennsylvania.”
“No kiddin’. They got a great football team.”
“That’s Penn State. Not the same thing, dummy.”
“What was the paper about?” Rizzo interrupted.
“Thumb sucking in public.”
“As opposed to the privacy of one’s home?” asked Pablo, trying to be witty.
“Geez,” Rizzo said, “I didn’t realize what a tremendous social concern that
was these days.”
Frank stared at her cross-eyed, trying to focus. “It means you’re insecure.
Sucking your thumb and whatnot. Right there, Cannol’s?”
“Only if you’re sucking your own thumb. What I wrote about were people
who suck other people’s thumbs in public. Which, if you think about it, is really
quite the opposite, Frank; those kinds of people are far from insecure and very
uninhibited.”
“They’re fuckin’ crazy, is what they are,” said Pablo.
Rizzo looked skeptical. “So wait a minute, you mean to tell us that there are
people running around the streets, sucking other people’s thumbs?”
“Oh yeah, all the time.” Cannoli brushed the blonde hair out of her tan face.
“It’s really become quite an epidemic over the past decade or so.” Cannoli stared
at them in her deadpan poker face.
Pablo took a slug of beer and let out a small belch. “Are these people, people
the attacker knows, or are they random acts of unwanted affection?”
“Studies show that most victims knew their perpetrator.”
(Inhale-exhale) “What are you jokers talking about over here?”
“I think Cannoli’s trying to have a little fun at our expense,” Frank said.
“She’s trying to tell us that there’s an epidemic of people out there who run
around looking to suck your thumb.”
“Randomly.”
“And that she did a study on it to get into college and everything.”
Cannoli opened her mouth, smiling with her eyes, about ready to confess her
silly scenario but Snowy interrupted her confessional. “It’s no fuckin’ joke
assholes!” Shake-shake-shake “That happened to me once, standing outside of
Pa Kettle’s Cigar Shop, you know, right over here.”
“On the corner of Lewis and Mason,” Pablo él Dente confirmed. “Yeah, I
know it.”

“Well some homeless schmuck was begging for change, so I threw a handful
of nickels at him and walked away. (exhale)
“You threw them?” Cannoli yelled at him.
“He’s a bum, what do I care? Next thing I know is, the guy’s got me on the
ground, some sort of ex-wrestler or something, and is forcing my thumb in his
mouth. It was really quite fuckin’ gnarly, man. And it isn’t just here! It’s
becoming an epidemic around the entire country. If you wanna know what I
think…”
“What’s the point in saying no, you’re gonna tell us anyway.”
“That’s right, little Ms. Muffit...”
“Don’t call me that.”
“Anyway,” (inhale-exhale) “I think the government is in on it.” Shake-shakeshake.
“Why would the government want to do this?” Kim said, suddenly standing
behind Cannoli.
“Not just this, but this and many, many, other things. Their main objective is
to keep us preoccupied with other things while they’re busy changing things in
the senate; things that we aren’t paying attention to, things on page twenty-five
of the newspaper.”
“My paper doesn’t even go that high,” said Cannoli.
“Case in point.” (exhale) “This whole aids thing, for example? It’s a farce. It’s
no worse than pneumonia, in fact, more people die from the common cold,
specifically pneumonia, then aids. And cancer is still the number one cause of
death…by far.” (inhale) “But all of a sudden, no one gives a damn about cancer
anymore and funding has suffered, which is exactly what the government wants
so they don’t have to pay out the special interest money. For every one-hundred
cancer deaths, there is one aids related death, yet they keep us all wrapped up in
it.”
“Why would they want us to argue amongst ourselves over it? And wouldn’t
the money not invested in the cancer programs then be diverted over to aids
research or some shit?”
“Yes, but not until the next election.” (exhale)
“Ah-ha.’”
“So, while we are busy arguing over the morality of it all with one another,
and creating a platform for the anti-gay nuts, our attentions are diverted away
from new government regulations that are being put forth in congress right now
as we speak.” (inhale-exhale) “That’s why the government would want this,
Kim!”
“What regulations?”
“Lots.”
“Like?”

“Ask Mahdakis. He has the specifics on all of it. This is his theory, not mine.
Ha-ha-haaaaa!”
“Oh, okay,” they all said in unison.
“Dude, Mahdakis is a bit conspiracy-prone, you know that, right?”
“And the government’s not tapping my phone…sure.”
Kim took a drag and blew it in Snowy’s face. “Dude, tell me again why you
think the government is tapping your phone. Do you hear crackling?”
“All the time. And…”
“And a loud buzz once in a while, out of nowhere?”
“Exactly.”
“So does everyone on your end of the city, stupid. It’s MIC.”
“MIC?”
“Your new phone company. I work for them now. I’m an operator.”
“What’s the deal, then?”
“When Bell split off, MIC took over your end of town, and they have been
having these issues for the past few months. The lines or something were
contaminated, and whatever MIC now uses for its fiber optics, picks the sound
of it up more so than BELL ever did. So actually MIC is a better service when
it’s working right.”
“You’re sure about this?”
“Positive. We must have logged over a thousand complaints in the last two
months alone.”
“When are they going to fix it?”
“It should have been fixed as of a few days ago. Do you still hear the noises?”
“I haven’t used the phone in months.” (inhale-exhale)
“Hmm….” Kim’s focus became distracted, as she looked up the hall.
“Where’s Dakota? I haven’t seen her for over an hour.”
*****
Jezebel sat on top of the picnic table, and under the light of the concrete
carport; her back against the concrete wall and her knees up and apart, but
covered by a thin hippy-print skirt. She smoked a cigarette and stared curiously
at the teenager sitting on the bench of the table, just below her feet, strumming
an acoustic guitar. She was watering at the mouth, admiring his slender dark
Irish or possibly Italian features. “That’s nice. What is it?”
“Oh this?” he said bashfully. “It’s a different version of an old Janis Joplin
tune.”
“Janis Joplin, huh? You like the peace, love, granola stuff?”
“I like all kinds of stuff,” he said trying not to stare at the generous side view
she was allowing of her bulging breasts, about ready to fall out the sides of her
tank top.

“It’s okay. If I didn’t want you to look, I wouldn’t be sitting here.”
“Oh…..um….yeah, so I like all kinds of music, but I have a great respect for
the peace, love, granola scene. I think music today lacks the heart and soul that’s
in every note of this stuff. It might not be as musically proficient as some of the
stuff nowadays, but it definitely has more integrity.”
“Do you like this F.A.G.G. Metal shit?”
“Not really…I mean, some of it is very good, yes. But for the most part, I
think it sucks.”
Jezebel held her cigarette above her head and laughed. “Oh my….I wish my
fuckhead of a boyfriend had your credentials.”
“Mahdakis.”
“You know who he is then,” she said disappointed.
“Doesn’t most everybody? He’s a scary dude. You’re right though, I don’t see
him dancing around with feathers in his hair and peace signs painted on his
body.”
“Neither can I, yet the jerk-off insists on coming with me to a Thankfully
Deceased show next week.”
“Maybe he just wants to be with you and try to share things with you that
make you happy.”
“What would make me happy, is if he’d not come!”
The teenager let out a fake laugh and said, “Well, then he probably knows how
stunningly beautiful you are, and wants to keep an eye on you. I can’t say as I
blame him.”
“For following me around?”
“For wanting you all to himself.”
“What about you? Is that what you want?”
He turned red in the face. “What? I don’t know what you’re asking.”
“All to yourself….me…..What’s your name, anyway?”
“Paul,” he said now avoiding eye contact.
“Well…..Paul……what brings you here, and where are your friends?”
“I don’t have many friends, a lot of people like me, but older people; like the
guys and gals in there…..and you….I guess.”
“You guessed right.”
“Most kids my age want to play video games and hang around the avenue
going to movies.”
“Kids your age…..what ….how old are you, anyway?” Her eyebrows coming
together.
“Sixteen.”
“So you’re in….”
“Eleventh grade. Just finished my junior year.”
“Yikes,” she said softly, under her breath.
“Is that a problem?”

Jezebel got up, as if to leave, snuffed her cigarette out on the concrete floor,
then held her hand out for him, “I think I can work with that, as long as you can
keep it to yourself.”
“Sure…..keep what?”
“C’mon.”
“Where.” Paul swallowed, visibly nervous.
“To be alone. Would you mind?”
“Uh…no, not at all. What about Mahdakis? He seems kind of nuts.”
Jezebel put her finger on the kid’s nose and tapped, as she let her breasts press
up against his chest and his arms go around her torso. ‘Young maybe,’ she
thought, ‘but he holds me like a man should hold a woman.’ “You let me worry
about the big bad monster. Besides, he’s up in New York and the only way he’d
know is if someone saw us leave together.” Her eyes darted up to a window.
“And right now no one is looking, but if we wait any longer, someone will. So
what do you say?” She gave him a sly grin. “You want to find out if I’m wearing
anything under this skirt, or what?”
“I’d definitely like to find that out.”
“Well then, I’d recommend putting that silly guitar down and coming with me,
because there’s only one way to know for sure.”
They walked away confident that no one was paying attention to them, but if
Jezebel had darted a glance at the window behind her, she would have seen the
contemptuous, disapproving look on Sally’s face.
*****
“But……what-if……the moon……isn’t-really-there?”
“Of course it’s there,” said Captain H, pointing out the window. “Look…see?”
“Right, it’s there because we’ve been made to believe…...that-it-is, and…..that
it looks like that.”
“So what is that, then?”
“It’s the moon….just like…..that’s-a-guitar.” Yogi pointed to an occupied
guitar stand.
“Oh, so that guitar really isn’t there? It’s just an illusion, too?”
“Exactly! None of this……is…really-here.”
“How can that be, Yogi? We’re seeing it.”
“What does absolute nothingness…..look like?”
“Black, I guess?”
“Maybe. And if we were in absolute nothingness, and….it-was-black, as you
say, then after……time, would not our imaginations start inventing things to
see, so as to…stimulate-our-minds?”
“So you believe that all of this,” Captain H waved his hands all around the
room and continued, “is a product of our imagination.”

“Maybe. And not just our own, but a collective visual of what we’re seeing,
from……everyone…alive in this world.”
“And that’s why different people have different points of view,” Rad
interjected. “Because although they share the desire of the same mirage, they
have different needs for it, and are interpreting it slightly different in their
minds.”
“How much of these mushrooms have you guys had? And what are you doing
here?” Captain H held Rad’s elbow lightly and guided him across the room for
privacy. “Dude, why are you here? Who’s taking the radios in from Carl and
Floyd?”
“Squid can handle it. He told me he had something to do on that end of town,
anyway, so that I might as well come to the party. Is that a problem?”
“No, not really.” Captain H’s response wasn’t convincing. “C’mon, let’s go
upstairs. I heard some chick is giving blowjobs in the bathroom.”
“Cool.”
*****
The chick in the bathroom was none other than Dakota Wells, but she wasn’t
giving blowjobs to everybody, only Moe. And by the time Rad and Captain H
found their way up to the aforementioned bathroom, the only thing left to see
was Kim’s arm wrapped around Dakota’s neck, as she dragged her outside,
punching her in the stomach while Dakota struggled and screamed; her face
bruised from Kim’s bloody knuckles. Moe could also be seen standing in front
of a freshly smashed mirror, putting his pants back on.
As Kim persuaded Dakota outside for a little friendly chitchat, everyone else
at the party sobered up in the presence of violence. They gave each other
glances, as if recommending that they pack up and leave. “Rad, you wanna
bolt?”
“Yeah, this parties getting a little low-rent.”
But no one else needed to talk it over as Jack emerged from his room, his face
as red as his hair. “EVERYONE, GET THE FUCK OUT NOW!! THAT
MEANS YOU GUYS, TOO!” He pointed to his good friends, the band Open
Fly. “GET ALL THIS SHIT OUT OF THE HOUSE PRONTO! THIS IS NO
WAY TO TREAT SOMEONE ELSE’S HOME! EVERYONE LEAVE,
NOW!!”
*****
Miles Savage noticed Violet-Basia staring at him as he packed away his bass
guitar. “Uh…hey there. I’ll be out of your way here in just a jiffy, k?”
“Take your time. There’s no rush.”

“No rush? Tell that to Jack.”
“He’s a little upset, and rightly so. But this is my house too, and I’m enjoying
looking at you.”
“Oh yeah?” Miles said, blushing surprisingly. “So uh…What’s the deal with
those two, anyway? Do they know each other?”
“Oh yeah. They’re good friends; have been most of their lives.”
“Really? Oddly enough, I wouldn’t have guessed that," he said looking up at
her, beginning to wind up his microphone cord.
“Dakota just got caught doing something stupid. You see, Dakota is dating
Carl…”
“I know Carl…Scungilli?”
“Yes, and that Neanderthal that smashed Dakota’s head on the mirror and
dragged her outside, is Kim, Carl’s older sister.”
“Ahhh.” Miles smiled at her. “Now we get it.”
“Do you? Because if you really get it, then you’d know that Moe is next. So if
I were you I’d tell…”
“MOE!” Miles ran up the small flight of stairs, spotted Cannoli and said, “You
seen Moe?”
“Moe’s known Kim since he was in third grade.”
“So?”
“So he jumped out the window a while ago.”
“Great.” Miles returned to find Violet-Basia wrapping up his cords. “You do
that like you’ve done it before,” Miles jokingly ribbed her.
“Yeah well, I’d better get some practice. Unlike you guys we only have two
roadies and one is in the loony bin right now, so…”
“Oh yeah? Are you reforming Check Engine again?”
“No.” Violet-Basia looked down feeling ashamed. “I’m not sure what we’re
going to call ourselves. We’re without Copper Tom now, but that is probably for
the best. Mahdakis is coming back and going to play bass.”
“Oh, wow. That should be interesting.”
“We have a little mini-tour lined up for July or so.”
“No kidding. I think that’s great!”
She thought for sure he was being condescending and said, “You don’t have to
say that. I know it isn’t your cup of tea. Truthfully, it’s not my cup of tea either.”
“Well, what is…..wait, not my cup of tea? Who says? I like the stuff you were
all doing. I just feel bad for you that the people you play to, don’t always get
what it’s about. I’ll be honest and tell you it isn’t the kind of music I’d want to
play every night, but it is definitely the kind of stuff that I would listen to almost
every night. I think Mahdakis, that is how you say it, right?”
“Yes. But you can just call him…”
“I think he’s on to something, and God help us if he figures it out. It may be
big someday.”

Violet-Basia blushed and said, “Thank you. You’re saying that makes me feel
much better at the idea of playing with him again, and going on tour. You’re
very sweet…..I mean, under all that make up and lingerie.”
“So are you, Violet. I was always afraid to approach you. I thought you were
some sort of hippie lunatic.”
“I am. But I have other desires as well.”
“And those are?”
Violet-Basia considered for a moment. “Hey, do you…..Miles, you’re
welcome to ah, spend the night with me…..if you like?” she said nervously.
Miles Savage was blown away. “Oh my God.”
“I’m sorry; I know I’m not the type of girl you usually go for. I just thought
maybe tonight you’d like something…” Her sentence was interrupted by his lips
planting a big warm kiss on her mouth.
When he finally released her he said, “Thank you. I’d like that very much, I
really would. I’ll have my guys take all this out of here.”
“Have them take you too, Miles,” Jack’s angry voice hollered.
“He’s staying with me, Jack. Nothing you can do about it. Miles, go up to my
room and wait.”

Three Of A Perfect Pair

A

fter Tony found his way out of Brooklyn, the young, half-dressed woman
eventually made her way to the front of the car where she sat on the
console between the two as they all smoked pot and got to know each other
better in, what normally would have been a two hour drive; but an accident on
the Jersey Turnpike easily turned it into a three and a half hour one, as there was
nowhere to get off and re-route.
Out of the corner of his eye, Mahdakis could see Tony’s right hand resting on
her naked left thigh and, ever so often, extending a gratuitous fingering. It turns
out her name was Liz, and she was also from the Camden area, or so the
identification-free woman said.
Tony announced that they would be passing Camden to drop off Mahdakis in
Norford, and then double back. Mahdakis suggested that he drop him off at
Southpoint Beach, which wasn’t too far a walk from his birth-giver’s home; he

had no desire for this sex-crazed stranger to know where he lived. Tony
complied, and by the time he reached the beach and parked his car, Liz was
sucking his cock with such intensity that he slowly crashed the car into the
guardrail when he parked it, and also knocked over a metal garbage barrel.
In a frenzy to get his dick up inside his newly found sperm dumpster, he
hoisted her up and turned her around, ass up and facing away from him. She was
not wearing panties, which was going to make his job much easier; But to get
comfortable, Tony pushed her body towards the other side of the car, her head
falling in Mahdakis’s lap. Tony pulled his hairy guy out and rubbed it on her
ass. “You want this?”
“Yes. Yes please. You know I do.”
“Fine. Take care of my friend.” Tony was testing her obedient desperation.
The white semi-freckly woman gave both of them an apprehensive look.
“Um.”
“Do it.”
Liz reluctantly complied and Mahdakis, also a little apprehensive, pulled it out
and let it fall on her nose, as Tony began slamming away. While the blowjob
was mildly gratifying, a three-way with someone he just met did not make him
comfortable and maintaining an erection was a little difficult. Mahdakis wanted
to split the scene as soon as possible so he made himself come quickly by
shoving her head up and down as fast as he could. He started to get turned on
when he noticed her choking and gagging, something he normally didn’t go for.
But he let it go on for a while this time and when he was ready, he held her head
down suggestively, with just the slightest amount of force, as he could tell she
wasn’t going to swallow anything willingly. After he came, she gave him an
abhorrent look of resentment and he grimaced at the sight of his unwanted
excess dripping from the sides of her lips.
Mahdakis, grabbed his pillow case of pot, gave her the sincerest look he could
muster up, and threw a dime bag on the seat next to her. “Thank you. That was
nice. Maybe I can exchange the favor sometime.”
This put a smile on her face; and she said, “Only if I can handcuff you and pull
your hair at the same time.”
“Anything less wouldn’t be a fair trade.” Mahdakis gave her a light kiss on the
top of her black hair and got out of the car as his buddy, meanwhile, continued
thrashing wildly at her back door.
“Thanks for all the pot.”
He bent down and leaned in the window. “Yer-your welcome. I’m sorry Liz. I
didn’t mean to be so forceful.”
“That’s okay; as long as I know you intend on repaying, I don’t mind. And I
will come looking for payback. Besides, what fun is sex without an element of
domination?”

“You’re right,” Mahdakis said, watching her two perfectly shaped tits shake
all over. “Someone’s got to be the bitch, right?”
“And tonight it was me, apparently.”
“Is that how you normally like it?”
“Mmm, no. Not usually; I like to be the one in charge.”
“Me too.”
“Liar.”
“Huh?”
“You aim to please; I can see it in your eyes. You may have wanted to
exercise some of your domineering nature tonight, but I can tell that on the
average, your mouth sees more pussy than your dick does mouth.”
“Yeah, okay.”
“HEY! DO YOU GUYS MIND? I’M TRYING TO FUCK HERE!”
“What’s the matter with you?” Liz said, turning her head around as far as she
could. “We’re having a conversation. Do you mind?”
“BUT I’M FUCKING YOU!”
“And you can’t chew gum at the same time?”
“I WOULDN’T CALL THIS GUM, AND NO, I CAN’T COME IN FRONT
OF HIM, THAT’S FOR SURE!”
“I’m not watching you man, it’s cool,” Mahdakis said, trying to keep his eyes
off his friends’ penis, which quite frankly looked bigger and hairier than his
entire body. “We’re just talking, that’s all.”
“You’re supposed to be fucking her in the mouth! What happened with all
that?”
“I did that already. We’re done.”
“Goddamn Englishmen can’t go for shit; not like us Italians, huh Lizzy; my
new bitch friend. We Italians can go all night…It’s called stamina.”
“Is that what it is?” she said. “I thought you were just having trouble finishing
off. My God, will you get on with it, already? Geez.”
“Well what the fuck? Are you enjoying this, or not?”
“Yes. Don’t stop. But do think about it sometime in the near future, if it’s not
asking too much.”
“Most women like this! What the fuck?”
“I’m an English woman; I like the quickie.”
“Anglo Saxon, fucked up Europeans.”
Liz tuned her attention back to Mahdakis. “So, do you have a regular…. OW!
What the…”
Tony slapped her ass. “How’s that, you white-devil bitch?”
“Whatever…..do you have…uh….uh….regular girl?”
“Yeah, Yeah, I do. We’ve been at it for years now.”
“Kind of like your buddy back there…..at it for years, so it seems like.”
“Keep it up, bitch, and I’ll put this thing somewhere it’ll really hurt.”

“Oooh, you mean like under one of the tires?”
“Huh…WHAT? WHAT THE FUCK DOES THAT MEAN? Will you just
shut the fuck up and lie there like you’re supposed to? I’m trying to
concentrate.”
Mahdakis smiled at Liz. “Maybe all the sausage and peppers his Italian birthgiver feeds him has clogged up a main artery to his brain.”
Liz laughed and was immediately smacked in the head as Tony Ravioli went
ballistic; fucking her like a jack hammer at high speed. She was shaking like an
epileptic and started to drool uncontrollably. Mahdakis started to feel a little
self-conscious, and he turned to walk away. “Wha-at’s her na-a-ame?”
“Huh?”
“Your girl-irl-irl,” she said, barely able to get the words out. “She-e-e-e-e has a
na-a-a-ame, right?”
“Sadie,” he said, lying to protect Jezebel, and himself, from this psychopath
nymphomaniac. “And yes, she’s sexy…..Sexy Sadie; just like the song.”
“You ea-ea-ea-eat her-her pussy a-a-lot…………don’t you?”
Mahdakis put his head in his hand and laughed. “Alright, I’m out of here.
Dude.” he reached in the car to do the stupid-secret handshake. “I’ll see you
later, alright?”
“Seriously? Right now? You need to shake my hand right fuckin’ now?”
“Fine, be that way. Liz?” He leaned in the car. “See you soon?”
“Fuck me-e-e-e-e, Tony” she grabbed Mahdakis’s hairy face, held it in her
hands, and planted a long sensuous kiss on his mouth. They began making out
again; her face shaking all over and her teeth biting his tongue accidentally.
Tony could be heard finally reaching a climax. It made Mahdakis laugh aloud
and Tony flipped out.
“GODDAMNIT! I JUST HAD IT, YOU FUCKIN’ ASSHOLE! NOW I
LOST IT AGAIN! WHY THE FUCK DID YOU HAVE TO GO AND
LAUGH? WHAT THE FUCK IS THE MATTER WITH YOU? Fuck! Fuck!
Fuck!” Tony was pacing outside the car now, bottomless. “I WORKED
THIRTY MINUTES FOR THAT MOTHER FUCKIN’ CLIMAX, YOU
ASSHOLE! And you go and fuck it up by laughing and shit? WHY?...WHY??
What was so GODDAMN funny?”
“Nothing really.” Mahdakis lit a Tijuana Small. “I think it’s time I get going.”
“You think?” said Tony. “You should have thought of that about twenty
minutes ago!”
“See you guys later.” Mahdakis walked slowly to the end of the parking lot
and then up the paved driveway towards the main road. The sun was coming up.
Sleep would be hard to get now, as his birth-givers would be getting up for work
shortly. He would sleep in the boiler room outside until they were gone. He
walked on lost in his own thoughts and thoughts of the evening. He was about to
make the turn out of the park entrance when suddenly, it hit him, and he ran all

the way back to car in absolute panic. He banged on the driver’s side window,
where Tony was finishing up. “Dude!”
“What?! Now what the fuck do you want?” Tony tucked his hairy ass back
into his pants as Liz could be seen dressing in the passenger’s seat.
“Pock’s still back in Chinatown!”

Who’s That Girl?

“W

ell that was a hell of a show stopper, wouldn’t you say, honey bear?”
Alex asked as he drove them home, under the dawning sky. “It figures
though.”
“What is that supposed to mean, it figures?”
“You just can’t take the trash out white.”
“Shut up Alexander. Just drive.” She shook her head in exaggerated disbelief.
“That didn’t even make sense.”
“Well, well, well; do I detect some hostility in your voice?”
“Hey! A woman just caught her brother’s girlfriend giving it to someone else!
How do you think she’s going to react?”
“And in a bathroom, no less. Dear God, don’t these people have any selfcontrol? And they wonder why there’s an epidemic.”
“At least they have passion, you fucking ignoramus. Do you remember what
that is?”
Alex pulled the car over to the side of the road, abruptly but with finesse.
“Okay Charlotte, out with it, what pray-tell is your little problem tonight?”
“I’m reminding you about passion. Dakota’s passionate because she let her
desires - her lust - shine through instead of turning them off at a moment when,
yes she should have locked them away, but the moment was there, and
sometimes you can’t sit around thinking about your next move, sometimes you
must let your passions take over, and seize the moment.”
“Like a rabid beast.”
“Same with Kim; her passion for her brother’s dignity overrode any rational
thought whatsoever, and rightly so. Or should I say, her human side took over.
Not everyone’s a fucking robot, Alex. We don’t calculate our every next move.”
“No, but the slightest iota of rational thought would be commendable.”
“That makes life boring.”
“So now I’m boring?”

“I think I’m bored with life. The fact that you’re in my life is really
inconsequential.”
“And inconsequential. Nice.”
“In regards to the fact that I’m bored!”
“Maybe you’re bored because you’re hanging out with mind-numbing people,
and I use that word loosely.”
“Maybe I only know I’m bored because I am hanging out with those people,
and after a few minutes with them, I see how exciting things can be.”
“James Bond movies are exciting, but I sure as heck wouldn’t want to be stuck
in a foreign country with evil-doers trying to kill me.”
“They do things from the heart, Alex; and they speak from the heart. They’re
real.”
“Real stupid.”
She waved a finger in his face. “And that’s enough of that, mister. Every time
I talk about them, they are idiots and losers, but when you want to do something
to break our routine, or need drugs, or have no one to go fishing with because
your wealthy friends are too pompous to get themselves dirty and smelly, it’s
them that you call first and you know it. You like them as much as I…..or
should I say, need.”
“They do serve their purposes, don’t they?”
Charlotte raised her hands in frustration. “Why must we hide our relationship
with them from our other friends?”
“Father said that it’s best to hide such acquaintances; they can bring you down
in the end.”
“And you’d know all about that, huh?”
“What?”
“Hiding acquaintances.”
“What in the devil is that supposed to mean, Charlotte?”
“Nothing.”
“If you have something to say, say it.”
“Fine! Who’s the stupid cunt you’re fucking?”
“Listen to your language! I’m not fuck…”
“Alex! I’ve been following you. I know, alright? Just tell me who she is and
what she has that’s better or different than me.”
“Ho-hum……..Okay, if you must know; Her name’s Edwina.”
“Edwina? What the fuck kind of dumb-bitch name is that?”
“It’s not her name I’m interested in, okay? I’m a man. I need different forms
of recreation. You wouldn’t understand.”
“I do understand different forms of recreation, but she isn’t different, Alex.
She looks exactly like me! What the fuck’s up with that?”
“Well I assure you she doesn’t act like you; in fact, she doesn’t act at all….you
and your games sometimes drive me up a wall. All I want to do is come, but

no…..you have needs and weird desires that I must appease in order to get what
I want.”
“So she just lies there like a mindless, dead tuna, while you do your business?”
“She’s a woman, Charlotte. That’s what she’s supposed to do.”
“Says who?”
“Says God!”
“Oh brother.”
“And if you’re not going to be that woman, then I need to find a woman who
will be that woman for me……just once in a while, understand? It doesn’t mean
I don’t love you more, and it doesn’t change anything; I still want to raise family
with you once we’re out of school. I just need this sort of thing sometimes.”
“Can’t you at least find a white woman who will lie down and take it for you,
instead?”
“Why white?”
“Or…..anything…Hispanic, Japanese, Jew….whatever, hey what about
Boodles?”
“She has a weird ass; and those eyes…yuck. How did she even get a driver’s
license?”
“Just something different or, maybe a black woman with a different build.
What the fuck, Alex? She looks just like me! That’s weird.” Alex was lost in
thought, staring at the road ahead. “Alex? You alright?”
“Yeah. So wait a minute, you really don’t mind that I’m sleeping with
someone?”
“Not at all. I completely understand about needs.”
“You’re not sleeping around on me, are you?”
“If I was, I assure you I wouldn’t be stupid enough to sit here and talk about
it.”
“So now I’m boring, inconsequential, and stupid.”
“Whatever. I just know if I was indulging in a side dish, it wouldn’t be a
smaller portion of my main course.”
“So your concern is not my sleeping with someone else…”
“It’s fucking, not sleeping. Let’s call a spade a spade.”
“Was that supposed to be funny?”
“I thought so.”
“Debatable; but anywho, your main concern is what my mistress looks like?”
“Yes. Like I said, I understand that we both have needs that perhaps the other
can’t fulfill but…”
“Whoa…whoa, whoa. This isn’t about us fulfilling our needs; it’s about me
fulfilling my needs. Besides, what needs do you have that aren’t fulfilled?
Hmm? C’mon Charlotte, out with it.”
“I don’t know….I just….why…” she sighed. “Never mind.”
“Why what?”

“Why don’t you ever eat me out?”
“Christ almighty, Charlotte! Don’t be repulsive. That’s downright disgusting.”
“Not everyone thinks so, besides I take care of you.”
“That’s different.”
“You might think otherwise if you had one of those in your mouth.”
“Hey.” Alex motioned at his crotch. “I’d rather have one of these in my
mouth, than an indistinguishable mess of an organ like that. You know, if you
closed your eyes and stuck your face in someone’s small intestine, you wouldn’t
even know the difference.”
“What’s the matter with you?”
“If you want someone to eat that sloppy puss of yours, try one of your white
friends; I hear that’s what they do best……and apparently anywhere. You have
my permission on that, too. My golly, he’d be doing me a favor.”
“Do you hear yourself?”
“Hey, not only am I a brother, but I’m a rich boy, besides. So you’re doubly
screwed because we don’t need to go down. White boys do it to make up for the
lack of penis God cursed them with.”
“That’s a myth….about white guys.”
“I assure you it is not.”
“And I assure you that you’re all about the same.”
“What? How the…”
“Besides, it’s not about needing to do it for me, it’s about wanting to do it for
me. Don’t you want to make me happy?”
“Not like that, no.”
“Well then, maybe I will get one of my white male friends to help out with
your work load.”
“I was just kidding about that. You’d best be on hour best behavior or I’ll have
nothing at all to do with you. Understand me, Charlotte?”
“So fucking around is okay for you, just not for me.”
“You’re my woman; I won’t tolerate it. I’m the man here. If you want what’s
at the end of the rainbow, you’ll put up with whatever I ask you to put up with.
That’s an order.”
“I see.”
“Good.” He rubbed his chin, pondering. “So you really think I could bag me a
white gal, huh?”
“White people are a lot easier than you think…and low maintenance besides.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
“It means, you’d be surprised at just how much you can get out of them for a
pint of cheap vodka and a pizza…...definitely’ll get a blowjob; or, if you make it
a litre bottle and a large pie, and throw in some marijuana, I’d say you got a
pretty good shot at some anal.”

“Mmm.” Alex grinned and nodded his head in agreement. “I’d like to fuck a
white girl up her ass.”
“That’s the spirit!”
Alex’s smile slowly gave way to worry, as he contemplated his girlfriend’s
shrewd knowledge of the Caucasian race.

Love Hurts

C

annoli awoke in an otherwise empty bed, to the sound of the phone ringing
outside Jack’s bedroom. As she got up and put on her robe, she could
barely make out his low voice through the bedroom door. Jack usually spoke in
a more pronounced tone. She opened the door and shouted, “Who’s on the
phone?”
Jack waved her away and raised his voice slightly into the phone, “Yeah. No
problem, Mr. D’andrea; I can do that. Your-your welcome, sir. Bye.” Jack put
the phone down and looked at her with embellished ane. “Do you mind? I was
talking to Mike."
“Mike who?” Cannoli said, with her arms folded.
“Mike, my boss; that’s who.”
“And what does he want?”
“He wants to know if I can help him out on Monday after work. I-I-I said yes.”
“Why is he calling you on Saturday morning about something on Monday
night?”
“I don’t know, okay? Maybe he just wants to be sure that I can stay late.
Maybe he has to arrange things ahead of time.”
“What kinds of things?”
“You know, like prep work types of things.”
“Oh. What is it he wants you to do?”
“I-I don’t know.”
“You don’t know? What the fuck kind of conversation was that?” Cannoli held
her fist to her ear, mockingly, and said, ‘Hello, Jack? I have something I need
help with on Monday, but I can’t tell you what it is, can you stay late and help?’
‘Sure thing, Mr. D’andrea. I don’t need to know what you want out of me; I’ll
do it. In fact, if it’s something top secret, I’ll be glad to wear blindfolds while I
do it …’”

“Will you stop, already? The guy just needs help with his car or something,
I’m sure.”
“And you agreed? You have no idea what he wants of you, but you agreed to
it.”
“Hey, do you like riding in that car of mine out there? Well let’s not forget that
without him letting me use the garage, it would’ve been hell pulling out the old
302 and putting in that new 454. I owe him for that.”
“Pulling the what? The 404? What the hell is that? The engine, you mean?”
“Yes, Cannoli. The engine. It would have been hell pulling out the old smaller
engine and putting in the new bigger engine.”
“That’s better.”
“Good. I didn’t mean to confuse you with numbers,” Jack said, walking
towards the bathroom with a grin.
“Oh, I don’t know,” Cannoli said, picking up the telephone, “I think I have a
firm grasp of numbers. You want to know something about numbers?
Something Kim showed me?”
“What’s, what’s that?” Jack walked over next to her.
“Watch this.” Cannoli picked up the phone receiver. “First you hit the star
button, then the number six and the number nine.” She put the phone to her ear.
“What does that do?”
She ignored him as a woman’s voice answered the other end, “Hello?
Hello?......Jack…is that you?”
“Mrs. D’andrea?”
“No, wrong number. This is the Gilbarti residence.”
Cannoli froze with devastation. “My mistake.” She put the phone down extra
slow, as if time around her had just stopped. Her eyes started to water up and her
muscles tensed. “It calls back the very last number that called.”
“So, who-who answered the phone?”
Cannoli looked up at him in utter disgust. “You betrayed me. That was Anika
Gilbarti. Jack? Why is Anika Gilbarti calling you? She’s a coke whore.”
“I-I-I don’t know. Maybe she called here last night. It was a pretty big party
and a lot of people were here that she knows. A-a-a lot of coke, too.”
Cannoli walked outside, as if in a trance. Jack followed slowly behind her, not
saying a word. She walked under the concrete carport, where his car was parked
and observed the dirt above the wheel wells. “You need to wash your car.”
“It’s dirty, I know.”
“When was the last time you spent any time on it?”
“Um. Well, usually after work, but last night with the party and me getting
home later than usual. I just had - I just barely had time for a shower.”
“Oh, I thought you might have been here when I called and talked to Violet.”
“Oh, no….I was, I ah, was ah, just walking through the door when she hung
up. That’s why my hair was wet wh-wh-when you got here. Shower.”

She turned around and looked up at him sternly. “She was here, wasn’t she?
You son of a bitch! DID I JUST SLEEP IN THAT BITCHES STINK?? ARE
YOU FUCKING HER IN THAT BED?” Jack just stood staring back at her
blanklly. “ANSWER ME!”
“I think - I think you’re, you’re overreacting.” he put his hands on her
shoulders.
She slapped his face. “DON’T TOUCH ME YOU CHEATING FUCKIN’
ASSHOLE!! JUST GO AWAY!” Then she plopped down on the bench of the
picnic table, buried her head in her arms, and balled her eyes out as Jack stiffly
got into his car, started up the monster engine, and pulled out of the driveway,
peeling out up the road and narrowly averting crashing into another car that
found its way to where Jack’s Z28 had just been parked.
Cannoli Spitzer heard the sound of the car door slam, and the car drive off,
then the sound of footsteps approaching her. A hand found its way on her
shoulder. “Wuz da matter, ’noli?”
She looked up, her face splattered with tears. “My boyfriend left me…for
another woman.”
“Must be suntin’ in duh air.” He nodded. “My friends left me…in Chinatown.”

Sweet Little Lies

“W

hat do you want to do?”
“I’m sure as hell not driving back to motherfuckin’ New York! That’s
for damn sure.”
“Don’t get loud with me, motherfucker; you forgot about him, too. I’ll fuckin’
cold cock you right where you stand.”
“I’m sitting, asshole.”
“Whatever, dude. Don’t yell at me, man! We have to find him. He’s lost
somewhere in New York City, not a place for someone to be all alone, with
nowhere to go and no way to get back home.”
Tony Ravioli shook his head, befuddled. “It’s fuckin’ daybreak. We’re gonna
hit major traffic on the Jersey turnpike. We won’t make it there until noon, if
we’re lucky.”

“We don’t really have a choice. Our friend’s all alone somewhere and needs
us. How’s he gonna get back?”
“Fuck! I don’t know. -Bobble-bobble-bobble “I guess we have to go. What
about you?” Tony looked at Liz. “You up for the trip, or do you want me to drop
you off?”
“I guess as long as we can stop to get something to eat along the way, I’m fine
with hanging with you guys. I need a nap too.”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “Fine.”
“Ooh,” she said, opening the car door, “I gotta pee bad, though.”
“Me too,” Mahdakis said, walking around the car to meet her.
“SHIT! WHAT THE FUCK!” Tony shouted. They turned their heads to see
Tony’s attention focused on the image in the rearview mirror; a car rapidly
approaching them. “IT’S NICKI! What the fuck is she doing here?” Tony
thought quickly. “You guys kiss….NOW! Please! I’ll say you picked her up and
I’m just driving around!”
Time was of the essence so Mahdakis didn’t argue. He grabbed Liz by her
elbows and planted a long sensuous kiss on her. “Nice” She smiled. “How do
you like the taste of your own cum?”
“Shh.” Mahdakis led her away from the car and over to a spot by the beach
where he whipped it out and pissed as she squat right by his side and did the
same.
Nicki’s car parked dramatically. She got out in haste and stormed towards
Tony’s firebird. “Where the fuck have you been?” she shouted in the driver’s
window at him.
“New York City, with Mahdakis, like I told you. What, did you forget?”
“No, I just didn’t think you’d be gone the whole night. There was a party at
Pock’s, although he wasn’t there.”
“Yeah, he was with us. The dude Mahdakis scored the weed from gave us
Nugent-Aerosmith tickets for the show at the garden, then we got lost, and….”
“Who’s that?” she was pointing to the woman pissing next to Mahdakis.
“Oh, that’s his cousin from Connecticut. We ran into her at the show.” Tony
said, mysteriously changing their story. “She’s a big metal head.”
“I just saw them kissing! Look at them; now they’re pissing together?”
“Yeah,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Seems they’re pretty tight.”
“That’s fuckin’ sick.”
“How do you think I feel? I had to watch her give him a blow job in the back
seat.”
Nicki laughed hysterically. “No-o-o way! You’re making that up. Ha-ha-haha. Oh my God.”
“Listen, babe. We got real problems here. Somehow, some way, when we all
got back in the car from taking a piss in Chinatown….”
“What the fuck were you doing in Chinatown?”

“That’s not important. The point is…we forgot about Pock. We took off
thinking he was in the car sleeping, but he never got back in the car.”
“You guys are fuckin’ assholes, you know that. Hi. So you’re his cousin,
huh?” Nicki said addressing Liz.
“Uh…yeah….that’s right.”
“You guys are really sick, you now that? Kissing and pissing together. Did
you really suck him off?”
“It wasn’t like it was the first time,” Liz said, playing along.
“What the fuck kind of cousin is that?”
“First cousins,” Mahdakis said, sarcastically. “We each come first with each
other. You probably shouldn’t mention this to Jez. I don’t think she’d
understand some harmless incest.”
Nicki gave him a sickening look at first but then her eyes lit up. “Okay. No
problem.” She gave Mahdakis a private look. “Pock’s home, by the
way……pretty pissed off at you guys, but he’s home.”
“He is?” Tony said, astonished.
“Yep. I picked him up at the train station myself, and gave him a ride home.
He said to tell you that you owe some guy named Black Tom, two-hundred
dollars for putting him on the Amtrak and driving him to Penn station at one in
the morning.”

The Art
of
Deception

*Squid*
Slippery When Wet

W

ithout his afro, Squid stood only four-foot three; with it, four-foot seven.
He grew up near the Norford Housing Projects and took special classes in
school for children with learning disabilities. One of his neighbors back then
was Mahdakis, and while they never saw each other at school, they were
inseparable outside of it for a good couple of years.
The first time either of them got drunk was during the summer before fifth
grade. They were hanging around the apartment of Mahdakis’s female-birthgiver; a rundown three story on a dead end road that, because it ended at their
back porch, also doubled as a driveway. They played on dirt mounds and grassdepleted patches of yard along the busy roadside littered with split two-by-fours,
nails, broken glass, animal remains, soiled clothes, syringes and condoms. The
second floor of the apartment was occupied by an older black woman who
would bang her broom on her ceiling when Mahdakis, Pumpkinhead, and
Skeeter were causing a ruckus on the third floor above her. Often, she came
outside and chased Squid and Mahdakis up the street with the same broom,
telling them to behave or they’d get a whooping. The first floor of the apartment
building was occupied by a hippie stoner named Eddie-Jay, who lived there with
an abundance of half-naked hippie girls, and maybe just one or two other guys.
At about twelve in the afternoon, after seeing Mahdakis and Squid playing with
the beer kegs he had lined outside the door, he invited the two little boys in for a
drink. They played quarters for hours and made out for the first time in their
lives, with gypsy-like hippie women in their twenties, thirties, or late teens –
because they were so filthy and unkempt, it was hard to distinguish their ages.
They sat in a dark room with crazy music and dark lights while they passed
around some sort of cigarette. Neither of them stood a chance after this
experience. Squid would be forever addicted to drugs, alcohol, or whatever
substance he could find, and Mahdakis would be forever enthralled with gypsytype hippie chicks.
Eddie-Jay and his cult following mysteriously vanished shortly thereafter, right
before the rent was due; so in order to recreate that buzz they were now hooked
on, Squid and Mahdakis would guzzle down gallons of water in under five
minutes, thus becoming waterlogged and giving them that drunken feeling they
so desperately craved now. Mahdakis escaped the misfortunes that became of
Squid when he moved back to The Mountains. It was a narrow escape indeed,
but an escape nonetheless. Squid and Hank turned to a life of crime at around

seventh grade and would’ve taken Mahdakis amongst their journey had he been
there, as he was very close with them at the time of his departure.
Presently, Squid stood in Wayne Park, leaning against a tree, surrounded by
early morning fog; his blue jean jacket plastered with patches of logos from
heavy metal bands. He was fighting off a brisk early morning chill; his brown
hand, cupped over the sight of his moving mouth, which also smoked a
cigarette. Contrary to the visual, Squid was not alone. A voice could be heard
coming from the other side of the large oak. “I need something soon or there’s
no deal.”
“This shit takes time.”
“Ironic.”
“How’s that?”
“If you don’t give me something soon, time is the one thing you’ll have plenty
of.”
“Over there.” Squid pointed across the jogging path. “In the garbage. Take a
look before you go.”
“What are we talkin’?”
“Car radios; you’ll find some finger prints on them.”
“Call me greedy, but I planned on pinning him with more than petty theft.”
“He didn’t steal ’em anyway; Carl and Floyd did.”
“Scungilli’s a nickel and dimmer. He’s a mere annoyance to the community, if
anything. What do we want with him? Now, when you say, Floyd; you mean
Floyd….”
“Baxter.”
“Yeah, we’ve been watching him since that rape a couple years back. Pretty
low-key guy though. Was he there?”
“That’s what they say.”
“That’s what they say? You weren’t there, yourself, I take it?”
“Nah, man, I was doing important stuff.”
“Seems that you’re never around when they’re doing things we want to bust
them for. I’m starting to think your information may prove fruitless.”
“Say what?”
“Maybe I’m wasting my time.”
“Fruitless? What about that list of contacts I gave you? That’s some gold right
there, mane.”
“Maybe for the feds, or the Jersey and Maryland authorities, but we want him to
ourselves, see? And that means names, contacts, or events of something that
happened or will happen in Delaware, Norford to be specific; you know, like the
Murder of Gino Vanesselli, for instance; you remember that one, don’t you? The
one you claim to have only witnessed, and not been a part of?”
“Yep. Okay. But…”

“Well you'd better get him to talk or the whole thing gets pinned on you. And if
you can’t get him to talk about the murder, then for your own sake get
something else we can use to at least lower your sentence.”
“You want me to wear a wire?”
“Depends. Are you guys still terrorizing Snowy McPeet?”
“S’posed to meet them over there later tonight, matter of fact.”
“The feds have the place wired. They’re working on our behalf so keep the
subject matter about something local.”
“You want me to talk about, uh… only things around here then, and so forth.”
“Exactly. Don’t mention anything done over state lines. We don’t need the feds
to know all the information you gave us on the contacts and jobs done in other
states. What they won’t know, won’t hurt them; but if they find you’re involved
with shit like that, it’ll hurt you, because they won’t be looking to cut you a deal
of any kind, just cut you. The deal is exclusively from the Norford DA;
remember that.”
“Okay, so make it a Norford crime too, not just Delaware.”
“Even better.”
“But I thought you were all on the same side; fightin’ crime and whatnot.”
“Fighting crime is fine, as long as you’re the one being rewarded, and getting
recognized for it and not a bunch of over-educated jack-off’s in suits and ties, or
some damn hillbillies from Northern Pennsylvania.”
“You guys just as fucked up as us and staking our territory, huh?”
“But we’re the cops, and we can get away with political bullshit like that. The
point is, the FBI is looking for much bigger fish to fry. They don’t wanna be
involved with local-yokel dealings and assassinations.”
“They don’t care if someone gets killed?”
“Not when there’s a mountain of paper work involved, and they don’t get all the
credit. Nope, they don’t. Especially idiots like you guys.”
“Thanks.”
“You’re welcome. Now get Hank to discuss activity pertaining to this immediate
area; details about the murder would be beneficial to your situation I might add,
and you may be out in eight years or less. Now get going.”
“Later.”

*Mrs. Crowley*
That Was Your Mother
of risking getting caught at the house by his birth-giver and her
I nstead
husband, he decided to show up at Jezebel’s for a quick shower and a change
of clothes (which she in fact kept at her house for him at all times). It was only
eight o’clock in the morning but she was already gone. The thought that maybe
she hadn’t come home at all yet did stew in the back of his mind, but he quickly
dismissed the notion because of her adamant stance on their loyalty to one
another. The door was open, as it always was, so he decided to take advantage of
it. Any weekday wouldn’t have been as risky, but Mahdakis never knew what
Mrs. Crowley was up to with her schedule; she could show up at any minute.
Yet he stunk, and he needed sleep. He also needed to unload the big pillowcase
full of weed somewhere before he got caught.
His assumption was that Jezebel had most likely gone out with her birth-giver
on some errands, as they often did on weekend mornings, and that they would be
gone a couple of hours or more. His assumption was wrong.
He stashed the weed in her closet before taking a quick shower, using what he
hoped was Jezebel’s towel, got dressed, and then crashed out on her bed. He
hadn’t had more than thirty minutes of rest when the door flung wide open and
an angry birth-giver stood before him with her fists on her hips. “I hope you left
money at the front desk and a tip for the bellboy downstairs!”
“Oh, Hi,” he said, sitting up quickly; he was fully dressed with his cabby hat
on already and lying on top of Jezebel’s neatly made bed. “I was
just….um…what are you doing here?”
“I’m the mystery person that pays the mortgage on this flop-house.” She put
her hand out sarcastically for him to shake. “And you are?”
“Leaving.”
“Ah! I like that name; especially when it applies to someone who shouldn’t be
here. We’re going to get along just fine now.”
Mahdakis stood up. “I’m sorry, it’s just that I…..I really am not welcome
home quite yet, and I was excited to see Jezzy; it’s been a few days or so,” he
said, eyeballing the closet behind Mrs. Crowley.
“A few days? My gosh, you must be having withdrawal symptoms at this
point. So she hasn’t been with you? I assumed that was the reason I hadn’t seen
her for a day or two.”
This news would bother him later when he would have time to think about it;
but right now, his focus was on rescuing the pot out of the closet. It hadn’t
occurred to him until just then that, as much as he needed to unload it, this

wasn’t the place. Jezebel’s mom was known for being quite the snoop. “Why
aren’t you welcome home? You’re very neat and tidy. If not for the steam, I
never would’ve known that the bathroom was used at all. My own male
offspring aren’t even that respectable. Lord knows why; I’ve raised them
otherwise. They treat it like a gymnasium around here. And that girlfriend of
yours, you know…the one you love so much? What a pig she is.” Mrs. Crowley
waved a finger at him. “You’ve been forewarned. So when you two get out and
get your own apartment together, and God I hope it’s soon, you won’t be
surprised at the mess she leaves behind for others to clean up. And at that point
you’ll be the only others around.”
Mahdakis knew her to be exaggerating or trying to be comedic, as Jezebel
was very, very, neat and tidy. Mrs. Crowley wasn’t budging away from the
closet, however. She had an uncanny ability to always know what you were
thinking; or that you were at least up to something that you shouldn’t ought to
be. He would need to create a diversion in order to get to the pot that was behind
her. He cleared his throat and started to unbuckle his pants. “I just need to…..”
“Yes?”
“Put on some fresh pants.”
“Go ahead,” she said, cementing herself in the doorway, “nothing there I
haven’t seen before, you know.”
“Huh?”
“You should really be more careful when sneaking out of her room to use the
bathroom. There are other people who live in this homeless shelter, you know.”
Realizing that he wasn’t going to get the pot, he buckled up and said, “I guess
I can wait on changing.”
“Mmm-hmm.” She nodded. “How ’bout that.”
Mahdakis reached in his pocket and took out some bills and presented them to
her. “Um, do you really want some money … or something…..Mrs. C?”
Mrs. Crowley gave him an exhausted look and said in her thick New England
accent, “Mawdakis, what I want, is for you to get it together and stawt thinking
about growing up a little. I know you love my female-offspring, but I want the
best for her. So go out there and be the best. Otherwise, you’re useless to me. I
would say, I don’t know what she sees in you, but then again, I don’t know what
you see in her. You’re both useless. And I don’t think the two of you together
are helping each other; I think it’s a hindrance. Do you know what that means?”
“I know vocabulary, Mrs. C.”
“Okay. Good. But you see, a person wouldn’t know it to look at you. To look
at you, is to see a hooligan on his way to jail; now, when I look in you, I see
different. But not everyone out there has time to look in you; so they can only go
by what they see. And you will only go as far in life as the presence you present
allows.”
“What exactly are you saying?”

“Save that money and get of here and get a haircut!”
“Okay.”
She motioned for the door then stopped and turned around before he could
reach behind him. “And all kidding aside, please don’t come in unless someone
lets you in here.”
“Elmer said it was alright,” he lied.
“Elmer? He’s here? Why that rascal. I thought he left early for work. I
could’ve used some help this morning. He said it was okay to be here, did he?”
“Uh, yeah,” he lied.
Mrs. Crowley stepped quickly towards the attic stairwell. “Elmer! What’s the
big idea letting strange animal’s in this house? And why aren’t you up yet?” As
she took the first few steps up towards his room, Mahdakis grabbed the hidden
stash and bolted quickly down the stairs and out of the front door.

I Don’t Need No Doctor

“W

ake up!” the overly muscular hospital staff member yelled, standing in
the doorway, as he banged a riot baton lightly against the door frame.
“C’mon, let’s go, Mr. Pumpkinhead.”
Pumpkinhead rubbed his eyes sleepily. “Go where?”
“To the director’s office; you’re being released.”
“Released? No, not yet; that isn’t possible.”
“Talk it over with the director. Now get dressed please.”
Pumpkinhead threw on a fresh t-shirt and a pair of pants that were lying on the
floor, and then followed the staffer down the long white, padded corridor to the
security elevator that required a key to get in and go up, but no key required
from the top floor to go down. The staffer fumbled with a key ring of about sixty
keys, looking for the right one. “Here, use mine.” Pumpkinhead offered him his
copy.
The hospital staffer begrudgingly yanked the key out of his hand and turned
the lock. He put the key back into his own pocket without giving it back. “You
won’t be needing this anymore.”
They rode the elevator up to the fifth floor where they got out and proceeded
to walk down the lavender colored, plush carpet hallway to a large heavy door at

the very end. There was a sign that hung on the outside of it; it read: ‘When you
smile, the world smiles with you.’ Pumpkinhead gestured at it. “Good to know.”
Pumpkinhead sauntered into the room, his head moving up and down on its
giraffe-like neck, and sat himself down on the only empty chair, which was in
front of the director’s hand carved, oak wood desk. The director was a middleaged man with a lean build and a full head of vivid white hair. He wore a
perfectly tailored, Gucci three-piece suite with blue pinstripes. “Mr.
Pumpkinhead, I presume.”
“You wanted to see me?”
“Not especially, no. But you’re being released so, by law, I have to tell you as
much to your face…..or all hell will break lose in the Middle East or something.
So there you have it; now get out.”
“Huh?”
“You don’t seem very happy about it. Most people would be jumping for joy if
I told them they were cured and that it was now time to go home and reunite
with their family. Oh but wait, that’s right, you’re having a real picnic here,
aren’t you?”
“Yeah right; no, I’m still ill, and I have stuff to work out. What’s more, this is
voluntary. I pay for this; I don’t have to be here.”
“And your insurance company feels the same way.” The director stood up and
motioned his hand towards the door, excusing Pumpkinhead from the room. “So
if you’ll excuse me, I’ve pressing matters to attend.”
Pumpkinhead was belligerent. “But I’m sick, man. I need help; therapy.”
“Have a nice long talk with an old friend over coffee and a danish. That
always seems to work for me. It’s cheap, and you usually don’t have to drive to
far. Speaking of, you’ll need to call someone to come pick you up. The law says
we can’t let you go without someone driving you out of here.”
“Why not? If I’m cured, then I don’t need any help, right?”
“Help? You need help do you? If you’re really sick, then perhaps you’d like
me to put a call into my friend at the State Mental Hospital; I hear there’s a
vacancy or two up there. It’s hard core up there, my twisted friend; hard core.
The only recreation they get is walking in single file lines to retrieve their daily
medication. This is a privately run institution here, and it is our God-given right
to sift through the human rubbage of the mentally ill and selectively choose our
patients as we wish.”
“What kind of bullshit is this?”
The director turned red and put his face in Pumpkinhead’s face. “What’s
bullshit, is your stay here! There’s nothing wrong with you, Mr. Pumpkinhead,
and you and I both know it. You’re just a lazy, backwards, dope smoking
degenerate on psychotic furlough. And until now, I didn’t care; I didn’t care
that, while there are legitimately sick people here who desperately need our help
and undivided attention, scum like you were walking around, taking full

advantage of our workout facilities and overall, treating the place like your own
personal villa, like you were on vacation in the Bahamas. Nope, I didn’t care
one iota Mr. Pumpkinhead…if that is even your real name…..because the
money was flowing in like a river. But when the damn goes up and the insurance
company rejects our submittals, the party’s over, bub!” He slapped release forms
against Pumpkinhead’s chest. “Release forms, signed by our doctors declaring
you mentally fit to work and serve as a productive member of the community
out in the real world……as we know it, anyway.” The director finished yelling
and stood straight up before continuing, “So, that being understood, at present
you’re nothing more than a freeloading, son-of-a-bitch, dirt bag, and if you
refuse to leave, you will be arrested for trespassing, contempt, and loitering. So,
what do you say I get back to work, and you get back to whatever squalor it is
you crawled out of, and resume your life of petulance and sleazary. Deal?”
“Fine. I’ll go out there and murder someone, then sue you dickheads because
you couldn’t cure me, then I’ll sue the insurance company, too!” Pumpkinhead
got up and walked to the door.
“That’s brilliant! See, you really are well!” The director paced back and forth
quickly. “The insurance company, huh? I’ll take some of that action…….in
exchange for a negative testimony against the insurance company cutting you
off; you’ll need that you know, if you’re to pull a stunt like this off.”
Pumpkinhead squished his eyebrows together. “You’re serious, aren’t you?
Damn, man, you’re the one who’s sick around here. This is a mental hospital,
yo. You’re supposed to heal sick people.”
“And cab drivers get people to their destinations, but not for free, Mr.
Pumpkinhead; we’re not the bleeding heart Peace Corps or medically trained
philanthropist’s, helping people out of the kindness of our hearts. We became
doctors because the money’s good, and don’t forget it.” The director placed his
palms on his desk and leaned over into Pumpkinhead’s face again. “I have food
to put on the table….good food! And these young doctors have college loans to
pay off. We’re not going to be able to do that if we plop change into every
beggar’s tin cup. Everything in this world costs. This mental institution is a
business just like any other business, and you and I know that you’re only here
to use the facilities; so let’s not pretend anymore, okay? Be a good little
dumbass, and go about your merry way.”
“Fuck you, man! What the fuck is your pr…..”
Before Pumpkinhead could get the words out, two security guards opened the
door, walked briskly towards him, and put their hands lightly on his shoulder.
“Let’s go.”
“This is bullshit man! I’m getting a lawyer! You can’t just throw me out like
this!”
The director stood straight up. “I can, and I am.” Then he waved and smiled.
“Buh-bye, Mr. Pumpkinhead; buh-bye. See you in the cartoons. Ha-ha-ha-ha-!”

Then lowering his voice to a more serious tone, said, “Gentleman, take Mr.
Pumpkinhead to his room and see to it he collects all of his belongings. And
make sure someone picks him up at the front door.”

Born To Be Wild

W

ith nowhere else to go, he hitchhiked ten miles across town to Snowy’s
place. When he got there, Snowy McPeet was pacing in the driveway,
smoking a cigarette and talking to himself with his hands in the air. “You lost
something?”
“Ah!! Jesus Christ! Don’t sneak up on people like that, will ya?”
“Who are you talking to?”
“Myself, okay? And yes….I lost my mind. Now be a good pal and help me
find it.”
“In this haystack? Good luck.”
“Funny guy. What brings you up to my neck of he woods?”
“I had nowhere else to go.”
“Man if I had a dollar for every time I heard that.” (exhale) “What’s in the
pillow case, slim?”
“Pumpkinhead’s stash.”
Cough-cough-cough “And you’re carrying it all over God’s creation in broad
daylight?”
“I need a place to keep it.”
“No fucking kidding, you do.”
“I can’t keep it at the birth-giver’s.”
“Fine. Keep it here, I don’t mind.” (Inhale-exhale) “C’mon let’s go upstairs
and smoke a bowl.”
“I’ll go up with you, but I’m really not up for it.”
“Say what?” Snowy started walking into the garage and up the creaky wooden
staircase. Mahdakis followed, lagging behind. “C’mon Cecil, pick up that pace,
will ya? What do you mean, you don’t wanna smoke a bowl? I never heard of
such a thing.”
“I had a long night. I’m tired, man.”
They entered the room. “Well don’t plan on crashing here; my grand-birthgivers are gonna be doing their gardening today. Soon, as a matter of fact, so
you have to amscray out of here with me momentarily.”

“Fuck.” Mahdakis slammed the door behind him. “If I’d known that, I
wouldn’t have walked all the way out here.”
“Why the hell didn’t you drive the car Jezebel gave you?”
Mahdakis scratched his head. “Shit, that’s right; I guess I forgot I owned it.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha!” (cough-cough-cough) “What a nincompoop!” (cough-coughcough) Shake-shake-shake. “Look,” (cough-cough-cough) “Look on the bright
side, now you get to ride on my new Honda.”
“I didn’t know you rode.”
“Oh yeah, always have been a rider.” They walked across the small room to
the couch where Snowy plopped himself down and promptly began smoking out
of a bowl that was already packed. (inhale) “Here, you sure you don’t want
any?”
“Alright, fine.” Mahdakis took the bowl and the two of them smoked in quiet
for the next five minutes. Snowy was good like that. If he felt you were
comfortable with the silence, he was too. He was not one to make idle chitchat,
simply in the name of idle chitchat. But the silence had gone on too long and he
decided to say something. “You’re really tired, huh?”
“Yeah.” Mahdakis rubbed his eyes. “You haven’t run into Jez recently have
you?”
“Crowley? Yeah, of course. Just a week or two ago she was here with Sally
Flame-Brain and Kim. They bought some coke.”
“Coke? You mean pot?”
Snowy, not knowing why he should lie, said, “Oh wait…Kim and Rizzo…and
Pablo bought the coke. Sally and Jez bought some pot. That’s right. You’re
right. Why?”
“I haven’t seen her this morning. That’s all.”
(cough-cough-cough) “What?! What do you mean this morning? Why are you
supposed to see her? You’re not…”
“Yeah. We’re together again. Didn’t I tell you?”
“Aaahhh!!! No! But neither did she. What gives with that? What the fuck
man? You got away, you escaped her sinister grasps once…twice…..now you’re
back for more? Dude! I think you’re really pressing you’re luck at this point,
don’t you?”
Mahdakis sat staring at his friend, waiting for him to finish his rambling, then
said, “I didn’t say anything because of reactions like that! Who the fuck are you
to say who’s right and wrong for me?”
“I didn’t say it either way. Remember last winter, when you were up here
crying the blues about her? I supported your decision to move forward with her,
Jack. So don’t be screaming at me, okay? I’m just pissed that you didn’t tell me
until now; that’s all. So I guess you’re the overly-possessive dickhead boyfriend
I heard about.”
“Say what?”

“Nothing.”
“It’s not like it’s a secret. Most of my friends know.”
“Well, you’re not exactly sky-writing it either.” (exhale) “Besides, she’s
probably home sleeping, like most everyone else at the party last night. (inhaleexhale)
“What party?”
“Pock’s party. Where the hell were you?”
He paused in bewilderment before giving his answer. “With Pock……In New
York.”
“What? You mean Pock wasn’t there?”
“Nope. Who threw the party, and who was Jez with?”
“I have no idea who threw the party. Open Fly played a few sets though. And
then the shit hit the fan when Kim rammed Dakota’s head through a mirror. Haha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!!” (inhale) “Great stuff!” (exhale) “She caught her sucking off
Moe in the bathroom.”
“What happened to Moe?”
“He ran, dude. But Dakota got her ass whooped.”
“Why would she do that?”
“Because he’s a good looking guy giving away coke?….Hmm, let’s see…..”
“Was Jez doing that shit?”
“Nah. She and Sally showed up high on mushrooms and sold a shitload to me,
Yogi, and Violet.”
“Was there a-”
“Ask me one more interrogating question about Jezebel again and I’m gonna
kick you in the nuts!”
“Whatever.” Mahdakis shook his head then noticed the laminated boards.
“Dude! Aren’t we supposed to ah…..you know….” he motioned to the boards.
Snowy got up with a big smile on his face, placed his hands on Mahdakis’s
shoulders and said, “Nah! We’re good now! We can talk like real people. It was
all just a bad phone line the entire time. Kim told me about it. She works for the
phone company now.”
“Yeah, I know, but what about the place being ransacked?”
“I caught my grand-birth-giver’s coming and going, looking for their
gardening tools as they get ready for their annual planting and whatnot. I think
their sight is going; they constantly bump into every Goddamn thing, and forget
what room they’re in.”
“Wisdom is wasted on the elderly.”
“And all this time I thought the FBI was watching me for selling pirated games
over the internet.”
“The what?”
“The computer.”
“Ah.”

“Which reminds me, we have to get going because of the other reason I
thought the FBI was following me; the flying machine downstairs.”
“Oh yeah, that.”
“Oh yeah, that,” Snowy mimicked. “You told Jezebel, didn’t you, you scumbag?”
“She’s cool though.”
“No she’s not.” (inhale-exhale) “She told Sally, who in turn told Kim, who
then told Pablo, who of course, having no life of his own and nothing else to talk
about, told his girl Rizzo, and who the fuck knows who she told. She probably
told Cannoli who will write a thesis on it for college! The whole fuckin’ world
knows now!”
“Sorry, I didn’t think it was that big of a deal.”
“Not that big of a deal? Dude, this is going to transport people from place to
place without having to sit in traffic and spend money on gas….and you know
how the government feels about infringing on their gas sales.”
“It’s not that they don’t like it as much as it is, the oil-well owners who fund
the republican campaigns don’t like it, and the Arabs who let us use their fields
for military bases as long as we make them rich by buying X amount of oil from
them wouldn’t like it, and so on, but you’re still going to have traffic; it’ll just be
in the air now. In fact, it’ll probably be worse. Now you’re going to have people
who don’t know where they’re going because there are no signs….They’ll
probably be crashing into trees and buildings. And what if someone runs out of
gas?”
“Water.”
“Water; Or has a breakdown? Now we’re going to have people falling out of
the skies, possibly landing onto highways and getting run over by trucks and so
forth…or maybe into rivers, and drowning…..eaten by crocodiles.”
“Hm. I didn’t think of that. I’ll have to make provisions for an emergency
parachute or something. Hey, what’s that in your pocket?” Snowy pointed to one
of the concert tickets that Mahdakis found lying on top of his girls’ dresser. He
took just the one, assuring himself a seat.
“A Thankfully Deceased ticket. I’m going with Jez.”
“Why?! What the fuck are you going to put yourself through such torture for?
It’s such lame music! And for what, just to please her? Fuck her! Tell her you
don’t wanna go!”
“But I do. She’s the one who doesn’t want me to go with her!”
“Oh my God!” Snowy grabbed the sides of his head. “I can’t believe you.
She’s giving you a free pass, and you’re begging to go? What are you, some sort
of a masochist? Aahhh!!” Snowy began pulling clumps of his hair out.
“Stop that, man!”
“Errrr! Okay, fine.” Snowy walked to his dresser, pulled out a yellow and
orange tie-dye T-shirt and threw it at him. “Here. You can wear this.”

“That’s gay, dude. I don’t do tie-dye.”
“But you’ll go listen to that lame ass music? The tie-dye is the coolest part!
Even I have one, see?”
“No thanks.” Mahdakis threw it back on the bed.
“Fine. I have to get to the library anyway.” Snowy walked to the door, opening
it suggestively. “Want a ride back into town?”
“Sure. What’s at the library? You making a drug deal?” Mahdakis said,
following him down the staircase into the garage.
“That’s later. Right now I have to go steal a book on power amperage for
hydrogen engines.”
“Books are free at the library you know.”
“No kidding. But if I check it out, then my name’s on there forever as
checking it out. That’s the last thing I want; Uncle Sam to know what I’m up to.
Lock the door behind you, will ya? I’m not coming back ’till midnight or so.”
“Gonna meet up with Andrea later?”
“Yeah.”
As they walked out the back door of the garage, Mahdakis began cracking up
as Snowy pulled the cover off his Honda. “Dude! It’s a moped!”
“No shit it’s a fuckin’ moped. What did you think a Honda Aero 50 was,
dingle berry?”
“I don’t know….not that.” Mahdakis could barely contain himself. His eyes
were beginning to water.
“Dude! Do you want a fuckin’ ride, or what?”
“Maybe not. I think I could probably walk faster. Ha-ha-ha-ha! Man, you’re a
regular Peter Fonda, huh?”
“I doubt you could walk faster, asshole; this baby gets up to forty miles an
hour. I’d like to see you do that!”
“Alright.” Mahdakis could see Snowy turning red and getting visibly upset. He
seemed very proud of his Honda and Mahdakis had just laughed it off the face
of the Earth. “It’s comfortable,” Mahdakis said, getting on the seat.
“And it gets you where you gotta go. Someday this will be a classic. If you
knew anything about these machines, you wouldn’t be laughing.”
“I’m sorry. I was just picking on you.”
“As always; busting everyone’s stones, that’s what you gotta do, twenty-four
seven.”
“Okay. I said I’m sorry. I just expected to see a motorcycle, that’s all.”
“Here, put this on.”
“A helmet? Seriously man?”
“C’mon, safety precautions. Do it or walk.”
“Fine.”

Mahdakis wasn’t the only one laughing. In fact, the entire FBI task force
staked out across the street also thought it was pretty damn hysterical.

Pigs On The Wing
Commissioner Stromboli announced himself as he entered the
“G entleman,”
makeshift squad room. “First off, I don’t like these arrangements any more

than you do so spare me the gripes. But it’s temporary and if all goes according
to plan, we should have ourselves a new wing on this building in two months,
dedicated to leisure activity and recreation, to help us work off the steam of this
daily grind.”
“If all goes according to plan; ha,” Officer Jim snorted. “Shit, we may be
crammed in these quarters for a year the way these union guys work.”
“I’m with Jim. I think the definition of expeditious varies from state to state.”
“Arr. Roy gots himself a point dare sir; I declare, where are deeze workers
frome, wit doze crazy accents?”
Officer Roy answered, “They’re from a little backwards country tucked away
down south called Texas. Believe it or not, they are actually Americans, but you
wouldn’t know so, based on their language and dialect.”
“And I seriously doubt any of them have ever heard the word expeditious, let
alone have an interpretation of its meaning,” Officer Sal added.
“My Mother’s from Texas!”
“Sorry sir.”
“Never mind the standup routine. Let’s get this day started. Darryl?”
“Alrighty then. Well, it seems as though the residents are not taking the new
pet laws serious enough, in regards to cleaning up their pups’ poop when day be
walkin’ ’em in duh town parks sir. We’ve ad sev’ral complaints from folks who
be steppin’ in dung when out for a leisurely walk or jog.”
“I think we should start enforcing the law with strict penalties, such as, I don’t
know, two-hundred dollar fines, or something like that.”
“Agreed, Jim. I’ll bring it up at the next RTM meeting. What’s your story?”
“I’m catching lots a flak from store and movie theater owner’s on the Avenue
‘cause of these kids be hanging out in front. The owners say it’s bad for
business; patrons are starting to go across town into East River to see movies.

These kids, they don’t always watch the movies either, they just hang around
outside.”
“They’re not really bad kids, you know,” officer Sal indicated. “They just have
nowhere else to go. The fact that these adults are intimidated by their presence is
just a demonstration of absolute paranoia on their parts. What else are these kids
supposed to do on the weekend? It’s not as if they have somewhere to go. I think
that’s something the city ought to look into.”
Officer Jim laughed, “Ha. Maybe Sal should run for mayor, or something.”
“He’s got my nod,” Officer Roy said. “All we can really do is beef up patrol a
little bit to make sure the kids stay in line; it’s not as if we’re dealing with
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. or something, they’re good kids with good grades, looking
for somewhere to hang out and talk.”
“Aye, but in duh meantime, we gots a rash of stolen car radios hap-nen in that
exact area at the exact same times of night. Dats da real meat and ’taters of duh
reason ’dem nice folks has to find themselves going over to East River to see a
picture show.”
“And East River has ten times the crime rate we do. What gives?”
“Truth be told, the people committing the crimes in East River are not
committing them in front of the movie theaters; they’re in sections of the town
that very few people have reason to be in, and the quote unquote, good kids of
East River have weekend activities and civic centers to go to if they want
something to do.”
“While our kids walk around like grazing cattle.”
“Can we put them to work on a farm somewhere or something? That would be
something to do.”
“I don’t think so, sir,” said Officer Roy.
“Very well. What’s your story?”
“Well sir, we’re starting to get a lot of noise complaints from residents who
live near the north side of the Christina, up off Valley and West Bank Road, in
particular.”
“The Rock,” said Officer Sal, looking over at Officer Jim.
“The Rock?” officer Roy repeated.
“Yeah, it’s a place some kids go to clear their heads and be amongst their own
kind; a private kind of place for kids outside the mainstream.”
“It’s private alright,” Officer Roy reminded, “private property is what it is, and
those kids are trespassing. And if your definition of ‘clearing their heads’ is
sitting around doing drugs and having unprotected sex out in the open, then
you’re right. Because that is exactly what a lot of them are doing up there.”
“Aye. What kind of delinquents need be secluding demselves from udders?”
“First off, Roy, it ain’t private property,” said Officer Jim, pointing a big
brown finger.

“That’s right,” Officer Sal said defensively. “And Jim and I are the kinds of
delinquents that used to hang there when we were kids, if you must know
Darryl. Technically, it’s considered a public park. Check the books.”
“And we didn’t sit around doing drugs all day either, Roy. You say that like
you never did stuff like that in your life.”
“Maybe I did, maybe I didn’t, Jim; what’s important here is…”
“Why don’t you get off your high horse and come on down and talk to the rest
of us?”
“Easy Jim, we’re all just trying to do an impossible job here,” Officer Sal said,
giving him ‘a look’. “And besides Roy, a moment ago you were all for finding
kids a place to go and do things or, wait, does that just apply to certain kinds of
kids? The other kind can go straight to hell; is that it?”
“Sal!” The commissioner yelled, getting everyone’s attention. “Very well
then,” he continued, “it would seem that a top priority for the city is finding a
place for these kids, of all kinds, to go at night.” The commissioner stared
pensively. “Hmm….you know, it’s too bad we can’t make them go to school
seven days a week. We can’t do that can we, Darryl?”
“Aye, no sir, I don’t believe we can.”
“But you’ll check to be sure?”
“Yes sir.”
“The compassion in this room is overwhelming.”
“We’re cops, Sal. We don’t get paid to be compassionate; we get paid to bust
balls.”
“That’s crazy stuff, right there,” Officer Jim whispered under his breath.
“Okay. Fine, Darryl; and while you’re checking up that seven-day school rule,
let’s put forth the proposition of declaring that Rock thingy private property.
Perhaps if we can get a resident, or residents, to buy the land from the town,
then maybe we can at least do away with the bums who cause trouble over
there.”
“Okee-dokee sir. I tink dat would make folks very pleased.
“Whoa, whoa. You can’t do that,” Officer Jim protested.”
“Agreed. The Rock is considered by some to be a sort of landmark.”
“Listen Sal, we got kids terrorizing our tax payers and stealing radios…”
“Terrorizing? I think you need to look at a dictionary and…”
“Excuse me. I still have the floor.”
“Yes sir.”
“And a dirty floor it is, ain’t it?”
“Hush up, Darryl.”
“Yes sir…It’s just so filthy.”
“Now, speaking of those scum-bag B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., Sal, what do we have
so far on Captain H? We need to tie up this Vanesselli case; any progress yet?”

“Nothing direct, but things are getting very bizarre in his camp. The mole tells
me that Captain H believes this guy,” Officer Sal held up a picture. “Snowy
McPeet, is getting large quantities of drugs into the community and cutting in on
Captain H’s action. The mole says they've been ransacking Snowy’s house,
looking for leads so as to find out the source of the drugs.”
“So what? Another damn drug war amongst a bunch of punks,” said Officer
Jim. “Maybe we’ll get lucky and they’ll kill one another.”
“What do you mean, ransacking?” asked Officer Roy. “On a daily basis? Or
just one time?”
“No. Apparently they break into his home, a little room above his grand-birthgiver’s garage, and tear the place up once a week, looking for phone numbers,
drugs, anything that will lead them to the source who is selling to him.”
“But they never find anything? Maybe they’re barking up the wrong tree.”
“They’re pretty determined to find the source. That’s their main concern; not
Snowy. Captain H wants the guy selling to Snowy.”
“Aye, but we best keeps an eye on this Snowy McPeet character and makes
him one of our concerns. We’re here to keep the drugs of the street, me lads. Are
we not?”
“But if we bust him, Darryl, then the trail to the larger source goes cold,”
“True, Roy, true. But what do we do, keep these drugs on the street?”
“Why not?” said Jim.
“Here’s where it starts to get weird.” Officer Sal took a drag off his cigarette.
“My informant tells me that this Snowy guy believes his place is bugged and his
phone is tapped by the FBI; to the extent where he uses cue cards to
communicate important information to his friends and associates when in the
room.”
“Are you kidding me?”
“What does the FBI want with this guy?”
“Nothing,” said Sal. “I had coffee a couple of days ago with a buddy of mine,
who works for the Bureau. He assured me that there was no case or operation
involving this guy. They didn’t even know he existed until I brought it up.”
“Well he must be doing something to warrant such paranoia.”
“The bureaus’ thoughts exactly, Roy. And they intend to find out what that is.
My buddy, Al, says they opened a case on him immediately and are already
moved into the house across the street from his.”
“Jiminy Cricket, those guys move fast.”
“Only when they want to,” Commissioner Stromboli said, unimpressed.
“Anyway, if whatever’s going on over there is nothing worth their while, he’ll
turn any evidence over to us.”
“Yeah, sure,” Officer Jim retorted, “because the Feds are always helpful like
that.”

“He was the best man at my wedding, Jim. He’s on the up and up. If he
doesn’t end up helping us, then it’s because his hands are tied; not for lack of
want.”
“Mm-Hm.” Jim sat nodding in his chair. “Wait a minute! I’ve known you my
whole life, When the heck ’d’jew get married?”
“I wasn’t aware of that either, Sal,” the commissioner said.
“It didn’t last that long.”
“A night in Vegas, I’ll bet.” Officer Roy guessed.
“Yeah,” Officer Sal sighed.
“Well ain’t that sumpthin’. Did ya ’ave the Elvis impersonator do the
marriage, too?”
“I don’t want to talk about, Darryl. Okay?”
“Aye, easy me lad.”
“You brought it up Sergeant,” the commissioner reminded him.
“I know. Anyway. That’s where we are now on that issue. I also am about to
tie Captain H to the stolen radios, although he, nor any of his known gang
member have been directly involved. I’m working on something.”
“Okay. The next order of business, then, are these nasty out-of-towner
degenerates and their peasant families picnicking in our parks and beaches. Any
thoughts on how to deter these filthy scum?”

Secret Love
needed to be alone and think. After all that he did, he couldn’t very well
J ack
have asked Cannoli to leave; besides, Miles and Violet-Basia would be up and
walking around soon. So he drove to the only place borderline
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. like him could think; He went to The Rock. On his way, he
picked up a coffee and a six-pack of donuts. Jack didn’t drink coffee, but after a
night like last night, and a morning like this, he figured now as good as time as
any to start. If the surrounding neighbors of The Rock weren’t awake yet, they
were now as Jack drove his growling fierce beast to the end of the dead end road
and parked. He got out and walked down the dirt footpath, balancing the donuts
in one hand as he did. When he got to the end of it, he saw that he wasn’t going
to be alone. Through the bright sun shining off the water, directly at him, he
could only see the silhouette of someone sitting on The Rock facing away from

him. As he got closer, the silhouette turned around. “Hey,” it said, timidly. “I’m
sorry. I thought no one would be here. I don’t usually come here.”
“H-H-Hey Charlotte. Did you want to be alone, too?”
“Kinda. Unless you’re alone, too?”
Jack Carrot walked over to the flat part of The Rock and stood, unsure of
himself. “Yeah, I-I, I just wanted some time to think, I guess. I’ll, I’ll go.”
“No. Please sit with me. As long as you’re alone, I don’t mind. Please,” she
said, motioning to a spot right next to her on The Rock, “sit.”
Jack nestled himself in, took a sip of his coffee and opened the donut box.
“Donut?”
“Barely Bagels donuts?”
“What else?”
Charlotte took an inquisitive gander at the selection and decided against it,
“No. I’d better not. They’re fattening you know; one of the worst things you can
eat.”
“Is that right?” Jack said while smashing a cream filled donut into his face.
“Sure is.” She glanced again in the box. “Did you have your heart set on that
blueberry one?”
“All yours.”
“Thanks.” Charlotte reached over voraciously and grabbed the donut. “I’m so
friggin’ hungry, and besides,” she took a gigantic bite and swallowed before
continuing, “it’s not as if anyone’s looking at this mess of a body in the first
place.”
“Oh c’mon. Don’t give me that. Alex loves you…..a-a-and it’s far from a
mess, I assure you.”
“Alex likes it, sure. But he likes a lot of women.”
“Ah…….Is that why you’re alone?”
“How’s Cannoli?”
“Mmm.”
Charlotte Cummings nodded her head in the shameful disappointment of not
being able to share her secret, or Alex’s secret for that matter, and recognizing
that Jack was in the exact same boat. It was going to be a brief conversation. “So
I guess we’ve reached a stalemate.”
“A-a what?”
“We really can’t say anything to each other, so…..what’s the point? You’ve
got a secret, I’ve got a secret, but we can’t share them or we’ll be in big
trouble.”
“I don’t have a secret…” Jack wiped jelly and sugar off the side of his mouth,
“anymore.”
“So what’s the big deal then?” Charlotte instigated.
“The big deal is I don’t want to embarrass Cannoli any more than I have. I’ve
already hurt her, the least I can do is try to keep the whole thing a secret.”

“You mean about your screwing Anika?”
“Huh? Are you serious? How do you know that?”
Charlotte shrugged. “I don’t know. I guess I heard it somewhere, maybe White
Tom? I wasn’t sure whether or not to believe it though. People talk stuff;
unsubstantiated stuff at that, and I couldn’t imagine why a handsome guy like
you would want to fuck a fat pig like her, anyway; so I didn’t put a lot of stock
into it.”
“Thanks. I think.” Jack Carrot nodded his head. “But there’ nothing
unsubstantiated about it, I’m afraid.”
“Ah. Well hey; I’ve been fucking Mahdakis on a regular basis for the past
three years.”
“Whoackph!” Jack’s esophagus made a noise as his donut catapulted from his
mouth and splattered on to the ground.
“Nice.”
He looked at her in astonishment. “Holy shit.”
She began to cry, and cry hard. The words had been building up inside of her
for years. She was just as astonished as Jack was to hear them. “I-I…I’ve never
told a soul this before, Jack.” Her tears were uncontrollable and Jack put his
arms around her for comfort. She accepted and put her arms around him. “I, I
love him. Oh my God, I’m not a bad person, Jack. I’m not a whore, am I?”
“No. No, not at all.” ‘Of course you are.’ he thought as he pat her on the back.
They pulled away from each other and Charlotte wiped her cheek. “I’m sorry,
I needed to get that off my chest.”
“Does Alex know?”
“NO! Not at all. He thinks I’m a good girl. Please, Jack, Please. Don’t ever tell
a soul.”
“Okay.” Jack chuckled. “So what makes you think no one’s looking at you
then, when you have not one, but two guys?”
“Alex is fucking around and now Mahdakis wants to get serious with Jezebel.”
“Get serious? I thought he was serious.” Jack pulled back and looked Charlotte
over, up and down.
“What? What’s the matter?”
“I can see it. I can see how you two would be good together; Mahdakis, I
mean.”
Charlotte smiled then lost it as she recollected last year. “I had my chance with
him, seriously that is, but I blew it. He was free Jack, and he came to me, but I
turned him down.”
“Every…everything happens for a reason. You’re probably doing the right
thing now, for whatever reason.”
She looked up to Jack with shame on her face. “I know you like Alexander.
You guys hang out sometimes.”

“Sometimes, but he’s, he’s not a real close friend or anything. Besides, who
am I to judge now? I know I have my reasons, so you probably have yours.”
She shook her head. “No. Just like to fuck him…a lot! What’s your deal with
Anika?”
Jack Carrot tried to wipe the boyish grin off his face then turned his head
away, “Nah, I can’t tell you.”
“Hey pal, I just told you my darkest secret. Let’s have it.”
“Okay…okay….” Jack began to laugh. “Oh man...”
“C’mon!”
“Okay, she…she, she lets me do her in the ass.”
Charlotte let out a preposterous cackle and when she finally caught her breath,
she put her hand on his forearm and said, “Well there you have it! Good for
you!”
“I feel stupid now.”
“Don’t. So it’s not Cannoli’s thing. Jezebel doesn’t do that for Mahdakis
either.”
Jack raised his eyebrows. “Meaning that you must?”
“Hey, I’m the mistress. Ass fucking is best left for us, is it not?”
“So, so, so what about Alex?”
“Beats me. He’s never asked. I guess it’s not his thing; besides, I wouldn’t do
it with him anyway.”
“Yeah, weird. I-I-I wouldn’t want to do it to Cannoli either, like Alex
probably; I have too much respect for her. I’d, feel, I’d feel foolish even asking.
It’s just something you don’t think about doing to the one you really love.”
“It’s something that’s better left…..for….for different types ….of …people.”
Charlotte trailed off and thought for a moment. “Then again, I’m not his
mistress. But she is…maybe she……..” Charlotte collected her thoughts for a
moment and said very slowly, “Maybe she does. Maybe that’s what Alex is after
her for?”
“Mm.”
“Is that the only thing that binds you and Anika, forgive the pun.”
“Ha! But no, I mean yeah, it’s why I keep her in mind, sure; but I also like to
hang out with her.”
“The same way you like Cannoli?”
“No. I love Cannoli.”
“You just don’t like to hang out with her.”
“Would you stop it?”
“But would you be so eager to go back to Anika if she didn’t go that extra
mile?”
“It is a good selling point, I, I must admit.”
“After all, Jack, she does resemble Cannoli a bit. Maybe in the back of your
mind your doing Cannoli in the ass.”

“Maybe. I never thought about it before.”
“Well think about this, the woman….I mean the cunt, that Alexander is
screwing, looks just like me!”
“Hmm.”
“Maybe that’s all you guys want them for.”
“Then maybe that’s all you side-girls want us to do to you?”
“Well that’s just not the case, trust me. It’s fun once in a while, but...”
“How…how often do ah….you know, you and Mahdakis?”
“Fuck? All the time.”
“No, i-i-in the back door. If you, if you don’t mind telling me.”
“I kind of do, Jack. But since you ask, only once….and a half.”
“A half?”
“Let’s just say twice for argument’s sake….and once was sort of against my
will.”
“Whoa, that’s, that’s, kind of hot, isn’t it?”
“You wanna bend over for a minute and let me show you how hot it is?”
“Ha-ha-ha….no thanks.”
The two of them got quiet for a moment and stared at the river, giving
reflection. “Are we bad people, Jack?”
He shook his head affirmatively, “Yeah, I guess so. I mean, we’re hurting the
one’s we love the most.”
“Speak for yourself. Love’s got very little to do with Alex’s and mine’s
convenient little…arrangement…..if you will.”
“That’s weird. Love’s everything between Cannoli and I.”
“You are going to have kids and everything?”
“Yeah…eventually. Sh-sh-she wants them more than I, but, but I want them,
too; just not right away.”
“Sounds like maybe we should switch partners. So now what? You going to
stop seeing Anika?”
“I kind of have to, don’t you think? I mean, I’m busted.”
“Alex got busted too. But he told me that was too bad. He’s the man, he can do
whatever he wants….needs, men have needs that I apparently don’t understand.
But if he ever caught me cheating, he’d leave for good, and there would go our
little ‘special arrangement’.”
“Damn. If I told that to Cannoli, she’d smack the shit out of me. What is this
arrangement, anyway?”
“Nothing outrageous. It’s just that we happen to both be Black Americans of
wealth whose families get along, so it makes sense that we should hook up and
be husband and wife, and procreate, and all that other nonsense.”
“Regardless of how you really feel about one another?”
“Regardless.”
“And, and what about Mahdakis?”

Charlotte paused before speaking. “Mahdakis is my lifeline sometimes. He
reminds me that I’m human. He reminds me that I’m a woman of independence,
that I too have needs; needs I don’t get from the other guy, and needs he is more
than happy to take care of. He allows me to feel….sometimes bad, but at least it
is still feeling. There’s nothing worse than being numb. In short, he makes me
real.”
“Wow. That uh, sounds a lot different than what’s going on with Anika and
me….a lot different.”
“I never told him I love him; not directly anyway, or without it being initiated
by him saying it first to me, but I do, I guess. What really sucks, is that our last
time together, we had a little blowout; I may have instigated it, but either way,
we’re not speaking right now.”
“So what’s the problem then?” the naked fat man said, emerging from the
river, dripping wet. He put his hands on his hips and faced them directly. “If you
love him, you be with him. What is there to think about?”
“Moon, how about putting some clothes on? There’s a lady present.”
“Oh no.” Charlotte waved and smiled. “Don’t get dressed on my account.
Nothing turns me on more than a fat, middle aged, hairy white man.”
“Nice girl, here.”
“Hey…if you walk around naked, you have to be ready for the comments.”
“Ah, whatever; besides, I’m not white, I’m Italian.”
“I never would’ve guessed,” Charlotte egged on, “because that there looks
more like a raisin than a sausage.”
“Funny.”
“Well get dressed on my account, then!” Jack said, growing angry, having to
stare at his shriveled penis.
Moon walked behind them, out of sight, but still in earshot, and dressed
himself as he continued his thoughts. “You guys are too young to be worrying
about such things. I couldn’t help but over hear; this Alex guy, he’s no good for
you, even if you are a smartass. What’s more, if you’re going to live your life
only on what makes sense and what the most logical option is, instead of what
simply makes you feel good, then you’re going to have a very long, unhappy life
ahead of you because let me tell you something…uh….Charlotte, right?”
“Mm-Hm.”
“You don’t get second chances in this life, Charlotte. You have to learn to
make the most of what God has given you for this one day that you are in now.
There’s no guarantee you’ll see tomorrow; I hope you do, but just in case…” He
walked over to them, now with clothes on and towel drying his thin hair. “I
know you all think I’m nuts, and it doesn’t look like I do much with my life, and
maybe I don’t, but you know what? I do what makes me feel good, and
swimming naked in this water makes me feel good.” Moon sat on the rock next
to her, and looked at them both with intensity. “Because there was a time awhile

back when my wife and I would come here and swim naked together, a time
before you kids started hanging out here.”
“A-and she won’t come and swim now because of us.”
“She swims in the heavens with God.”
“Oh my.”
“She never made it home one night after work. She only worked a mile and a
half away, but still…you never know. You never know when the last time you
look at someone is, or what the last words to that person will be.” Moon stood
up and put a light jacket on over his stained t-shir. “So make damn sure you live
life like it’s gonna end soon, because it might, and YOU!” He pointed to Jack.
“This Anchor bitch…”
“Anika”
“Whatever. She is distracting you from your real love. Get her out of your life
and back to that little squat blonde, I always see you with; you two are very
happy together. Don’t blow it for a piece of ass…and YOU!” He pointed at
Charlotte. “Make things right with that Markus freak.”
“Mahdakis”
“Whatever his name, you love him, you desire him, and you have one life, and
it is yours…not your parents, not your educators, and not your boyfriend's. And
if that boyfriend of yours still insists upon cheating, fuck him. You’re a hot little
piece; you shouldn’t have any problem getting a man you love…unless you’re
going to live your life based on what makes the most sense, and not what feels
right……the right thing to do is in your heart, not on a piece of paper, because
what is the right thing to do for one person is not necessarily the right thing for
another. You two are opposites. You, Jack, must rid yourself of that filthy whore
you keep on the sides, yet you, Missy, must hold on to that man you keep in the
shadows.” He started walking away, up the dirt footpath. They waited until
Moon was far gone before talking again.
Charlotte sighed and said, “Well, things are sometimes easier said than done.
Thanks Moon, for making me feel like shit.”
“Well, wait….Wh-why? Why is it easier said than done? Do you really think
that…that Mahdakis and Jez are, are going to last forever?”
“Till death do them part.”
“Ha. That may be sooner than you think. There’s something that not many
people realize, and that is that they fight just as much as they love. Man, she
drives him nuts.”
“He adores her pussy more than anything, he told me as much.”
“Oh well, there you have it.”
“Woman’s got power now.”
“W-whether she wants it or not.”
They both burst out in harmless laughter and then Charlotte said, “So what’s
your deal? I told you how he makes me feel, but you haven’t said anything about

Anika and how she makes you feel. Why are you doing this behind Cannoli’s
back? And don’t say for the ass fucking; that’s just stupid, and I won’t buy it.”
Jack was quiet for a moment as he was carefully choosing his words. “Well,
well, I’m … I don’t know. I’m just not ready to settle down quite yet. Cannoli
says stuff about getting a home and finding the right career and so forth and
sometimes I just wanna be a nineteen-year-old and not be bothered with any of
that, you know?”
Charlotte gave him a look of disapproval. “Nineteen is just the right age to
start thinking about these things you know. If you can’t handle that concept,
then perhaps you need to rethink your future with such a woman as Cannoli.
Because if living in a second floor apartment above a hardware store with eight
cats and doing lines all day when you’re thirty-five is your thing, then maybe
you should be with Anika.”
Jack raised an open hand above her face. “SHUT THE FUCK UP,
CHARLOTTE, OR I’LL…” Charlotte was more surprised than frightened, as
she had never seen this side of Jack before. ‘Are all guys assholes?’ she
wondered as she stood her ground and stared wincingly at him. “Shit,” Jack said,
realizing what he was doing. He tried to approach her. “I’m sorry, Charlotte, I’m
so sorry. It’s just…”
“DON’T TOUCH ME, FUCKER! I’ll fuck yer shit up intuh tomarra!” She
stepped back while displaying a fist. “Where do you get off talking to a woman
that way? I think you’d best be goin’ now.”
Jack backed off and gave her room. “No. No, I’m not going to go, because
Moon is right about never knowing what the last thing you say to someone
might be, and, and I couldn’t live with myself if you died later on.”
“The feelin’ ain’t mutual.”
“I-I-I can’t even live with myself right now,” Jack said, not paying attention to
her words. “I don’t know what came over me. I’m not like this. I, You, you
touched a nerve, is all.” Charlotte put her fists down with caution. “I’m not
going to hurt you…now …or ever.”
“Oh, I know dat!”
“I just didn’t need to hear those things. If-if-if I wanted to hear those things,
I’d be with Cannoli right now.”
She cleared her throat and focused once again on proper dialect. “Perhaps that
would be the best place for you right now.”
“You’re right.” He extended his hand to her, which she reluctantly accepted.
“But let’s walk up the path together.” As Charlotte followed, he tried changing
to a lighter topic. “Hey, I like the, uh…accent. You should talk like that more
often. Is that how you really talk?”
“I don’t know,” she said, obviously bothered by the question. “It is how I
really talked at one point, I know that.” Realizing she was no longer in danger,
Charlotte pulled herself together and regained full composure as they walked

onto the wooded path. “Isn’t Cannoli going to college this year, anyway?
Because that will definitely buy you another four years of playtime, you know.”
“That’s right. That’s right.” Jack smiled. “Another four years before I have to
be….responsible.” They laughed together, and he continued, “Yeah, didn’t,
didn’t you hear? She got accepted to UPenn.”
“Me too! You’re kidding me!”
“No. No, not at all.”
“She’s going to be an Ivy Leaguer?”
“I guess so. She’s going to live on campus and everything.”
“So am I. Hmm, I should talk to her about being roommates. That would
surely make the transition a lot easier.”
“There you go; awesome idea. The two of you bunk mates….but ah, no matter
what, you…you’re not going to ever say anything to her are you?”
“Me? I should be asking you that question. I think my situation’s a little more
grave.”
Jack nodded. “Yeah, I guess we both have reasons to keep our lips sealed.”
As they reached the dead end road where their cars were parked. She stopped
and asked, “Are you off to see Cannoli now?”
“I think, I think I’d like to give her a little bit more time to be alone, then
yeah…I’m gonna go over tonight and be with her. See if she’ll take me back,
beg for forgiveness; that kind of thing.”
“Good. She deserves that. And what about Anika, hmm? What are you going
to do about that situation?”
“Jack got in his car and smiled out the open window as the beastly 454 engine
started up. “Give my, give my regards to Mahdakis, will ya?”

Welcome Home (Sanitarium)
had been stranded in the discharge waiting room with his large
P umpkinhead
duffle bag and two suitcases for nearly ten hours. He called home several

times for a ride but got no answer. After waiting for another two hours, he
decided to call around and leave voice messages on various friends’ machines.
Nobody had called back. It was going on seven o’clock and he still had not
received word that someone was coming to pick him up. The issue was, the

birth-givers were on vacation at their time-share in Florida. Pumpkinhead didn’t
know this because they didn’t tell him. They didn’t tell him because they knew
he talked to Mahdakis, and if Mahdakis knew, then he’d be in the house and
possibly even have wild parties. Skeeter knew because he was left in charge to
take care of things while they were gone. But it was a Saturday evening and
Skeeter was out partying with his friends.
A kind older black woman opened the door to the waiting room. She was
pushing a wheel chair and had a hospital guard to her side. “Your ride’s here,
sir.”
“Oh…Oh really?” Pumpkinhead said astonished. “I ah….didn’t expect
anyone, but, well that’s cool,” he said, reaching to pick up his bags; But the
security guard intercepted him.
“Jeff will take them outside for you. I have to wheel you out in this,” she said
smiling; her eyes motioning at the wheelchair.
“Seriously?”
“Yes. Hospital formalities. Silly, but they take it very serious around her.
C’mon.”
The hospital staffers wheeled Pumpkinhead out to the curb where a 1974 white
Mustang sat waiting for him. ‘Jezebel?’ he thought.
“Hey buddy! What’s up with that chair, cat got your legs? Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“Floyd?”
“It sure the hell ain’t Santa Clause.”
The staffers shoved the bags into the trunk of the car and pushed the empty
wheelchair back inside. Floyd and Pumpkinhead embraced in a hug. “Damn! It’s
good to see you, dude. Wow!”
Floyd smiled assuredly and they got back into the car and started their way out
of the security-ridden parking lot. “So? How was it? You still wanna kill
yourself, or what?” Floyd said smiling as they passed the first checkpoint.
“Nah. Nah, that was stupid, man. Real stupid.”
“Yep. It was, but you’re in luck because we all do stupid things and you’re
even luckier because you’re still alive to be in the company of those stupid
people who do them…..Hold on…..” Floyd rolled down the window for the
guard at the last gate and showed him his identification. “Floyd, Floyd
Baxter….How much? I’m picking someone up; I have to pay for that?”
“Dude, I’m sorry, I’m broke……I had no idea.”
“Alright, here.” Then turning to Pumpkinhead, Floyd whispered, “Fuckin’
robbery right here, I tell ya……………yeah, thanks. Nice doing business with
you.” And as they drove on out to the main road, Floyd handed a freshly rolled
bone over to Pumpkinhead. “Welcome home, dude.”
“AH YEAH!” Pumpkinhead’s face lit up as he took the joint, sparked it up,
and inhaled it in orgasmic solitude for the next mile.

Floyd, giving him all the time he needed to regroup, finally said, “Been a
while since you had any of that I’ll bet, huh?”
“Oh yeah….this is excellent man. Fuckin’ aye! You’re the best.”
Pumpkinhead inhaled some more then gave thought. “So where the hell is my
brother and my birth-givers anyway? Did Skeeter finally snap and murder
everybody”
“I don’t know. No one sees much of Mahdakis lately except for Tony,
Tommy and Jezebel. He wasn’t at the house.”
“You’re house?”
“You’re house.”
“When were you at my house? And why do you have Jezebel’s car?”
“It’s not her car anymore; she gave it to your brother.”
“So, why isn’t he driving it?”
“Good question. I have no idea.”
“But you talked to him, right? I mean, here you are driving his car. How’s that
happen?”
“Oh….well when I woke up I noticed the Ford keys just sitting on the dresser,
then when I was downstairs getting something to eat, I saw the answering
machine blinking so I played it back to see who called. It was you.”
“I didn’t call you, dude.”
“No, but you called home, and then you called Snowy’s, and then Snowy
called your house and left the message that you were stranded, although I’m not
sure why. I mean, you called him to say that no one was at your house and you
needed a ride, so why would he call your house looking to tell someone there
that you needed a ride? What’s up with that?”
“Huh? Dude, where the fuck were you when all this happened?”
“At your house.”
“My house? With who?”
“No one. I was in the neighborhood and tired, so I stopped in thinking Skeeter
would let me take a shower, and the door was unlocked. Then I took a nap on
Mahdakis’s bed. The rest is history.”
“I guess,” Pumpkinhead said, shaking his head in confusement.
“A bill-collector called.”
“Oh yeah?”
“Yeah, and some guy wanting to trade shifts with your fake-male-birth-giver
next week.”
“Hmm....so hey, speaking of history, what have I missed?”
Floyd gave consideration before answering; searching his memory banks for
anything noteworthy. “Not much really, let’s see….Oh…Okay, Boodles quit
the band and now works for Open Fly.”
“No way! Open Fly? The F.A.G.G. Metal dudes?”
“The ones.”

“Why?”
“Money….and because she says she can’t work with Pock because he’s a
homo.”
“He is? When did that happen?”
“Probably years ago, but the proof of it came out at a party up off Twisty Turn
Trails. She caught him in bed with ten other guys; they were doing the train
thing, you know where they all fuck each other up the ass at the same time, and
the guy in the back sucks off the guy in front in order to form a circle?”
“Are you serious, man?”
“Oh yeah, she said she saw it with her own eyes.”
“Not that, bro. I mean, how does the guy in back manage to suck off a guy
behind him while he’s jamming some other guy in front of him?”
“Hey, I don’t know. It’s not like I’m well versed in this sort of thing. I’m just
telling you what I hear!”
“Alright, I can dig it. Anything else?”
“Well, speaking of Pock, he’s pretty perturbed right now. It seems that your
brother and Tony drove all the way back to Delaware from New York not
realizing they had left him pissing on a wall back in Chinatown.”
“Chinatown? What the fuck were they doing in Chinatown?”
“Looking for a pretzel.”
“Say what?”
“I’m just telling you what I heard.”
“No one realized that he wasn’t in the fuckin’ car?”
“Well, truth be told, your brother was pretty busy getting a blowjob from your
cousin.”
“My cousin? Jeanette?”
“I guess. I never met her. Is she from Connecticut?”
“Yeah.”
“She went to the concert at the Garden and they ran into each other.”
“My cousin, Jeanette, sucked off my brother in the back of a car?? With Tony
there?”
“Between you and me, I think Tony was pounding her from the other side.”
“No way dude….not my cousin….what concert was this?”
“The Ted Smith show.”
“No, my cousin is all into New Wave and weird shit like that, she hates
metal.”
“I’m tellin’ you what I heard! From Nicki herself; she was there.”
“She was there too? Watching?”
“I guess.”
“Kinky, man, kninky.” Pumpkinhead pondered. “Huh….Well, they always
were pretty close cousins.”

“I’ll say. But that’s why they forgot Pock and that’s why Pock is pissed and
not going to show up for practices, which sucks because White Tom went out
and got them all a bunch of gigs all over Maryland and Pennsylvania. They’re
gonna be happy to see you back on the road with them.”
“They’re a band again?”
“I guess. Just not with Copper Tom. Some full length tape they made that they
forgot about; they’re shopping it around now and going to try and get exposure.”
“How do you forget about making a full length demo tape?”
“How do you forget about a person in Chinatown? Or forget you have a car to
drive? I think your brother has his head a little far up Jez’s ass, if you ask me.”
“I’m sure it’s not just up her ass.”
“Yeah? Ya think we ought to check her lap, too?”
“You can. That’s not for me.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee! Me neither.”
There was a long pause, as Pumpkinhead sat shaking his head from left to
right, the said, “So…..he forgot he had a car?”
“Yeah, Snowy said he walked all the way across town to his place this
morning because he forgot he had a car in the driveway, which reminds me,
your weed is at Snowy’s; so unless you have other plans, I thought you’d like to
swing down there and pick it up. Snowy said there’s a key under the rider lawn
mower seat.”
“He’s not gonna be there?”
“Nah. He’s out with Andrea somewhere.”
There was another long pause as Pumpkinhead scratched his cheeks. “You
ever met her? Andrea, that is?”
“No. You?”
“Uh-uh.” Pumpkinhead shook his head ‘no’. “Well what about you? How you
dewin’ bro?”
“Great! I got a job with Carl stealin’ radios for Captain H.”
“Most excellent. It’s important to be fulfilled in life and always do what makes
you happy.”
“I should remember that and tell it to the cops if we ever get busted.”
“Right on.”
“Oh, and speaking of Snowy, check this out.” Floyd lit a cigarette and blew
out the match. “Snowy thought his place was bugged by the FBI and that his
phone was tapped.”
“Gotta watch out for the man, bro.”
“Yeah, but it was nothin’ the whole time. But meanwhile, he made all of us
communicate on laminated cue cards.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!! Oh man….He’s got some ingenuity, I’ll give him that.”
“He’s got some paranoia, is what he’s got.”
“Far out man, far out.”

“Let’s see…what else…..oh yeah…much rumblings in the world of love.”
“Ah man, I don’t wanna hear none of that.”
Floyd carried on anyway, “Jack’s fucking Anika behind Cannoli’s back, and
Violet is blackmailing him for cash, so that she won’t tell on him.”
“Sinister, yo…sinister…..wait….Anika Gilbarti, the fat bitch from The
Valley?”
“Pleasantly plump is the nice way of saying it.”
“Why? He’s already got a fat bitch, dude. What’s his problem?”
“I know. You’d think the whole idea behind an affair is to get something you
don’t already get at home.”
“Exactly….not another fat bitch to sit on his face…Eeew. Yuck.”
“Maybe Cannoli doesn’t suck dick,” Floyd suggested.
“No. She sucks it; she sucks it good, too. Those heavy girls all give good head;
they suck that shit till they’re blue in the face and ready to pass out.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee!” Floyd caught his breath. “Oh yeah! Speaking of blowjobs,
Kim caught Dakota giving Moe some head in the bathroom last night and beat
the shit out of her; smashed her head through a mirror and everything.”
“Holy crap, dude. Lucky guy, but what’s Carl doing about it?”
“No one’s told him yet.”
“But everyone saw it?”
“Oh yeah, but no one wants to hurt his feelings.”
“Dude!”
“Hey, everyone saw Jezebel coming out of the woods last night with some kid
from high school, but no one’s gonna tell Mahdakis anything either.”
“That bitch.”
“Sounds like he had a good time too; you know with your cousin and all?”
“She ain’t my cousin yo, I assure you.”
“Whatever you say. Gossip man, too much fuckin’ gossip.”
“Makes the world go around, huh?”
“Makes me wanna get off.....So that’s the scoop? That’s what’s going on?”
“As far as I know; I’m sure there’s other things going on that I don’t know
about.”
“Hm. so pretty much status quo then, huh?”
“Yeah. You really ain’t missed much. You hungry? I picked up some Big Mic
burgers from McDuffs in case you were.”
“Oh yeah! Break those out, homeboy!”
“Right in the back.” Floyd pointed with his thumb. “On the seat.”
They drove in silence for the next few miles as Pumpkinhead scoffed down
one, then two, then three Big Mic burgers when suddenly the car started shaking
violently. “What the fuck, yo?”
“I don’t know,” Floyd said, nervously reading all the gauges and guiding the
car over to the side of the road. “Shit,” Floyd finally said, as the car stopped.

“What’s up with this thing?”
“I don’t know. It sounds like the tranny just went. Look.” He put it in drive
and hit the gas pedal, and as the engine roared, the car went nowhere.
“Nothing’s happening.”
They both got out of the car and accessed their situation. Pumpkinhead said,
“Well shit, we’re only a couple miles away. You wanna walk?”
“Looks like we really have no choice. I’ll have Carl come down here
tomorrow and take a look at it. HOLY SHIT!” Floyd yelled, crouching to the
ground and pointing up at the sky. “LOOK AT THAT!!!”
Pumpkinhead also crouched down and looked up to see the same bright blue
and pink lights that Floyd did, zooming just over their heads. When they passed,
they both stood up straight, and Pumpkinhead put his hand on Floyd’s shoulder.
“I told you, bro. They’re here……It’s time.”

Signs

M

eanwhile, just up the road at Snowy’s, Captain H, Rad, and Muffin Man
stood in the middle of the room, turning their heads slowly, as if
admiring their handy work. Thanks to them, the room was a mess; dresser
drawers wide open with their contents thrown haphazardly on the floor, the lone
closet door wide open with the fishing pole leaning outward, Snowy’s mattress
turned upside down, amongst other things. The only items left untouched were
the laminated boards sitting upright with written messages, presumably for
intruders. “What the fuck?”
“I don’t know. This is weirdin’ me out,” Muffin Man said, twirling a tootsie
Pop in his mouth.
“One thing’s for sure, if he’s conducting business, he ain’t doin’ it here,” said
Rad.
“What the fuck is this?” Muffin Man said, transfixed on the signs. “Maybe
he’s got another place where he keeps his stash.”
“Maybe,” Captain H acknowledged. Also unable to look away from the
cryptic writings. “You think he’s on to us? Breaking in here, I mean?”
“I don’t know, why?”

“What the fuck are these for, if not some sort of a message to us?” Captain H
was pointing to the signs.
Rad walked over, picked one up, and read it to himself: BE QUIET WHEN
YOU COME IN. DON’T SAY A WORD! “It’s like he knew we were
coming.”
“And doesn’t want us alarming his grand-birth-givers?”
Captain H looked at Muffin Man with skepticism, but considered his thought.
“Nah, I don’t think so.” Then, rubbing his chin, said, “Unless he knows we’re on
to him and he is treating this like some sort a joke. You know?”
“He’s rubbing our noses in it,” said Rad, picking up another board. “Look at
this one.” I KNEW ABOUT THE FLYING MACHINE, DIDN’T I?
“The flying machine?……Hmmm….What do you think he’s trying to say?”
“It’s code for something, I’ll bet.”
“The heroin? Flying high on H?”
“Maybe that bad batch of PCP we sold that dude from Trenton? You know,
the one who thought he could fly off a roof while riding a bicycle.”
“I don’t know. Let’s see what else he’s got here,” said Rad.
While Rad was busy thumbing through the signs as if they were record
albums, Captain H got a closer look at the bed. “This pillow doesn’t match the
rest.”
“Hey look,” Muffin Man said, picking something off the floor. “A Thankfully
Deceased ticket. It’s still good. What’s he going to this show for?”
“Who cares? Look at what we got here.” Captain H pulled out the contents of
the pillow case. “Well, well, well. It seems that Snowy is quite the assertive little
entrepreneur; it looks like he’s expanding, branching out; he’s not just selling
cocaine to our customers…”
“He’s netting some of Pumpkinhead’s, too.”
Captain H picked up the huge bag of weed and yelled in anger, “WHAT THE
FUCK IS THIS GUY TRYING TO DO, CORNER THE ENTIRE DRUG
MARKET?!! I’LL KILL THIS MOTHER FUCKER……IS HE CRAZY??!!” In
his fit of anger, Captain H kicked a jar out from under the bed that rolled and
smashed against the wall by Rad’s feet, spilling its contents of urine all over his
shoes.
“AH MAN! WHAT THE FUCK!”
Muffin Man stood fascinated, scratching the back of his neck with the ticket.
“He’s got the place bobby-trapped with bottles of piss. Holy shit. Let’s get out
of here.”
Captain H stared at the ticket and opened his mouth as if to talk, but Rad
quickly put the brakes on his verbiage by holding up another sign. “Here’s one
that isn’t so funny. Goddamn it, I hope this shit comes out of my sneakers.” He
motioned for them to read the sign: I THINK NOW THE FBI HAS BEEN

TIPPED OFF AND IS MONITORING MY EVERY MOVE. I’M SERIOUS!
THE PLACE IS BUGGED!
Captain H got wide-eyed and said, “Something’s very wrong here.”
“Yeah, shouldn’t there be a comma in that first sentence?” Muffin Man bit into
the center of the Tootsie Pop as Captain H slapped him on the side of the head.
“Ow!”
“Shh.” Captain H motioned for them all to remain silent as he walked over to
the sitting area and picked up a Tie-dye T-shirt, displaying it to the other two,
and then, walking over to Muffin Man, he grabbed the ticket and read it
carefully, then put it back on the dresser, as he did with the shirt. He stepped
towards the door and motioned in silence for them to leave with him.
Rad pointed to the weed and let out an inquisitive, “Ah….”
For whatever reason, Captain H nodded his head ‘no’ and they followed him
out, running into Squid as they did. “Hey mane! What’s up, killers? Let’s get up
stairs and talks about some shit! Let’s find out what dis fucker’s up to!”
Squid tried to run quickly upstairs to the room but was grabbed around the
waist by Rad’s right arm; an arm that immediately found a knife jabbing into it,
as Squid began screaming, “WHAT THE FUCK MAN? WHAT ARE YOU
DOING TO ME? LEAVE ME ALONE! WHAT’S WRONG WITH YOU
GUYS? DON’T FUCK WITH ME, MAN!!”
Rad temporarily fell to the floor and Muffin Man tackled Squid. He wrestled
with him as they both rolled down the stairs on to the feet of Captain H., who
put his foot on Squid's torso and whispered, “Outside!”

I Wanna Be No Hero

T

hey decided to leave the bags in the trunk of the car, as opposed to carrying
it up the road and back down again; not to mention the fact that they would
be carrying a pillowcase full of weed with them on the way back as well. There
was a liquor store next door to Snowy’s place; it was closed but it had a
payphone outside of it. They were hoping to get a hold of
someone….anyone…..to come and pick them up. The most logical ones to call
were Jack Carrot, Pock, or Violet-Basia, who had just recently gotten her license
and purchased an old Pinto. Those three were the closest. But none of them were
at the house, or they couldn’t hear the phone in the hallway ringing. Carl nor

Dakota had a car, so they were useless. Mahdakis was definitely useless, Jezebel
wasn’t answering the phone, or was out. Boodles wasn’t talking to anyone
anymore, and Pablo was God-knows-where. So, with nowhere else to turn they
called Tony; thankfully, he picked up. “You’re where?”
“Snowy’s place.”
“So what?”
“We’re stuck here.”
“Yeah, well I’m not! I’m way the fuck out in Camden these days, and what’s
more, I think I’ve had just about enough of you and your twisted family for a few
days. No offense, I mean, I’m glad you're out of the nut ward and all, you must
be ecstatic, but I ain’t goin’ nowhere tonight.”
“No shit, Camden, huh?”
“Yeah, no shit; and I’m with someone, someone I want to get naked with; so
tonight is kind of bad for me.”
“She can get naked down here if she wants……it is a she, right?”
“What? What the fuck is that supposed to mean?!”
“I don’t know. I’ve been away for a while. People change, apparently.”
“Not like that, they don’t.”
“Oh…alright…….is she hot?”
“Yeah! Are we done here, Pumpkinhead?”
“I’d like to meet her.”
“I don’t share anymore.”
“So you can’t come down to Delaware and pick us up, then?”
“I’m in another fuckin’ state! Call someone closer!”
There was a long pause before he said to Tony, “I could give you an ounce of
weed.”
“We’ll be there in an hour.”
After hanging up the phone, Pumpkinhead and Floyd made their way through
the dark garage and found the key to the upstairs door right where Snowy said it
would be. “It wasn’t even locked,” Floyd said, as he entered and fumbled in the
darkness for some lighting.
Pumpkinhead pulled a string hanging from the ceiling near the center of the
room and lit up the place. “Jesus Christ!” he said, staring at the room’s state of
disarray. “What a fuckin’ slob! Look at this place.”
“I guess he wasn’t expecting company.” Floyd sniffed. “Do you smell piss?”
“Fuckin’ aye dude, it smells like a bathroom at Eagles stadium.”
“Maybe a tornado went through here.” Floyd said, beginning to pick clothes
up off the floor.
“And forgot to flush…Floyd, what are you doing?”
“Straightening up a bit. No?”

“No! Fuck that, dude. It’s not our place. What if we put stuff back where it
doesn’t belong? He’s liable to be twice as pissed. Besides, you don’t go through
a man’s stuff.”
“You don’t?”
“No.” Pumpkinhead walked towards the bed, eyeing the oddball pillowcase.
“Come to papa,” he said, picking it up and examining the contents. “Jackpot,
dude! One pound of primo bud, right from Chile.”
“South American bud, huh?”
“And distributed in White Plains, New York.” He put his nose over it and
inhaled. “Aaahhhh….smell this dude.”
Floyd put his face over the open pillow case and mimicked.
“Aaahhhh……Mmm, nice.”
“Let’s smoke some of this shit, man.”
“Let’s.”
The two stoner-friends sat on Snowy’s bed with their backs to the wall and
their feet up on top of the blankets with their shoes still on. They had packed a
hefty size bowl, finished it, and were now packing a second one. Floyd exhaled
and said, “So, did you have time to polish up any of your superhero skills while
you were in there?”
“I could’ve, but something occurred to me while I was in there, and unable to
wear my superhero outfit.”
“What’s that?” Floyd handed him the joint.
“Polyester makes my skin break out in dry patches.”
“No shit?”
“Yep.” Pumpkinhead inhaled a large hit and held it. “I always thought my
recent rashes of dry skin were something that I inherited as I came into puberty.”
(exhale) “But I haven’t had a single skin problem in the past month or so, since I
haven’t been wearing the polyester costume.”
“So…..what…you have to request a different fabric?”
“I did that in a nicely typed letter to the committee, but they rejected it. I have
to wear the required uniform, or not at all.” He handed the joint back to Floyd.
“You mean, run around naked with only a cape on?”
“No, asshole. They mean tough shit; if I wanna be a hero, I have to wear this
and endure the physical side effects.”
(Inhale-exhale) “That’s bullshit, man.”
“It is, and I’m not really into saving lives and fighting for justice if I have to
have ugly dry skin while doing it.”
“So what are you going to do?” Floyd said handing the joint back to him.
Pumpkinhead took another hit off the joint and gave pensive composure. “I
think I’d like to be a wizard instead.”
“A wizard, huh?”

“Yeah.” he handed the joint back to Floyd. “Then I can wear cotton fabrics,
such as the cloaks they wear.”
“I thought those were made out of llama hide.”
“Maybe back in the old days, but not anymore.”
“Right…right.” Floyd exhaled and said, “And ya know what else? You can
pack on a few pounds without anyone noticing.”
“Right on…right on.”

Rock In A Hard Place

S

quid was shoved into the trunk of a car and driven down the road passed the
New Castle Airport, less than a mile from Snowy’s. The place he was
driving to was The Battery Park Rock Quarry, a very secluded place that hadn’t
been used in over a decade, and perfect for loud types of activities because of
the neighboring runways. He was lying in one of the gravel pits and being
worked over by Captain H.. Muffin Man had taken Squid’s car and driven Rad
to a nearby hospital.
“What gives, motherfucker?!” Captain H stood above Squid holding an old
rusty spaded shovel in the air.
“I told you, mane. He was puttin’ the move on Hedduh last Sat-day. A man’s
got right to defend his honor.” Hedduh was an extremely attractive, well-toned
white girl with blonde hair who was going through her ‘fuck my birth-givers, I’ll
show ’em’ phase, and was getting the rebellious angst out of her system by
dating a bad ass black man who would beat the shit out of her at the drop of a
hat.
“So take care of things then! Not now! What is this behavior?”
“He grabbed me!”
“He was trying to protect you, asshole. We think Snowman’s place is bugged.”
“It’s not, mane. He’s just buggin’; crazy is all!”
“I’m not so sure.”
“Yeah mane, the cue cards and what not you mean, right? Dats what all this
nervousness is about?”
“Yeah! The fuckin’ cue cards!” Captain H got silent as the wheels in his
demented head started spinning.

“It’s duh Phone Company. He said the phone company done have dis bad line
that make it sounds like yer phone’s being tapped and shit.”
“How do you know all this?”
“He told……I guess I just heard it.”
“Through whom?”
“Probably…Mahdakis ….. I guess……I don’t know, why? Maybe it was
Yogi. What does it matter?”
Captain H took a deep breath and put the spade end of the shovel into the
ground. Letting go of the handle, he reached into the backside of his pants and
pulled out a revolver, which he shoved into Squid’s mouth. “If I find out you’re
lying, we’re gonna come back to this fine abandoned establishment and I’m
going to bind you by the wrists and ankles, peel that brown skin of yours off
with a potato peeler and make pork rinds out of it, then feed it to what’s left of
your family.” Then, shaking his head from side to side, said, “I’m not kidding,
either.” He stood up and looked down at Squid with the gun still aimed at his
stomach. “If you’re up to something, or if you have something to say, now is the
time to discuss it. There will be no later.”
“We’re good. I just gots to discuss things with Rad. I don’t like his moves.”
Captain H put the gun slowly back in his pants with his back to Squid and
said, “Get up now.” As Squid did just that, Captain H grabbed the shovel and
smashed it against the left side of Squid’s skull six times. “IT’S A STUPID
BITCH, YOU FUCKHEAD! ALL THIS OVER SOME CUNT THAT YOU
KNOCK AROUND EVERYDAY? I DON’T THINK SO!” The blows knocked
him out to say the least. “On second thought Squid, maybe you should sleep on
it for a while.” Captain H left his damaged body lying lifelessly in the gravel pit,
as he got in his car and drove off humming the melody to ‘I’m a Yankee Doodle
Dandy’.

Knockin' At Your Backdoor

S

he stormed into her bedroom, throwing her purse on the nightstand, and,
although silent, one could see her harboring some sort of a resent towards
her boyfriend, who was right on her heels, wearing an embarrassed face.
“Sorry.”

“Sorry?” she shouted in his face. “How the hell do you not know the
difference?”
“I guess I’ve had a bit to drink.”
“And I haven’t had enough to drink! Not enough for that kind of activity!
That’s sure some fine ‘how do ya do?’ after a few days of not seeing each other!
You’re an asshole!”
“I said I was sorry, I didn’t mean it! It was an accident!”
“An accident? You can’t tell the fuckin’ difference between a front and a back
door?”
“It was dark in that graveyard.”
She grabbed both of his cheeks with her hands. “It wasn’t going in! What did
you think the problem was?”
“I thought maybe you just weren’t in the mood.”
“And you were gonna fuck me anyway?”
Mahdakis shrugged his shoulders. “Yeah…..I guess.”
“Well aren’t you a real gentleman.”
“Whatever, Jez. I….are you all right? Are you hurt?”
“I’m a little shocked, is all! When you asked me to bend over that old
tombstone, I didn’t think you were going to shove your dick in my ass!”
“I figured it out after a while. I stopped!”
“Not until I screamed like a mother because I couldn’t take another minute of
the pounding.”
“It wasn’t that long and you know it, it was just a minute; besides, why didn’t
you say something right away?”
“I didn’t think I needed to! And you’re my boyfriend, I’ll do anything for you;
I thought that was something that you wanted to do to me….on purpose!”
“So….if I had wanted to fuck you in the ass, you would’ve had no problem
with that?”
“I didn’t say that.”
“The problem here is the displacement of my intent. If I had intended to jam it
up your ass the whole time, you would be fine with it, but when you learned that
it really was not in fact, my true intent, that’s when you got mad…..that doesn’t
make a whole lot of sense.”
“You’re putting words in my mouth!”
“I should be putting something else in your mouth. Why don’t you just be
quiet for a minute?”
“Why don’t you leave my fuckin’ house, Mr. anal-rapist?!”
“C’mon, I’m sure this happens to other people, too…other guys. Let’s not
make a big deal about this, okay?”
“WRONG! And WRONG AGAIN!” Jezebel was letting a couple of rare tears
escape from the corners of her brown eyes. “When there’s a slip up, you realize

it right away and go on, you don’t sit back there slam me like you’re drilling for
oil!”
“I wasn’t sitting.”
“That’s not funny.” She was sniffling as more tears rolled down her sweaty
face. “I told you about my first boyfriend. He did that to me when I didn’t want
it. He raped me! He fuckin’ raped me straight up the ass as I yelled and cried
and begged him to stop. And you know what? He laughed the whole time, then
went to school the next day, and told people he got me up the ass, and that I
must be a real whore for letting him do it. So yes….IT IS A BIG DEAL!”
Jezebel turned away from him still standing and crying a little to herself, as she
relived the experience in her mind.
He came up behind her and touched her gently on the elbow with his right
hand and rubbed her bare freckly left shoulder with his other hand. “I love you; I
wouldn’t rape you, Jez. You know that, right?”
She exhaled a sigh of relief and reacquainted herself with her present day
surroundings. “I know, I know. It’s just that I also trusted him, too…..before it
happened. It’s hard to completely trust after an experience like that…no offense
to you, or whoever may be down the road, but…”
“Down the road? There is no down the road. There is only us.”
She gave him a wearisome look. “I’m sorry I freaked out on you. It won’t
happen again, as long as that doesn’t happen again. And for the record, I’m
really not into that unless it’s something you absolutely have to have.”
“No, I’m good with what I have. I don’t need that. Not like other guys I
know.”
“Are we going to meet Sally and Gary, or are you going home?”
“I’d like to hang. Who’s Gary?”
“He drives a school bus; Sally’s new boyfriend, at least for this week.”
“Sally gets around?”
“Let’s just say she’s….restless.”
“Hmm.”
“Get whatever thought you have in your perverted little head about her out
now.” She threw a towel at him. “Here, grab a quick shower before we go, will
ya?”
*****
Mahdakis came out of the bathroom, only to find Mrs. Crowley standing there
with her arms folded over her chest and tapping her foot. With her left hand, she
reached over and knocked on Jezebel’s bedroom door, which was closely
adjacent to the bathroom, as Mahdakis stood sock and shirtless. “Jez? Oh Jezzypooh….get out here!”

“She opened the door. “Ah….he was dirty. I told him to shower before we go
out.”
“Go out, huh? Out again…every night with the going out. You two are really
quite the socialites. Daisy and Nick Caraway I presume? Will you be heading
out to West Egg tonight?”
Jezebel gave a baffled expression. Mahdakis pointed and smiled. “Great
Gatsby, dude.”
“That’s Mrs. Dude, and how many times are you going to shower at my house
in one day?”
“You were here this morning?” Jezebel asked nervously.
“First thing. I thought you’d be here too, but you must have left already.” He
was right about that; she had just left her house two minutes before he got there
with her new prodigy, Paul, who had spent the night.
“Well it’s not a hotel, or your personal resort,” Mrs. Crowley reminded him.
“It’s my house! And my house is where I raise my children. You are not my
children, Mawdakis. Let’s work on getting things smoothed out with your own
family at your own house so you don’t come over here and inconvenience
others, namely me! Now move aside, I’m late.”
“Oh? Where are you headed?” Jezebel inquired.
“I have uh….a ….I’m going to dinner with someone.
“A male someone?”
“Yes, is that alright?”
“You have a date!” Jezebel was excited for her.
Mrs. Crowley pointed her long finger at her. “I didn’t say that.” And as the
bathroom door slammed, she said, “Now mind your own business.”
They returned to her room, Jezebel leading. When he walked in, he closed the
door behind him, and turned around, only to find Jezebel already on her knees in
front of him, her palms pressing against his pelvis and pressing his body up
against the door. “I love you, too. Let me show you,” she said, pulling him out
of his pants and taking to task. The fact was, she really did love him, more than
she wanted to admit even to herself. But timing is everything and she was
struggling through a bad time in her life; struggling to figure out who she was,
where she was going, and whom she would go there with. His incessant nagging
about them being together forever, while very romantic, bothered the shit out of
her to no end. But after a night with someone as green as Paul, she not only felt
stupid about the whole ordeal, but shameful and guilty. She wasn’t giving the
blowjob to make him feel better, as much as she was giving it to him to make
herself feel better, as if this lone, unselfish act would admonish her of all guilt.
As he rested his hands on her naked shoulders, the thoughts going through his
mind were a bit different however. He was bothered by her ‘whoever is down
the road’ comment, and spent most of the time in the shower dwelling on it. He
didn’t want there to be someone down the road, as a matter of fact, he didn’t

even want a ‘down the road’. Mahdakis was becoming somewhat content
dwelling in his own stink and was getting to the point in his life where, if he
weren’t careful, he would soon forget what life was like to be sober and full of
inquisitive aspiration. The fact that they were releasing a new tape full of new
songs was no reflection on his current artistic stagnation because they were
songs written a year or more ago, some of which when he was back up in The
Mountains. But they would be new to everybody else and no one besides those
that were extremely close to him, would know what he was going through, as he
hid his shortcomings and insecurities very well. This one insecurity, the one
about maybe someone down the road, he wasn’t having a good time with; He
wasn’t having a good time with it because of his own pent up guilt and vanity.
He believed himself to be pretty damn near perfect when it came to matters of
the heart, and if someone as good as him could be swayed (like the previous
night with Liz, or any other night with Charlotte) then it’s most likely twice as
easy for any other person to be taken by another. And that was something he
didn’t want, so he was going to nip it in the bud, right then and there.
As soon as Jezebel was done, and before she even had a chance to wipe her
mouth, he smiled and looked down at her. “Jezebel Crowley, will you marry
me?”
She choked and looked up at him in horror. “Seriously?”
“Yeah, seriously.”
“You’re really doing this? Proposing to me while I’m on my knees? Christ,
how about givin’ a girl a chance to swallow first….Are you for real?”
“Very.”
Jezebel got up. “Well I guess that was some blowjob, huh? I really outdid
myself this time.”
“So uh….what? That’s a stupid idea?”
“Yes. Very. Not because I may not want to down the road some time, but
because that is just the sort of thinking that shrouds ones’ thought process and
limits their growth capacity.”
“How so?”
“Because they are growing for two now, not one anymore. Get it? Like when
you’re pregnant and you must eat for two.”
“You’re not pregnant are you?”
“What? No! But what if I was?”
“I’m not sure I want kids; I know I don’t want any now.”
“So why the hell would you want to get married to someone if you weren’t
going to procreate?”
Mahdakis stood staring dumbfounded as he watched her go to the top dresser
drawer and pull out some pamphlets and brochures of some kind. She
swaggered back to him and put them up in his face. “Look at these.” He took
one and started reading as she continued, “You wanna get married some day?

Fine. But let’s live together for a couple of years first and make sure we can deal
with one another.”
“What the fuck is this shit?”
“This ….SHIT….as you so put it, is a residential commune out in California.”
“Oh fuck that, dude.”
“Well then fuck everything! Why don’t you give something a chance before
you go pissing all over it? Why don’t you at least let someone else talk before
you open your predetermined, prejudiced, closed-minded mouth? Besides, the
band would do great out there. The people out there are much more opened
minded to the kind of stuff you write, and it would probably create a bigger
buzz.”
“The people out in California wouldn’t like my shit because it’s not happy-golucky, sun-in-your-face, riding-on-a-cool-wave bullshit. It’s real, it’s dark and
gloomy, and the best place for something like that is the east coast. Whether it’s
here in Philly and Baltimore, or up there in New York. This is what I’m all
about, baby.”
“Negativity? Well that sucks for those of us around you.”
“I don’t wanna live on a fuckin’ commune! Got it?”
“Well then start saving up some money! Because at this rate, that’s all we can
afford. The way you spend money, you’ll never have enough for a deposit on an
apartment.”
“How much is that, you think?”
“Near a thousand at least, and they screen people these days for the good ones,
so unless you want to cut that hair of yours, you’d better be ready to face the
reality of having to live in some sort of a dump…at least for a while.”
“Don’t worry; I’m not the one here who has trouble facing reality,
remember?”
“Yeah, I know; we both have our problems, but at least if we think about a
communal type of place, we’ll be guaranteed to be around people we like and
people who share the same interest’s.”
“People you like, you mean. And people who share your interests, not mine.
Why California anyway? I hate those people.”
“I have a cousin, John, who lives out there, that’s why. He’s very nice. He sent
me these in the mail.”
“He’s on one of these hippie communes?”
“No, he’s actually studying to be a doctor at Stanford. Will you at least think
about it?”
“I’m gonna say yes, just to end this conversation. I don’t want to live with a
bunch of freaks.”
“They’re not just hippies and whatnot, some of them are stand up citizens of
their surrounding communities and perform important functions.”
“Like cleaning the urinals at the beaches?”

“Shut up, will you? Do you ever hear how closed-minded and bigoted you
sound sometimes?”
“Fuck you.”
“Fuck you, too! Will you at least think about saving up for an apartment, then?
If you wanna marry me, fine; but I need to know that you’re going to be good on
the outside world, on your own.”
“I am on my own!”
“How’s that working out for you?”
Mahdakis just stared at her with contempt on his face. “You can be a real
bitch, you know that?”
“Me? Hey buddy; you’re the one who needs an attitude adjustment around
here, not me. When we go to the concert on Tuesday, and we are going very
early to hang out in the parking lot and tailgate, why don’t you just absorb the
people around you? The people who go to these things have much to offer, and
you could benefit by listening to them. They are people who have something to
share; and that want to share whatever it is that you have. However, this time
around, just keep your mouth shut and let the Thankfully Deceased fans have
their verbal way with you. Who knows, maybe you’ll mature a little.” She
picked up her humongous purse. “You ready to go?”
“Yeah, fine.”
She cupped his chin in the palm of her hand. “Oh, poor little baby cupcake.
It’s okay, they won’t bite…..ha-ha-ha-ha!” she let out a wicked laugh. “Hey,
how about taking your car so I don’t have to drive?”
“My car?
“Uh…Yeah? The one I gave you a few days ago?”
“Oh yeah, well…….I don’t know where it is.”
“What?!”
“I must have misplaced it somewhere.”
“I’m not talking about a notebook; I’m talking about a car! A white Ford
Mustang, four wheels that go spin-spin, around and around, and an engine that
goes broom-broom; ring any bells?”
“Yeah, but it’s not at my birth-giver’s house, which is where I thought I left it.
So I must have left it somewhere else.”
“This is a fuckin’ joke.”
“Sorry.”
“How did you get back from that somewhere else, after you drove there in the
first place?”
“Say what?”
“Never mind.” He shook her head and walked out the bedroom door as he
followed. “Unbelievable….fuckin’ unbelievable.”
“It’ll turn up,” he assured her, as they walked down the wooden staircase.
“And you want me to marry you?”

“Yeah, why not?”
“Why not?” She chuckled with exhaustion. Mahdakis had a tendency of
wearing down her spirit without even trying, and this was one of those moments.
As she grabbed the doorknob with one hand, she jabbed her other pointy finger
into his chest and said, “And by the way, I don’t know how much you know
about where babies come from, but it ain’t a stalk. So I’ll give you a hint; if you
really don’t want one, then you may want to consider wearing a condom once in
a while during intercourse….that’s when your thingy goes in my thingy.”
“Is that what you want from now on?” he asked, visibly angry.
“It’s not about what I want, dearie; it’s about protecting you from things you
don’t want. Personally, I wouldn’t mind having your child. I couldn’t think of a
better male specimen.”
“After all that shit you just threw at me?”
“Most definitely.” she slapped his butt and squeezed it tight. “You got great
genes!”
“Ah.”
“And besides, stupidity skips a generation, so I think the child would be just
fine.”

The Missing Link

F

loyd tapped the bowl in the ashtray, dispensing any loose ashes before
putting it back in his pocket. He looked at Pumpkinhead nervously a
couple of times before finally getting his attention. “So, ah….what are we
supposed to do about the aliens now, that is what we saw, right, a U.F.O.?”
“Definitely. I told you last summer that they’d be visiting around this time, do
you remember?”
“Yeah, I do. But what do Martians want with us?”
“To scold us for all the shit that’s gotten out of hand here on Earth. But they’re
not coming to Earth to talk about it with just anyone; they’re coming to talk to
us, Floyd; you and me. You know why?”
“No, why?”

“Because we’re the logical choice; we make the most sense. Look around you;
look at the people who run our countries. Shit, look at our friends. Would you
want the weight of the world to lie on any of them? Hell no. The aliens have
come back to have a little chat with you and me, and it’s going to be soon, but
not tonight.”
“You sure about this? That thing was flying awfully low.”
“That was just their way of letting us know they had gotten to Earth safely and
that we would soon be rendezvousing somewhere; most likely near The Rock.”
“The Rock? Why The Rock Of all places?”
“Because they want to talk to us in our natural surroundings. They want us to
be comfortable. What’s more natural than The Rock?”
“Mmm. Okay but how will we know when, like what day?”
“Are you busy tomorrow?”
“I don’t think so.”
“Good. Then we’ll pick up some blotter acid and trip out on the Christina
River; and there I believe the answer will come to us.”
“Sounds reasonable. Have the aliens been here the whole time?”
“Yes…..and no….You see, it’s like this; the aliens came here thousands and
thousands of years ago only to drop us off here and leave us. Our forefathers, or
whatever you want to call them, were the criminals and violent rejects of outer
space, and because all of their jails and prisons were so full, Earth became a
destination to plop these harden criminals, the ones in for life. You see, by
taking all their lifers out of the jails and putting them on another planet, they free
up a lot more room to harbor the less dangerous ones who also are less of a
threat to escape or cause trouble in the system.”
“Right. So Earth was sort of like the Australia of outer space.”
“Precisely!”
“And everyone who colonized this planet were the worst of the worst
criminals in all the galaxy.”
“And only men.”
“Why only men?”
“Because they didn’t want any of them to procreate and make more bad
people. They just wanted them to live their lives out in misery and die.”
“Like the authorities around here want us to do, too.”
“The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, dude.”
“Yeah, right. But we did procreate and have babies; lots of them.”
“That’s because the aliens hadn’t counted on the similar gene construction and
reproductive compatibility we have with apes.”
“Say what?”
“Yeah, and not only were we sexually well-suited with monkey and ape
genetics, but the master aliens hadn’t counted on its own kind being so horny as

to want to mate with another form of species; but they did…..and here we are.
Ha-ha!”
“Never underestimate the will of a hard on, I guess.”
“Right! And now you understand how everything is explained so easily; all of
the wonders of the world like Stonehenge, the pyramids and so forth, were built
by the criminal aliens who knew how to do this stuff before they started to
interbreed with the apes and monkeys and eventually become stupid….or less of
an extraterrestrial intelligent being.”
“Stupid.”
“Human is the nice way of saying it.”
“Wow, and that also explains the theory of evolution; why scientists think we
came from apes.”
“Uh-huh…..but they’re only half right. The other half is of course us coming
from some superior force up there in space, and who knows what superior force
made them in the first place.”
“Right.”
“And now the master aliens are pissed at themselves for not thinking about it
because, while they don’t care about us, they now see us as a threat.”
“Us?”
“Not you and me, the world.”
“Right, but our world is way behind them out there, aren’t we?”
“Thousands of light years, yes. But the fact that we have the power to destroy
our own world worries them as the results of an event such as nuclear
destruction would blow out into space and cause an explosion or a shift in the
pull of the magnetic field; and that would affect other worlds greatly. Let’s not
forget also, the gamma rays that would be spreading all over our galaxy, and
possibly into theirs.”
“Ah, I get it now. You’re right; it all makes perfect sense. And that’s why
when we all think of God, our father in heaven, no matter what religion we are,
we all look to the sky.”
“Because instinctively, we know that our real birth-givers are up there. That is
exactly the issue, Floyd. And now you and I have been chosen, I think, to save
the human race. But we’ll see for sure after we talk to the aliens.”
“And we can’t do that until we dose on some acid first.”
“Yes, I think that’s how they communicate with many of us down here;
through LSD induced trances.” As Pumpkinhead finished his thought, a loud
pounding came on the door. “It’s open.”
Tony Ravioli burst in. “Okay, I’m here, man. Where’s the weed?” (sniff-sniff)
“Jesus Goddamn Christ! Are you guys mother fuckin’ incontinent or
something?”

A Dangerous Meeting

T

he guys set up a new meeting place at Yogi’s, whose birth-givers had
recently moved to Canada and left Yogi in charge of the house. They were
allowed the basement to use for their criminal activities and meetings. “That just
blows my mind,” Rob Burry said, smoking a cigarette. “Did you really hit on
Hedduh, or is that just a bunch of shit? I wouldn’t blame you if you did.”
“No, dumb ass. The dude’s lyin’ because he’s on the take!”
“Easy. I’m just trying to make sense of it all. He takes out a knife and just
starts stabbing away; like you were going to kill him.”
“Guilty conscience; that’s what I say.”
“I have to agree with Muffin. There’s something wrong here.”
“Oh, I know there’s something wrong here, gentlemen,” Captain H said,
playing with an electric yo-yo. “And I intend on finding out what, before it’s too
late. But first thing’s……..shit, how do you do an around-the-world, again?”
“I think you throw it outward,” suggested Rob Burry.
“Like this, right?” and as Captain H released it, the yo-yo came off the string
and went smashing through a glass hutch, breaking an antique plate of some sort
as it landed. “Hm…alright, forget about it ……First thing’s first; I want to make
sure I send a friendly little message to our boy, Snowman; in regards to selling
H and coke, and whatever else to our customers.”
“And now Pumpkinhead’s customers.”
“But are they? Here’s what I think he’s up to,” Captain H said, with his pointy
finger in the air. “I think he’s branching out to different territories and new
people. He’s a clever one, this Snowy McPeet. Why didn’t we think of this?”
“Because pot’s not our thing.”
“Around here; due to the mutual respect we have with Pumpkinhead, but the
TD concert is at the spectrum; quite aways, not even the same state.”
“You think he’s unloading there?”
“Any of you guys get a whiff of that room? I’d say he’s unloading there, too.”
Ignoring Rad’s comment, Captain H continued, “One ticket? Who buys one
ticket to a concert? And since when is Snowman into the Thankfully Deceased?”
“He did have his tie-dye T-shirt out, ready to go.”

“Getting it washed probably. The concert’s in a day or two and I assure you,
gentleman, he’s selling pot and coke at that show.”
“I don’t know ‘bout that,” Rad said, carving a cantaloupe with a spoon. “There
aren’t many wired people at TD shows.”
“Wrong you are, Rad. There’s all kinds at those shows; and we’re gonna catch
Snowy selling to them. That’s why I left the pot behind. I wanna nab him in the
act, then beat the answers out of him if I have to, as to where he’s getting his
supply. The idea of selling at these concerts is genius and I want the gig, so fuck
him. There’s no room for two of us; besides, we can provide more product and
cover more ground; there’s four of us, and only one of him.”
“As far as we know,” Rob Burry said. “Maybe he’s got a partner….or
two….besides Squid, that is.”
Captain H shook his head. “He’s definitely got someone selling the coke to
him….our coke…..and now the pot. It’s gotta be Squid. How else would he have
known about Snowy’s situation? They can’t stand each other.”
“But it still doesn’t make sense from Snowy’s point of view. Okay, let’s say
Squid’s buying some of the same coke we are from the same dealer; he’s still
paying for it…”
“And probably more,” said Rad.
“Yeah….He still has to turn it around and sell higher than he bought it for,
which yes, is most likely a bit more than we do, in order to make a profit.”
“Which means Snowy’s paying more, or just as much as if he bought from us.
So what gives?”
“There’s a piece of the puzzle we’re missing, maybe two.”
“You’re right about that, Rob,” Captain H said, surmising the situation. “Okay.
The one thing we do know is that Snowy has a customer base that we want.
Let’s go take it. Period. I’m not sure where Squid is; I thought he’d have woken
up and come around by now. So, let’s go back to where I left him and check up
on him. Then we’ll find out what his end of the take is, and maybe make more
sense out of all this. Lastly, let’s pick up some tickets to that Thankfully
Deceased show. We need to get in there and find Snowy so we can put a stop to
his activities and sell the shit ourselves.”
“Dressed like this?” Rad discarded the cantaloupe rind in the garbage. “Do
you really think that a bunch of peace loving hippie freaks are gonna buy the
shit off of us, or trust us? Wouldn’t they be more apt to buy off one of their own,
or someone close to their own?”
“Snowy’s doing it.”
“He communicates better with those types of people. Besides, his musical
knowledge is pretty good; he may even be a mild fan for all we know,” said Rob
Burry.
“So….we’re gonna…dress up like freaks?” asked Muffin Man.

“A little. We can’t stick out like a sore thumb, but I’ll be damned if I’m gonna
put myself through that crap.” Captain H thought. “Rob, don’t you have a friend
who’s a T.D. fan?”
“Joe. I wouldn’t call him a friend; an acquaintance is more the word. He’s a
good customer.”
“So there’s a mutual trust.”
“Sure.”
“Do you think he’d mind going in and finding Snowy for us? We’ll show him
a picture of him, and then all he has to do is buy some shit off him, coke if
possible, and point out his location to us afterward. It would save us a lot of time
and embarrassment; and we wouldn’t create a rift that might give Snowy a
head’s up, while we were looking for him.”
“Then Joe can go on his merry way and enjoy the show.”
“Which he’s probably already going to, anyway.”
“Right; and we nab Snowman in the act, and set him straight.”
“Okay, fine. But who eventually sells this shit, anyway?”
“Well, if Joe’s into the money, we pay him to do it; or,” Captain H looked at
Rob Burry, “I think you and Muffin here would look good in tie-dye.”
“I hate that fuckin’ music,” Rob Burry begged, “don’t make me do that gig, if
we get it.”
“There’s no if’s about it.”
“Me too,” Muffin Man agreed. “I can’t stand that twangy guitar shit. Let’s see
about paying Joe and another one of his faggot ass friends to do it.”
“Very well. Let’s move.”

Going To Hell In A Bucket

T

he thing to know about LSD verses some other psychedelic drugs, is that it
will enhance the mood you are already in, opposed to your not so potent,
mushrooms or purple microdot (mescaline), which both have a tendency to
change your mood from bad to good or from down to up, and leave you
laughing and giddy as a school girl.

Make sure you are in a good mood before taking blotter-acid (LSD), which
typically comes on sheets made up of tiny acid soaked squares (picture if you
will a set of stamps, but much smaller). Although rare, LSD can also come in
pure liquid form, which is just that; a small clear plastic or brown glass bottle
with an eyedropper at the end in which you drop just one or two in your mouth,
eyes, or ears, if you’re really adventurous. I cannot express enough, the
importance of your mental state before taking this drug; you must be happy and
or mentally fit and prepared to sustain your current mood for the next 12 hours
or so, as the trip lasts a long time.
The thing to know about a Thankfully Deceased concert is that a TD concert
isn’t an event that you go to for a few hours to get away from it all and simply
enjoy some music; it’s a place where people go to get away from the burden of
logic…..permanently. It’s a place where otherwise homeless people, can
exchange, buy, barter, sell, whatever they can for life’s basic essentials; such as
food, drink, shelter, sex, toiletries, clothing, so forth. It’s a place where children
are raised in the backs of vans and station wagons, where wedding vows,
responsibility, or discipline of any form, are compromised in the name of ‘free
love’ and independence. At least those are the terms they like to blanket their
negligent actions with; most likely, because those terms sound better than lazy,
indolent, disgusting, polygamist, adulteress, drug addicted, and irrelevant.
One could argue that at this particular point in time, Mahdakis himself fit that
description. There is one difference, however. Mahdakis had goals in mind, and
wished to achieve something, even if it cost him his life. He was a martyr in his
beliefs. These longhaired, unwashed, bearded, degenerates however, were
content in having to worry about nothing except how to get to the next day’s
concert, which required only gas money, food money, and a little something for
your choice of drug and or booze. These were things easily accessible by
picking up a hitchhiker who needed to get somewhere, or pimping out your wife
to the tent next door. It was a filthy gypsy convention, focused on nothing but
the determination to continue to do nothing; nothing but complain about how
society was a copout, and people who wore nice clothes and went to work were
selling out to the man (never once loaning thought to the idea that maybe they
just enjoyed looking decent and feeling useful). If you had a job, your life was
being dictated and ruled by big brother. What these TD Heads failed to
remember is that Thankfully Deceased had sold millions of recordings, had
many hits on the radio, and sold-out thousands of shows over the past two
decades, and were themselves big time millionaires with yachts, mansions,
parents of children in private schools, and yes….enthusiast’s of soap and basic
hygiene.
These TD B.U.M.S. were known as hippies. Sadly, many people (men
specifically) are dubbed hippies just because they have long hair. That could not
be farther from the truth. The F.A.G.G. metal boys donned long hair for

instance, but they were from prosperous families and would most likely grow up
to be conservative, suburbanite nine-to-fivers. Mahdakis was neither of them,
but visually, he did fit in more with the TD Heads (a term used for anyone who
follows The Thankfully Deceased around all year and camps out at the venue
before and after the shows).
When you pull into a TD concert, the parking lot is not the usual small crowd
hanging around a car tailgating, smoking pot, and drinking Budweiser until the
show begins; there are tents, port-o-potties, women washing their babies in
plastic containers, people urinating on car tires, grown men standing around in
flip-flops playing hacky-sack (look it up), and mindless women dancing around
in their colorful, gypsy, hippie clothes….or no clothes at all, thus revealing a
desperate need for razors and bras. Needless to say, hippie chicks are not the
most sought after for men who enjoy ‘good eaten’s’. Jezebel was not a true
hippie, although she did share many of their philosophies, and aspire to live like
them. But that was most likely because she was an outcast of herself, and the
idea of a bunch of other outcasts coming together to form a family, was very
appealing to her. Then again, Jezebel was a nineteen-year-old; and at nineteen,
it’s very easy to be a free spirit because you live at home and don’t have any
bills to pay. The majority of these folks, however, were well into their thirties
and didn’t look a day under fifty. Simply put, Jezebel had a fresh tasting vagina
that reminded Mahdakis of a bowl of kiwi.
But vagina and getting laid was the last thing on his mind, (and usually the last
thing on any sane person’s mind who was under the influence of LSD) as the
other Norford tripping young B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. came driving onto the scene of
the concert; Sally Palmer and Gary the bus driver in her 1979 Vega wagon with
wood paneling on the side, and Mahdakis and Jezebel with Violet-Basia and her
newly purchased 1980 Pinto wagon, also with the same wood paneling. Each car
done up with ugly costume jewelry and gypsy bandanas hanging from the
rearview mirrors and across the dashboard, peace sign stickers and “Vote for
Love, not People’ stickers plastered everywhere on the outside of the car, just as
all the other cars in the lot were decorated.
For a bunch of people who resented conformity and spent every waking hour
trying to be an individual, they sure did look, talk, act, and think just like one
another. In this writer’s humble opinion, they were too fucked up to see
themselves for what they really were; a socialistic bizarro mirror existence of
everything they were supposedly fighting against. They were one; one big mess
of people that relied on the government (whom they despised) to take care of
them, and when they could not get assistance, they ran home to their birthgivers, birth-givers who held the same types of jobs that these hippies preached
against. To say TD Heads were not bright would be inaccurate and express a
degree of ignorance, but they definitely did not have vision enough to see down
the road or, if they did, they were ignoring the Dead end signs. They were

socialist wanna-be’s living in a capitalist country. A capitalist country that
afforded them the rights and freedoms to do so, like no other country would.
They were protesting against things that had already happened instead of trying
to prevent bad things from happening in the future because they hadn’t the
motivation nor the mind-power to grip what was going on in present day form,
let alone what may be coming down the pike. Newspapers, to them, were
governmental propaganda, and to some extent, they were not wrong; but one
must know how to read from many different sources and draw their own
conclusions based on all the information. However, they had no time for that,
they were busy still looking for yesterday.
It was repulsive and Mahdakis couldn’t understand these people on a normal
day, much less a day like this where he had just taken three hits of acid. He
hated these people before he dosed on the LSD and well, going back to what we
said about taking acid, he was going to hate these free loving, sons of bitch
bastard, cocksuckers tenfold more now.
The other difference between a TD concert and any other is that the tailgating
starts much earlier, as bad as a college football game. The concert was at eight,
but it was just around two o’clock when they found a couple of parking spots
way outside the main core of the caravan, which was okay with Mahdakis.
It had been a long hot ride from Delaware, normally no big deal, but traffic on
the highway was a mess and the summer heat, out of nowhere, had hit full force
already in the month of May. There were breakdowns on the highway and
Violet-Basia really didn’t know where she was going. A forty-five-minute trip
took two hours. Mahdakis and Jezebel had dosed (terminology for having taken
acid) already and neither one was in a great mood. Mahdakis because he hated
these folks, and Jezebel because she loved these folks but knew he hated them
and wasn’t exactly sure what he was doing here, if not to ruin her good time.
The two of them had never dosed on acid together before either. This was a first.
They had done the mescaline together and some ’shrooms here and there, but for
all of their acid trips, none of them were ever spent together. Either they were
separated at the time, or just on nights when the other wasn’t around.
Now, as Jezebel sat stone faced in the front passenger seat, and Mahdakis
looking out the window as if taking telepathic aim at everyone’s head, they both
knew why; they both knew why they had never tripped together. That reason
was pure and simple….……they hated each other… and what the other stood
for…..period. Jezebel was trying hard to change him the best she could, and he
was doing the best he could to keep from her cultural and maturity-driven grasp
by keeping her preoccupied with the magic of his cock, which she hated
lowering herself into desiring, but something she also did not want to do
without. But what’s the price for good cock these days? And is it worth it? YES
was the answer she concluded at days end, every day. Today however, with cock

being the last thing on her mind, she was having trouble finding one redeeming
quality about him.
“Thank God!” he said busting the door open. “Fresh air and some leg room.
Jesus Christ that car’s small.”
As he got out and stretched, Jezebel yelled out the window, still sitting in the
front seat. “You didn’t have to come. There’s plenty of leg room back in
Delaware!”
He ignored her remarks or possibly didn’t hear them, as he didn’t react. He
was busy studying these happy-go-lucky freeloading sleazebags. He wanted to
kill them all, especially the red-haired bitch pulling up next to him right now in
her Vega, with her boyfriend, Gary the bus driver. He watched her get out; a big
smile on her wide, freckly face, all excited, as if it were her first day on Earth,
and ready for new adventures and some fun…..God he hated happy people. Her
boyfriend, Gary the bus driver, wasn’t much better. He was tall and lanky and
looked like he’d blow over in a windstorm. He was a bearded fellow with hair
all over his body and small round glasses on his face. He wore a bandana around
his head, as did Mahdakis on this particular day. Gary the bus driver walked
over and offered a bone. “Hey dude….wanna hit?”
Mahdakis took the hit and nodded casually. “Thanks, man.”
“Say…you wouldn’t have any blow on you, would you?” Gary the bus driver
asked.
“Oh man, I could go for some of that!” Sally seconded the motion. “Hey, Jez!
Wanna go score some blow?”
Mahdakis turned his head to face the car, awaiting her answer. They were
already on LSD, pot and Beer, and now they wanted to throw in some cocaine?
Jezebel saw him in the rearview looking unapprovingly in her direction. She
knew he hated cocaine. Right now, she hated him. “Absolutely!” Jezebel yelled
back at Sally and got out of the car. “We don’t have any, and you’re asking the
wrong guy, Gary. C’mon, let’s take a walk and find someone.”
“I’m gonna stay here and bug out on all the people,” Violet-Basia said.
“Good,” Sally said. “Then you can keep Oscar the Grouch company.”
As they walked away from the cars, Mahdakis could hear Jezebel pretending
to talk in a low voice, but being intentionally loud enough so he could hear her,
“I apologize for that. I don’t know what the hell he’s doing here. I think he
thought the Colts were playing here today, or something.”
“Hey, wow man, like the Colts moved out to Indianapolis a couple years back,
dude,” said Gary the bus driver. “There ain’t no team here in Maryland right
now.”
“Whatever. Who cares? I was just saying…”
“Hey like wow man, these people care. It’s a far-out, heavy trip on this town
‘cause that football team brought in lot’s a dough, man and ….and well, now
they don’t, and stuff.”

The two girls exchanged bemused glances at one another, as they had no need
for sport, and continued scanning the parking lot for suspected coke dealers…
*****
Meanwhile, near the front entrance of the Baltimore Arena a brand new, shiny,
black Chevy Tahoe sport utility vehicle with chrome rims and a raised
suspension, pulled in and parked in the most conspicuous spot available.
Nobody got out, but smoke billowed out when the tinted power windows were
cracked. Captain H contorted his body around from the driver’s seat and looked
in the back. “You remember what to do, Joe?”
“Uh….yeah, man. I’m lookin’ for some Snowman cat, selling weed.”
“Coke!” Rad yelled at him from the front passenger seat. “The dude’s selling
coke.”
“No pot? I could use some pot.”
“Here Joe, take this.” Rob Burry, who was sitting next to him, filled his hand
with a half-ounce of weed. “You’re all set with weed. Now go find some coke.”
“But it has to be from Snowy,” Muffin Man reminded.
“McPeet, right? Snowy McPeet is the guys’ name?”
“Correct,” Captain H said, his mouth stuffed with an unlit cigar.
Muffin Man leaned across Rob Burry. “Here. Take this photograph with you
and keep it on you at all times. This is the dude you have to buy from, no one
else. Got it?”
“Yeah, I got it. I’ll do my best to find him. Is it okay to have some….of the
coke, or do you want me to bring it all back?”
Rad and Captain H exchanged glances, then also with the guys in the back.
Captain H shrugged his shoulders. “Mmm, I guess it’s alright if you want a
little. Bring us back something though so we have proof he’s actually selling it.”
“Right.”
“Here.” Rad reached back and stuffed a wad of cash in the Joe’s right hand.
“Use this to buy the stuff.” Then, reaching for his other hand, Rad said, “and this
is for your troubles. You keep this for yourself.”
“Hey, thanks! So we’re all set?”
“You got the picture?”
“Got it.”
“Go find him.”
“Then what? Just take the coke and bring it to you?”
Captain H gave an exhausted look. “Yes, and let us know where he is.”
“Ideally it would be great if you could hook up with him out here in the
parking lot, before the show begins,” Rob Burry explained. “That way, we could
all confront him. As it is, we only have two extra tickets so only two of us would
be allowed in after the show begins.”

“I got it.”
“You’d also have more time to enjoy the concert if you didn’t have to walk all
over looking for Snowy inside,” Muffin Man said, trying to add incentive.
“True.
“Just do your best, Joe.” Rob Burry slapped him on the shoulder and opened
the back door to let him out. “And have fun, too.”
“Will do, man!”
The crew watched him as he walked in front of the vehicle and away from
them. He turned around, gave a smile and a big thumbs up. “Jesus Christ,”
Captain H said, as he puffed on his cigar, “this fucker’s gonna screw it up, isn’t
he?”
“I think so.”
“Most likely.”
“Oh yeah, big time.”
*****
Jezebel, Sally and Gary the bus driver returned to the parking spots to find
Violet-Basia and Mahdakis lying on the roof of her car, staring up at the clouds
and hallucinating each cloud to be a person or an object. They would point to get
the others’ attention at a specific cloud and debate with one another about how it
looked like a certain mythological god, or a piece of digested food. They were in
perfect synch with one another when dosed on acid. As one would start a
sentence, the other would finish it.
The returning coke-hunting threesome was now a foursome, and much to the
chagrin of Mahdakis, it was another guy, and his arm was loosely around
Jezebel’s waist. He was short with a buzz cut, very freckly – perhaps some sort
of Irish in him – and he wore a freshly washed, tie-dye t-shirt and jeans with
strategically placed, intentional rips. He walked with his head swaying from side
to side, as if it were a buoy in the water, or if it were top heavy. He had a distant
look in his eye and a permanent smile on his face that made you want to knock
his teeth out. He let go of Jezebel then walked up to Mahdakis and extended his
hand, his eyes staring at Mahdakis, but not quite his eyes; he seemed to be
staring at his nostrils, but Mahdakis couldn’t be sure as he couldn’t get a fix on
his vision. “Hey man, you must be Jezzy’s old man.”
“Jezzy? She’s not a fuckin’ five-year-old.” Mahdakis looked at his girlfriend.
“What’s with this Jezzy shit?”
“Calm the fuck down,” Jezebel said. “We’re all out looking to score some
coke. This guy thinks he knows someone around here who does.”
“Lookin’ to score some coke, but you came back with a lost puppy?”
“What a fuckin’ douche bag,” Sally said.
“Hey man, all’s good. I’m Joe.”

“You’re dead!” And with that, Mahdakis smacked his forehead with his open
palm and watched Joe fall back to the ground.
“Whoa man, what’s your deal, buddy?” Joe said, looking up at him in stunned
horror.
“I ain’t your fuckin’ buddy!” Mahdakis kicked Joe in the ribs as he was trying
to get up, knocking the wind out of him. As Joe fell to the ground again, Gary
the bus driver approached Mahdakis with his arms wide open, looking to grab
him and bring him to the ground but Mahdakis reached behind him and grabbed
the tire iron from the back of Violet-Basia’s hatchback, and struck Gary the bus
driver in the neck with it.
“GARY!” Sally yelled, as he hit the ground holding his neck in pain. She ran
at Mahdakis who had lost his balance because of the hard swing, and was on his
knees getting up. As he did, he head-butted Sally’s crotch. It wasn’t intentional,
but in the split second of anger, he was thinking about how to push her away
without hurting her too much and that was the closet body part he could push
off. When Sally fell to the ground, Jezebel ran at Mahdakis and jumped on him,
using all her weight to tackle him to the ground then proceeded to throw
punches at his face. “STOP IT! YOU’RE HURTING PEOPLE! STOP IT
RIGHT NOW!”
Mahdakis managed to push her off and as he got up, Joe, who was now
standing up again, threw a punch at his mouth that hit him square in the jaw. It
was one of the last things Joe would remember seeing. Mahdakis gave him right
and left hooks, upper cuts, knees to the ribs…again, and finally a fist blow to the
top of his crew cut head that left him unconscious.
Gary the bus driver and Sally kept their distance as they held each other, trying
to catch their breath. Violet-Basia finally snapped out of her trance and came
around to the back of the car. “Hey dudes, you guys gotta mellow out and love
each other.”
“Love each other?” Mahdakis said. “That’s how we got into this mess in the
first place. That asshole right there was all over Jez.”
Violet-Basia smiled vapidly. “Oh Jez, you’re such a flirt sometimes.” Jezebel
was stunned, flattered, and having a bad trip all at the same time. She couldn’t
compute her feelings and said nothing. “Is he going to be alright?” Violet-Basia
asked.
“We got to get out of here. Someone might have called the cops,” Gary the bus
driver said nervously.
Mahdakis looked at him and surmised the injury. “I’m sorry, man. But this is
between Jezebel and I. You shouldn’t have gotten in the way.”
“And you’re a hyperactive nut case!” Sally yelled with a tear in her eye.
“What the fuck is your deal, asshole?”
Mahdakis ignored her as he always did. “Do you want some medical
attention? I think there’s a station inside.”

“NO! NO! I’ll be all right. I just have to get out of here,” he said, reaching for
Sally’s car keys.
“I don’t think so,” she said grabbing her purse away from him. “I came here to
see a show and that’s just what I’m going got do…see a show.”
“But you don’t understand, if the cops show up…”
“What?” said Jezebel, casually. “Are you wanted or something?”
“You can say that…sort of. It’s nothing bad its’ just…”
“Just what?” Sally demanded to know. “If you’re up to no good, I don’t want
any part of it! What’s wrong with these men, Jez?”
As Gary the bus driver and Sally began arguing, Mahdakis started dragging
Joe by the feet, into the nearby woods. “Give me a hand!” he yelled to no one in
particular.
“I got it,” Jezebel said, and ran to catch up with him, then grabbed Joe’s wrists
and the two of them carried Joe over to the woods, Jezebel admiring her knight
in shining armor every step of the way.
They got to the tall grass that bordered the woods. “Okay,” Mahdakis said,
beginning to swing Joe’s lifeless body back and forth suggestively, “on the
count of three….ready?”
“Ready.”
“One.” They swung his body left then right. “Two.” They swung his body left
and right again. “THREE!” They swung left once and then as they swung right,
let go of him, and let the body fly over the tall grass and fall like a dead weight
into the dirt-packed wooded area, making a THUD noise as it landed. Mahdakis
thought for a moment. “Hey, give me your canteen.”
“For what?”
“In case he wakes up. He should have some water or something. He may need
it later.”
Jezebel looked down and considered. “Uh…that was my father’s canteen from
when he was in the army. No way.”
“What if he dies?”
Jezebel took one of her infamous exaggerated cigarette drags and said, “Hey,
he’s the dumbass who had his hands on some other guy’s woman. Screw him. If
he’s that stupid, maybe the world is better off without him.”
Mahdakis stood up, pressed himself against her chest, and grabbed her
buttocks. “I love you, Jezebel Crowley.”
“I love you too, cupcake.” They embraced in a long passionate kiss and then
separated after a minute. Jezebel put her finger on his lips and continued. “Let’s
go inside and groove to some cool music now. You ready?”
“Sure.” He gave her another quick kiss. “Maybe they’ll play Tarot Sensation,
you think?”
“Yuck! Who wants to hear that crap?”

“I think it’s their best song! What the hell’s the matter with you? It’s got horns
and has all kinds of tempo and mood changes. I love it!”
“You would! It’s sixteen minutes of wasted time…for any listener. It’s the
most pretentious piece of music they ever recorded! I guarantee you will NOT
here that one tonight, honey. That is NOT what these people are waiting for!”
“It’s their best production piece, without question!”
“And that’s the problem; it’s too polished. This is the Thankfully Deceased,
not Pink Floyd, Asswipe!”
“Asswipe? Who the fuck are you to say? You don’t possess an ounce of
musical talent in any of your bones…”
“Maybe not, but I’ll tell you what….” - and so on and so on it went for the
rest of the evening.
*****
It was going on nine o’clock and no one had heard back from Joe. Muffin Man
and Rob Burry had gone inside the arena two hours earlier to look for him.
Captain H sat alone in the driver’s seat with his arm out the window; his mind
very much on the whereabouts of Squid, or his dead body. He had taken the
others to the abandoned rock quarry where he last saw him, but there was no
body to be found. After a long search, they decided to return in the morning
when it was light out. They turned the place upside down searching for his body,
thinking that maybe he tried to walk away but didn’t make it to where he was
going; perhaps he died somewhere nearby. This was the thought that ate at
Captain H. He didn’t like lose ends, and not knowing where a possible dead
body may be was one hell of a lose end. There would be fingerprints, blood, and
all kinds of clues on Squids body. They recovered the shovel easily enough, and
dumped it into the Delaware later that night; but no sign of Squid anywhere.
They also found it peculiar that there were no trails of blood or footprints.
The passenger door opened and Captain H was immediately hit in the face
with a McDuff’s Burger bag. “Here, choke on some of this,” Rad said, as he got
in.
“Ah, Nourishment. Thanks.”
“Nourishment, my ass. There isn’t one iota of a healthy vitamin or mineral in
any of that shit.”
“Who cares? I’m starving,” Captain H said, as he inhaled a Big Mick Burger.
“Besides, what are you eating?”
“I got some tofu on wheat crackers and a basket of cherries over there at one
of those TD Head stands.”
“You’re kidding me? They have all that?”
“This place is like a regular flea market. They got all kinds of shit here; no
wonder nobody goes anywhere. They don’t have to.”

Captain H rubbed his chin. “I wonder if anyone sells condoms.”
“Take a good look,” Rad said, as he motioned out the window with his hand.
“Does it look like anyone around here even knows what one is? Why, you
wanna masturbate, but you don’t want to make a mess all over the seats, is that
it?” Rad nodded his head. “Yeah, I get like that, too.”
“There’s a couple of hippie chicks I saw that I’d like to bang, but they look
filthy; I wouldn’t want to catch nothin’.”
“So why bang ‘em? Why not wait until we get somewhere else?”
“Because I’m really horny now.”
“DUDES!”
“What the hell?”
Rad jumped out of the truck and approached Muffin Man and Rob Burry.
They were carrying Joe. “Holy shit. What the fuck happened?” he said.
“He’s hurt man, real hurt,” Rob Burry said. “He needs to go to a hospital; like
now!” Then leaning in the truck, he grabbed the remains of Captain H’s McDuff
bag. “Give me that. Here…..Joe….can you hear me?”
Joe nodded affirmatively but did not answer.
Rob Burry shoved the bag of fries in his face. “Here, eat some of these.”
“Are you kidding me?” Muffin Man said with a disgusted face. “That shit’s
not good for you when you’re healthy and on your game. It’s libel to push this
guy right off the edge.”
“Will you shut up and get a bottle of water from the back?”
“Fine,” Muffin Man said, walking towards the back of the SUV. “But there
isn’t one iota of a healthy vitamin or mineral in any of that shit.”
“We know! We went through this already,” Captain H shouted. “Now just get
him his fuckin’ water and lie him down in the back.” Captain H got out of the
vehicle and walked towards the back where Rob Burry and Rad had just opened
the tailgate and were sliding him in as if it were a hearse. “What happened there,
fella? You alright? Who did this?”
“Wait till you here this,” Muffin Man said, handing the injured man a bottle of
water with the cap still on. “Go on Joe, tell Captain H and Rad who done this to
you.”
Joe opened his eyes and looked at him. He shook his head quizzically and said,
“Some guy….his girlfriend…Jessie.”
“We know that,” Muffin Man said, impatiently. “Tell him the name of the guy
they were with.”
“Ah…um….Gary…some guy, Gary.”
“From Deephole,” Captain H said. “Gary from Deephole. Holy shit. This
fucker just never quits, does he?”
“This is bigger than we thought.” Rad twirled a cherry stem in his mouth,
“How did Gary know Joe worked for us?”

“I don’t know but we’re going to find out.” Captain H got back into the truck
and started the engine, “Let’s get back to Norford and put our thinking caps on.”
“Guys!” Rob Burry pleaded as he got in the back seat, “We have to dump him
off at a hospital or something.”
“No way, Rob.” Captain H put the vehicle in gear and started driving out of
the complex. “He knows too much. What if the cops ask him questions?”
“I don’t know, but he may have internal bleeding. We really can’t fuck around
with this. What if he dies on the way back home?”
“He got the shit kicked out of him is all,” Rad said, giving Rob Burry a
pathetic look. “He won’t die.”
*****
The concert was nothing similar to a good time as far as Jezebel was
concerned. There were a couple of reasons for this; the least of which being that,
when Mahdakis and Jezebel returned to the car, Gary the bus driver and Sally
had left. When they asked Violet-Basia what happened, she simply smiled
vacantly and said she heard something about inappropriate behavior with a
minor, probation, and then there was an argument as they both got into the car
and left.
But the biggest reason for Jezebel’s discontent was that Mahdakis actually did
have a good time, grooving out to some tunes with Violet-Basia and dancing in
the isle. He was peaking on his trip and really didn’t know what the heck he was
doing, but it was fun. He knew the songs well enough as Jezebel played the
entire discography in non-stop rotation on a weekly basis. Much to his surprise,
and Jezebel’s disdain, they opened the show with one of their radio hits. Jezebel
sat in her seat the entire time and moped. Then, as if things couldn’t get any
worse. One of the singers went up to the mic and announced, “Okay, here’s
something we haven’t done in about ten years. You’ll have to bear with us
because we don’t have any horns or strings; but we’ll do our best to improvise. I
think you all know this one…. ‘Tarot Sensation’!”
But what really burned her ass, was the fact that Mahdakis was actually
dancing and singing. At one point he stood up with Violet-Basia and sang with
the entire audience, an extended chorus to ‘Higher up the Mountain;
“Higher…………Higher up the Mountain!” is how the audience and Mahdakis
sang it over and over again for nearly three minutes.
Needless to say, Jezebel was having a bad trip, and it was all because her
boyfriend was behaving just as she always wished he would…….like her. But
wishing it and seeing it are two different things. Often, the mirror is not as
attractive as we thought it will be.
She sat with her chin in her hands, staring at her pretentious boyfriend with his
arms in the air and turning his hips with Violet-Basia, looking like a complete

asshole. This isn’t what she wanted. The idea was to, yes, change him to become
more like her, but she didn’t want him to be happy about doing it. That was not
in the cards and she was thrown for a loop and infuriated that he was having a
good time at one of HER shows, and she was not. She was not because the
atmosphere wasn’t quite right. There was death, angst, and unrest amongst this
particular Baltimore crowd. For that matter, there was death growing out in the
wooded area where they tossed Joe and, while it wasn’t on her mind, it must
have stewed in the back somewhere. ‘The nerve of this guy having a good time
at one of my events. He shouldn’t even be here. Look at him….what a dumb
looking motherfucker. Who is he trying to be? He’s surely not being himself. If
he was being himself, he’d be arguing with someone, but no……there he
is……..snapping his fingers and clapping his hands; what a dick.’ Jezebel at one
point wanted to hack him into pieces, right where he stood. She always
wondered about hacking someone into pieces; a private fantasy of hers that she
never shared with anyone. The LSD was not wasted because of her bad time
though; during her contemplation of his dismemberment, she thought she saw a
six-foot hacksaw down on the floor, dancing with a freckly brunette. Then, the
face of the freckly slowly became hers, and it turned around, pointed, and
laughed at Jezebel. All this going on while the hacksaw made love to the
backside of her body and before you knew it, there was blood all over the place
and TD Heads began bathing in it.
“LET’S GET OUT OF HERE NOW!”
Jezebel was serious, and seriously tripping, so without question, Violet-Basia
and Mahdakis followed her out to the car and prepared for the drive home.
“Someone’s gonna have to tell me where to go. I really don’t know my way
around…Shit, I’m still trippin’ dudes; maybe I shouldn’t be driving.”
*****
“He’s dead!”
“What?” Captain H said, as he sped up the highway towards Delaware.
“Joe! I don’t have a pulse anymore. He’s not breathing!”
“Damn it!” Captain H pounded the steering wheel. “Why do these things
always happen to me?”
“I told you, didn’t I?”
“Shut up, Rob. We had to do it this way.”
“You shut the fuck up, Rad. This is innocent human life, not one of our
colleagues or one of our nemeses across the water. This is just some hard
working guy out for a good time. What the fuck? We should’ve just thrown him
in the emergency lane in front of the Baltimore hospital. At least he would’ve
had a chance.”

“But not us, Rob,” Muffin Man chimed in. “He woulda had to spill the beans
about who he was with when the cops got to him. Then we’d all be in trouble.”
“Besides,” said Captain H, “we didn’t kill him, remember?”
“Who’s to say the cops would’ve gotten involved? As far as the hospital staff
goes, he’s just some loser junkie who got into a scuff at a TD show. Why would
the cops necessarily have been involved?”
There was a long silence and finally Rad nodded and said in agreement,
“Yeah, that’s true.”
“Never thought of that,” Muffin Man said.
“That’s true?...Never thought of that?” Captain H yelled at his partners. “Then
why didn’t you say something back there, Rad, if….That’s true?”
“I didn’t want to step on his highness’s toes.”
“Funny. Well guess what gentlemen? The cops will be involved now unless
we dump this body.”
Muffin man leaned forward and pointed out the front window. “Get off this
next exit and turn around. There’s a wooded rest stop back on the other side of
the highway with a sandpit behind the bathrooms. That would be perfect. And
there’s no security camera.”
“You sure.”
“Positive, done this before.”
*****
“WHERE ARE YOU GOING?!” Mahdakis yelled up at Violet-Basia. “WE
JUST PASSED OUR EXIT!”
“No we didn’t, I saw a sign up here that said something about Norford. I
recognize it.”
“WHO CARES? OUR EXIT IS BACK THERE, STUPID!”
“I’m going my way! Shut the fuck up, back there!”
A significant amount of time elapsed and they were still driving on the dark
highway. Finally, Jezebel sat up straight, put her hands on the dashboard, and
said to Violet-Basia, “Where are we?”
“I’m not sure. But we’re near Norford.”
“Stop the car, pull over, and let’s get some rest.”
“But we’re…”
“Violet! You are circling the damn state of Delaware! Mahdakis is right. We
missed the exit. Now just find somewhere to pull over where we can get some
sleep and we’ll figure it out at daybreak, when it’s light out.”
“Jesus Christ,” Mahdakis bemoaned.
“SHUT UP BACK THERE! I’m tired, and more to the truth, I’m tired of you
both. I’m tired of YOU yelling at everyone, and I’m tired of you and your ditzy,

airheaded navigational skills. So pull over and let me sleep before I kill you
both.”
Daybreak brought with it one of Delaware’s finest. A state patrolman
knocking on the window. Violet-Basia was sprawled across the two front seats,
Jezebel made a home in the two back seats, and Mahdakis was hidden under a
blanket in the rear hatch; a lucky thing, as the police officer never noticed him.
“Where are you kids coming from?”
Jezebel pulled herself together quickly. “Um…the show ….in Baltimore.”
“I figured. You have to keep moving though, and be careful; we found a body
fifteen miles down the road. Seems someone is going around beating people up
at rest stops.”
“Oh my God.” Violet-Basia was visibly horrified.
“How far you girls going?”
“Norford.”
“Norford?” he laughed. “You’re in it.”
“Huh?”
“Quarter mile up the road is the Sherwood exit.” Sherwood was the street that
Snowy McPeet lived on. “You’re not from around here, are you?”
The girls giggled foolishly and Jezebel took advantage of her loosely fit
concert shirt, as she let it dangle in front of his curious eyes. “Thank you,
officer.”
“Okay. Be careful,” he said giving them a wink.
After they pulled out, and were out of his view, Mahdakis flipped the quilt off
his body. “We were right here the whole time!”
Jezebel put up her hand. She was secretly as livid as he was. “Okay,
okay….she drove us to the show; let’s cut her some slack. Violet? It’s the next
exit, hun.”
“Fine.”

Crash
&
Burn

*Nicki Tater*
My Best Friend’s Girlfriend
was one of those rare occasions when the birth-givers of Mahdakis and
I tPumpkinhead
were away on their timeshare in Florida and Mahdakis was

allowed to use his bedroom and the amenities of the house – like normal
offspring do. It was noon. He was just getting himself out of the shower and
putting a pair of pants on when he heard Nicki’s voice yelling from the bottom
of the staircase, “Hey! You up there?”
“Yeah,” he yelled, putting a shirt over his head. “C’mon up, I’m getting
dressed.”
Nicki Tater made her way up the stairs and parked herself in the doorway,
staring at him admiringly. “You got a nice fuckin’ body, you know that?”
“Who, me?” he said humbly, as he tucked in his shirt.
“No, the invisible man behind you. Of course you, asshole! Look at that.” She
pointed at his lower stomach. “Here…let me see this.” Nicki reached both arms
out and un-tucked his t-shirt, then pulled it up over his face, letting her hands
run slowly over his bare chest as she did. “Get undressed again. I missed
everything, it’s not fair.” Then her hands grabbed his belt buckle and began to
undo it.
“Dude!” he said, stepping back with a rare blush on his face. “What’s the
matter with you?”
Nicki folded her arms over her chest and stepped back to the doorway. “Sorry.
I just thought it would be nice to see you naked. Somethin’ wrong with wanting
to see one of my best buds naked?”
“No,” he said, throwing his shirt on the floor and undoing the buckle she had
started, but continuing to step back, “but you’re Tony’s girlfriend, dude; I can’t
do this.”
“Can’t or won’t?”
“Won’t. It’s not right.”
“A lot of things aren’t right, Mahdakis.” She unbuttoned the top two buttons of
her shirt. “But you know what? They happen anyway, and besides, I’m not
Tony’s girlfriend anymore….or at least not for long.”
Mahdakis sat on the cast iron radiator, allowing himself to absorb her sexual
essence for the first time. “Why? What happened now?”
“Nothing really,” she said, unbuttoning the rest of her shirt, “just a gut feeling
I have. I think he’s sick of me and the end for us is near. Can I take this bra off?”
“Why not,” he said with hidden delight. Nicki took her shirt off and let the bra
fall on the floor, then stood in the doorway topless. She wasn’t exactly fat, but

she was far from thin. Her tits were huge, larger than Kim’s, although Mahdakis
had no proof. Her body was un-toned, but well curved. She was hefty but in an
extremely sexual way. “Nice.”
“Nice?” she said putting her hands in her pockets and sticking her breasts out
alluringly. “That’s it? Nice?”
“Very nice Nicki. I love it.”
“Good. You wanna get some beers and hang out, or what?” She began to play
with her right nipple.
“Definitely.”
“You got money?”
Mahdakis looked shamefully at the floor. “A little short. I don’t get my check
from the gas station until Friday.”
“Well, I have money. I’ll buy,” she said, unsnapping her tight jeans and
pulling them to the floor with both hands as she shimmied her pleasantly plump
legs out of them. “But what’s in it for me, Mahdakis? Are we gonna fuck? Are
you gonna take care of my pussy? Hmm?”
Mahdakis shook his head, yes. But said, “I have Jezebel, you know.”
“Oh fuck her, already, will you? Where is she for the past month or so, wanna
tell me that?”
Mahdakis was feeling a bit uncomfortable. He knew that everybody thought
him a fool for being with her. “She’s…….hanging around some new
friends…..some TD Heads out in Old Norford.”
“Out in Old Norford? It’s a half mile up the road, Mahdakis.”
“I know where the fuck it is!”
“Well, don’t say it like it’s out in mother-fuckin’ Montanan or something!
She’s right up the street, asshole, and you’re not with her?”
“It’s not that!
“Well what is it?”
“We decided to give each other a little room with our friends. We still see each
other every day, and most nights when she comes home, I’m asleep in her bed;
so we wake up together a lot, too.”
“Oh, alright. And she’s being a good girl?”
“That’s what she swears.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! Yeah, sure. And so are you. Ha-ha!”
“I have to believe her, or the love I have for her is a mere fabrication of my
raging loins.”
“Say….what the fuck did you just say? Forget it,” she waved it off. “So listen,
man, I’m standing here with my hooch hanging out; are we gonna fuck or
what?”
He walked over to her and put his right hand under her chin and his left hand
on her right breast. Nicki stretched her neck and gave him a long passionate kiss
then pulled back and looked her green cat eyes in his intense brown ones; she

whispered, “There’s nothing hotter than fucking your best friend’s girlfriend
from behind after she’s sucked your dick for ten minutes.”
“You don’t say?”
“Want proof?”
“Sure…..My birth-givers are away. Wanna use their waterbed?”
“I’m game.” she followed him out of the room and down the hall.
*****
As they had finished up and were coming out the bedroom, still half dressed,
another voice could be heard yelling from downstairs, “HEY ASSHOLE! YOU
HERE?”
“Shit, it’s Cannoli,” Nicki whispered, as she frantically got dressed. “What
does she want?”
“I don’t know,” he whispered back. “HANG ON, I’LL BE RIGHT DOWN!”
He yelled.
But it was too late. Cannoli had quietly walked up the stairs and was standing
in his birth-giver's doorway. “WHAT THE FUCK? ISN’T ANYONE IN THIS
FUCKIN’ TOWN FAITHFUL TO ONE ANOTHER? GOD FUCKIN’ DAMN
IT, MAN! AM I THE ONLY PERSON NOT FUCKING SOME ONE I
SHOULDN’T BE? MOTHER OF GOD, YOU PEOPLE ARE HORNY!”
“We weren’t doing anything,” Nicki foolishly defended. “I’m thinking about
getting a waterbed and wanted to see how it felt, so Mahdakis let me come over
and lay on it for an hour.”
“While he lay on top of you at the same time.”
“NO! We’re just chatting…My God!”
“Hm.” Cannoli nodded. “Your bra’s on the floor out here in the hall, you
know.”
“Oh yeah, that’s right. It was diggin’ into my skin and…”
“And not only that, but you wanted to get the true effect from sleeping on the
waterbed just as you would sleep on it if you were at home; so you took all our
clothes off, right Nick?”
“Right.”
“What do you, think I’m an asshole? You two ought to be ashamed of
yourselves. My God…”
“CUT THE SHIT!” Mahdakis chimed in, with his hands flying all around.
“What do you care anyway? You really like Tony that much? God knows you
can’t stand Jez.”
“I can’t stand her because of the way she treated you, out fucking around with
other guys. That’s why I hated her, but here you are doing the same thing!
You’re just as bad, dipshit! I don’t want to see it being done to anyone, even her.
You both are making me sick right now.”

“Oh, grow the fuck up, will you?” Nicki said as she brushed past her, into the
hallway, almost knocking Cannoli over. “It’s sex man, it’s fuckin’ sex, alright?
What the fuck, Canol? Besides, it’s not like we plan on starting a friggin’ family
and getting married to these other people.”
“He is!” Cannoli pointed.
Stunned, Nicki turned around. “You didn’t propose to her….did you?”
“Sure. I do that a lot.”
“Well if you’re doing it a lot, it must mean that the answer keeps on being no,”
Cannoli said.
“Yeah, but I think I’ve finally worn her down. This time she said if we move
to California, I have a chance.”
“Jesus Christ; did I just let a retard come inside me?”
“You guys don’t use condoms?”
“What fun is that?” replied Nicki.
“Really man, it takes all the fun out of it,” said Mahdakis.
“Guys! You really have to be careful!”
“I’m on the pill, relax.”
“It’s for more than just pregnancy stupid! There’s an epidemic out there!
Haven’t you heard?”
“Aids,” Nicki said, calmly filing a nail. “So?”
“So? That’s all you have to say is so?”
Mahdakis put his eyebrows together. “It’s just for queers though, right?”
“And niggers.”
Cannoli’s mouth dropped. “You two are the most fucked up people I know.
Listen to you. Not only are you bigoted, but your gravely misinformed!”
“Gravely.” Nicki laughed for some reason.
“It’s not funny,” Cannoli continued. “Shit, if there are two people in our group
who probably should where protection, it’s you two! Yet here you are just
fuckin’ away; la-la-la. Wow!”
“Whatever,” said Nicki. “Mahdakis, what are you, some sort of an asshole or
something? What’s with this getting married shit?”
“To her no less,” Cannoli said.
“To her?” Mahdakis defended. “Get the fuck out of my house then, if you
don’t like it.”
“Oh that’s rich; fuck the shit out of a bitch and then throw her out into the
street like an old steak bone.”
“Who throws bones out into the street?” Cannoli asked.
“Street people,” Mahdakis said.
“Don’t they have garbage cans?”
“You can’t marry her, Mahdakis. She’s no good for you.”
“But you’re good for Tony, though?”
“Nicki, would you stop being so melodramatic?”

“I hate Tony! He’s a fuckin’ asshole.”
“Hey easy,” said Mahdakis. “That guy’s my best friend.”
“So why do you date him?”
“He’s got a great cock!”
“That’s it?” Cannoli said, astonished. “He’s got a great cock? Nothing else
good about him?”
“Nothing, nothing at all.”
“That’s sad; you’re dating someone because they have a great cock.”
“Why would I want to date someone with a bad cock?”
“True.” Cannoli stood dumbfounded. She looked up at Mahdakis. “Am I the
only girl friend of yours who hasn’t done something with you?”
He gave consideration. “Dakota…..Kim.”
Nicki and Cannoli stood, waiting for more names. Cannoli said, “That’s it?
Just two?”
“I don’t know. What constitutes sex? You mean like hard core penetration?”
“Hard core? What….”
“I’ve had sex with just about every guy we know…at least once.”
“And you brag about it, Nicki?” Cannoli asked. “That’s sick.”
“I don’t brag, but I did enjoy it all…most all of it, anyway. What’s the big
deal? None of them wore condoms either, by the way.”
“Look on the bright side,” Mahdakis said to Cannoli, “perhaps it’ll make our
friendship last longer; maybe you, me, Kim and Dakota will all still be friends
when we’re like fifty or some stupid shit.”
“Fifty?” Nicki said, “Aiming a little high ain’t ya there, bud? Oh shit, what
time is it?”
“Hey, I got a bone to pick with you, fuckhead,” Cannoli said, jabbing her
fingers into his chest.
“Shit! I have to take my female-birth-giver to the dealership now. She’s
picking up a brand new Subaru.”
“No kidding?”
“Yeah, and she’s going to let me take it out tonight. How cool is that?”
“Your mom’s pretty cool, indeed,” Mahdakis grimaced.
“Okay, gotta go….bye.” She gave them each a kiss on the cheek and ran down
the stairs and out the door.
Cannoli and Mahdakis remained in the hall. She turned and looked up at him.
“So….guess what the state police found near the airport?”
“The airport out by Snowy’s?”
“Yeah…that one.”
“I don’t know. What?”
“Aren’t you missing something?”
“Not that I know of.”
“Hmm…how about a white Ford Mustang?”

“Oh wow. I wondered what happened to that thing.”
“That thing? That thing is a car.”
“Right. Where is it now?”
“It’s at some garage waiting to be towed to the dump unless someone rescues
it. You want it?”
“Mm…I don’t know. Not really, I guess.”
“That’s that then, huh? You wipe your hands clean of it?”
“I guess. You might want to ask Jezebel. It is hers, I guess. Oh wow! The
plates. I have to get the plates from the car. They belonged to her grandfather.”
“I got them in my car.”
“You got them? Why you? How did you know about all this?”
“BECAUSE THE CAR’S STILL REGISTERED TO ME FOR SOME
REASON!! YOU ASSHOLES HAVE BEEN DRIVING IT ILLEGALLY!”
“Illegally? I thought she paid you for it.”
“Yes, but in the year that I have not owned it, Jez nor you have bothered to get
it insured or registered. The last legally known owner is me! What the fuck,
man?”
“Who cares about all that shit, man? I can’t be bothered.”
“Well be bothered about giving me back the two-hundred dollars it cost to get
the fucking thing towed, and for storage at the garage. I don’t make a million
dollars a week at the deli, you know.”
“I don’t have that kind of scratch lying around man.”
“I’m not a man; and you’d better find it or Jez doesn’t get her plates back.”
“Okay. I’ll let her know.”
Cannoli shook her head back and forth. “How can you do this to the woman
you supposedly love so much? And with Nicki? Please. What about Tony, your
best friend!”
Mahdakis was quiet as he stared her square in the eye with a look of
surreptitious contempt. She stared back the same sort of scornful look, each with
a sparkle of shame in their eyes. They knew too much about each other for either
one to pretend. Reprimands and warnings were being exchanged in the very
long, drawn-out gaze. They knew what the other was thinking. They had been
too close not to. Finally, Cannoli looked away and down at the floor as she
spoke, “I won’t say anything.”
“Probably a good idea.”
“Yeah…..so…” she said, looking up with a sudden smile, “we’re gonna hang
at Southpoint Beach tonight. Wanna go?”
“Sure. I’ll probably grab a ride with Tony.”
“A ride? It’s less than a block from here.”
“I’ll just be with him, is what I meant.”
“Okay.”
“See you there, then?”

“See you there.” They gave each other a long stare and then Cannoli said.
“Thanks.”

Happy Jack

T

ony and Nicki emerged from his apartment looking slightly disheveled and
still tucking in their shirts as they made their way to the driveway. The sun
was just starting to set. Tony stopped and looked the new car over. “A Subaru;
blue.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Nice.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble.
Nicki rubbed her palm on his belly. “You’re nice, baby. It’s still early you
know; you wanna go back in for another round?” Tony said nothing, but gave
her a look of disgust. “What? What’s up with that look?” she asked.
“Don’t you ever stop?”
“Well what the fuck man? There’s nothing better to do, and it feels great!”
“For you!”
“For me? What’s this ‘for me’ shit?" Tony put his head in his hand and then
ran it through his gnarled mess of black hair as she continued to beg, “C’mon,
I’ll let you drive the new car.”
“Okay fine; we’ll fuck again, but under one condition; you have to do
something for me.”
“Don’t I always baby? What is it?”
“I want to try something different...You're not allergic to lemon meringue, are
you?”
*****
An hour later, they drove to Norford and picked up Frank Slate and Mahdakis,
then drove around aimlessly, Tony behind the wheel of Nicki’s Mom’s new
Subaru, just as promised. “What the fuck are you doing?” Frank asked.
“I’m driving.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “What does it look like?”
“It looks like you’re worried about the cops following ya,” Frank said. “Why
do you look in the mirrors so often?”
“SEE? I TOLD YOU!” Mahdakis yelled.
“AAHHH!!” Tony hit the brakes and swerved in the middle of the road.
“Jesus Christ, Tony! What the fuck?” screamed Nicki.

“Don’t yell in my fuckin’ ear; goddamn it, man! I thought I was going to run
someone over!”
“Huh-huh-huh-huh,” Frank Slate laughed. “Well, you just might, if you don’t
keep your eyes on the road and……..hey, Nicki, he said, looking at the back of
her head from the back seat. “What’s in your hair?”
“My hair?”
Mahdakis saw what Frank was talking about, put his finger on the back of her
head and scooped up a healthy portion of food substance, then put it in his
mouth. “Mmm, lemon meringue pie; my favorite.”
Quickly, Nicki grabbed a napkin from the glove box and wiped the area.
“Lemon meringue? Let me see,” Frank said, scooping a small handful of
lemon meringue from her hair, and then tasting it. “I’ll be damned. What the hell
are you doing with pie on the back of your head?”
“I was saving it for later, okay?”
“Yeah, alright; whatever.” Frank looked to his right in the back seat and saw
Mahdakis laughing quietly. Then he watched him pull a bottle of Southern
comfort out of a brown paper bag and chug some down. “Hey. Give me some of
that,” Frank demanded.
Tony, who already had his eyes in the rearview mirror said, “Yeah,” -Bobblebobble-bobble “give me some, too.”
“Don’t you dare!” screamed Nicki. “Not while driving this new car. My birthgiver will be pissed if anything gets on these seats.”
“Watch your mouth bitch or I’ll tie your hands behind your back and shove
your face in a lemon meringue pie again!”
Nicki turned flush and tears came up to her eyes. “You’re a real asshole, you
know that?”
Tony laughed. “Ha-ha-ha! And I made her eat the entire pie with no hands,
while I slammed her up the ass! Ha!”
Nicki sank more into the seat. Mahdakis did another shot and gave his friend a
disapproving look. Frank took the bottle from Mahdakis, did a shot, and also
darted a look of disgust towards Tony; but that didn’t stop him from asking an
inappropriate question, “So how’d it get on the back of your head, if your face
was in the pie in front of you, then?”
The uncomfortable silence that followed was broken when Mahdakis tapped
Nicki on the back. “Hey dude, wanna grab that Coke on the floor up there for
me, please?” Nicki handed him a can that read, New Coke. “Thanks.”
“What’s with the training wheels, anyway?” she said.
“I’m trying to go easy on my stomach. Maybe if I wash it down with
something else it’ll ease the pain.”
“Not with that it won’t you idiot!” she said.

“She’s right, you know,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “They use that shit to clean
battery cables. You’re better off not having anything at all but the straight
whiskey.”
“Water, you should drink water with alcohol,” Nicki said.
“My grandfather used to drink milk with his whiskey. He said it coated his
stomach with somethin’ or another,” said Frank Slate.
Mahdakis stared at the can for a second. “Why does this say New Coke? What
the fuck’s new about it?”
“It’s their new line,” said Nicki. “Don’t you watch television? They run the
adds twenty-four-seven for that shit almost. It’s fuckin’ infuriating.”
“Nah, I don’t get into TV,” Mahdakis said, taking a sip. “Yech….what the
fuck? This shit taste like nuclear waste. Didn’t they have any regular Coke?”
“They don’t make that anymore,” Frank informed him. “because then, they
would have to call it Old Coke, and the marketing department thought that
would be a disenchanting name to consumers.”
“But he’s right,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “it does taste like shit.”
“Why are they changing something that’s worked for eighty years or whatever
it’s been?”
“I don’t know man; it’s stupid, it’s like they want to piss us off on purpose, or
something, ya know.”
“Let’s pick up some Pepsi on the way back then, shall we?”
“Mmm, sure,” Tony said, pulling into the entrance of Southpoint Beach. “Hey
there’s Jack and Cannoli. Let’s pull into that spot next to ’em.”
“Anthony, be careful. Park across from them. That looks a little too tight for
this car.”
“No problem, babe. I’m a guy, not a chick; we know how to drive; in’t that
right fellows?” Tony said, looking in the rearview mirror for a reaction. When
he didn’t get one, he stared in the mirror longer and repeated, “In’t that right
fellas? Fellas?”
“TONY, LOOK OUT!!”
The pedals were much smaller than Tony was used to, and he hit the brakes
and the gas at the same time. He had also cut the wheel too soon and misjudged
the parking space. The front end of the Subaru looked like an accordion after it
plowed into the side of Jack Carrot’s 1969 freshly painted, Z28. The passenger
door, unrecognizable and the front fender and rear quarter panel were crushed.
Jack stood outside the car, frozen in a state of unbelievable anger. He was surely
going to kill everyone within a square mile. This however did not cease laughter
to come out of the mouths of Frank and Mahdakis; they were sick and found
humor in others’ misery.
“Tony! What have you done to my birth-giver’s car? And Jack’s! You
asshole!”

Jack stormed over to Tony’s window. “GET OUT OF THE FUCKIN’ CAR!
I’M GONNA RIP YOU INTO PIECES!” This made Mahdakis and Frank Slate
laugh twice as hard.
“Hang on! Hang on, Jack. Let me move it!” Tony said through the window. To
this day, no one will ever know why he did what he did, maybe not even Tony;
But he did it, so here goes: he put the car in reverse but cut the wheel as hard as
he could to the right which, when he hit the gas, only damaged Jack’s car even
more, as the Subaru gouged it’s way deeper into the once cherry body of Jack’s
muscle car. “Shit!”
“YOU FUCKIN’ ASSHOLE!!” Jack screamed and picked up one of the barrel
garbage cans and held it over his head.
“Oh my God!” Nicki screamed. “He’s going to throw that at us!”
“Huh-huh-huh-huh, this is fuckin’ crazy,” Frank laughed.
“Will you guys stop laughing! This isn’t funny!”
“Not at all!” Nicki said.
Cannoli ran to the car and put her palms on the driver’s side window “Get out
of here…Now! Just leave! We’ll talk tomorrow….LOOK OUT!!” Cannoli
ducked as Jack threw the garbage can barrel at the windshield of the car,
shattering the glass in a hundred places. It was barely drivable but somehow
Tony managed to get them out of the beach and back home, relying on memory
and hope – hope that no other cars or people got in their path.

The Wakeup Call
answered the phone, “Hello?”
N icki
“It’s me.”

“Me who?”
“Who the fuck do you think, me?”
“Is this Captain Crash?”
“Funny.”
“Tony, you should be careful calling here; my birth-giver wants to murder
you. The car is more or less totaled you know. She brought it back to the
dealership for a lesser deal on a used car and she ain’t happy.”

“Fuck It. I don’t really care about all the details; it’s not my problem
anymore.”
“What the fuck is that supposed to mean, you asshole? Not your problem; this
entire thing is because of you. You’re going to owe her some money.”
“I’m not paying a dime unless she wants to come after me in court or
something.”
“Oh that’s some fucked up shit right there, buddy!”
“Sorry, that’s life babe. Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose. Besides, I
have to pay Jack a shitload of money for his Z. He was real pissed.”
“So is my birth-giver! Why take care of Jack but not her? What’s your deal?”
“My deal is I’ll be seeing Jack a lot more than I’ll be seeing your birth-giver
from now on because I’m breaking up with you.”
“You’re what?”
“Yeah, I’m sorry. I really didn’t want to do it over the phone, but last night
seemed like an inappropriate time with the accident and all, you know?”
“Ya think? Fuckin’ aye; you’re all heart. What did I do?”
“Nothin’. I just met some other girl who’s a lot better in bed than you. We’ve
been doing it for a month or so now, and I want to date her exclusively from
now on, okay? So, I’ll see you see you in the funny papers then. ”
Stunned, and at a loss for words, she defensively blurted out, “Well I fucked
your best friend yesterday on a waterbed! So fuck you!”
“Excellent. I’ll have to thank him the next time I see him; he did me a favor
and saved me the time of having to do it myself. I like Mahdakis; he’s a real
standup kind of friend.”
“Yes he is! And he has a standup cock to match! Unlike you and that lump of
fat you call a penis!”
“Yeah, okay,” he said, really not believing her. “Anyway, like I said, I didn’t
intend to do this over the phone but, well, here it is. See ya round.” There was
the sound of a click and then silence.
She hung on to the phone for a minute after he hung up, her mind still in a
state of disbelief that he broke up with her over the phone, and that he wasn’t
going to help out with the damages done to the car; moreover, his bristly attitude
towards the situation. She knew the breakup was coming. She told
Mahdakis………… ‘Mahdakis,’ she thought, and called him right away.
“Hello?” he said as he picked up the phone.
“Mahdakis, my love. It’s me, Nicki. How are you?”
“I’m okay. What’s up? How’s the car?”
“Long story….and not good, but thanks.” There was a pause on both ends for
a moment as the other waited for a reaction from the other. Realizing she wasn’t
going to get one, she continued, “Tony just broke up with me….over the phone,
he couldn’t even do it to my face….I knew it was coming, like I said, but I
didn’t think he’d be such a coward about it.”

“No kidding.”
“No kidding,” she mimicked his lazy nonchalant tone. “Ah…but anyway my
love, what are you doing now? I thought I’d pop over. I need a shoulder to cry
on…or any other body part you can spare.”
Mahdakis didn’t like the direction of her conversation. The sex with her had
been just that, sex. It was nothing that he couldn’t do without and was something
he wished not to pursue, not when he had Hester Prynne and Morgan Le Fay to
either side of him, and he surely did not want to send Nicki mixed signals. He
liked her and cared for her, but not that much. “What do you want me to tell
Jezebel?” he said coldly.
“Tell her to piss off; you found somebody better. Ha-ha-ha-ha! I’m just
kidding.” She wasn’t. “You guys got plans then?”
“Yeah, she’s going to pick me up soon. I’m buying a car.”
“What car?”
“An old Chevy convertible this old lady is selling to me. She’s a customer at
the gas station. Pretty good deal. I think you’ll like it.”
“Awesome. You’ll have to take me for a spin. Well all right, listen, if you guys
get bored later, there’s going to be a party at Yogi’s. I know it’s not your thing
these days, but come on up if you want.”
“Okay, I’ll keep it in mind. Who’s going?”
“Everyone, man. Captain H and his merry band of dick-wads, the queers from
Open fly….everybody. I think Rizzo, Pablo, and Boodles are going.”
“Mm,” he said uninterested.
“I’ll talk to you later then.”
“Okay, bye.”
“Later.” As she hung up, she knew she made a mistake in using the suggestive
tone she had. She was sorry she did. She liked him….a lot, and she wanted him,
but there was no way on Earth that he was going to tear himself away from his
prized possession, goddess and mentor, known to everyone else simply as Jez.
He loved her unconditionally and was prepared to follow her to every end of the
universe, if need be.
To be clear about one thing, other women didn’t despise Jezebel anywhere
near as much as they despised her relationship with Mahdakis. There was a
universal sense of resentment amongst these women in regards to the
incomprehensible connection of the two crazed lovebirds. The main reason for
this being the longevity of it; there was virtually no one, woman or man, who
understood why they were drawn to each other, and furthermore, how they
managed to stay together for all this time. A burning scar of jealous envy and
angry bewilderment indeed lay itself on the hearts of these onlookers, who
themselves, worked very hard to maintain a lengthy relationship. However,
nobody else, aside from Jack and Cannoli, was able to do such a thing for any
longer than six months. Rest assured, if Mahdakis and Jezebel had been king

and queen of the prom, this would not be an issue. But they were crazy; and
therefore supposedly incapable of any sort of sustained love.
Most everyone had a strapping suspicion that Jezebel was sleeping around
behind his back. Not one of them, however, had the slightest inclination about
any of his bizarre sexual escapades, which most likely far outweighed her
behavior. Had they known of his exploits, they would most definitely have had
greater compassion for Jezebel and her disposition. But they did not, as
Mahdakis always made sure to keep his sexually charged indiscretions a secret,
just as he had always done since the tenth grade when Mrs. Blitzer began having
sex with him on occasion.
He believed that cheating was a weakness and as much as it made the one
being cheated on appear foolish, it made the cheater look twice as bad because it
was a reflection of the cheater’s judge of character, the character being the
person you chose to openly devote your love to. And, for one to cheat, would be
to seemingly admit that you may have made grave miscalculations in regard to
your romantic endeavors, as the one you chose to love is not fulfilling your
needs or wants as expected. As odd as it may sound, Mahdakis strived at
monogamy and was therefore very private about his inability to be faithful to his
true love(s). So, unlike most other guys, who bragged about every woman the
banged, Mahdakis was very quiet about it and never told a soul, not even Tony
knew anything, other than of course the two they had been together with.
The truth about Jezebel’s exploits was, she craved specific attentions from the
male species that Mahdakis did not provide; she did not intentionally seek out
sexual encounters, and was very good at avoiding them. She liked heavy petting
and the thrill of being hunted, but it usually stopped there. She was sexually
devoted to Mahdakis as she herself also strived for a monogamous relationship.
Any sex she may have had with other men was usually out of anger for
something he had done earlier….or not done. She loved him but she didn’t want
to love anyone yet, so the two crossed out each other’s significance.
She had promised him a ride into New Little Italy that morning, to pick up a
car he was buying, then maybe head to the beach afterwards. She would make
sure to give him a nice blowjob before they went their separate ways later that
evening. This always seemed to ease the jealous tension that was created by her
not wanting him around, and on other days, he would do exactly the same when
he didn’t want her around. Going down on the other was good because it seemed
so selfless and affectionate. The truth of the matter was, neither of them wanted
to get into any heavy fucking because they never knew whom they might run
into later, and it’d be unwise to be dirty where it counted.
She had plans with her TD friends; one of which being a very tall, very fat
dude with short hair. He was from a prosperous family. He wasn’t a “true” TD
head, he was make believe, the next generation, the fake generation, the ones

with homes and the ones who were well-read and attending good colleges; that
was Charlie Moonglow, a good intentioned, jovial college guy, who always
sported a pair of dirty kaki dress shorts and a tie-dye t-shirt that fit him like a
muumuu. He was just out to have some fun and get laid……or try to. Jezebel
wasn’t ever going give him that, but she liked the way he chased her around and
did all the little things for her that Mahdakis no longer did. She was a cock-tease
to him, making him adhere to her every whim and command in order for the
‘hope’ to stay alive inside of him, the hope that one day he may taste her
twisted, beautiful love. Until then, however, he had become her humble servant,
and most of his friends knew it but did not say anything. Mahdakis found it
amusing sometimes, and was very bothered by it at other times. But for the most
part, he left them alone to hang and do whatever it was they did. He liked
Charlie Moonglow and Charlie liked him too, but Mahdakis knew Charlie
wanted to fuck the living bejesus out of his girlfriend and Charlie knew that
Mahdakis knew that he wanted to fuck the living bejesus out of his girlfriend,
and complicating matters even further, Mahdakis knew he knew that he knew,
Jezebel also knew that Mahdakis knew that Charlie wanted to fuck the bejesus
out of her and that Charlie knew that he knew. Charlie also knew that she knew.
Jezebel liked to shove this sort of thing in Mahdakis’s face; that some other
man was paying attention to her. She loved to play the ‘what are you going to do
about it now?’ game. Mahdakis pretended not to care and for the most part
regarding Charlie, he didn’t. It wasn’t so much that he trusted him as much as it
was that Charlie was fat, and Jezebel didn’t do fat. Jezebel was no pinup model,
but she didn’t need to pick from the scrap heap either. Fact of the matter was, as
much as she strived to be a peace-loving liberal, deep down inside Jezebel had
the same shallow standards of beauty we all have, especially when it came to
those who were going to put a dick inside of her. Another misconception about
Jezebel is that she was just as much a hard-core wiseass and sarcastic
motherfucker as anyone. She’d be the first to point out a car window at a
disfigured person and make a joke about them. As a matter of fact, on one
occasion, while driving back from another shopping excursion for her femalebirth-giver, she reached into one of the brown paper bags and threw a Weight
Watchers frozen dinner at a tremendously fat person, then turned around to the
rest of the people in the car and said, “I’ll bet the dumb bastard doesn’t even get
it. He probably wonders what he’s going to do with just one of those things.
He’s probably scratching his fat baldhead saying, ‘I needs least three-four ah
deese lil’ things tuh fills me big belly up.’ Hee-hee-hee-hee…...Hee-hee-heehee!!!”
*****

Jezebel, making good on her promise, drove her obsessed boyfriend to the old
lady’s house where they exchanged money and a bill of sale for the vehicle. It
was a great deal, five hundred bucks for a nineteen sixty-three, white Chevy
Impala convertible with red leather interior. It only had sixty-eight thousand on
it, one of those ladies who drove it to the store and back, and now that her
husband was dead, she was probably going to move out of town. She was a
sweet old lady and probably should have been warned about Mahdakis. He
knew better than to let the old woman sell the car to him with her with the
license plates on it still, but he let her anyway. Mahdakis saw this as a way of
getting around for free awhile, and Jezebel with all of her wickedness, wasn’t
going to say anything either…..sweet couple. A mutual wickedness indeed
bound them to one another.
The deal had taken place at the Norford Savings and Trust parking lot. After
the deal, the old lady went next door to the laundry mat to meet a friend. Floyd
walked out of the ATM booth, where he had slept all night. He yawned and said,
“Oh man, good thing I heard you guys talking; I would’ve slept in their all day,
otherwise.”
“It’s that comfortable in there, is it?”
“Ahh….top of the mornin’ to ya, Ms. Crowley.”
“To you too, kind sir.” She bent a knee and tipped an invisible hat. “And what
a fine mornin’ it is, is it not?”
“Yesum ma’am, I surely do echo those sentiments…indeed.”
“Why, any mornin’ the good lord shines light on our face is a….”
“Will you two shut the fuck up?!”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee.” They both laughed at Mahdakis’s impatience with life.
“Hey dude.” They exchanged the stupid-secret handshake. “You still sleeping
here, huh? Where’s Carl?”
“At Dakota’s,” Floyd said, walking with them towards the parking lot.
“I thought maybe he might have found out about….you know…the thing
down at Pock’s.”
“No. everyone’s being sensitive to his feelings and not telling him what a
horny girlfriend he has.”
“That’s good of everyone.”
“And I thought your friends were so cold hearted and untrustworthy,” Jezebel
said.
“What about the bruises on her face and so forth?”
“She told him that she was picked up hitchhiking on the way home and that
the person driving was in a fender-bender.”
“Clever girl.”
“Nice.”
“So dude,” Mahdakis said, “Do you need a ride somewhere? I got a car now,
you know.”

“Yeah, man I see that. A nice one too.” Floyd admired the classic car for a
moment. “You know, I’m only going over to my birth-giver’s; it seems I’m
allowed over there now that my male-birth-giver is out of the house and my
female-birth-giver needs stuff done.”
“The divorce is settled?”
“Pretty much,” Floyd said to Mahdakis, but addressing them both with his
eyes. “Some ends to tidy up I guess; no idea what but…”
“But you still have to sleep out on the streets?” Jezebel asked.
“Well,” Floyd said, as he scratched himself and took out a cigarette, “that was
probably my last night. I get to go home now and live civilized. Anyone got a
light?”
“Is your female-birth-giver there now?” Mahdakis asked, lighting his smoke
for him.
(exhale) “Yeah. She’s probably just waking up.”
“Well, hop in dude, I’ll give you a ride,” Mahdakis said, jumping on the
chance to see his female-birth-giver walking around in a slinky robe. Floyd’s
birth-giver was quite the piece of eye candy and no doubt probably part of the
reason she was getting divorced.
“I can walk.”
“Nonsense; let’s go.” Mahdakis opened the door for him.
“Hey, I’ll meet you back at my place,” Jezebel said. “We’ll go to the beach or
something for a while.”
“Well, wait.” Mahdakis looked at Floyd. “Do you want to come with us to the
beach, dude?”
“Nah. I’ve got some shit to do for my birth-giver, and then after that prepare
for tonight.”
“Are you going to Yogi’s?” Jezebel yelled from her car.
“No. Pumpkinhead and I are going to meet the aliens tonight.”
“Ahh, of course,” Mahdakis said condescendingly.
“Meet the what?!” Yelled Jezebel. “Is that a new group?”
“The aliens, Jez. Aliens from outer space are coming to talk to us tonight;
probably down at The Rock, on the river. It’s no joke, we’ve been waiting a year
or so for this visit; it’s very important. When we saw them last week up by
Snowy’s, we knew the time had come.”
“The time has come for you to be locked up,” she said. “And what do you
expect up at Snowman’s? All kinds of weird shit goes on around him.”
“It was a sign that they wanted us to know that they had landed and were ready
to talk.”
“Talk about what?” Mahdakis asked.
“Stuff. You know, like how better to serve mankind and what we need to do
protect our planet from dying off or killing each other.”
“What you need, is to get rid of people like Captain H,” Jezebel said.

Floyd raised his eyebrows in consideration. “Well that’s not a bad place to
start, I must agree. But the Earth’s corruption goes much higher than people like
him.”
Jezebel nodded her head. She liked the way he was thinking. She thought he
was nuts, but had his heart in the right place. “You’re okay Floyd. You sure you
don’t wanna come to the beach? I heard there’s going to be some gremlins
there.”
“I’m good,” he said, getting into the passenger’s side of the large convertible.
“Take care! I’ll see you soon!”
“Unless the aliens make stew out of you!” Jezebel giggled and drove off.
“Stew?” Floyd said as Mahdakis put it in gear and drove off. “What’s that
mean?”
“It’s an old Twilight Zone episode. You remember, the aliens convince these
guys that they were coming to Earth to serve man, and when they got there, they
handed the Earthlings this book that only one guy knew how to read.” Mahdakis
lit up a Tijuana Small. “As it turns out, it was a cookbook with recipes on how
to serve man as food.”
Floyd looked concerned. “Wow. That’s some heavy shit. I hope me and
Pumpkinhead don’t get eaten or something.”
“Me too.” Mahdakis took a nonchalant drag off his cigar. “That would be a
rash.”

*Sally Palmer*
Sneakin’ Sally Through The Alley

A

lthough it wasn’t really his scene, Mahdakis went to Yogi’s anyway.
Most everyone was there and, with Jezebel out with Charlie Moonglow
and his friends; he had nothing else to do. He sat alone on the couch drinking
from a plastic half-gallon bottle of Majorska vodka and watching a Judas Priest
concert that had been filmed over the past year. He sat and thought of his
situation, it was sad. Every friend he had was there and he wasn’t comfortable
around any of them. Something was changing, and it was at that moment that he

realized it. He also realized he didn’t like it. Everyone was doing lines and
carrying on. There were hot girls everywhere, due to the presence of Open Fly
and Captain H’s crew who had now expanded into prostitution; Rizzo was there
with many of Pablo’s friends, but not Pablo; he was off visiting a friend from
out of town. With the exception of some one-liners here and there, Rizzo had
stopped talking to Mahdakis, not because she didn’t like him but because she
was on a different plane than he was. She was doing lines and riding that
careless, carefree wave of existence. Boodles DiNero was also there; and the
whispers were, that she had slipped into the white powder world quite heavily.
She walked past Mahdakis slowly as they exchanged apologetic glances. She
was probably thinking the same thing he was, ‘Why hadn’t the charity account
been emptied yet?’ But neither Mahdakis nor Boodles withdrew their money
from the fake charity account that was held in both their names. There was hope
that they would be friends again. Cannoli Spitzer was even doing occasional
lines these days; she had succumbed to the old adage of, ‘If you can’t beat ’em,
join ’em’ mentality. Cannoli knew she had competition in Anika Gilbarti
because of how much fun she could be around Jack. Cannoli took the necessary
steps to keep her man occupied and to keep his attentions on her, and while she
came over once in a while and talked to Mahdakis, they didn’t speak long and
after a minute or two, she was back in the kitchen doing lines with the vampires;
the guys, talking about racing their muscle cars and the women they banged; the
women, talking gossip and other mundane, frivolous shit. They were nice folks,
and they liked Mahdakis. That wasn’t the problem. The problem was...he didn’t
like being around them anymore. No one wanted to think about stuff, or
contemplate new beginnings or discuss any borderline philosophical topics. It
was too much, and a real head bummer for folks riding high on Heroin.
Mahdakis liked hanging out with White Tom, but a lot of the folks at these
parties didn’t care much for him and Mahdakis would not let himself be seen
with him in the presence of these folks sometimes because he cared too much
about his image. Yet, he didn’t respect these people’s ideals or thoughts, so why
the fuck should he care about what they thought of White Tom? Sometimes his
vanity got the better of him in ways he could never figure out.
Jack, Captain H, Yogi, and Rad all came by periodically, giving him a slap on
the back and offering him a line or a beer, or what have you. They didn’t think
too much of Mahdakis sitting alone because they all thought he was insane to
begin with, and thought that this was just part of Mahdakis being insane; sitting
on the couch alone watching a heavy metal concert. The fact was, Mahdakis did
not want to be alone. He heard Nicki’s voice yelling and carrying on from the
kitchen. “Show you my boobs? Ha-ha-ha, I don’t think so pal! But how much
you got, anyway?” He did not go see her. She was high as a kite, giggling and
laughing to the point of nausea. He also knew that when she was like this, she
tended to fix on a guy in the room and make him a buffet later on. He didn’t

want to be that guy, nor did he want to be a buzz kill by showing his face.
Instead, he picked up his bottle of Majorska vodka and walked outside, and
down around to the back of the yard where he saw Sally Palmer, standing alone
by the sliding glass doors that entered into the lower basement.
The tension and hatred between the two was so intense, it could not be
measured anymore. In short, they both saw something different in Jezebel that
the other did not see, and both considered each other a threat of taking Jezebel
away from them by persuading or influencing her in some way. Sally was from
a home riddled in domestic abuse. She learned not to trust men early on, and she
was positive that Mahdakis had all the sure fire symptoms of an abuser. Sally
thought for sure that he was beating Jezebel and that she was afraid of him and
ever more afraid of losing him, to the point where she would eventually follow
him down a dark and lonely path, not intended for her and subsequently ruin her
life because of him.
Mahdakis saw Sally as an overbearing, stubborn TD head who would not give
consideration to anyone else’s ideas or beliefs. She was a tough one for sure and
Mahdakis didn’t know how to handle her. TD Heads weren’t supposed to be so
street savvy and cold willed. He wanted to beat the shit out of her, but even if he
did find the anger to ever hit a woman, which he was taught was not a thing to
ever do, he wasn’t sure he could take her. Sally was strong looking and, while
she wasn’t by any means fat or large, she was a big boned girl who carried
herself well. She could have been some sort of pin up model back the late
nineteen forties; the kind that look voluptuously delicious in a one-piece bathing
suit, but down right hideous in a bikini.
He thought about turning around and walking away, but there was a lonely,
distant look in her eye, and Mahdakis thought it best to say hello. As he walked
down the back yard towards her, she looked up and saw him. A smile came to
her face as she shook her head in disbelief. “Of all the people I want to see right
now…..do you know where you fall numerically in that category?”
“No. but at least I’m on the list. That’s something isn’t it?” he raised his
eyebrow, as he continued walking down the muddy grass.
“Not really.”
He slipped on the mud and let himself slide down the rest of the way to the
edge of the concrete patio, where Sally stood looking at him. The slip
inadvertently caused the two to be standing nose to nose. Oddly enough, neither
one shied away from the other. That would have been a sign of weakness. He
looked into her brown eyes and said to her broad freckly face, “And how are you
this evening, Scarlet?”
“Scarlet? Ha.” Sally smiled, pointed at the vodka bottle, and said, “I’ll be
better after some of that, if you’d be so kind?”
“Sure, you wanna sit down?” he said pointing to a lone chair and unscrewing
the cap. “Hang on; let me find you a cup. There’s probably one right in…”

“I’m good,” she said, amused with his politeness. She took a gulp and
considered him, then another gulp. “What’s your problem, anyway?”
“Huh?”
“You’re quite the gentlemen tonight. What’s up with that?”
“I’m not sure what you mean; nothing’s different. Why are you here,
anyway?”
“I can be here if I want.”
“Yeah, but it doesn’t seem to be your scene. I thought you hated F.A.G.G.
Metal.”
“I do, but that doesn’t mean I can’t like the people. Besides, we share some
common needs,” she gave a wink and sniffed her nose.
“Ah….I think I’m the only one not into that scene. Sorry.”
“Don’t be; you’re probably better off.” She grabbed the bottle from him and
took another sip. “I thought you’d be patrolling Charlie’s house or spying on her
in a tree with a pair of binoculars, making sure Jez was being a good.”
He looked shamefully at the ground and smiled. “It’s obvious, huh?”
“Oh yeah,” she said sternly, nodding her head. “They have a nickname for you
when you’re not around, you know.”
“What’s that? Asshole?”
“Besides that. They refer to you as The Chastity Belt,” Sally laughed.
“Aren’t I entitled to be possessive of such things?”
Sally said nothing but looked at him and raised her eyebrows.
“I’m that bad?”
“Dude, if you were my boyfriend, I’d beat your ass.”
Mahdakis grimaced. “That doesn’t sound so bad. I have to beg and even pay
for that sometimes.”
“Jesus, man,” Sally said, laughing, “I’d never figure you for that type.”
He picked the bottle up to his mouth. “After a few more of these I’m most
liable to do anything.”
“Give me a few more and I’m liable to do it back.”
They stared seductively at each other, each knowing the stares’ significance
and daring the other to make the first move, neither one masking the sudden
craving for the other. Something was in the air; an unforeseen connection was
being made….maybe. When you put aside their differences, they really had
more in common than most people did. They were each headstrong about their
beliefs, and very militant of their lifestyle while being protectors of their friends.
They were both from broken homes and because they were forced to learn the
laws of the street to survive, didn’t trust people very easily. Both were also vain
as hell, and thought they were God’s gift. Mahdakis changed the topic. “Why
aren’t you at Charlie’s? Isn’t your crowd there?”
“It’s a crowd. Is it mine? I don’t know anymore; seems more like Jez’s crowd.
She’s uh...” Sally shook her head while looking at the ground, trying to find the

right way to say what she wanted to say. “She’s quite popular amongst that
crowd now, you know?”
“Yeah, I know. I hang out with them sometimes,” he said, smoking his cigar.
“Right…but...” Sally’s eyes rolled up into her head, still searching for the right
words. “She’s different around them when you’re around; that’s why we don’t
like it when you’re around.”
“Different how?!”
“Don’t yell. That’s where you go wrong. Give me another slug of that, will
you?” Mahdakis handed her the bottle and she continued, “Let me put it this
way, don’t you act more reserved when Jez is amongst your friends?”
“Yeah…Yeah, I guess.”
Sally took a sip and just let the words fly out, “Dude, those guys want to fuck
the shit out of her! That’s all they talk about! And when you’re not around, she
leads them on. If you saw her behavior, you wouldn’t be standing there, cool as
a cucumber.”
“She’s not going to fuck Charlie Moonglow. He’s too fat, dude.”
“Yeah, I know, but she toys with him, and there are other guys in the group
who aren’t fat, that she toys with just to get Charlie jealous.”
“I guess that’s her way of playing,” he said, trying to hide his anger and
nervousness. “I’m like that around my friends who are girls.”
“Well then BOTH of you are fucked up.”
“Maybe,” he said, pounding down a huge gulp and then passing it to her.
She took another hit and swallowed. “Whatever, she’s your girlfriend. All I
know is that I was not in the mood tonight to deal with being hit on by those
assholes, or, and please do not say anything to her, but I was not in the mood to
watch her play cat and mouse with them all night. I mean, dude.” Sally looked
around at all the F.A.G.G. metal heads. “It’s no different from this scene, man.
The only difference is that these people are more honest about wanting to get
laid and wanting to fuck each other. At least they don’t pretend to be peaceloving, granola-eating do-gooders, when in the end all they want is to fuck your
brains out and come on your face….just like these jerks do.” She caught him
looking down her white blouse, trying to get a full view of her freckly breasts.
“See something you like?”
Quickly he turned away. “Sorry.”
He kept his head turned for a period of time so that she would know he was
sincere. She decided not to bust his balls about it. She thought how worse she
would feel if he hadn’t tried to get a look, and while he had his head turned, she
unbuttoned a little more.
They sat for an hour, talking the usual nonsense that drunken people talk, their
connection getting warmer and warmer by the minute. Yet, neither would give
in to the other or openly acknowledge it. His perverted interest in her, however
slight it may have been, was just the boost her confidence had needed and it

made her feel important for a change. She was in between loser boyfriends and
was starting to feel like a second fiddle around Jezebel. But here she was with
Jezebel’s man, who was checking her out and taking a keen, and very
unexpected, interest in her thoughts. A devious smile came to her face.
“What’s up with that smile?”
“Nothing. Did you really propose to her?”
“Jez?”
“No, Princess Di. Who the fuck do you think I mean?”
“Yeah, yeah of course I did. Why? I love her, I really do. It’s just that we’re
both a little young right now and the time isn’t quite right.”
“So why ask her?”
“I want to make sure she doesn’t go anywhere in the meantime.”
“Are you insecure?”
“What does that mean, aren’t we all? To some degree?”
“I guess, but you’re supposed to be mister tough guy without a care in the
world.”
“Well….yeah, but I still can love someone, and be afraid to lose them. You
think I’m stupid for that?”
She smiled a sincere smile and placed a hand on his knee. “No not at all, my
new friend. I think it’s extremely cool and demonstrates a level of maturity on
your part. I couldn’t believe it when she told me at the concert; I also couldn’t
understand why she thought it was funny, or….not funny, but it sure made her
angry. I think you make her feel trapped sometimes.”
“Yeah, I know I do, but she has a lot of growing up to do as well. What do….”
His sentence trailed off as she put her hand under his chin and aimed her lips at
his.
She closed her eyes passionately and began kissing him with warm seductive
eloquence.

Mirror Moves

T

hirty miles away, across the state border, another more intimate powderedcandy gathering was taking place at Tony Ravioli’s apartment. Tony no
longer saw the need to go anywhere else and be around undesirable people when

he had his own place in which he could invite just whom he wanted in his
presence, and rightly so. He had tried to get a hold of Mahdakis, but to no avail
and most everyone else was going to Yogi’s. That was not his scene. Snowy
McPeet who was supplying him and his girlfriend, Liz, with the coke, ran into
Pablo él Dente and Kim, and subsequently hooked up a ride to Tony’s. They
too, while very much into cocaine, were not comfortable with the abundance of
people that would be at Yogi’s. True to his story to Rizzo, Pablo was indeed
visiting a friend from out of town – Tony lived out of town, and he was a friend.
This reckless act of uncontrollable desire to be with Kim however, would of
course be a revealing revelation to the few who were at Tony’s; but it was the
price he would have to pay for some alone time with her.
The five of them sat around a wooden coffee table with a small mound of
cocaine heaped on a saucer plate, which sat in the middle of the table. Snowy
cut up the first batch of lines on a mirror and began passing it around to Tony
who sat to his right. Tony snorted the first line and then another before passing it
to Liz, who squatted to his right on the floor next to Pablo él Dente. “What
happened to you?” Pablo said to Liz, referring to the red mark around her eye.
“He hit me in the face with a double-stuffed pork chop.”
“He what?”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-haaaa!” Snowy laughed.
“I thought they were boneless,” Tony said, defending his actions.
“That still doesn’t give you the right to whack me in the face with a piece of
meat,” Liz snarled at him.
“Sorry.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“That’s some temper there, Tone.” Pablo put an unlit cigarette in his mouth.
“Maybe you should see about an anger management class, or some shit.”
“I wasn’t upset with her; now let’s just move on. Shall we?”
Kim exhaled her drag and was unable to let it go. “If you weren’t angry, why
did you throw a pork chop at her from across the table?”
“We weren’t at a fuckin’ table, alright!”
(Inhale-exhale) “Well where were you then?”
“Was it cooked?” asked Pablo.
“And that was after he dumped a twenty-four-ounce jar of Mott’s Applesauce
on my bare back!”
“We were in bed, alright!”
(Inhale) “With cinnamon, or without?” (exhale) “I prefer the cinnamon flavor,
myself.”
“In bed?” said Kim.
“They make it with cinnamon now?” Pablo asked.
“It wasn’t consensual I assure you; he had me blindfolded,” Liz said.
“Oh yeah, it’s fuckin’ awesome. Pick a jar up some time at the local
supermarket; I think you’ll agree.”

“And yes dickhead, it was fuckin’ cooked! What kind a guy do you think I
am?”
“I’m really not sure,” said Kim.
“Let’s just drop it!”
Liz observed him with scorn. “Freak,” she said under her breath,
By the time the mirror made its way around the table and was handed back to
Snowy by Kim, Tony had found time to consider the cocaine and, as well, saw a
good opportunity to change the subject. “Don’t get what I’m about to say wrong,
Snowy; as always I appreciate you bringing coke over like this, but this is
something different, isn’t it?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “I mean, it’s not what
we’re used to from you.”
“You got that right, Jack. I haven’t seen my main supplier in weeks! I don’t
know where the fuck he is. I got a bad feeling.”
“Who’s your supplier?” Pablo asked.
“None of your beeswax, Perry Mason.” (Inhale) “Besides….Oh my God,
where’d this little guy come from?” Snowy was referring to the cat that had just
jumped onto his shoulder and was rubbing his neck, purring.
“That little guy is Furry,” Tony said. “He’s the affectionate one.” Then,
pointing to the bedroom he continued, “Scurry’s in there.”
“What’s a scurry?” asked Kim.
“She’s the other cat; this one's sister. They’re pretty cool but Scurry is really
timid and shy around people. That one there is not…as you can see. They belong
to Mike, my roommate, the guy who owns the place.”
“Koochy-koochy-koo.” Snowy tickled him under his chin. “Would you like a
line?”
“Snowy! Don’t you dare, man! I love these cats. Don’t fuck with them.”
The cat flew off Snowy’s shoulder. “I was just kidding man,” (inhale-exhale)
“Christ.”
“So what’s up with this supplier of yours not being around? Pablo pushed for
some information.
“I don’t know.” Shake-shake-shake “I got a funny feeling he was put down.”
(Inhale-exhale). “And that’s not good because if that’s the case, then it means
that whoever did this is going to come after his customers…..like me!”
“Why?” Kim asked.
“Listen here, Gladys Kravitz,” Shake-shake-shake “It’s just best if you morons
don’t know anything; knowing what I know could only could only put you in
harm’s way.”
Kim exhaled her cigarette smoke in his face. “How can that be? You don’t
know anything. There’s nothing in that head of yours but air, and even that’s
questionable.”
“Listen you stupid…”

“So are you two a couple?” Liz interrupted, waving her finger from Kim to
Pablo, as she snorted up her third line.
Kim looked astonished and said, “What? Uh…no. No, not at all!”
“We’re just friends,” Pablo assured her.
“Friends that fuck though, right?” Liz inquired matter-of-factly.
“Excuse me, bitch?”
“Everyone calm down,” Tony said. “Liz that was a little out of line, lovey.”
Cough-cough-cough “Lovey? What are you, Mr. fuckin' Howell over there?”
“I didn’t mean anything; I’m sorry. I’m new to this crowd and just trying to
figure out who is who, that’s all.”
“Well we’re not fucking,” said Kim giving her a vicious stare.”
“Okay…sorry.”
“Jesus Christ, will you let go of the mother fuckin’ charade already?
Goddamn! What do you think? We’re all stupid? You think Rizzo’s stupid?
Knock it off and fuck each other like rabbits on the floor, right here, right now,
right in front of us, like we all know you want to do.”
“You’re crossing a line, Snowman!” Pablo stood up in front of him.
“Your birth-givers crossed a genetic line when the made you....Now sit the
fuck down you dumb Mexican cocksucker. If I want any lip from you, I’ll stick
my dick in your mouth. Here, have another line.” Snowy handed him the mirror
of ten freshly chopped lines.”
Pablo took it from him slowly, never letting his eyes off him. “Fine.”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble, “You know you guys, in all fairness, you two do look
like the cat that swallowed the canary. I mean, I don’t care whose fucking who,
and I really don’t need to know; really I don’t, it’s none of anyone’s business.
But if you don’t want people not to know…..or think it, then don’t go out
amongst other people with each other…without Rizzo,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“But if you do, make darn sure to get that look of love off your faces. Your
privacy and romantic lives are your own, and I respect that. Just try to return that
respect by not insulting the intelligence of those of us around you.”
“Exactly,” (exhale)
There was a long pause and Tony Ravioli waited for Kim Scungilli to finish
her lines and pick her head back up. When she did, he caught her eye. “So? Are
you guys fucking each other, or what?”

Moonlight Drive

T

hey sat chest to breast, kissing; his right arm completely around her soft,
bare side and his left arm under her shirt, palming her right breast. She had
her arms around his waist with her hands under his bottom. Their romantic
tongue and fluid exchanging came to an abrupt end when Violet-Basia came
upon them. “WHAT THE FUCK?!” Have you two lost your minds?”
“Oh God!” Her voice frazzled Sally, and she abruptly ran off into the
darkness.
Mahdakis watched sadly as she ran away, he could feel Violet-Basia’s eyes,
staring at him. “Why did you do that?!” He yelled at her.
“Because! You’re making out with one of your girlfriend’s best friends. That’s
not cool, dude.”
“How about I smack the shit out of you and make you mind your own
business?”
“Then we’d have a problem,” a voice said from behind her.
“Miles; what’s up, brother?” Mahdakis did the stupid-secret handshake and
stared at them. “What’s this? You guys hanging out?”
“We’re kind of a thing now,” Violet-Basia informed. “Although we don’t want
to ruin Miles’ reputation as a stud master so we are keeping a low profile.”
“As a matter of fact, I’m on my way out of here,” Miles Savage informed him.
Violet-Basia looked at the empty half-gallon of vodka. “It looks like you’ve
had enough yourself. You should probably go home. Besides Mahdakis, I have
some bad news for you.”
“Bad news? About what?”
“The tour we were supposed to go on.”
“Supposed to have gone on? We still are, aren’t we?”
“There’ve been developments.”
“Like what?”
“Dude’s, I gotta split. Bad break for you guys on those gigs, sorry to hear it,”
Miles said, then turning to his new girlfriend, said, “You gonna be alright? Can
you get a ride home?”
“I’ll give her one. I got a new car today.”
“Cool,” he said, giving her a peck on the cheek. “Later,” and then he ran off in
to the crowd of partygoers.
As he disappeared, Violet-Basia turned her head slowly. “Sally? Are you
fuckin serious?”
“We were having a good time. Just do everyone a favor and keep this to
yourself. Fuckin’ aye, you act like Jezebel’s an angel or something. Where is she
now, Violet? Huh? Getting her cunt licked by a bunch of sex starved TD
heads?”
“Well, if she is, you don’t seem to broken up about,”

“Well I am! I’m just trying to give her the benefit of the doubt and the space
she needs! What the fuck’s with you, dating Miles Savage? That’s a little fucked
up. You know he screws everything that moves?”
“No he doesn’t. He screws most of them, and that’s fine with me because,
unlike you, I’m not here to change his life and hold him down to just one vagina,
night after night. I’d rather that he gets whatever it is out of his system so he’s
happy at days end and therefore, a much nicer person all around. You, my
friend, need a lesson in benevolence.”
“Me?! What about her? She wants me to live on a commune out in
California!”
“She’s just fucking with ya. I assure you. I’ve know her since we were kids
and she may act like one thing, but at the end of the day she wants privacy and a
clean shower, and a bed all to herself. She’s normal like that. You should know
that by now. She wants the security of having a switch to turn the disguise on
and off as she sees fit. Without that switch she’d go mad. I’d be afraid to see
what she would become. But again, I don’t have to worry because I know she
really doesn’t want to live on a commune twenty-four seven. She likes being
clean too much.”
He looked at her with confusion and disgust. He was too drunk to completely
understand what she was talking about, and why. Suddenly everything was
spinning; he felt a rage burning inside of him and the ground was moving back
and forth. He felt nauseous and euphoric all at the same time. He took a deep
breath and with his hand on his stomach, confessed, “Violet, I have to go. You
need to get a ride from someone else; it’s not safe to drive with me.”
“Dude, are you alright?”
“No, not really. I’ll see you in the morning.”
“We lost the tour, you know.”
“What? Why?”
“No ticket sales, no interest, no one even knows who we are. But if we want to
play these places, we still can. We just have to pay the place in order to do so.”
“Pay? Pay them? What kind of shit is that?”
“It’s called pay to play; it’s the norm out in California.”
“FUCKIN’ CALIFORNIA, MAN!!”
“We pay, but whatever money walks through the door, we get, and we can sell
tickets ahead of time. It’s basically a program designed at promoting the band
while protecting the club owner of a failed night. We really should be promoting
the new tape we have out now. No one even knows it’s out except for our
immediate friends. Why is that?”
“How the fuck do I know? Boodles used to handle all of the promotion.”
“Well she’s not on board anymore so you better get your head out of your ass
and start handling it.

“Right.” He rubbed his forehead with his hand. “Pay to pee. Whatever. Are we
doing it?” He said, his voice suddenly hoarse.
“I think not! We’d be in the hole big time what with the….”
“Tomorrow man, tomorrow. I can’t deal with this right now.” He didn’t even
acknowledge a good bye, and Violet-Basia watched him stumble off towards his
car. She had never seen him this drunk before. She was worried for him…and
any driver that came near him.
*****
Fortunately, all the back streets that Mahdakis was swerving in and out of,
were empty this time of night. Along the way, down those empty backstreets,
was the home of Charlie Moonglow. Mahdakis decided he’d pay a visit and see
what was up with the gang over there as he slugged down a bottle of beer that he
discovered rolling around on the floor of the car. He clipped a wooden fence and
nearly side swiped three parked cars upon turning onto Highview Ave., the
street Charlie Moonglow lived on with his birth-giver’s, who were never there,
but vacationing always somewhere around the globe. Highview Ave was in Old
Norford, a mile or less from Jez, whose home was less than a mile from the
birth-givers of Mahdakis, in East River.
He walked into the house and up the stairs. He went into the bedroom and saw
her sitting on the radiator as if she were posing for Frederick's of Hollywood,
wearing nothing but a slinky, silk negligee. He could see part of her puss from
where he was standing, and he was certain that the spectators sitting on the floor
could see all of it. “I’m sorry, I didn’t know you were entertaining,” was the last
thing he said before going red and kicking the faces of the cowardly idiots on
the floor who then went scrambling out the door.
He walked up to Charlie, who was sitting next to Jezebel, and yelled
something incoherent at him and smashed the half-full beer bottle over his head.
Charlie bent over in pain, bleeding from the side of the head. He fell to the floor
as Jezebel started to punch Mahdakis. “I wasn’t doing anything!”
“What’s this?” he said pulling on the silk nighty.
“I was just being comfortable! Something I can’t do around you without
getting the shit fucked out of me!”
In a mad fit of rage, he grabbed her entire body and held her over his head like
a trophy. “Let me go! Let me down, you fuckin’ asshole!”
As he got to the door, Charlie’s brother, an ex-marine, was standing there with
his arms crossed. He had an oddly calm look about him, as if he understood
what Mahdakis was feeling. “Party’s over,” is all he said, and moved aside as
Mahdakis carried his wench over his shoulder, and out into the convertible.
Mahdakis then proceeded to plop her down and slapped the side of her face.
“Whore!” his hoarse voice shouted as he peeled out down the road.

She punched him back, right in the groin. “Ass!”
“Ow! Not there, I’m going to need that in a few minutes, you dumb bitch!”
“Oh no you’re not!” she opened the car door and attempted to jump out. But
he held on to her left wrist with his right hand as he continued to drive with his
other hand the next mile; the passenger door wide open with her head and
shoulders dangling outside of the car the entire time. The moon was full, the top
was down; it was a beautiful night for a drive.
“Let me go, you cocksucker!” she screamed at him, her face inches from the
road. “I’d rather die than live in the grips of you, you ignorant, overlypossessive asshole! I hope you die, fucker!”
“Shut up! I’m going to teach you some discipline!”
Jezebel listened to his words; he didn’t sound like himself, he was being
highly domineering. Perhaps he was changing finally, but this wasn’t what she
had meant for him to change into. Either way, it was making her moist, and she
loved the drama and attention she was getting; ‘All of this commotion over lil’
‘ol me?’ she thought, and started to laugh aloud.
“What the fuck’s so funny?”
She pulled herself back into the car, using his arm as a brace, closing the door
with her movement. “You are!” Then she slapped her hand on his crotch again,
cupped it firmly but with grace, looked into his eyes and said, “What took you
so long, cowboy? I thought I was actually going to have to fuck one of those
idiots in there. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!” As she reached up to kiss him, she smelt the
perfume of another woman; it was a very distinct perfume. ‘Sally, you horny
little bitch…I’ll remember this.’ But the fact that he still wanted to fuck her
meant that Sally hadn’t gotten very far. He was a faithful dog, and a dog indeed
is what she was going to let him be. “NOW, TELL ME WHY YOU’RE GOING
TO NEED THIS TONIGHT!” she suddenly yelled at his face, squeezing his
penis.
“Careful, I’m trying to drive,” he said with much more of a calm tone and less
hoarse.
She became quiet and playful and placed his hand over her breast, inside her
nighty. “So it would seem as though I’ve been a bad girl. What’s my
punishment? What’s on that horny mind of yours? Oh my God, what’s this?”
Jezebel picked a used rubber off the floor mat. “I know it’s not yours; I don’t
even think you know how to put one on.”
“I think Captain H’s girls were using the car as a party spot. I found a full
bottle of beer on the floor, too.”
“The one you busted over Charlie’s head?”
“The same.”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee! Hee-hee-hee-hee! Oh my God! Did you see the look on his
fat face? Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“I hope he’s alright.”

“Fuck him. Dumb shit. I’m so glad you showed up; I knew you would.”
Mahdakis remained quiet and stared at the road ahead, trying to stay within the
six yellow lines in the middle of the road.
“So, ah…..what do you have in mind for my punishment? Huh?”
The driveway of Jezebel’s house was a U shape that went from the right hand
side of the house, around back, and back out to the left side of the house. It was
rarely ever used for that, however. Most everyone just pulled in either side and
backed out to the road to leave. When Mahdakis got there, he parked on the left
side of it, under a large oak tree in the darkness. “What do I have in mind for
punishment, you ask?” He grabbed the back of her head and shoved her face in
his lap. “First things first!”
Jezebel didn’t really want to put up a fight but knew if she wanted to keep the
demented magic going then she’d better pretend to struggle, so she sucked his
dick with her hands placed on his thighs and tried to push him away. He fought
back shoving her head down hard on it, jamming the back of her throat. She felt
herself choking, and liked it, but struggled anyway, as it was getting them both
off. “Stop it, you’re hurting me!”
He smacked her on the top of the head. “Don’t talk with your mouth full!”
When he was ready, he pointed to the passenger door that was now closed, but
with the window opened and the top still down. “Bend over,” he demanded, as
he undid his pants. “This time it’s not going to be an accident.” Obediently she
did as he asked. ‘Awesome’ she thought, ‘A hardcore abusive ass fucking in the
wide open.’ And basically, it was; after all, it was a convertible with all the
windows and the top down. She was as orgasmic as she’d ever been with him.
He picked her nighty up to expose her hard, curvy buttocks to the midnight
moon and said, “Believe me when I tell you, this is probably gonna hurt you a
lot more than it will me.”
She laughed uncontrollably, and almost ruined the mood. He slapped her on
the back of the head again. “Quiet!”
“Ow! I dare you to do that again.”
He of course did, right before attempting to ram it up her ass. He put his hands
on her shoulders and held her down, but undershot his target and got her moist
love instead. ‘Oh Well’ he thought. ‘Whatever.’ and began fucking the shit out
of his priceless pet; it wasn’t rape, but Jezebel screamed and carried on like it
was; “OH GOD, NO! NO! I SAID NO! Yes, YOU’RE HURTING ME!
YOU’RE COCK IS TOO BIG FOR ME! Yes, OH, OH! STOP! YES! I’M
GONNA START BLEEDING! STOP! OH GOD, YES, STOP! ” she was living
out a fantasy of some kind in her head.
The previously sleeping Mrs. Crowley, however, could not differentiate
between her daughters’ fantasies and a genuine cry for help. She woke abruptly
to Jezebel’s screams and grabbed a broom. And as Mahdakis was just reaching a
critical point, he saw the vision of Mrs. Crowley in a bathrobe, running with all

her speed towards him, waving the broom above her head. “Get off my
daughter, you animal!” she screamed while whacking him in the head several
times with the wooden handle.
Jezebel fell out of the car and pleaded for her to stop, “Stop! He’s not hurting
me! We’re just having fun!”
“Fun?” She picked Jezebel up off the ground by her wrist and gave her a rare
slap her across the face. “Does that feel like fun, too?” She shook her. “Is this
what you two consider fun?” Mahdakis had already started the engine and was
putting it in reverse as she continued, “You two need professional psychological
help! You’re sick; both of you like freaking jackrabbits! This is a nice
neighborhood! People are sleeping around here! Get upstairs you little tramp.
Where the hell are your clothes, anyway?” And then, pointing out to the road
that Mahdakis had already pulled out on, yelled, “And if you know what’s good
for you mister, you won’t come around here anytime soon!”

Blackout

M

ahdakis didn’t drive straight home, however; there’s a possibility that he
didn’t drive back to his birth-giver's home at all, but he thinks he did. But
at some point thereafter, he went back out for another drunken joy ride by
himself. He didn’t remember where he went, or who he may have seen (or not).
Perhaps he ran someone over (he would never have known), for he was driving
like a blind mad man. The grace of God, or whomever you wish to credit, was
on his side, for at least that night.
He remembered being angry about Sally leaving in such a haste. It made him
feel as though he had been duped; a set-up by Jezebel herself. He thought that
maybe at some point he went back to the party to seek Sally out. But when he
arrived at Yogi’s, all he saw was one lone light on in the kitchen, a few cars
outside, and the sounds of sex; most likely people who were winding down or
already asleep by now. It was three in the morning after all. He didn’t know that.
What he did know, is that he had to work the next morning……that
morning…so he’d better get back.

He pealed out of Yogi’s street and hit Delaware Ave. He looked in the
rearview mirror and saw Roger Daniels sitting there. “What do you want? I
thought you were dead.”
“Well, I sort of am…thanks to you.”
“And Donny, don’t forget.”
“Oh….Donny Dormante had very little to do with it; it was all you and I think
deep inside you know that. And perhaps that is why you run.”
“I blacked out, or had a seizure of some kind. I’m sorry about everything.”
“Don’t be sorry to me, be sorry to yourself.”
“Why? What are you, a ghost? You’re not making any sense! Why are you
here?”
“Because you’re going the wrong way!”
“What?”
Roger stood in the back seat, and pointed ahead. “You’re going the wrong
way!”
“I’m going home!”
“Home is back there.” Roger pointed behind him. “Over your shoulder!”
“Fuck off, man! You're dead!”
“Stop running this way! Turn around and change course!”
“I’m not going the wrong way!”
“YES, YOU ARE!”
“WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU TRYING TO SAY?”
“HIT THE BRAKES SOON OR YOU’RE GOING TO DIE!”
“HUH?”
“HIT THE BRAKES, THE POLE FELL DOWN! HIT THE BRAKES
NOW!”

Middle Of The Road
was rare that he worked weekends, but he was filling in for a kid who was
I tmoving
on to better pastures in the world. It would only be a half a day

anyway, not a big deal. The tow truck drivers would be there and, after the
morning rush, be able to handle the gas customers while they sat around waiting
for the Triple-A. calls, which the station was responsible for.

The morning sunrise shown down hard upon Ebenezer’s Auto and there were a
few cars lined up already at the gas pumps. They were beeping their horns for
service. One of the customers got out and looked around. Adjacent to the pumps,
but still on the property was a phone booth, in that phone booth was the front
end of a nineteen sixty-three white Chevy Impala. Inside of the Impala, was a
longhaired drunken gas attendant, asleep at the wheel; keys still in the ignition.
Miraculously enough, the engine was turned off and there was no damage to the
property. The customer, knowing him, went over and banged on the side of the
door to wake him up. After asking if he was okay, and determining that he was,
Mahdakis opened the gas station and immediately went to work.
The morning went by quickly and around twelve, Mahdakis went across the
street to the deli to get some lunch. Cannoli and Kim worked there on weekdays
and usually slipped him some food, cheap. As it was the weekend, he would pay
full price today for his two ham and cheese wedges. When he walked out of the
deli, he saw Carl and Floyd waiting for him in the gas station driveway across
the street. They waved to acknowledge his presence. He waved back.
Pennsylvania Avenue was always busy on the weekends and today was no
exception. It was a multi-lane road that intimidated most tourists and out-oftowners. Locals however, thought themselves brazenly immune to its potential
dangers, and Mahdakis was no exception. Without looking either way, he
stepped right in to the middle of the road, still legally intoxicated and carrying
his sandwiches. The brakes of a small pickup truck slammed hard and stopped
inches from his body. The driver, a customer of his named Jim, got out to make
sure Mahdakis was alright. Mahdakis, not even realizing that he had almost been
killed, was startled to suddenly see Jim standing in the middle of the street. “Are
you okay? Wow boy; you have to watch where you’re going. C’mon, let’s get
you to the other side.” Meanwhile, the sudden stop Jim had to make caused a
brand new red Mustang behind him to crash into the back of his truck. The
mustang would be deemed totaled by the insurance company and assumed as
much by the police, who were now on their way. A young black couple got out
of the Ford Mustang; the young woman sustained a large gash across the center
of her face that would leave a permanent scar. It was her vehicle. The driver was
none other than Alexander. After making sure his sexual side dish, Edwina, was
alright, and then seeing who had caused the accident, he ran up to Mahdakis and
shouted, “What the hell’s the matter with you? Are you fuckin’ daft? Look at
that car now! It’s totaled there, chap! You’re going to have to pay for that!”
The driver of the truck turned around and pointed to the approaching police
car. “I think the guy inside that vehicle will have a different opinion, not only is
Mahdakis not going to pay for your vehicle, but you’re going to pay for the
damages to that back of my truck. You see there ‘ol chap, you wouldn’t be in
this mess if you weren’t RIDING MY ASS! Now be a good husband and tend to
your woman over there.”

“I’m not his woman!”
Carl, Dakota, and Floyd hadn’t stopped laughing hysterically since the
beginning of it all. Alex gave them a sharp look. “Why don’t you three cackling
crackers shut the fuck up!”
“Hey, Alex, where is Charlotte?”
Alex, who had started walking back to the car, scurried back up into
Mahdakis’s face. He withdrew a hundred-dollar bill. “Here, take it. Just don’t
say anything to her, okay?”
Mahdakis stared at the Franklin and as much as he needed it, couldn’t find it in
him to take it. He was already banging the crap out of his girlfriend; that was
more than enough payment. “It’s okay, buddy,” Mahdakis assured him by
placing his hand on his shoulder, “we all have our secrets and faults.”
“Are you sure? And you won’t say anything?”
“Hey, I’m no angel either. To take that would be bad karma, man.”
“Okay, fine.” Alex started running back to the car.
“Tell Charlotte I said Hello, would you?”
Carl, Dakota, and Floyd were still laughing and were about to get an encore to
this show of stupidity. The squad car that was first on the scene parked in front
of the gas station with its front end out into the right lane, acting as a barrier, so
the oncoming traffic would use the left lane and not get snarled up in the mess
ahead.
Inside the squad car, Mahdakis sat in the back, with the AC running as Rookie
Rick asked him a number of standard questions for the accident report.
Mahdakis lied about owning a vehicle at all and said he was just on foot,
walking across the street to get some lunch. “That’s lunch for you, or for the
other guys, too?”
“For me, why?”
“Two wedges? That’s one hefty lunch, brother,” Rookie Rick laughed. “I wish
I could still eat like that.” Rookie Rick turned around and looked at him.
“Listen, I’m going to have to issue you a citation for J-walking. Just go to the
station and pay this fifty-dollar fine before the date here on the bottom, and then
that’s that.”
“What’s going to happen to these guys? It wasn’t Jim’s fault. He’s a good guy.
I’m really sorry.”
“Yeah, and unfortunately we can’t do anything to you. Jim’s going to be
alright because that dumbass brother back there was obviously driving too close
and, according to some witnesses over there at the Friendly’s restaurant, was
driving at an excessive speed.”
“Oh, okay...well….Rick, look out!”
Rookie Rick turned his head to the left, only to see a driver of a newer style
Cadillac crash ever so slowly into the front end of the squad car, as if he didn’t
see it at all. “What the hell?” It was like watching a television show in slow

motion. The Cadillac hit the police car and continued to drive even after the
initial hit. It was finally forced to come to a halt when it could physically move
no further as its rear door had now become one with front end of the squad car.
Rookie Rick was on the radio. “Rick to base, I’ve been struck. Request back up
for traffic detail and processing. Over.”
“Is that it for me, Rick?”
Rookie rick, still stunned by the idiot who had tried to sneak by the other cars,
was alarmed by Mahdakis’s voice; he’d forgotten for a moment that he was in
the car. “Yeah…yeah sure go on now and get back to work,” he said, unlocking
the back door.
As Mahdakis got out, Carl, Floyd, and Dakota were red-faced with tears in
their eyes. They could barely talk; they were laughing so hard. Carl attempted
speech first, “Oh my God….oh my God. I wouldn’t have believed it if I hadn’t
seen it……what the fuck? What the fuck is all that? You did all that! Ha-ha-haha-ha-ha-ha!”
“What are you guys doing here, anyway?”
Dakota shook her head. “I don’t know. I think we forgot. We were going to get
some lunch over at Friendly’s. You want us to pick you up another wedge for
dessert, or something.”
Mahdakis slapped her playfully on the side of the head, “Shaddup!”
“Later,” Carl said, as he started walking away.
“Floyd, how’d the UFO sighting go?”
“Oh, cool. I’ll have to talk to you about it later though. I’m kind of hungry.
But hey, we saw Squid on board.”
“On board? What? You saw who?”
“Squid. We talked to Squid.”
“Where has he been? I haven’t seen him in quite some time.”
“That’s because he’s with them.”
“The Martians?”
“Yeah. He says they saved his life; found him in a gravel pit somewhere or
something…..He didn’t go into detail, but the skinny of it is, he now works for
them.” Floyd pointed towards the sky. “Up there.” Floyd waited for some kind
of response but got nothing but a baffled look. “Oh, and they also said that
Kevin Bacon was down here working for them and…”
“Kevin Bacon? The actor?”
“Yeah, the actor, you know, the guy from Footloose; and that his job is to get
into as many movies as possible and infect as many as he can.”
“Well good luck; I’ve seen his work and….Infect with what?”
“Peace, love, harmony, and understanding. They say we are doomed without
it.”
“Jesus Christ, not you, too?”

“Sure me…and your brother. Matter of fact he’s out buying some guns right
now.”
“Guns? You mean like bang-bang guns? Real guns?”
“Yeah, real bang-bang guns.”
“What the fuck does he need guns for?”
“For all those who refuse to accept the concept of peace, love, and harmony.
They’re a cancer to our existence otherwise, and must be dealt with. The aliens
said so.”
“Are you shittin’ me? Did Jezebel put you up to this?”
“I gotta run; talk to you later tonight or tomorrow.” He gave Mahdakis the
stupid-secret handshake and rubbed his other hand on his belly. “Alien watching
sure does build up an appetite.”
As the grueling workday came to an end, around two o’clock, Nicki Tater
pulled in the gas station to see Mahdakis. She parked the car on the edge of the
driveway, out of the way of potential customers and stood outside of it, waiting
for him to get off; he found it somewhat disconcerting that she knew his
schedule so well. He yelled out to her, “Hey! I’ll be right there; just got to cash
out!” When he was done, he walked casually to her car, took out his car keys
and pointed to his car across the small parking lot, to the phone booth. “I have
my own car now. You didn’t have to come pick me up. Although I do appreciate
it.”
Nicki was quiet and slow with a comeback; she stared at the ground awhile
until she finally glanced over at the convertible, wedged head first into the
phone booth. “Nice parking job. Did they teach you that in driver’s ed.?”
“I never took driver’s ed.”
“You don’t say?”
“Dude, I got so wasted last night. I drove around aimlessly all by myself. I
made out with a girl I can’t stand…”
“Who?!”
“Never mind….then I went to Charlie Moonglow’s…”
“That guy’s an asshole.”
“Yeah, and I smashed a bottle of beer over his head, dude. Can you believe
it?”
Even this didn’t get much of a smile out of her. “Why did you do that?”
“He was moving in on Jez.”
“Who cares!? Let him take her, he’d be doing you a favor; man you gotta
break away from that bitch.”
“I do now for a little while.”
“Oh yeah?”
“Yeah. I think I raped her last night.”

“Huh. Must have been something in the air, there was a lot of that going
around.”
“Then her birth-giver came out of the house and beat me over the head with a
broom.”
“Ha-hah-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!” this comment got sincere laughter out of Nicki.
“There’s a visual. Great stuff.”
“And she smacked Jez across the face once or twice. I never saw her do that.”
“Good. At least someone knows enough to give her a good smack.”
“Then I woke up here in my car.” he shook his head in disbelief then put his
eyebrows together. “What did you say about it being in the air? Did someone
else get raped?”
Nicki threw her cigarette on the ground and stomped it out. “Yeah, me.”
Mahdakis put his hands on her shoulders and held her. “No way. Who?
Where?”
“Yogi’s…..everybody.”
“Everybody?” He let go of her. “What do you mean everybody?”
“Everybody who was left at the end; Yogi…”
“Yogi?”
“…Rad, Captain H, Muffin, some other guys I didn’t even know…..everyone!
Mahdakis, I was fuckin’ gang raped last night!”
He stood exchanging befuddled glances between her and the ground. “I…I
don’t get it. Where were their girlfriends? I saw Lori there last night. She just sat
by and let Rad do that to you?….Wait, how did this happen? You were inside
the house? Or did you all drive somewhere? I’m confused.”
“What’s to be confused about? Ten different guys stuck their dicks in me for
over two hours! It was fuckin’ awful!”
“Didn’t you tell them to stop?”
“Of course I did, Mahdakis! But they were passed listening to that.”
“How? How did it start?”
She was silent for a moment and then confessed, “I was just messing around
with Yogi and Rad. They said they were going to handcuff me to the bed….”
“And you tried to run?”
“No. I dared them to.”
Mahdakis darted a skeptical look. “Hm.” Just then, Jason Miller went speeding
by out on the freshly cleared road. Mahdakis hadn’t seen him in quite a while
and yelled as loud as he could, “YO, JASON!”
Mahdakis saw Jason turn his head ninety degrees and let go of the wheel to
give a wave before vanishing around the bend. One of the mechanics in the
garage started a very loud motor at that precise time and because of it, Nicki nor
Mahdakis ever heard the loud crash, and so he turned his attention back to Nicki.
“So what are you going to do? Did you call the cops?”

“What the fuck are they going to do? Norford cops can’t even get out of their
own way around here. And, I don’t know, these are my friends….I think.” She
shook her head trying to dismiss the idea of convicting. “It’s complicated,
Mahdakis.”
“So you enjoyed it.”
“Enjoyed it?” Nicki stare at him with mortified bewilderment. “Are you
fuckin’ crazy or something? I was fuckin’ raped.”
“But you liked the attention maybe; you do enjoy sex, and you have had sex
with most all of these guys.”
“So? They still did something to me that I didn’t want done to me! Don’t you
get it?”
He got it, but he didn’t want to say anything. What he wanted to address was
how she let herself get into that vicarious position in the first place, and what
was she thinking when she voluntarily let Rad and Yogi tie her up. What did she
think was going to happen after that? But he didn’t know the level of her pain
and hurt and didn’t want to appear condescending without knowing first-hand
how it happened. “You wanna go grab some beers, then?”
She fumbled with her key ring and looked away from him, then back at him.
“Get some beers? Is that your answer to everything? Drink, drink, drink? Look
at you, you’re a mess why don’t you go home and sleep; you look like shit
warmed over.”
“Thanks. I think I should go call Jezebel and see how she’s doing. Maybe
apologize.”
“You think? You raped the girl…she’s probably a tad peeved.”
“Well I think I did…she was screaming and hollering in pain.”
“Yeah, that sounds like rape to me, Mahdakis,” she laughed.
“What’s so funny?”
“This is gonna sound sick, but I’d pay to see her getting raped by you…ha-haha.”
“And her you, I imagine.”
“Yeah….so what did you do, rip her clothes off and beat her?”
“She took them off for me.”
“She took them off for you?”
“And then bent over….I told her I was gonna fuck her in the ass cause she’d
been a bad girl.”
“Wait….you told the bitch to bend over ’cause she’s gonna get it up the poop
shoot…and she does?...And takes her clothes off for you?”
“Yeah…but then I slammed her something good.” Nicki turned away and
began walking back to her car. “Where you going?” he asked.
“You’re unbelievable, you know that? And Jezebel’s fuckin’ nuts. Maybe you
two are made for each other. Rape. Yeah, right. You didn’t rape anyone. Fact is,

the two of you are insane when you’re together. I have to leave,” she said, as the
road began to fill once again with cop cars and ambulances.
“Well, what are we when we’re apart?”
“Just slightly insane; but when you put the two of you together, you get a very
volatile mixture of passionate narcissism.” She looked out into the street. “What
the fuck’s going on over around the bend you think?”
“I don’t know. This is a bad intersection or something. You’d better go the
other way.” he pointed up the northbound lane.
“Up towards Delaware? Are you crazy?”
“Why?”
“There was a big accident up that way last night. They’re still investigating it.
A truck took out a telephone pole and then a carload of kids hit it coming around
the corner; they all died, Mahdakis! Didn’t you hear about it? It was horrible.”
“I did hear something about a pole but ah…”
“Anyway, I’ll talk to you later my love.” she blew him a kiss.
As Mahdakis was getting in his car, Petunia Primavera, a recently hired fortyyear-old, gangly, weathered looking, mechanic came out of the garage wiping
his hands off with a dirty pink rag and began walking down towards the road.
“Hey, J.C.!” he yelled at Mahdakis in his scratchy voice. All of the mechanics
and tow truck drivers called Mahdakis J.C. because he had the hair and beard of
Jesus Christ….even his Jewish bosses had begun calling him J.C.
“What’s up, Petunia?”
“You wanna take a walk and see what happened?”
“It’s probably nothin’.”
“Think again, pal. Your accident today was nothing compared to this; I just
heard on the scanner a car rear ended a garbage truck and was stuck, nose end,
inside of the back loader. C’mon! Squirrel is driving the tow truck around the
corner now, seeing as we’re on police call this week.”
“Oh yeah, right. No, I gotta run. I’ll talk to you on Monday about it.”
“Yeah, I know,” he said, throwing a cigarette into the bushes as if I were a live
grenade. “You have important things to do.”

The Rage

“’B

out time,” White Tom said, discarding a cigarette with displeasure.
“Where you been, anyway?”
“I don’t know; the past week’s been somewhat of a blur. Here.” Mahdakis
tossed everyone a cassette tape.
“This is it? The final mix?”
“Yeah, I even had our new name stickered on them.” Indeed, the tapes had
professional labels that read, ‘Fourth and Fifty’, the new name that everyone had
decided on since Check Engine was now trademarked by someone else and
Copper Tom was no longer with them. “I got a shitload of them in boxes out in
the car.”
“Dang mane, looks all nice and purdy and whatnot, but sure coulda used these
afore now.”
“Exactly, man. A lot of good these do us now.” White Tom winged it across
the room and on the couch. “We could’ve used these to help promote the gigs
we no longer have. Where’s your thought process these days? Where’s your
hunger and desire to be someone? You dropped the ball on this one, buddy.”
“It’s true,” Violet-Basia agreed. “Tommy did his part in getting the gigs, Pock
and I relearned all the songs because you wanted us to, and now what? Because
of you, no one has heard the tapes, and it’s been well over a month since
booking, so interest in us has subsided.”
“Wait a minute; we got the club dates, right? What do the tapes have to do
with not playing the shows? We already got the gig.”
“We really needed those tapes to lure local people to buy tickets to those
shows, so we could fill the club; remember the Pay to Play thing I was talking
about with you?” Violet-Basia said.
“A little; I was pretty hammered.”
“No kidding.”
“The thing of it is,” White Tom started to say, “I promised the club
owners…and some fans if you can believe it, that we would be out promoting a
new product; something they’ve never heard before. They were gracious enough
to give us the benefit of the doubt and a shot playing at their club even after
hearing the lame, unmixed version I played for them, as long as we had
something later to promote.”
“Or Pay to Play.”
“And now what? We either have to stiff them out of entertainment for the
night, or pay them money we don’t have, to play in front of nobody. We have a
week, in theory, if we still wanted to play these places, to sell tickets to all these
different shows in different states.”
“All of our friends will go.”

“Not to every fuckin’ show, dude! We can’t sell one person thirteen tickets to
different shows, scattered a hundred miles apart. What do you think we are,
Thankfully Deceased? We needed to hit the towns that we were going to play in,
and hit those streets, and those people; and sell them tickets to our show by
handing these tapes out.”
“And we needed to do it awhile back!” said Violet-Basia.
“There’s no way in hell we can do it now.”
“So here we are, with nothing to do and nowhere to go,” Violet-Basia
concluded.
“Sorry. This stuff takes more time than I thought; I’m used to Boodles doing a
lot of this legwork. What’s up with this Pay to Play bullshit, anyway? Why
didn’t you tell me about this sooner?”
“I’ll take the blame for not knowing about that, when I booked the gigs; but
we still had a little time to correct the situation once I caught wind of it.”
“But low and behold, no one can find you!”
“Or the tapes. And you’re right,” White Tom continued. “I too am used to
Boodles doing all this work and talking the contract lingo to the club owners.
It’s a lot of work.”
“Especially when you’re working a full time job, like me,” said Mahdakis.
“We work full time, too,” Violet-Basia said. “But the difference between you
and us is that after work, we work on music.”
“Oh,” Mahdakis said, dryly.
“We don’t have our head shoved up some bitches’ ass while she continually
shits all over us.”
“Ew,” Violet-Basia shuttered, “there’s a visual I did not need.”
“Ize bets doze two into dat sort ting, too.”
Mahdakis gave Pock a quizzical look. “Oh yeah? What about you, Violet? Tell
us how often you’re not sucking off Mister Savage, will you?”
“Hey dude, at least my relationship is musically beneficial.”
“How do you figure?”
Pock slapped his hand on Mahdakis’s back. “Yo mane, all kinza gigs ’n shows
lined up, mane; No worry. Miles dun hooked us up good.”
“What the fuck’s he babbling about?”
Violet-Basia cleared her throat. “Miles felt bad that all but one of our shows
had to get cancelled before we even had a chance to get moving, so he’s going
to let us open for them on the next leg of their tour.”
“Which are mostly places right here, around the Philadelphia tri-state area.”
“And, which also begins in two weeks. Not bad for sucking cock, huh?”
“Okay,” Mahdakis said, slightly confused. “It’s something.”
“What do you mean… ‘something’?” White Tom said. “This is great! Open
Fly is getting regional and some national coverage and we’ll be the opening act
for the next month!”

“Good money, too mane. Gonna get me some new wheels ’n sheet.”
The three of them stared at Mahdakis who stared back at them with skepticism
on his face. “Why us? An act like us is libel to get booed of the stage by their
fans, or embarrass them. Hasn’t he thought of that?”
“He has.” Violet-Basia assured him by nodding her head yes.
“And?”
“And….as long as we play top 40 metal covers, past or current, he has no
problem with however we want to dress.”
“Yeah man, we don’t have to dress like F.A.G.G. Metalist. That’s cool, isn’t
it?”
“Are you guys on crack?”
“Oh come off it, man! This is a great opportunity!”
“You’re missing the entire point of us playing music in the first place!”
Mahdakis yelled.
“You missin’ duh point, mane. See, at least we playin’ music. What’s ya’all
doin’?”
“And we’re doing it with or without you,” Violet-Basia said, sternly.
“Mm-hmm.” Pock nodded.
White Tom continued, “I can’t believe you’re sour about this. This is the best
break we’ve had in quite some time….maybe ever.”
“That’s a bit fuckin’ dramatic, wouldn’t you say?”
“No. I wouldn’t.”
Mahdakis rubbed his eyes with his fingers, tired of trying to teach his band
mates lessons in musical self-respect and explain his artistic indifference with
the wave of conformity that dominated the American airwaves. “What am I
supposed to do with these tapes?”
“Can’t we still sell them?” White Tom asked.
“What’s the point if we’re not going to play the stuff?”
“So cuts yer noze off, despise your face?”
“Huh?”
“Let’s just try selling them at the shows after we play.”
“I’m not so sure that’s a good idea,” Violet-Basia interjected. “Miles
mentioned something about not weirding people out with Mahdakis’s strange
music….music that he likes, by the way. It’s just that…well…other people…”
“Fuck other people! Fuck you people, as well. So Pock, can I keep these here,
or what?”
“Depends, man; you in with this or not?”
“Fuck no! I do have some integrity.”
“I thought Jezebel had sucked that out of you already.”
“Funny, Violet; but you’re wrong. I have still have some, and I won’t sacrifice
it by touring with F.A.G.G. Metal guys for a handful of dimes. I do not; I have

not, and I will not be associated with that kind of music…ever! I’m not shaving
this beard off, or dying and styling my hair like a pretty boy.”
“You don’t have to,” White Tom said, practically begging, “Just play some
cool covers and have a good time.”
Mahdakis pointed over his shoulder and winked. “I’ll go have a good time
somewhere else; I’m not selling myself out like you soulless fucks, okay?” He
started to walk out the door and back to the car, and then he turned around and
said with a grin, “Hey, I got an idea; why don’t you get Copper Tom back in the
band to play bass? Ha-ha-ha. I’ll bet he’s available, and this is right up his
alley.”
“We already did.”
“You already did?”
“Yes, we did. We thought you’d react this way.”
“You’re becoming predictable,” White Tom said.
Mahdakis froze in the doorway, turned around, grabbed the lamp that was
plugged into the wall and winged it at Violet-Basia’s head; She ducked, the
lamp missing her only by inches as Mahdakis ran up to White Tom, knocked
him to the ground, put his hands around his throat and started choking him while
slamming his head on the floor. Pock and Violet-Basia grabbed his back and
pulled him off, as White Tom sprang to his feet, catching his breath, “Fuckin’
asshole! I’ll waste you, dickhead!”
Mahdakis slapped his hands together and gave them all a stare. “Did you
predict that, too?” He kicked the coffee table out of his way and broke it into
pieces.
“Hey mane, what duh fuck!”
“Or that, Pock? Was that predictable, too? You fuckin’ poseurs. You’re
beneath me.”
As he slammed the door behind him, they looked at one another in disbelief.
White Tom spoke first, “He’s going off the deep end you know.”
“Going? Sheet mane, mudder fucker be dare ’ready.”
Violet-Basia shook her head. “They’re no good for each other. She pulls the
same kind of shit with me once in a while; gets really violent and threatening.
Tommy, I don’t think you should have made the comment about him being up
her ass; he’s tired of hearing it.”
“Not fuckin’ tired ’nuff, mane. Still wit duh bitch ’n whatnot. Let him hear it
sum moe.”
“I thought you liked her, Pock?”
“I does. But sheet, they be fucked up.”
“Okay, so we got Copper Tom to play bass,” Violet-Basia continued, “what
are we going to do about an actual bass guitar for him to play on?”
White Tom looked at her as if she had just asked what two plus two was.
“Well I’m gonna ask Mahdakis if we can borrow his. Why?”

“Do you really think he’s going to do us any favors?”
“Sure, why not? We’re best friends.”
“The guy just tried to fuckin’ choke you, Tommy!”
“Ah,” White Tom said, waving off her concern, “he’s been doing that routine
since grade school. It’s all in good, clean fun.”

Close Encounters Of An Absurd Kind
Hold up!” Captain H yelled, pulling into the Barely Bagels
“P umpkinhead!
parking lot, as he spied him walking out the front entrance. “I gotta talk to

you real quick.”
Pumpkinhead walked up to the car and as Captain H got out, extended his
hand. They did the stupid-secret handshake then Pumpkinhead asked, “So
what’s this all about, man?”
“Follow me inside. I wanna get a Barely Bacon and Egg Breakfast sandwich;
you want one? They’re delicious.”
“Nah; that shit’s not even real eggs.”
“Real enough for the U.S. Army; it’s the same kind they eat, so it’s good
enough for me.”
“I’ll pass.”
“I’m buyin’,”
“Alright, give me two.”
“You and your brother, always with the sarcasm.”
“I was being serious.”
“How about an order of Barely Baked Hash Browns, instead?”
“Far out, man.”
As they walked into the establishment, the glass door slammed behind them,
making a loud noise as it closed. Captain H turned around in a panic and quickly
drew a pistol from the front of his pants and found himself pointing the weapon
at a harmless elderly couple who immediately crouched to the floor, in fear of
their lives. There were gasps from the few people who saw it. “Easy bro. It’s just
the door closing,” Pumpkinhead assured him.
Captain H put the pistol back into the front of his pants and pointed towards a
table in the back, where a young couple had just sat down. “Grab that table.”

“It’s taken.”
Captain H pulled the pistol out again and pointed it at them while speaking
louder to Pumpkinhead. “I said, GRAB THAT TABLE!”
With the couple of course fleeing out the emergency exit, Pumpkinhead then
sat at the table and waited for Captain H to return, slurping down an ice coffee
as he did. Captain H returned to the table and put a tray of food between them.
He then took out a cloth napkin from inside his shirt and unfolded it completely.
He tucked it into his shirt collar, allowing it to fall the length of his torso. He
held his sandwich with both the middle and pointy finger of each hand on top of
it, with the thumb of each hand underneath; his pinky fingers up in the air as he
bit daintily into his Barely Bacon and Egg with his eyes closed. “Mmm, this is a
tasty treat, indeed. Mmm.”
“Yo dude, so what’s up here, man? What is it you want to talk about?”
“Shh…..never while eating. Business can wait.”
“Well then, I’m outta here.” Pumpkinhead got up.
“Alright then; Jesus, you’re an impatient creature, you know that?”
“Well I got shit to do; sorry.”
“Okay, okay…sit down.” As Pumpkinhead sat down, Captain H threw his
sandwich on the tray and continued, “So, how do I communicate with the little
green men?”
“Little green men?”
“Yeah.”
“Hey dude, did Jezebel sell you some of that liquid acid? That’s to be taken in
small doses, you know. I hope you didn’t slurp that down.”
“Don’t be coy.”
“Coy?” Pumpkinhead picked at his hash browns. “You sure you mean coy?”
“Yeah I mean coy; you know like a wiseass.” Captain H took another bite of
his sandwich.
“A wiseass is just a wiseass. If you’re coy, then you’re a bashful, or a shy
wiseass.”
“But you’re still a wiseass!”
“Only if you use that particular adjective in there, otherwise you’re just a
demure person.”
“Stupid?”
“Huh?”
“Stupid….a stupid person. Like, ‘that guy skipping across the street is acting a
bit demurely’.”
“Because he’s demure, he’s stupid?”
“That’s what I’m thinking.”
“Being demure has nothing to do with stupidity. Did we go to school in the
same country?”
“Demure means stupid.”

“Demure means coy!”
“Not all stupid people are necessarily wiseasses, Pumpkinhead! Like the jerk
off skipping across the street, he’s just a stupid ass – not a wiseass.”
Pumpkinhead stared at him as he chewed his food. “How do you find your
way home at night, anyway?”
“Home is where the heart is, so home always finds me.” Captain H grinned.
“Hey…you know what else demure can mean?”
“What?”
Captain H cleared his throat and spoke in an exaggerated snobbish voice,
“Pardon me lad, but would you pass demure so I might cut up some lines?”
Pumpkinhead just shook his head and stared at his plate. “Oh c’mon; that was
funny!”
“Not really, man.”
“Okay fine, but let’s get back to the little green people.”
“Leprechauns? They’re not real.”
“The Martians!”
“Oh…the aliens.”
“Yeah, whatever you call them.”
“Aliens. Yeah, now they’re real. I know because I’ve seen them.”
“I know you have. That’s why I need to talk to you. You see, Muffin Man told
me that Rad told him he was talking with Mahdakis, who told him that Floyd
had just told him that he and Pumpkinhead, that’s you, had seen Squid. Is this
true?”
“I’m not sure what you just said. I got lost after Rad…But I have seen Squid
recently, if that’s what this is about.”
“That’s what this is about.”
“Yeah, he said he’s not of this Earth anymore, dude.”
Captain H grabbed Pumpkinhead’s wrist. “What does that mean? What did he
mean by that? Not of this Earth? Is he a ghost? Is he gonna come after us and
kill our families and rape our house pets?!”
“Easy dude; calm down.” Pumpkinhead took his wrist back. “He moved on to
better pastures or something; he got tired of this world. Somehow he was lucky
enough to have been scooped up by the aliens.”
“Who saw him lying in a……a gravel bed or something?….Is that what I
hear?”
“Yeah man. He said he was dying in a ditch with gravel or some shit like that
when out of nowhere, he saw the lights and well, now he’s aboard that ship.”
“Which ship? I need to get a hold of him. How do I do that?”
“What do you mean, how do you do that?”
“I mean what’s their price? What do they want?”
“I’m not sure what they want but…”

“Oh, everyone wants. Everyone yearns. Everyone desires something they
don’t presently have.”
“Envy…..One of the deadly sins.”
“Whatever….what kind of racket are they running up there? What’s there take
on all of this? Do they want in on some action?”
“Dude! They’re a superior being! I don’t know what they want exactly, but
whatever that is, they certainly don’t need us Earthling peons’ permission to
take it. Think about it.”
“So what do we do?”
“Wait until next spring.”
“Next spring? I can’t wait a whole year! I need him now!”
“Yeah, I know you do, man. Who’s this Bobo cat that took over for him? He
wouldn’t sell me any guns.”
“That’s Bobby, Bobby Bobo; you’ve seen him before.”
“Yeah, I know but I didn’t think he was tight with you. Is he new?”
“He’s been around for years. He’s a good looking guy, all the girls like him,
and you know what that means.” Captain H patted Pumpkinhead on the top of
his hand.
“No; what does that mean?”
“It means that more girls will work for us now, and when more girls work for
us, we not only profit, but we get some of the fringe benefits, too. Ahh, it’s a
good life. You know, Bobby Bobo and Jack Carrot used to be really close
friends. They both have muscle cars and like to race up and down the ridges
together. But Bobo always walked a slightly darker path, and since graduation I
guess he decided that it was time to grow up, be a man, and take on some adult
responsibilities.”
“So why is he working for you?”
“Did you and your brother grow up in a traveling circus? Because that’s
hysterical. Hey….what are you doing with guns, anyway?”
“I don’t have any! This fuckin’ Bobo dickhead wouldn’t sell them to me!”
“I know. Those were my orders. You’re good people; you shouldn’t be getting
mixed up in all this criminal activity. If you need a gun, go buy one legally.
These things we sell are stolen and if you get caught with them, you face really
big jail time; you hearin’ me?” Captain H pointed his thick dark finger in
Pumpkinhead’s face.
“Jail time, huh? Well, I don’t need any of that.” He threw his napkin on the
table. “But I’m sorry to tell you, you’re going to have to wait until the aliens
come back in order to talk to Squid; and that’s going to be next spring, the
equinox, to be precise.”
“The what?”
“Spring is close enough. I’ll let you know before it happens. But they might
not come at all if they know you are with me.”

“I thought of that already. So maybe I can wear a hotel housekeeper’s disguise
or something ya know?”
“Mm, nah, that’s not the point; they don’t distinguish between us for what we
wear on the outside; they can tell us apart no matter what, from who we are on
the inside.”
“From all the way up there?” Captain H pointed at the ceiling fan.
“And then some. Every human being glows a different color aura; and some
colors represent degrees of frustration while others represent various degrees of
happiness and content; others represent degrees of destruction and evil.”
“What am I?”
“I’m going with the evil.”
“No, not that; what color is my evil aura?”
“How the hell do I know? I’m not an alien. Besides dude, the fact of the matter
is, they don’t want to talk to anyone except for me and Floyd.”
“Why is that?”
“Because Floyd and I are the only ones, around here anyway, who understand
what they’re about.”
Captain H took a skeptical bite of his soggy hash brown. “And what are they
about, Pumpkinhead? Why are they here, and what do they have to do with us?”
“Dude! Are you serious, man? The aliens brought us here millions of years
ago; they dumped our ancestors off on this once desolate planet like bags of
outgrown clothes.”
“What are you saying?”
“Dude, the first people who arrived here were criminals from outer space
somewhere and no longer any good to their communities, and therefore were
dumped off here with no feasible way to return; they were prisoners.”
“What about Adam and Eve? Prisoners too?”
“Oh come off it, will ya? For that matter, what about Santa Claus?”
“Hey! Jesus Christ is my lord and savior, Pumpkinhead! Don’t speak ill of
good people like him and Moses and so forth.”
“Well which is it? You’re talking about two different books now.”
“Society as we know it starts with Jesus Christ, everyone knows that. We are
his children; not some filthy, slimy Martian people’s. That’s why when Jesus
was born, the calendar date starts on zero; we build from there. That is the origin
of our existence.”
“What about Adam and Eve, then, all those years ago?”
“Okay, good point.”
“Mm-hm.” Pumpkinhead took a sip of his ice coffee. “And what about all the
other shit that happened before him?”
“It wasn’t done properly; it doesn’t count because it didn’t work; it’s like we
got a do-over when he was born.”

“More like the Romans forced some shit on the world because they were
paranoid about their own existence and survival.”
“Hey! Don’t knock the Romans!”
“Aren’t you like Indian, or Black, or something?”
“A little of each; but I still respect the good book.”
“You know that ‘good book’ is what drove the Europeans over here to
slaughter the fuck out of your Cherokee ancestors, who by the way, put stock
into the belief in alien life form.”
“They did?”
“Oh yeah, it’s well documented. And, that ‘good book’ is also what the
Europeans thought entitled them to go to Africa and make slaves of your other
ancestors, because the followers of that ‘good book’ believed that anyone else,
or any other race of people who didn’t believe in it, were inferior and therefore,
they should be concurred and converted. And if memory serves correct, back in
those dark ages, most of that African continent had very different beliefs….and
still does! So pardon my confusion about your love for Whitey and the ‘good
book’.”
Captain H gave consideration and said in a rather hushed tone, “Fuckin’
European scumbag bastards; I got to start reading more stuff.” Then, opening his
arms as wide as possible, he focused an obsessed stare up towards the heavens
and, with veins bulging out of his neck and forehead, he yelled on the top of his
lungs, “KILL ALL THE WHITE PEOPLE!”

Nobody Puts Baby In The Corner
one does this to you and gets away with it. You’re special, remember
“N othat.”
She pointed at the mirror briefly, before continuing to pace back

and forth over the bathroom rug. “Never let any man, especially a man as
fruitless and craven as he, get the better of you. Never! You are strong, you are a
woman, and you are a force to be reckoned with! It is what mommy would’ve
wanted. It is why there is no male birth-giver in the household. For once
acquiring the seed, the male species is rendered insignificant and no longer
holds influence over you! Don’t you forget that!

“You sad, meager man; you believe I am yours, and that I am here to serve
you, when in fact there is only one reason for my being in your world; to hunt
down and annihilate men like you everywhere; to do to you what you have done
to mommy. I will bring chaos and misery to your sad little existence, and I do
mean little. Ha! We snicker at that which you invest your manly pride, for it is
nothing but the leash in which to control your dim-witted mind. Moreover, it is
our leash. Make no mistake about it; the moment you extend it inside of us, with
force or with grace, with anger or with passion, you become our dogs, and the
time has come for you to be put down, my sick little doggy; put down and freed
from your place of blind subservient acquiescence.
“Cowering before me and begging for the warm juicy love that you so crave.
You are led by the pumping flow of your own voracious blood. You hastily
abandon all of your senses and stream of consciousness in desperate need of its
fleeting eruption; an eruption you dub as creation. If I didn’t abhor you so, I
would pity your delusions and overall misconception of your own being. You
have created nothing; you have given nothing; it has been taken from you; you
fool! Taken from, and sold for no profit of your own. You are simply the cow
we allow to graze upon our fields and ingest whatever we give you. And, when
needed, we pump the milk of life from within you and build upon our world.
You do not create or build, and never have. There is no need. You do not have a
world. This is our world, not yours. You never belonged here.
“You are pathetic; you are weak, you are male. You and your genre often
forget this as we spread and kneel for you in visions of seeming obedience. But
we do not spread and kneel for you; we spread and kneel for ourselves, our
longings. It is our hunger we have set out to fulfill; not yours; you and your
chauvinistic, arrogant thirsts’. You want…You want to control…You want to
control the center of all the universe…You want to control the pussy. Control
who, what, where and how we use that pussy; you believe it an entity in which
you are entitled to use and abuse over and over again, and then discard when
you are bored of trying to figure out how it works.” She clenched her fists and
looked directly into the mirror. “But that pussy is linked to a soul, and the soul
of the pussy you have messed with is black; you wanted my pussy, well you got
it. Now meet my soul...”

The Unforgettable Fire

E

nough time had elapsed so Mahdakis felt secure coming to the Crowley
residence again. But, just as a precaution, he brought an expensive box of
chocolates as a peace offering, in the event he should run into the formidable
Mrs. Crowley. He didn’t see her car parked around back and was therefore
surprised to see her under the kitchen sink replacing a trap in the pipe when he
let himself in. “Oh, hi,” he said timidly to her.
“Well hello, stranger. I guess this is what happens when I leave the front door
wide open; all kinds of creatures find their way in. Where have you been the
past couple of weeks? I haven’t seen hide nor hair of you anywhere. Why, come
to think of it, I haven’t even heard you sneaking in or out of the second story
window. I was starting to think I’d never see you again.”
“You mean hoping?”
“No, I don’t mean hoping. Hand me that adjustable by your feet.” He handed
her the wrench and she continued, “If I had meant hoping I would’ve said
hoping, but I said starting to think. Get the wax…”
“I know, get the wax out of my ears. Right.”
“And don’t be such a wise guy. It’s an ugly distraction from the true kind soul
that lies within you. JEZEBEL! YOUR MOLESTER IN SHINING ARMOR IS
HERE! She’ll be right down.” Mrs. Crowley returned her head back under the
sink.
“These are for you, if you want.” Mahdakis placed the box of chocolates on
the counter next to the toaster oven. “I’m sorry about all that.”
She pulled herself from out under the sink and stood up across the room from
him. “For me? Chocolates? What’s the big idea? You trying to make me even
fatter so that next time I won’t have the energy to catch up to you and whack the
crap out of you again? Is that your game plan, Mawdakis? A devious little plot,
if I do say so. Let’s take a look at these.” She walked over, wiped her hands on a
paper towel and took a bite of one. As well as being big boned, Mrs. Crowley
was a very tall woman, and could often display an intimidating demeanor about
her. She looked down at Mahdakis and pointed gently in his face. “Understand
something; sex between two people is just that….two people. It is also not a
right, it is a privilege, and you two idiots are very privileged to have one
another. Don’t disgrace whatever love you have for each another by exploiting it
in its rawest form for the whole world to see and hear. This may come as a
shock to you, but sex between two people who supposedly love one another, is
not as attractive to watch, or listen to, as it is to have. And it’s hard enough for a
parent, that’s me by the way, to have to except the fact that my little baby girl is
of the age where she is having sex, but to have to witness it in such a vicious
manner….Put some clothes on, will you!” Mrs. Crowley was yelling at Jezebel
who had just scurried down the staircase in nothing but a towel.

“I wanted to say hi.”
“Well say hi when you have some clothes on! What kind of a lady have I
raised here? Get upstairs now and get dressed! My gosh, it’s like being stuck
inside a never-ending porno movie around here with the two of you.”
As Mrs. Crowley returned to some chocolate indulging, the telephone rang.
She waved her hands for him to answer it, as her mouth was full.
“Hello?......Yeah it’s me, What’s up, dude?” Mrs. Crowley had her backed
turned, giving him some privacy, but the silence had been lasting too long and
she turned around, curious if he was even still on the phone. When she did, she
saw him holding the phone to his ear and streams of tears pouring out of his
eyes. Jezebel had just come down the stairs and entered the kitchen at the same
time. She squeezed his hand and stared at him for answers. Mrs. Crowley was
standing away, but also staring at him for some sort of explanation. Finally,
words came out of his mouth. “We’ll be right there,” he said, and slowly hung
the yellow phone back up on the wall. He looked briefly at Mrs. Crowley, and
then at Jezebel; his eyes full of water. “Tony’s house burned down. He said
nothing is there. He’s crying and screaming because he thinks he’s in a dream or
is at the wrong place; there’s no furniture left standing, no walls, no structure,
just part of a foundation. Everything’s gone, he said.”
Jezebel’s eyes filled with water. Mrs. Crowley placed her left hand on
Jezebel’s shoulder and waved with her right, trying to hold back her own tears.
“Go; both of you get going. Your friend needs you now. Be with him.”
*****
When they arrived, they found Tony standing on a small mound of rubble in
the spot where his apartment once stood. The rubble was what was left from the
stone foundation beneath the front porch. He was in a trance, consumed with
devastation and disbelief. He hadn’t been exaggerating; there was nothing left.
What had once been a two-story house was not even a pile of wood or stone; it
was just a vacant lot, as if a house had never been built on this spot, or was
being prepared for new construction now. There were remains of the bed still
standing and, as Jezebel and Mahdakis approached from either side of Tony, he
pointed at it. “See? Can you see them?”
“See what? What the fuck happened here, dude?”
“That. Come here, towards the bed.” They followed Tony to the bed and tried
to follow his stare; he was pointing slightly beneath the bed. Jezebel picked up
on it first and screamed. “Oh my God!” She turned her head and darted back to
the spot where they had been standing, and started to cry in horror.
Tony’s finger was aiming under the bed. “Furry and Scurry; they never had a
chance.”

Suddenly Mahdakis saw the skeletons that he was talking about and tears
gushed out of his eyes, uncontrollably. He stood on what was once the first floor
living room, soaking in the dismay of it all. The entire lot was now nothing more
than smoldering ash. “This is crazy,” Mahdakis said, regaining some composure.
“It’s like the whole place just disappeared…or was never here.”
“Gasoline will do that.” –Bobble “At least that’s what the firemen told me.”
“How? Why?”
“Where were you when this all happened, Tony?” asked Jezebel.
“Last night, when the fire took place, I was with my brother in Ramsey. My
boss called earlier and asked if I could work a couple hours this morning. I
usually don’t work Saturdays, but the job was on my way home, so what the
hell, right?” Tony grabbed Mahdakis’s shirt with both fists and squeezed. He
began to cry as he yelled, “I was supposed to be here! I could’ve saved those
cats! I was supposed to be here!”
Jezebel put her arm around his torso, his head rolled and fell into her bosom,
and he began to cry like a baby. With her other hand she started to stroke his
hair. “Shh, shh….you wouldn’t be here right now if you had been inside.
Shh…you’re alive; try and take salvation in that. Please Tony. You are okay;
you are with friends…who love you and will take care of you. You’re going to
have to move forward from this. Shh…c’mon, let’s get you out of here. Do you
have your things?”
“My things?” Tony looked up at her, red-eyed and still crying. “I don’t have
things anymore. All of my things were here and now look…..there is no here!
So, there are no things anymore. You see how that works?” He lowered his head
back into her again and closed his eyes then suddenly he stood up straight and
yelled, “MY LEATHER JACKET! MY LEATHER JACKET WAS IN
THERE!” Tony looked all around as if expecting to see it somewhere. He
started to cry and scream as his mind raced through the contents of his
belongings that he would never see again. MY FUCKIN’ LEATHER JACKET
HAS BEEN EVERYWHERE WITH ME! EVERYWHERE, MAHDAKIS!
I’VE HAD THAT SINCE THE SEVENTH GRADE! OH, GOD!” He sobbed
some more while Jezebel held him in her clutches.
Mahdakis came to his side and put his arms around him, wiping his eyes every
minute and trying to fathom the reality of it all. For five minutes, they stood in a
circle, hugging each other as the remains of destroyed items still smoked around
them. Mahdakis stood up and pulled away. “Gasoline; so….someone started this
fire? Intentionally?”
Tony released himself from Jezebel, -Bobble, “Yeah. The police think Mike
set it for insurance money. They have him in custody right now.”
“Oh my God,” Jezebel said, trying not to look at, or think about the skeletons
under the bed.
“Do you have a place to stay?” Mahdakis asked.

“Well yeah, I’ll be staying with my female-birth-giver and Dick-Bag until I
can figure something out. Oh God, this sucks!” He started to cry again.
Jezebel led him to his car, which was parked next to Mahdakis’s “Are you
okay to drive back to Delaware?”
Tony wiped his eyes. “No. No I’m not. Can you drive this for me? Or maybe
you buddy?” he looked at Mahdakis.
“My car is uninsured and unregistered; I’d hate for either of you to get caught
driving it. Jez, you can drive his Firebird, can’t you?”
“Heck yeah…Dukes of Hazard style!” Trying to cheer him up, she jumped in
through the window and yelled, “Hop in Bo!”
Tony looked at her only able to muster up a slight curl on the left side of his
mouth. “You’re Bo, I’m Luke; Bo drives.” Then Tony Ravioli mindlessly
opened the passenger door and took a final look at what he knew to be, not only
the ashes of his once cherished belongings and a place he had called his own,
but the ashes and burning cinder of all his past and present as he knew it. Things
would never be the same again for him. He didn’t know how or why, but in his
heart, he knew this to be a turning point in his life; and as if a switch were
flicked, he knew that he was no longer a child. He stared at the bed one last time
and his lips mouthed the words, “Sorry guys; I hope you didn’t suffer too long.
I’m so sorry I wasn’t here to protect you…..Good-bye.”

T

he Camden police were having a difficult time proving that Tony’s roommate, and
owner of the house, was in fact the arsonist. They were sure it was him, as he fit the
profile perfectly; he had defaulted twice on the mortgage and was recently laid off from his
job. He also had relatives out west and longed to be with them, which was where he went
when all was said and done. The problem was, Mike had an air-tight alibi in which
many witnesses were able to come forward and put him at a nightclub in Philadelphia
during the time of the fire, one of which being the bartender himself. What the Camden
P.D. then surmised, was that he paid someone to do it, but they would never be able to
prove it or come up with any suspects.
The police also initially found it odd that Tony was conveniently away the night of the
fire. After checking out his story and talking with him, their suspicions of him were laid
to rest. However, many eyebrows were raised when questioned about his mysterious
girlfriend Liz, who had disappeared from sight the night before the fire. Tony didn’t have
a picture of her, but told them her last name and showed them where she lived. Her last
name did not match with anyone on file, and the residence, which Tony always picked her

up from, belonged to that of a middle-aged black couple who had no idea what Tony or
the police were talking about. When questioned further, Tony admitted that, strangely, he
had never been inside the house before; she insisted he always pick her up outside, on the
stoop, where she would always be waiting for him. But her description and demeanor
matched that of young woman from Mississippi, who was wanted for setting fire to her
parent’s home and killing them as they slept. She was last rumored to have been seen in
Brooklyn, where she presumably worked as a prostitute, but the trail had gone cold as of
late. It was as if Liz never existed; nobody saw or heard from her again.
Adding further suspicion to the fire, Nicki had gone and quietly checked herself into a
mental institution two days after the fire. No friends were allowed to see her; only family.
Nicki’s Mom said that Nicki was depressed and had anger issues she needed to work
out. She said Nicki told her she would do something terrible to certain people if she
wasn’t put away soon. So they checked her into an undisclosed mental rehabilitation
center. Nicki’s Mom did add to the conversation, that she would gladly fulfill any of
Nicki’s duties in her absence, if Mahdakis or his male friends so desired.
No one has ever been formerly charged for the fire, and the case remains open to this
day.

The
Downward
Spiral

Sex, Drugs & Pepperoni

T

he August heat was taking a toll on everyone’s already fragile minds, as
time was flying by and standing still all at the same time. That is to say, that
the calendar days came and went as they normally would, but the
B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. remained right where they had been, doing exactly as they
had done in the months previous. Meaning, there were no indications of any
flourishing maturity, and very few new developments to speak of.
Squid had been informing Officer Sal of Captain H’s operations in hopes of
getting a lesser sentence from the D.A. for his role in the murder of tattoo artist,
Gino Vanesselli; a man killed by Captain H years ago for misspelling the word
homicide when he inked it into the arm of Captain H.; thus leaving the Captain
with a rather humorous tattoo that read ‘Homocide’. But due to the fact that
Squid was now (well depending on what you believe) either dead, or with alien
life forms, the case went cold, as the only proof the authorities had that Captain
H was involved was hearsay. The physical evidence all pointed to Squid. So that
was that, but not wanting to alarm Captain H to the fact that they solved the
crime, they kept it out of the papers and the case remains ‘unofficially’ opened.
This also meant that the trail to Squid’s customers, specifically Snowy, went
cold, and that Carl and Floyd avoided getting busted for their part in the car
radio thefts.
But Captain H had bigger concerns now. On the one hand, his prostitution ring
was starting to take off, generating some modest income, but on the other hand,
there was an all-out manhunt for the murderer of, and a cash award for any
information leading to the killer of, Joe Sajenewksi, the T.D. head so
nonchalantly tossed into the woods by Jezebel and Mahdakis. As it turned out,
he was the son of a decorated state cop, and all law enforcement officials, not
knowing what a doped-up shithead he really was, treated the case as if Joe were
one of their own, and therefore, out with a vengeance.
If Mahdakis or his psychotic bride-to-be-someday ever bothered to turn on a
television or read a newspaper, they too would have been a little more than
jumpy. Not having ever known that Captain H was at the show with Joe, they
would have had to believe that they were the ones solely responsible for his
death, which in a way, they were; but Captain H didn’t know who had really
beaten the shit out of Joe, so he could blame no one but himself for bringing him
to the show and then not delivering him to a hospital; in all reality, it had been
an inadvertent joint effort between two old kindergarten pals.
In light of the murder, the FBI handed conveniently edited audio recordings
from Snowy’s garage, over to the state and local Norford Police. Although there
really wasn’t much to go on except that one guy, Mahdakis, from the same town
as Joe, was going to the show and that Captain H, or maybe one of his crew may

have gone to look for Snowy who, according to the audio, wasn’t going in the
first place. While the recordings clearly could have indicted Pumpkinhead for
selling pot, the local police knew that he was small time and did not want to tip
off to the fact that Snowy’s place was still being bugged, or so they thought.
Truth of the matter was, the FBI had gotten what it wanted and pulled out.
While the FBI took no interest in the murder or the drugs, they were still very
much interested in the flying machine being built, and the Texas source that was
pirating video games across borders through the internet. These were the crimes
that the U.S. government was most concerned with. The most that state
authorities could possibly pin on Captain H was the selling of the PCP to the
Trenton kid who later jumped off a rooftop. Further complicating any arrests
were the facts that Joe never entered the arena and still had the un-ripped ticket
on his person; and, because Captain H and the boys dumped the body at a rest
stop on the northbound side of the highway, heading towards the arena,
indicated that he never made it to the concert in the first place. Also found on
Joe’s body was a photograph of Snowy McPeet (the one person who, according
to the audio tape, wasn’t going to the concert). This little piece of evidence was
kept from the media just in case any of the police could ever piece it all together
and get a clear shot at him. It was a confusing, but very intriguing case.
In other news, Cannoli Spitzer and Charlotte Cummings moved into the same
dorm room and were gearing up for their college careers at UPenn together.
Helping with the move, was Mahdakis, Jack, Alexander, and Pablo él Dente.
And, except for Pablo almost being killed when he was thrown from Jack’s new
nineteen-seventy Chevelle as Jack did burnouts in the parking lot with him on
the roof, it was pretty much uneventful. However, the move marked the first
time Mahdakis and Charlotte had seen each other since their spat, and the
tension could be felt by all present. Although the others present had no idea why
they were feeling tension.
Presently, Mahdakis was sitting alone at the counter of Barely Bagels drinking
a soda when Boodles DiNero walked in. After getting her coffee, she walked
over to him. “Hey, stranger, how have things been with you?”
“They’ve been the best of times; they’ve been the worst of times.”
“I’ve heard that before.”
“I would hope so.”
“I see Fourth and Fifty made a decent amount of money touring with Open
Fly.”
Mahdakis was silent and didn’t say anything. He wasn’t sure what to feel. The
band he had done so much for was doing better without him; doing better in the
sense that they were making money. They really weren’t that great of a band to
see live and if Violet-Basia wasn’t polishing off Miles Savage’s cock, it’s

doubtful they would have even landed a gig of any kind. But seeing as they had
gotten some notoriety, other smaller clubs took an interest in booking them for a
short time. And that is what three of the four band mates wanted, to make a
modest amount of money. They didn’t care about quality songs or even a quality
performance, they just wanted to have fun and make some pocket change.
Mahdakis finally looked up at Boodles. “Yeah, they’re doing okay……if you
like that sort of thing.”
“That sort of thing being, playing in a band?”
“That sort of thing being a second-rate band, playing mediocre cover songs
with one-dimensional foot-tapping beats, catchy little happy hooks, and mindnumbing melodies that our corporate-run government not only deem safe, but
encourage us to listen to so they can quietly go about their business of altering
the constitution while we busy ourselves snorting the crack-cocaine they so
graciously and covertly put on the streets for us poor folk to get addicted to. And
all this bad music being played in front a sea of vapid, wide-eyed, artisticallychallenged individuals who wouldn’t know the difference between a tuning fork
and a salad fork.”
“Still fighting the good fight, I see.”
He was getting testy, as he didn’t know what Boodles wanted; she always
wanted something. “Tommy tells me they sort of hit a snag in booking more
gigs; the honeymoon’s over kind of thing. Do you think you’ll be using them
anymore to open for Open Fly?”
“Who? Fourth and Fifty? Tommy and Violet’s band?”
“Who the fuck are we sitting here talking about?”
“Hey, buddy, don’t yell at me; I’m here with an olive branch, in case you can’t
tell. Besides, how would I know what Open Fly is doing anymore; I don’t work
with them.”
“Huh? I thought you were their tour manager or something related to that.”
“Was.” She took a sip of her coffee while eyeing him up and down. “Nicki’s
been institutionalized.”
“Yep.”
“You know why?”
“I have theories. And I’ve talked to Nicki’s Mom, but nothing concrete.”
“Yeah well, there’s a reason I’m not with Open Fly.” She took another sip of
her coffee with her dark crossed eyes on him, as if wanting him to guess
everything she was thinking.
Mahdakis recognized this look and was in no mood for games. “Dude, I’m
really not in the mood. Is there something you’d like me to know, or something
you need get off your chest?”
Boodles took another quiet sip then looked at him with a long look of concern
before sitting on the stool next to him. “It’s a pretty bad scene over at that Open
Fly camp; at Yogi’s. You know, with all the ties to Captain H and his crew; it

might not be so bad if it weren’t for that, but they’re all friends and there are
prostitutes running around backstage snorting lines off of guys’ naked crotches!”
“Naked crotches? I think at that point naked crotches become what they really
are, penis’s….don’t they?”
“I don’t know; whatever…I guess.”
“How do I become a cokehead?”
“I’m serious. It’s sick, dude. A few weeks ago, Rad had this prostitute bent
over the kitchen table and was fucking her in the ass! Right in front of the whole
party!”
“Nice.”
“No…demented. Because at the same time, Lori was sitting right in front of
her face making the girl eat her out while she held a gun to her head…..a real
one!”
“Boodles, they’re not playing cowboys and Indians over there. What kind of
guns did you think they used? And if your intention here is to give me a hard-on,
it’s working.”
“You wouldn’t think it was so erotic if you saw how the woman was crying
and bleeding and begging for her life while Rad smacked her over and over
again in the head with a pepperoni stick and Lori just sat in front of her with her
puss shoved in her mouth, blowing cigarette smoke in her face.” Boodles
noticed his attention had strayed elsewhere; he was deep in thought, looking at
the counter top. “Dude! Hello! Are you listening?”
His head turned to her slowly. “I’d like to eat Lori out. That doesn’t sound like
such a bad time. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!!!”
“What the fuck is so funny?”
“Ha-ha-ha….the whole thing! A pepperoni stick…that’s classic! Ha-ha-ha-ha!
Oh my God, I can barely contain myself. Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!”
“Well I see you’re sense of humor and sexual behavior hasn’t changed much,
huh?” she stood up as if to leave.
Mahdakis, not wanting her to leave said, “I’m sorry….here.” He pulled the
stool out again. “Please. Sit down.” As she sat slowly back down, he hid his
smile and tried to be serious. “So what was up with that? You know, the
prostitute thing. Why was that happening? Is that normal over there?”
“Maybe, I don’t know exactly; Lori kept saying, ‘pay up, bitch’. She must
have owed them money.”
“Maybe.”
“Yeah well, whatever the case, that stuff is too hard core for me. Did you also
hear that Nicki’s getting out soon?”
“No, I didn’t. When?”
“This month sometime. They’re being hush-hush about it….family and all.”
Boodles raised her eyebrows and pursed her lips for a moment. “Did……did
you ever hear why she was in there?”

“Kind of.”
“I mean, what may or may not have happened……to drive her into the loony
bin?”
Mahdakis studied her then said, “Maybe; we talk a lot you know. Something
to do with being at one of Yogi’s parties awhile back, you mean?”
“Yeah, I was there; at least for the start of it. It was wild man. These people,
and I mean Nicki too, they play hard-core ball. She was shoving it in their face
and daring them to snort lines off her naked body, and tie her up!…I could see it
was going in a bad direction, so I left.”
“You left her there? Dude, she got gang raped later.”
“No kidding. And I would’ve been sloppy seconds. No thanks.”
“She could’ve used some help.”
“When I left, she was gigging and having fun; not my kind of fun, but fun.”
“Well something happened along the way then. I don’t know, maybe the drugs
wore off and she came to her senses, maybe more guys than she thought got
involved, or maybe she just had enough and they weren’t going to let it go; but
she got raped to some degree over there. Is that why you think she went away?”
“Don’t you?”
“Not entirely, no. I think that may have been the last straw to another series of
events. That, or the fact that Tony broke up with her that same day.”
“How’s he doing anyway?”
“He’s happy as hell.”
“He is? His house burnt down and he’s living at home.”
“Dickbag died.”
“Oh my! His fake-male-birth-giver? The one he can’t stand?”
“That’s the one; he’s doing a jig in the streets right now.”
“That’s terrible; he shouldn’t hate someone that much.”
“He does…did….I’ll never know why.”
“Did you ever meet him?”
“Never, it’s as if he never existed.”
“Like Snowy’s girlfriend, Andrea!” Boodles said.
“Exactly.” He raised his right eyebrow. “Have you ever met her?” Boodles
shook her head, no. “Hm, me neither.” He put out a cigarette in the ashtray.
“Anyway, Tony is also happy because he found another place to live out in
Delaware City. I’m actually meeting up with Jez a little later and we’re going to
go help Tony with a secondhand mattress and box spring he found for cheap,
and move it into his new apartment.”
“Cool. Tell him I said hi. I really miss everyone.”
“I will…and how’s Jason?”
“You mean physically?”
“I mean…any which way. I haven’t seen him in quite some time because,
well, you and I haven’t spoken in a very long time.”

“No one’s seen him for at least a month, not even me. I think he’s finally out
of the hospital though. He should be home if you want to see him.”
“What do you mean, home? What the fuck are you talking about?”
“Didn’t you know? I thought it was all your fault.”
“My fault? Know what?” Mahdakis gave her an angry look.
“The accident…..you know….in front of Ebenezer’s Auto, where you work?
Didn’t you know about that? He said he took his eyes off the road for a split
second because you were waving at him when he drove by.”
“I remember that day. What about it? What happened?”
Boodles started to laugh and put her hand over her jagged, crooked teeth. “Oh
my God….it’s so funny……it’s not, I’m horrible, I know. But, because he
turned his attention to you at the station, he smashed into the back of a garbage
truck that was stopped at the light in front of Friendly’s.”
“That was him?”
“That was him! And somehow…Hee-hee-hee-hee, somehow he managed to
jump the car up and inside of the back loader thingy.”
“Holy shit.” Mahdakis rubbed his bare chin.
“Shaved your beard I see.”
“Yeah, but I still got the burns baby!” He rubbed his thick, wide black side
burns. “So what happened with the two of you? You’re not together anymore?”
Boodles looked shamefully down at the ground and said, “Nah…I’m
just…you know.” she looked up for understanding. “You know….I can’t take
care of someone, you know?”
Mahdakis looked gravely at her. “No, I don’t know. Are you telling me you
broke up with him because he was in the hospital?”
“I waited a week! Almost two! I tried, I really did but when he said they told
him that he could go home but that he’d be laid up for a few months in bed, I
knew I couldn’t do that gig; that’s not my thing, dude. I don’t wipe shit or help
people to the toilet or any of that VNA nonsense. I’m too young and pretty for
that.”
“Well, you’re young.”
“Shut up, ass.”
“So you left him on his own.”
“Exactly. Hey, a girl’s gotta do what a girl’s gotta do.”
He held his hand out for her and they did the stupid-secret handshake. “You’re
alright, Boods.”
“You’re not so bad, yourself. What about you? Are you playing at all?”
“I’ve written a new concept album called Shameful Amusement. Tommy
plays on it.”
“And there’s your problem.” Boodles pointed her finger at him while holding
a coffee in the same hand. “No one wants to hear a concept album….Well, I do.
But the masses don’t…”

He grabbed her shoulders with both his hands. “Fuck the masses, Boodles; the
masses are what you just ran from, by the sounds of things.”
“Please don’t touch me like that,” she said nervously. “I still need time.”
“Sorry.” He let go of her and put his hand gently on her knee. “Why don’t you
start doing things for yourself, start getting involved with things that make you
happy?”
“Because, those things don’t always make me rich,” She threw his hands off
her knee playfully. “And we’re definitely not ready for that either, you idiot.”
“Stop it, will ya?”
“Tommy plays on it? I didn’t hear about that.”
“Yeah, we’ve been recording some junk tracks over at Jack’s studio. He’s
trying to keep a low profile about it because he doesn’t want to upset the others
in the band.”
“I get it. What’s the concept album about? Can you tie it into the last album
you guys did? You know, the Crimes Seen tracks from Fourth and Fifty?”
“Why?”
“I have an idea.”
“Maybe.” he shot her a look of concern. “Well…not really. Why?”
“You have all the tapes, right? We can still sell them.”
“Well, I initially had to buy the master tapes and all the dupes from Jack
because he didn’t want to be responsible for them.”
“Okay….so?”
“So since I wasn’t with Fourth and Fifty anymore, none of those guys wanted
to help me, and I had nowhere to store them except…”
“Except?”
“Except Tony’s.”
“You’re fucking kidding me? His apartment that burnt down?”
“Mmm-Hmm.”
“Are you serious? Do the others know?”
“I assume he told them about the tapes being in the fire. None of the others
talk to me anymore.”
She grabbed her purse and got up. “Well maybe they will before too long.”
She smiled a wide smile and a sparkle came to her crisscrossed eyes. “I have an
idea that’ll make us all rich.”
“I’ve heard this before,”
“Just leave it to me. Can you get me a copy of what you’re now doing?”
“It’s highly sexually perverted stuff, and a lot of poetry between the songs.”
“Fine. I can work with that; trust me. You’ll like this.”
“Um….Yeah….Actually if you have time, I have some recordings at my
house, and then I have the lyrics and stuff all written down that you can read.”
“I have time!” Boodles jumped up from the stool, grabbed her purse, and
pointed herself towards the door suggestively. “Where you livin’ these days?”

“My birth-givers.”
“They let you in the house?”
“Yeah. They heard I got a job and was making money so they offered to let me
stay at the house in exchange for rent and food money, and just as long as I
don’t talk to them too much.”
Boodles giggled. “Sounds like some family reunion.”
*****
After listening to Mahdakis play his stuff, and then reading the lyrics to the
songs and poems, Boodles was amazed and horrified all at the same time. He
caught her stare. “You don’t like it, do you?”
“I love it,” she said, still trying to digest it all. “It’s…..it’s absolutely revolting;
I love it, it’s really, really disgusting Mahdakis, you know that, right?”
“I know why you say that. I don’t see it as bad or disgusting like you do,
however. I see it as life experiences.”
“You mean fantasies?”
“No, experiences; things I’ve done.”
“Oh really.” Boodles picked up a piece of paper with lyrics on it. “Slave
Driver’? You’re into being beaten, raped and whipped by black women. Really?
Does Jez know about this?”
“Gimme that.” He yanked the paper away from her. “What you don’t know
can’t hurt you.”
“Maybe not, but it sounds like it hurts you. And what’s up with the black girls
anyway? Who’s this about, ‘Round and Round’?”
“It’s about a rich white dude who fucks his black maid, gets her pregnant but
can’t afford to lose his wife and kids over the affair, so he sends her off packing.
She turns to drugs, has the kid and leaves it in a dumpster. Then, eighteen years
later or so, the kid is a call girl and one of her regular customers is her white
birth-giver that she never met. And neither one of them know it.
“Pretty fuckin’ sick, if you ask me.”
“I tried to tell you at the coffee shop…”
She put her hand up in his face. “Stop. I know you did. I like this. This is
powerful stuff and I think if we keep it under our hats for a little while we can
blow away these people, because right now they are so wrapped up into this
candy-ass, bubble gum F.A.G.G. Metal, that something like this will blind side
them, and like it or not, they’ll have to acknowledge its existence. And that’s
where we pounce and cash in.” Boodles giggled as she picked up another piece
of paper. “I love this one, a four-line poem; ‘I cream, you cream, we all cream
for more cream.’ Ha-ha-ha! I love it. Did that take you all day to write? We
should make that the tag line to the new album. Think about it.”

“Think about what?” Jezebel said, suddenly appearing in the bedroom
doorway.
Mahdakis pretended to be pulling his pants up. “It’s not what it looks like, I
swear!”
“I know it’s not. Because if there’s one thing I know about Boodles, it’s that
she has better taste in men than I do.”
“Oh that’s funny.”
“Jezzy!” Boodles smiled and opened her arms up wide for a big hug. Jezebel
returned the hug and looked at Mahdakis over Boodles’ shoulder as if to say,
‘Are you kiddin’ me’?
“What do you say, Boods? What’s going on?”
“I was just checking out some of your boyfriend’s whacked out shit here about
fucking little black children and about women who have penis’s and whatnot.”
“Oh, you must have just read ‘Childhood’s End’. The story of a daughter who
emulates her mother, but in the end we find out it’s a dude because…”
“Because some other dude is giving him a reach around while fucking him up
the ass!”
“Yeah, that’s it. I don’t recall any child porn or any black-folk fetish things
though. Maybe you misread some of it.”
“No…the one about...”
“It’s okay!” Mahdakis hastily put the papers away that referred to black
woman and darted a glance at Boodles. “She doesn’t have time to read every
damn thing I write.”
“Oh, but I do.” Jezebel held out her hand. “Let’s see it.”
“It’s nothing, okay? Just fantasy stuff.”
“You told me it was all things you’ve done! Life experiences.”
Jezebel crossed her arms. “Let me see those.”
“Forget about it, we have to get going.”
“Life experiences, huh? If you don’t show me those poems, you’re going to
have death experiences to write about as well, asshole.”
“Fuck off! We gotta get going.”
“Fuck off? FUCK YOU!” Jezebel winged a full can of New Coke at him. It hit
him in the stomach and he fell backwards.”
“Shit,” Boodles said, watching him get up in pain.
“Fuckin’ whore!” Mahdakis lunged at Jezebel, his palms hitting her shoulders
so hard, her body flew out into the hallway and up against the wall. “You
fuckin’ bitch, I’m gonna kill you!”
“STOP IT!” Boodles screamed. “STOP IT!”
Then suddenly they both let go of each other and began laughing hysterically;
Jezebel sounding like the wicked witch of the North. “Hee-hee-hee-hee! Heehee-hee-hee!” Mahdakis, bent over laughing right along with her. “Did you see
the look on her face?” Jezebel said between laughs.

“She…she….she didn’t know whether to shit or go blind. Ha-ha-ha-ha.”
“Fuck this.” Boodles began to storm out of the house. “You two need serious
fuckin’ help.”
Jezebel regained her composure but kept her Cheshire grin. “We keep on
hearing that from the strangest people.”
“Fine.” Boodles ran downstairs and outside. Jezebel and Mahdakis followed
close behind, as Jezebel’s car was parked behind hers and they had to leave
anyway.
“Boodles,” he said smiling at her as she got into her car. “It’s good to see you
around again, you know.”
“Okay. But hold that thought until you hear my idea; you may think
differently.”
Mahdakis walked to Jezebel’s copper tone Chevette and got in. She shot him a
surprised look. “Boodles? Really? Talking to you?”
“Can you believe it?”
“She’s desperate…or up to something,” Jezebel said, backing out into the
road.
“Possibly; I think it’s a little of both. I told her about my new writings and she
mentioned stuff about Violet’s band. She said she had an ‘idea’.”
“Uh-oh….we’ve heard that before,” Jezebel laughed and slapped him on the
knee as she motored toward the highway. “She was really scared, wasn’t she?”
“Yeah she was; we gotta stop doing that. We have trouble enough keeping
friends, we shouldn’t alienate the ones we still have.”
“When did you become a stick in the mud?”
“I’m not. I’m…”
“Hey, I’ll tell you what though, as long as she gets you out of the house or
motivated, I don’t care what it is you guys do.”
“Really?”
“I mean musically, smartass. You are long overdue to do something with all
that talent of yours.”
“So all of a sudden I’m talented?”
“You’ve always been one of the most talented people I know!”
“Then why are you always busting my balls?”
“Because some of the songs you write, I think, could be written differently and
without all the fuckin’ head banging guitar crap that you and your trite little
people think is so damn cool. But hey…..if you like it, maybe that’s all I should
be concerned about.”
“Maybe” -Bobble-bobble-bobble.
“Ha-ha-ha-ha! You looked just like Tony when you did that!”
“You mean this?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, Bobble-bobble-bobble
Jezebel laughed and said, “Wait, I think it’s more like this,”-Bobble-bobblebobble, Bobble-bobble-bobble, Bobble-bobble-bobble.

Mahdakis laughed at her mocking nature. “Hey, you wanna hear a funny story
about two girls, a gun, and a pepperoni stick?”
“Do I!”

Down By The River
there The Rock, but there was also The First Rock. The First
N otRockonlywaswasmuch
smaller and not capable of sitting more than one person

upon. It was down a separate path and lay right alongside a very shallow end of
the Christina, as opposed to overlooking it like The Rock did. The other
direction of The First Rock path would lead you to Rizzo’s house.
The First Rock was good for younger people and people who felt like
picnicking or just being alone. Frank Slate was going to try a little fly-fishing.
Carl and Floyd expressed a desire to go fishing too, but had no equipment. As
Frank had an abundance of fishing equipment, he brought along extra poles and
tackle.
While Frank stood in the shallow water casting out into the air, Carl and Floyd
sat listlessly on the small rock smoking pot, cranking the radio, with their poles
lying next to them, the lines in the water being tugged only by the current.
“Hey!” yelled Frank. “What the hell kind of a way is that to fish? You ain’t
gonna catch nothin’ like that!”
“We’re being patient, and waiting,” Carl said.
“Waiting for what? For them to come up on to the shore and say ‘hello’?
C’mon, put a little elbow grease into it; cast those things out there and reel them
in. You’re using lures, not live bait. What the fuck’s wrong with you two?”
Floyd took a hit off the joint and held it in as he yelled to Frank, “I don’t
know.” (exhale) “Pumpkinhead’s coming down here with Dakota soon. You
wanna trip on some acid?”
“What?”
“I Said… PUMPKINHEAD’S COMING DOWN HERE WITH DAKOTA
SOON. YOU WANNA TRIP ON SOME ACID?”
Frank waded back in to The First Rock so he could hear better. “They’re
bringing some acid?”
Carl took a drag of his smoke. “Yeah, some good stuff, too.”

Floyd picked up his pole, cast it out, and reeled it back in, indifferently. “So?
What do you say, big guy?”
“Nah..I’d better not. That shit fucks up my head these days. I think I’m
outgrowing it.”
“What you’re outgrowing, are those clothes,” Carl said, referring to Frank’s
newly established beer belly.
“Shut the fuck up, will ya?”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha! Hey….Let’s go try The Big Rock, maybe we’ll have better
luck.”
“You’ll have better luck if you reel in your lure like you’re supposed to instead
of sitting there like bumps on a log….and turn that radio off, Goddamnit”
“There’s too much sun.” He motioned at Floyd. “What about you? Wanna join
me?”
“Yeah, What the hell.” Floyd got up still holding his pole. “Let’s go. You’ll be
alright here, big fella?”
“There’s better fishin’ over here. You guys are just lazy or stupid or
something. I’ll show ya, when you come back, I’ll have a bucket of Rainbows or
somethin’; you’ll see.”
Carl and Floyd walked up the second path to The Big Rock where they tried
some actual fishing. But more to the truth was that they had some business to
discuss and thought better to be out of Frank’s earshot. After each of them had
cast out and reeled in a couple of times, Carl put a cigarette in his mouth and
said quietly, “So Floyd, what do you think?”
“I think I’m going nuts.” Floyd cast his line out and continued, “I had that
dream again, you know, the one where I’m flying in something? But this time
there was more to it. This time I’m flying over the water, and I’m pretty sure it’s
some kind of a car, and there’s a construction site down below…in the
water…but someone’s next to me! Is that crazy or what?”
“I don’t give a damn about your stupid dream!”
“You should. I think it’s important, or something.”
“I want to know how you feel about Captain H’s offer.”
“Oh that.”
Carl inhaled the last drag of his cigarette and immediately stomped it out.
“Yeah, that!”
Carl and Floyd had gotten lucky with the car stereo thefts, and made some
good pocket change in the meantime. But given their knowledge of cars,
especially Carl’s, Captain H felt they had better uses. So he offered them both a
promotion, if you will, that would make them much more money. The job was
theirs as long as they had no fear of committing grand larceny. The job of
stealing cars for the big boys across the water was now beneath Captain H and
the gang – even newcomer Bobby Bobo. So the quest for new car thieves began
with the two of them getting the nod before anyone else. Floyd reeled his line in

very slowly, held the rod motionless, and gave a look of concern. “I think we
better not push our luck, Carl. I don’t think we should get involved with this
anymore than we are.”
“It’s a lot of money, bro. We could use the cash. I don’t know about you, but
me and Dakota are strapped these days.”
Yeah I know but ah…” Floyd dropped the rod onto the ground. “I’m gonna
tell you something, and maybe you won’t believe me, maybe you will, but either
way, you have to promise not to tell a soul. Alright?”
“Okay,” Carl said, giving him his undivided attention.
Floyd exhaled. “Pumpkinhead and I saw Squid on the alien ship.”
“Oh come on with that shit already, will ya?”
“His clothes were all tattered and ripped up. We asked him what happened. He
said the aliens saved his life after Captain H beat him over the head with a
shovel and left him to die in the old abandoned rock quarry out by the airport.
Whether you want to believe that what we saw was Squid being on a UFO, or a
ghost, a dream, or whatever dude, it’s still a sign. And someone or something
from the other side is trying to tell us something. Hell, Captain H even knows
about this and wants to meet the creatures from outer space. The thing he
doesn’t know, and this is important to remember, is that we know that he killed
Squid. Pumpkinhead just told him that Squid said he was saved after being left
for dead. We never told him what else he said.”
“Probably a good idea.”
“Right. But my point is, he and Squid were like this.” Floyd crossed his
fingers. “You and me are nothing to him. What’s to say we don’t end up like
that – or worse - if something goes wrong?”
Carl was silent. He knew Floyd’s concerns held weight, but Carl really wanted
this chance to break out of the rut he was in; not even so much for himself as
much as for Dakota. He wanted her to have the good life, or at least a life she
could enjoy. A gig like this could net him enough money to catapult them both
out of this dismal existence. “I know, I know,” he said, casting his rod. “Don’t
think I haven’t thought about all that, and I didn’t even know about the Squid
thing. Wow, that’s kind of fucked either way you look at it. But man, the timing
seems right, things are falling into place; there’s that new guy that works down
at Ebenezer’s Auto with Mahdakis, Petunia, he said he’d be willing to part ways
with one of the tow trucks a night or two out of the week, as long as he got a
kickback.”
“Petunia? What did you say? What’s a Petunia?”
“Petunia Primavera; the new mechanic at Ebenezer’s. He works nights and
weekends as a tow truck driver. Some sort of ex-Hell’s Angel or some shit.”
“Oh, I know the dude. He’s got that really nice souped-up Harley.”
“Right. Get this,” Carl continued with another cigarette dangling out of his
mouth while he struggled with a snag in the line, “he said that on some

occasions, when he thought it would be cool, he’d leave the keys in truck
number nineteen for us. Stealing the cars would be a lot easier that way. You
know, less prints and no interior mess to worry about and whatnot. The only
thing is, we’d have to make sure to park the truck back in the exact same spot
and make sure it was just as we found it so none of the other mechanics or the
owners would ever know. Piece of cake.”
Floyd starred at the lake, absent-mindedly reeling in a fish. “I’ll think about it,
okay? I’m just not sure yet.”
“No problem. I get it; it’s a big step for either of us, but think about it being
temporary, just long enough to get us to the next level.”
“If we’re lucky, you mean.”
“Well yeah, but man, we’re not in high school anymore, ya know. We have to
start thinking about a future.”
“But if we jeopardize that future then we may never have anything to think
about.”
“Mmm……Whatcha got there?”
“Looks like a fuckin’ sunfish.”
“Ha! Yep, it is.”
After a half hour and four more sunfish, they tired of fishing and wondered
how Frank was doing, so they walked back down to The First Rock. Much to
their astonishment, there was no one around. “You think he went home?”
“With his pole and tackle box still right here? Doubtful.” Carl inhaled a drag
off his Marlboro as he looked around with his shifty eyes.
“Alright so………..Did he drown, man?”
“FRANK! FRANK!”
“FRANK! FRANK! FRANK!” The two of them began yelling in all directions
of the wooded area and out in to the river, their hands cupped around their
mouths.
“FRANK! YOU OUT HERE SOMEWHERE? FRANK?”
“IF YOU’RE DROWNING, SAY SOMETHING!”
Carl looked at Floyd. “You’re an idiot, you know that?”
“Should we go out there and look for him?” Floyd motioned towards the
River.
Carl began to panic. “Go out and look for him, I’m gonna run up the path and
see if his car’s still here.” Carl only made it half way up the path when he ran
into Frank coming down. “Jesus Christ! Where the fuck you been? I FOUND
HIM! FLOYD, HE’S UP HERE!” Carl yelled down to The First Rock. “What
the fuck, man? You scared the bejesus out of us!”
“Sorry. I suddenly remembered I had to take care of some stuff.”
“What kind of stuff?” Floyd said, appearing behind Carl.
“Really dude. What’s that important?”

Frank stood looking slightly down at them, as he was on the top end of the
incline and taller than them in the first place; his eyes judging their
trustworthiness. He raised his hand as if to say calm down, and said, “Okay. But
it’s real personal; you can’t tell anyone ever.” He studied their eyes carefully
and said again, “EVER. You both understand?”
“Yeah, sure. What’s up?”
“Everything okay at home, Frank?”
Frank was quiet as he stood staring at them. After another thirty seconds he
finally said, “I shit my pants.” Carl and Floyd stood staring stone-faced at Frank
for as long as they could, maybe ten seconds, before buckling over in
uncontrollable laughter. Frank, not changing his serious expression assured
them, “It ain’t funny. I had to go home and change. You wouldn’t be laughing if
it happened to you!”
Floyd, catching his breath long enough to get a word out, asked, “How? Heehee-hee-hee! How-how-how the hell did you do that, big fella? Hee-hee-heehee!”
“Well, I sat down…here on the rock and you know…..felt, felt like a fart
coming on? So I ah…you know, I looked around and no one was around….so
I…I let it out. But…”
“But?”
“But more came out than a fart. My God, it came flying out like a
motherfucker; you wouldn’t believe it!”
“Hee-hee-hee-hee!”
“It was scary, man. I couldn’t control myself!…so…” the image of it
happening caused the two to burst further into hysterics, to the point where they
now had tears rolling down their faces. “SHUT THE FUCK UP, YOU GUYS! It
ain’t funny. This is serious. I had to drive home, sitting in my own shit and
whatnot, wondering what the hell’s the matter with me, that I can’t control
myself. It sucked.” Frank waited for them to catch their breath and then
reiterated again while pointing, “Now, you two don’t tell anyone you understand
me?”
“No problem,” Carl said with a huge smirk.
“Anything you say there, big fella…… Hee-hee-hee-hee!”

Taterhead

“H

ello? Anybody here?” Pumpkinhead walked into the seemingly empty
residence of Nicki Tater and Dakota Wells. “Dakota? Ms.
Tater?....Anyone?” He heard the unmistakable sound of sliding glass doors
opening and closing, then walked further into the kitchen to see Nicki’s Mom
coming in from outside. She had obviously been in the pool, or lying in the sun,
as she was only wearing an orange bikini that complimented her dyed blonde
hair and tan weathered skin.
She modestly wrapped a towel around her lower half. “Pumpkinhead. What’s
up?” She walked into the kitchen next to him. “None of the kids are here. They
all left a while ago. Dakota was with Goiter. Were they supposed to wait for
you?”
“I thought they wanted a ride.” His eyes were wondering up and down her
lower half. “But, maybe they got tired of waiting and left.”
“Maybe,” Nicki’s Mom said, noticing the youngster’s curious eyes, swiftly
removed the towel and laid it over a bar stool. “I was going to pour a glass of
wine; would you like something?”
“I’m only seventeen. I’m not allowed to drink, remember?”
“Oh please,” she said, turning around and putting an open can of beer on the
table for him. “Besides, I wasn’t necessarily referring to a drink.”
“Oh?”
“But if a drink’s all you’d like, then so be it.” Nicki’s Mom ran her thumb
through the shoulder strap of her bikini, briefly exposing a large portion of her
right breast. “Seventeen’s a good age, you know why?” She quizzed, noticing
his wondering eyes again.
“Mmm, no. Why?”
She took a large sip of wine. “Because it’s the age of consent in this state.”
Pumpkinhead took a large gulp of beer. He knew the reputation of Nicki’s
Mom, and he knew what she was after. But he was shy and wouldn’t be an easy
nut for her to crack. “We’re supposed to go to The Rock and have some fun;
maybe I should head down there so they don’t worry about me.”
“You don’t have to. I mean, not right away. Why don’t you finish your beer
and tell me what’s troubling you?”
“What’s troubling me? Nothing’s troubling me.” Pumpkinhead was lying. He
was very troubled, and it was very personal and very embarrassing. But how did
she know? Maybe grownups and birth-givers could just tell from looking in your
eyes. Either way, it was nothing he cared to discuss; at least not with any of his
friends. But then again, who was Nicki’s Mom? She was sort of an outside third
party and probably wouldn’t be nearly as judgmental; maybe even have good
advice for him. She definitely wouldn’t go around talking about it with other
people. He chugged the beer down. “I’ll stay a while if I can have another one.”

“Of course.” She got up and turned towards the fridge, rubbing her behind
sensually. When she had finished refreshing their drinks, she walked past him
and nodded, motioning for the living room. He followed her to the couch where
she scooted to the far right of the couch and motioned for him to sit to the right
of her. He sat down, looking very proper as he did. “Go on, lie down and relax
Pumpkin. This isn’t an inquisition.” He followed the motion of her hand and rest
his head on the left arm of the couch while his body lie flat. She put his legs
over her thighs and started to rub his feet. “So? Why so tense?”
“Oh man, I don’t know.”
“First off, I’m not a man; and if need be, I’ll prove it to you. Secondly, you do
know what’s troubling you. Now out with it.”
“Girls….I guess.”
She rolled her eyes and began rubbing his upper ankles and said, “Okay, that’s
normal for someone your age. Heck, that’s even an issue for men my age; I
think you came to the right place for answers though. What is it you’re not sure
about?”
“Me! I’m not sure about me. I thought I was good looking and all, but…”
“You are…very.”
“Okay,” he said, as he blushed, “so why won’t girls take me seriously, then? I
can’t figure it out. They all just want to be friends.” He made quotation marks
with his fingers.
“What do you mean they don’t take you seriously? How so? What do they say
when you go on a date?”
“We never even get that far usually. Most of the time they say that we are too
close of friends and they don’t want to lose me as one.”
“Okay then, it sounds like you need to learn how to separate your girl friends
from ones you would like as potential lovers. When you look at a girl, you
usually can tell from the get-go whether or not you want to fuck them or talk to
them; if it’s one that you want to have sex with, then don’t become such great
friends after you’re introduced; that ruins everything.”
“That doesn’t make any sense. How the hell do I know if I want to sleep with
someone if I don’t even know them yet? I don’t just hop in bed with anyone,
you know. I can’t.”
“That’s a good thing.” She took a sip of wine. “But, like usual, you get to
know them a little.”
“I know! And then we’re friends, so what are you saying?” He was getting
frustrated.
“I’m saying don’t put all your eggs in one basket. When you meet someone
like that, hold back a little and be a bit more reserved about your true feelings
and personality; you don’t want to give too much of yourself away, too soon.
Women like a little mystery. And it’s the mystery that keeps them interested.”

Pumpkinhead was more confused than before she started talking. “So…..you
want me to act like a jerk or be something I’m not? Or not be something I am?
That’s kind of a scumbag approach to it, if you ask me.”
She leaned into him and whispered seductively, “Okay. When you meet
someone you find attractive, you need to be yourself, but you don’t have to tell
them every little thing about you. Be kind, don’t be a scumbag, but don’t be
overly sensitive. Women like it a little when you seem uninterested.”
“That’s not necessarily true.” He took a sip of beer. “Look at my brother and
Jez.”
“No, thank you.”
“Why? They’re completely in love.”
“They’re completely insane. Is that what you want?”
“No, but they share everything together, and always have.”
“No they don’t.” Nicki’s Mom swallowed and put her wine glass on the table.
“It’s just a hunch because I’m not around them often, not that I would want to
be, and neither are you…”
“Nor would I want to be.”
“But I think neither one of them really knows the other or, if they do, then
they’ve no respect for the other’s true wants or needs…..other than sexual, of
course.”
“You’re wrong. They’re always there for each other and they’re always around
each other.”
“That’s part of the price.”
“The Price?”
“The price we pay for sex.” She gulped the last of her wine and poured another
for herself with the bottle she had brought over.
“Can I have another beer?”
“No, you’re driving. I am a birth-giver you know.”
“I always forget that. Mind if I light a joint, then?”
“Now you’re talking my language.” She lit a cigarette and continued her
previous thought. “You see, there’s always a price for sex, and the better the sex,
the higher the price you'll pay. But what usually happens in this fucked up world
of God’s is that the sex is only great for one person, and the other poor slob ends
up paying and paying while the other one benefits from the payments but is
never truly satisfied in other ways. But……every once in a while, the sex is
great on both ends, then you know what happens?”
“Nothing.”
“That’s right. Nothing. Nothing happens because each one is paying the other
and each one is collecting from the other as each one hungers for the other to the
point where they can no longer live without the other. Jezebel and your brother
are victims of what will probably be some of the best sex in their life. And when
I say victim, I mean slave. They have created a force that spins around them so

powerful and so intoxicating that it actually keeps them confined and locked
within each other’s world.”
“And away from the real world.” He passed her the joint.
“Here, here.” She took the joint and did a hit. “Right now they can’t even get
out of their own way, but mark my words, when they break up, and they will at
some point….maybe I’m wrong, but I think they will….it will be devastating
and traumatic, at least for one or the other…maybe both.”
Pumpkinhead shook his pumpkin head and took the joint back from her.
“Forget it man, I don’t even want to talk about him; why are we?”
“Sorry, you brought him up; and I’m not a man!” She tugged her bikini top off
for a few seconds. “See?”
Once again, he blushed and nodded in approval. “Very nice Ms. T, very nice.”
“That’s nothing. Did you know I have two of them?”
“I think I heard that about women, but how would I know, I hardly ever get
laid.”
Nicki’s Mom was overcome with pity for him and immediately untied the tie
in the back of her bikini and threw it on the floor. “Well today must be hardly
ever then, huh?” She let him soak her in for a moment and then continued. “And
about how I was telling you to behave around girls, you get it? Be yourself, but
don’t be an open book…and don’t be so sensitive, at least not in the early stages.
Listen to the woman you want to fuck around with, but don’t offer all kinds of
advice and don’t try and solve all her problems, because you might.”
“Huh?”
“If you solve all of her problems then you have proven yourself a keeper, and
someone she will definitely want to talk to later.”
“But not want to have sex with me because it would ruin that bond.”
“Right.”
“I-I know what you’re telling me….God those boobs are nice…yeah….I know
what you’re saying…"
“And ah,” Nicki’s Mom stirred her hand around in the space between two of
them and said, “Nicki and Dakota….or any other kids for that matter, ever hear
about this. Are we clear?”
“Crystal…I know what you’re saying about reserving some of my character
traits and all, but I just don’t know how to go about doing it…..I don’t know, I’ll
have to think about this for a while. My…” she began rubbing his inner thigh.
“My approach to making friends, of any kind, is that of my full blown
personality; you know, here I am, take it or leave it. This is me, all of me.”
“Where? Where is all of you? Show me all of you” She looked at his crotch
and then into his eyes as she cupped it. “You wanna take those pants off and
stay awhile?”

Ten minutes later, a Ms. Tater came up from in between his legs for a breath
of air. She was breathing heavy. “You wanna fuck me?”
Pumpkinhead lie with his hands cupped behind his head and his cock aimed at
the ceiling. He gave thought as he closed his eyes. “Mmm…”
“Maybe on all fours? You can fuck me like a dog. I’ll let you do that….I’ll
even bark if you want.”
“Really?’
“Sure,” she begged.
He looked down at her mouth, slobbering with cum. “Nah…this is good. I like
this. But I appreciate the thought. You can just go ahead and finish, that’d be
cool Ms. T..”
She yanked his cock angrily and looked up at him. “My God, your generation
is nothing but a bunch of lazy shitheads, you know that?”

Leave Off The Last S For Semen

T

hey met Tony at his new apartment and then proceeded across town to the
affordable housing section – or as non-political folks call them, ‘The
Projects’, and picked up a mattress/box spring combination that was surprisingly
in very good shape and had no visible signs of stain or odor. It was a freebee
because the family that lived there had just gotten a new set but could not afford
to have the old one taken away. Understanding their situation, Tony gave them
fifty bucks anyway. As Mahdakis and Jezebel loaded the box spring into the bed
of the truck, Tony could be seen bobbling in their doorway, thanking them and
wishing them luck. Jezebel snickered in Mahdakis’s ear, “Do you think he ever
gets dizzy from all the head bobbling?”
“If he does, he’s not aware of it and probably thinks the feeling is normal.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha! That would sure explain a lot of things.”
“No shit.”
Tony walked over abruptly. “Oh….you guys got it in already. I thought you’d
need my help.”
“You mean because I’m just a fragile lil’ girl?”
“Yeah dude, don’t be so fuckin’ chauvinistic; Jez is good for a lot more than a
great blowjob, you know.”

Tony smiled as he opened the door. “I’ll bet. I mean there has to be a reason
you keep her around, right?”
“Fuck you!” Jezebel looked at Tony and then looked at her boyfriend. “And
you’re a fuckin’ asshole; drive yourself back to Norford. I’m walking back to
get my car.”
“It’s two miles! C’mon!”
“I’m not sitting in that tin can of a truck with the two of you! You’re assholes!
Keep me around…Let me tell you something about your buddy here, Tony, pal
of mine, he is quite the handful and…”
Mahdakis grabbed his crotch and smiled. “A big handful.”
Jezebel started walking away, towards the bad section of town. “Jez! Come
back here…please!”
She turned around on the sidewalk and faced them. She was thirty feet away as
she yelled back, “Only if you come over here and get down on your knees and
apologize!”
“Don’t do it, man,” was Tony’s advice. “No bitch is worth that kinda bullshit.
Let her go.”
“What did your little troll of a friend just say?” she yelled.
“Nothing,” Mahdakis yelled back as he walked towards her.
“Oh God, I can’t bear to watch this.” Tony put his face in his hands and when
he looked up a minute later, he saw Mahdakis getting up off his knees and walk
back to the truck, hand in hand with Jezebel. He shook his head. “You’re a
better man than I, Charlie Brown.”
“Hey, you do what you gotta do,” Mahdakis defended himself.
“I’m with Tony; I wouldn’t have done that if I were you either. Did you really
think I was going to walk through that ghetto all by myself? I was going to come
back eventually.”
“What?”
“Sorry. I really didn’t think you’d do it. But I’ve never said no to a man
kneeling in front of me, so…there you have it.”
“Ha-Ha!” Tony pointed and laughed at his friend. “I told you so!...Dumb
fuck.”
As they got in and drove off down the main drag, Tony said, “I appreciate you
guys doing this with me,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “It’s not as though I have a
million friends down here in Delaware City at this point.”
Jezebel, who was sitting between them, blew smoke at the windshield and
said, “No, but I’m sure once you put that charming personality of yours to work,
you’ll have no trouble.”
“Funny girlfriend of yours.”
“She’s a firecracker, alright,” Mahdakis said, observing the vehicle. “Whose
truck is this, your bosses?”

“It’s mine. I got rid of the Firebird.”
“Oh no,” Jezebel said.
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “Yeah, with my work getting busier and busier, and
taking me all over the damn state, I really needed a vehicle that was going to
take a beating. Plus, I need to be able to throw my tools around somewhere.”
Tony pointed to the bed of the truck with his thumb, as if hitchhiking.
“Yeah…okay, I can see that,” Mahdakis agreed. “Where you workin’ now?”
“A company out of New Castle called Maynard’s Construction.”
“But why not get a real truck?” Jezebel asked. “I mean, if you’re going to
drive a truck, why not drive a truck a man would drive?”
“A real truck? What the fuck do you think you’re sitting on, girl? You think
this is imaginary?”
“I hope not, because if this were the extent of someone’s imagination, they’d
most likely be in a coma.”
“It’s a Mazda! This is a real truck!”
“My female-birth-giver drives a car bigger than this.”
-Bobble-bobble-bobble “Okay…bitch!” Jezebel started to laugh as he
continued, “Yes, it’s a small economy size truck that does what I need it do and
is good on gas mileage! Plus, it’s all I could afford.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble
“How’s that piece of shit Chevette treating you?”
“Oh nice, thank you for asking.” Jezebel grinned at him.
After an insignificant struggle to get the mattress through the door and upon
the box spring and frame, Tony announced that he was going to take a shower
before leaving for the night to hang out with them. “You guys just make
yourselves at home.” He grinned foolishly and waved his pointy finger at them.
“But don’t do anything I wouldn’t.” He then stopped in his tracks and stared at
the floor; and changing the tone of his voice said, “You know, I want you both
to know how grateful I am that you’re both in my life. All kidding aside and
everything, I think you two just may be the best friends I have.”
“Well then, you need to get out more often,” Jezebel said.
He laughed and looked up and into their eyes to show his sincerity. “Seriously,
it’s not everyone that would drop everything in their lives for another person,
and that’s exactly what you two have done for me these past couple months.
Plus, you gave me tons of shit to help refurnish this new place with; you really
came through, and were there for me; I appreciate it, and seriously, love you
both very much.”
Mahdakis’s eyes were following Tony’s hands as he talked about all the shit
they gave him to furnish the place, and then they fell on one item and froze.
“FUCK! YOU GAVE HIM YOUR JIM MORRISON MIRROR?”
“Would you calm the fuck down! Yes! I have him the mirror because he
needed furnishings and I was outgrowing it.”

“Well I’m not! Why didn’t you give it to me?”
“BECAUSE YOUR HOUSE DIDN’T BURN DOWN, ASSHOLE!”
“Jesus Christ, Jez; that’s history right there. You and I used to clean our weed
on that thing…..EVERYDAY!”
“Hey, it’s cool. I understand.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “You can have it back if
you want.”
“NO! I GAVE IT TO YOU AND THAT’S THAT! If you give it back, I’ll set
this house on fire, too….with you in it!”
“Fine.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “I didn’t want to give it back anyway.”
“Now shut up and go take your shower,” Jezebel said.
As the door to the bathroom slammed, Mahdakis began rubbing her thighs as
they lay on the new bed. “I can’t believe you gave him that mirror.”
“Oh get over it, will you?”
There was a long pause and then Mahdakis said, “You wanna christen the
mattress?”
“Oh c’mon!” she whispered.
“It’s not like we’re gonna get the sheets dirty.”
“I know…but it just wouldn’t be a nice thing to do.”
They did it anyway, and after they got dressed, Jezebel sat upright on the new
mattress, with her back against the wall. Mahdakis lay beside her with the right
side of his head rested upon her left thigh, as if listening for a pulse. “Oh damn!”
she exclaimed.
“What’s the matter?”
“We got a friggin’ stain on the mattress!”
“What a rash,” Mahdakis said indifferently, as Jezebel began looking for
something to clean it off.
“Here.” She threw him a dark red towel from off the living room floor. “Use
this. It looks dirty anyway.”
He was still scrubbing the spot as Jezebel finished dressing and lit a cigarette.
“Ah, man, it’s still here. It’s not coming out.”
“Okay. Okay,” she said whispering, as the shower in the bathroom went off.
“Let’s turn it over....quickly!”
“My thinking exactly,” he said, as they each rushed to opposite ends of the
mattress. “Ready? Let’s go!” and turned it over.
Seconds later, Tony poked just his head out the bathroom door looking
embarrassed. “Hey. Wanna toss me that maroon towel? I forgot there wasn’t one
in here.”
Jezebel looked around the room desperately. “Um...ah...maybe you want
another one, instead?”

“Nah. That one’s just fine.” He pointed at it and smiled, then nodded with
impatient affirmation to Mahdakis, who slowly tossed it to him. -Bobble-bobblebobble “It’s my lucky one.”

*Goiter Knight*
The Rock Rolls Forever On

D

akota and Goiter showed up at The Rock a little while after Carl and Floyd
finally stopped laughing at Frank for having shit his pants. Carl looked
over her attire, disapprovingly. Dakota was wearing her usual cutoff jeans that
were cut right up to the crotch, once in a while exposing some panty and most
likely, a little bit of her delightful ass; she also wore a loose cotton tank top with
nothing underneath. It was her normal dress, but every once in a while, it made
Carl angry. “What the fuck? Is it laundry day?”
“What are you talking about?”
“What you’re wearing…or…or should I say…NOT wearing. Is there
something on under that shirt? There’d better be.”
“First off, it’s not a shirt, it’s a tank top, dickwad.”
“Dickwad?”
“…And second off, they don’t make bras small enough for me, so I wouldn’t
worry about me falling out of my clothes. Here.” she gave acid to Carl and
Floyd.
“You don’t want any for yourself?” Carl asked her.
“I’ve already taken mine.”
“WHAT?”
“She said she already took hers. Ha-ha!”
“Shut up, Goiter. What the fuck? We’re supposed to trip together. That’s how
it works, so we can be on the same plane together, ding-a-ling”
“You guys goin’ on a plane somewhere?” Frank said all glassy-eyed and
lazily.
“On ding-a-ling airlines, it sounds like to me,” Floyd said.
“Carl, I told her we should wait for you, but she didn’t want to.”

“Shut up, Goiter,” Dakota screamed at him.

Pumpkinhead showed up an hour later with a mysterious grin on his face. “Yo
dudes.”
“Where the hell were you?” Dakota asked.
“Ah man, you know…just chasin’ tricks.”
“Are you alright?”
“I told Dakota we should wait, but she couldn’t wait to trip,” said Goiter. “She
said fuck him, let’s go. Ha-ha!”
“Shut the fuck up! I did not say that, Pumpkinhead.”
“No bother man. So, any you cats got some groovy hallucinogenic substances
for me?”
“Say ahh.” Dakota held a piece of blotter acid over his mouth.
“Ahh,” he said, as she dropped it on his tongue.

Twenty minutes after Pumpkinhead ingested his hit and began feeling nauseas,
three more human beings approached. “Yo dudes!” said Violet-Basia. “What is
happening my trippin’ peeps?”
“How could you tell?” said Dakota, walking over to give Violet-Basia a hug.
“We could smell your brains burning from way up the top of the trail,” a male
voice answered from behind Violet-Basia.
“Holy shit! Cop?”

Copper Tom extended his hand to Pumpkinhead for the stupid-secret
handshake. “Wuz up?”
“Nuttin’ man, just keepin’ it unreal. And you?”
“You know, just hangin out with the band, praticin’ at Pock’s today.”
Copper Tom pointed behind him where Pock’s silhouette could barely be seen
standing in the shadows with his hands in his corduroy pant pockets and
swaying in the breeze. “Yo, mane, ’sup?”
“Yo dude. Come on down and have a beer. Frank, throw Pock a
beer!…Copper, too!”
“How’s things?” Copper Tom said catching a beer from out of the sky.
“Good man, good. You still with…ahh…that girl?”
“Yeah; sort of.” Copper Tom took a drag off a cigarette.
“What do you mean, sort of?” asked Dakota.
“We’re together, but she’s got a restraining order against me.”
“Say what?”
“Yeah, it’s a little complicated but long story short, we lived together and then
she wanted me out so, being as I had nowhere else to go, I fought it. I tried to
tell the courts that I had squatter’s rights, but they said I didn’t live there long
enough and because she had accused me of beating her, they decided it best to
also put a restraining order on me.” He took another drag as Dakota and
Pumpkinhead listened. “But then she wanted to get back together, and I said
okay. But the thing is, it makes having sex really difficult. I mean we got to do it
in parks, bathrooms, alleyways, all kinds of weird places because I’m not
allowed five hundred feet from her apartment for the next eight months.”
“Why doesn’t she just have the restraining order lifted?”
“She tried, Dakota, but the courts thought she was only asking because I was
threatening her. So then, they added another three months on to it. Fucked up
shit.”
“Yeah man, that’s a heavy load you’re carrying, bro,” Pumpkinhead said,
staring blankly at him, not soaking in a word of what he was saying.
“So how’s your brother?”
“Unlike me, he’s keepin’ it real…real evasive.”
“No kidding,” said Dakota. “Big Foot’s around more than he is.”
“Still tied to Jez, huh?” Copper Tom laughed and shook his head. “There's one
born every minute, I guess.”
“No shit...........One what?” Pumpkinhead said, puzzled.
“How you doin’ Dakota. You’re lookin’ good…great, actually.”
“Oh I’m fine. Me and Carl are working on getting a place of our own and out
of Nicki’s Mom’s”
Copper Tom’s smile disappeared. “Is Carl here?”
Dakota pointed down below The Rock and towards the water. “Somewhere
down there with Floyd and Goiter.”

“Alright then. You hear anything about Nicki?”
“Yeah, mane, whatcha’ll hear-n ‘bout dat?” Pock walked over popping the top
off a beer.
“I think she’s getting out next week, but she won’t be coming around that
often, I don’t think. She still has things to work out.”
“Sheet man, mo Godang ’fusion out here dan inside one doze places mane.
Like resort in dare. I’m takin’ my next vacation in one dem mennal wards….just
soon’s I find me a job to take a vacation from.”
“Well, then we better leave her be and let her do just that.” Copper Tom
nodded his head. “She’s good people; I hope she’ll be alright.”
“Boodles!”
“Hey Boods.”
“Oh my God, are you kidding me?”
“Yo, what’s up B? Where ya been?”
“At Mahdakis’s. We were……Holy crap! Violet, Pock, Cop! Just the guys I
need to talk to; stay put, I have something to discuss with you.” Boodles turned
her attention back at Pumpkinhead. “Anyway, yeah, we were going over some
new material your brother’s been working on. It sounds great, too. I think you
all are going to have to buy a copy of it. Lots of sex stuff!”
“Oh that’s far out man. Is he heading down?”
“No, he left with Jez to go help Tony with something.”
“I’m hip, I’m hip,” said Pumpkinhead.
“What the fuck is all this talk about sex stuff?”
“Hey Cannoli!” Frank yelled from somewhere.
“What’s-what’s going on guys?”
“Jack!” Frank yelled again.
“I was talking about some of the new material Mahdakis has been working
on,” Boodles said, raising her eyebrows and getting wide-eyed.
“Figures…what else with him.”
“What are you two doing here?” asked Dakota. “I thought you had your own
dorm room now.”
“Hey Slate!” Jack yelled at the trees, “I heard your voice; that means you got
beer. How ‘bout…how ’bout one of those beers for me, buddy?”
“Damn it man,” Cannoli said, as another beer came out of the sky and right
into Jack’s hands. “We left my dorm to get some privacy. It seems that sharing a
dorm room with someone is way worse than living at home. Can you believe
it?”
“E-e-especially when that someone’s boyfriend is living there all day and all
night.”

“Alexander?” Pumpkinhead guessed correctly. “Dude’s an asshole, man; I've
never cared for his taste in shoes.”
“Big fuckin’ asshole as it turns out,” Jack confirmed.
“Charlotte too!” Cannoli yelled. “She has the say about what goes on, and
doesn’t do a fucking thing. It’s as if they’re all alone on their own little island
somewhere.”
“They fuck right there on the bed. She’s a horny little toad, too.” Jack smiled.
Cannoli looked up at him skeptically and explained, “There’s no separation
between us except this little makeshift wanna-be kitchen type thing and an old
sofa my birth-givers donated. I’ve already put the papers in to be transferred to
another dorm. I hope it goes through; this is too much. So who’s all here?”
Cannoli squinted trying to see everyone as the trees that surrounded The Rock
made it hard to see during sunset.
Pumpkinhead bounced his neck up and down. “Far out, man; that’s far out.”
Cannoli observed him and asked, “Are you stoned? Or trippin’?”
After a long blank stare, Pumpkinhead finally said, “Oh...ah...I don’t know
man, both?”
“Great,” said Cannoli.
“You want some?” Dakota offered.
“Ah, maybe a hit of pot, if anyone has some. I’m a little too old for the acid
though.”
“I’m not!” Copper Tom held his hand out.
“Me neither.” Violet-Basia did the same.
“Nah mane, not me. Dat shit fuck up yer head, make ya’ll slow n ’tarded.”
“You speak from experience, then?” Cannoli said, as she then turned her head
and noticed that Pumpkinhead was still staring at her as if not even realizing that
anything else was going on around him.
He continued to bounce his rubbery neck up and down. “I can dig it. I can dig
it, man……Hey, you know Frank shit his pants.”
Jack burst out laughing. “I can believe it! A-and it’s probably, it’s probably
not the first time either; i-it’s just that this time he, he got caught.”
“Shut the fuck up, up there,” the far away voice said again.
“Frank?” Cannoli asked but got no answer. Then she looked down beyond The
Rock. “What are you doing?”
“I don’t know man; I could be drunk…or trippin’. Right now I’m just
watching Goiter and Floyd stare at the water, laughing.”
Cannoli shook her head. “Jesus Christ, it’s like I never left this place;
everything’s the same. HEY GOITER, FLOYD, WHAT’ SO FUNNY?”
Floyd answered first. He was half laughing when he said, “Carl’s sleeping in
the water.”
“Sleeping?” Dakota alertly began running down to the water below The Rock.
“Yeah,” Goiter yelled back. “He might be in a coma! Ha-ha!”

“He looks very peaceful,” Floyd said, as Dakota reached the scene and let out
a shrieking scream.
Jack, not hesitating a moment, jumped on to The Rock and then down below to
where the two laughing hyenas, who were dosed on way too much acid, stood
staring at Carl’s body, which was completely submerged in the shallow end of
the water; his head was under the water and looking up with his nostrils just
barely above water; his eyelids were shut, as if he were sleeping peacefully
under the current. Jack yanked him out of the water and immediately began
pumping his stomach. “What the fuck’s the matter with you guys? Are you
really that fucked up? He’s drowning, you assholes!”
“Oh, is that what it was? Hee-heee-hee-hee.”
“Get the hell away from me!”
Carl came to as Jack held him with the support of the bottom of the huge rock
and water started to trickle out of Carl’s mouth as he began to cough and regain
consciousness.
Cannoli came over with horror on her face, “What the fuck? Carl? Are you
okay?” She pushed Goiter and kicked Floyd’s shins. “You guys are fuckin’
assholes!”
“Carl!” Dakota came over and held him as Jack let go. He sat down and began
talking, “I fell down.”
“Hey buddy, you looked kind of peaceful in there, I didn’t want to wake ya.
Hee-hee-hee-hee! But seriously, you okay now?”
Carl looked up at him. “What happened? Did I pass out?”
“I think you may have hit your head,” Cannoli observed.
“A long time ago. Ha-ha!”
“Goiter, shut up! Go up there and get the fuck away from me right now!”
Cannoli pointed to the upper area before The Rock. Jack gave Cannoli a stern
look and shook his head. Cannoli understood what he meant. She stood up and
announced that they had to leave.
“Oh c’mon, you just got here,” Frank said.
“I just got here,” Boodles said. “Let’s hang out a bit and catch up.”
“I’d like to but…”
“But there seems to be an aversion to maturity around here,” Jack bellowed
out for all to hear. “Shit, LSD? Still? You people are still on this shit? Grow the
fuck up! One of your best friends almost died here, and probably would have if I
wasn’t here!”
“All the more reason you should stay,” said Floyd. “What if one of us gets in
trouble?”
“You think that’s funny, Floyd? Tell me, are you still living on the streets?”
“I’ve been back home for a while, actually.”
“Back home? A-a-as in with, with mommy? Don’t you think it’s time to get
out of the nest soon?”

Floyd lowered his eyes in shame but tried to maintain a humorous composure.
“I just got back in the nest.”
“You people are a bunch of fucking losers!”
“Hey man, mellow the fuck out,” Pumpkinhead said defensively.
“Say what? What the fuck did you just see happen here? I thought you at least
would understand what I am talking about.”
“Well fine then motherfucker, if you don’t like the way we are, get the fuck
out.” Pumpkinhead stood chest to chest with Jack. “We didn’t invite your redheaded, coke-addicted ass down here anyway.”
“What’s goin’ on guys? What’s all this?”
Jack and Pumpkinhead looked over to see Captain H. He had come alone.
“What’s up?” they said in unison.
“My pee-pee. My pee-pee is up, that’s what’s up.”
“And you came here to fix that?” Cannoli said.
Captain H, ignoring her, said, “What is all the commotion about? Yuze guys
are supposed to be friends, remember?”
Jack pointed to the water. “Carl almost drowned. And these guys were just
watching him.”
“And laughing,” said Cannoli. “C’mon Jack, let’s get out of here.”
Captain H shook his head. “I hate when that happens, don’t you? Carl, you
alright buddy?” He said while looking up to the sky every few seconds, as if a
bomb were going to fall on him.
Carl came up to the top of The Rock from down below. He appeared fine, but
tired. Captain H put his hand on his shoulder. “You okay?”
“Yeah, I’ll be alright,” he said, and glanced over to Floyd, “no help from him
though.”
“Now, now.” Captain H waved his finger. “I need you boys to play nice
together, remember?”
“Yeah.”
Captain H put his right arm around Carl’s shoulder and his left arm around
Floyd’s shoulder and whispered, “I need to know how things are with you two.
The sooner I know the better. Are you reading me?”
“Everything’s cool,” Floyd said. “It’s a go.”
Carl shot a surprised look at Floyd and then an affirmative nod to Captain H.
“Welcome to the Monkey House, boys,” he said, slapping his hands on their
shoulders.

“What do you guys think?” Boodles said, holding her hands together.
Copper Tom looked at Violet-Basia and Pock, who remained silent, reading
sheets of music paper. “It’s more up to them. I mean, this is their band sort
of…and Tommy’s. I’m just filling in right now, I guess.”
“No, you’re a member of this band, and that’s how it’s going to stay. You are
the bass player for Fourth and Fifty, not Mahdakis or anyone else.”
“Where is White Tom?” Boodles asked.
“He dun gone to meet up wit Mah’kis, Jez, and Tone. Some kinda T.D. party
bullshit at Moonglow’s.”
“Charlie’s having a party? We should go!” Violet-Basia exclaimed.
“Ahh man, that’s not really my scene, but it’s on the way home, so if you want
to go, I’ll walk with you,” Copper Tom offered.
“We drove here with Pock, remember?”
“Yeah, but I don’t think any of us should be driving, do you?”
“Dudes, forget that, I’ll give you a ride. What about getting the band back
together with Mahdakis and recording new songs, and making some money?
This new stuff he and White Tom have been working on sounds kind of
promising, I think.”
“Tommy’s in on this?”
“I don’t know about ‘in on’, but he plays on many of the tracks, so I assume he
likes it. They’re still friends, you know.”
“Yeah, I know it’s just …”
“Fuckin’ bullshit porno concept rock, mane. I ain’t playin’ dat shit. Ya’ll findz
a diff’rent drummer cuz Ize justs wants tuh bang some skins and play good rockroll.”
“Besides Boods, we are making money.”
“Oh, Violet? Where are you lined up to play next?” She paused, waiting for an
answer.
“I don’t know. There’s talk about moving the entire Open Fly operation up to
New York. Miles said I could go with him if I wanted, but I’m not sure I want
to…maybe though.”
“New York City? Really?”
“Yeah,” she said, pretending to re-read some of the lyrics and sheet music.
“These lyrics are disgusting, Boodles. Are you serious? The topics here range

from incest, to transvestites and homosexuality, to extremely disgusting
interracial submissive acts, to masturbating in public. I’m a little surprised quite
frankly; I mean, what with your reaction to Pock’s coming out of the closet and
freaking out about it. Isn’t that why you left the band, because of Pock’s
sexuality? And now you wanna promote Mahdakis’s sick fantasies, which I
assure you are far worse than most normal people, regardless of their sexual
preference; trust me on that one, I talk with Jezebel all the time.”
“What kinds of thing does he make her to do?”
“Nothing she isn’t eager to do herself, but that isn’t the point. I thought gay
people freaked you out.”
“It’s just that I thought…”
“Wut duh…wut duh hell you people talkin’ ’bout? Wut’s dis cummin’ out ah
duh closet sheet?”
“The night at the album release party,” Violet-Basia explained. “When you
were in bed with those guys? You do remember sucking each other’s dicks all
night long, don’t you?”
“Are you fuckin’ serious? I don’t fuck guyz, you azhole!”
“Well then what were you doin’ when Boodles discovered you naked in bed
with a bunch of other guys?”
Pock pushed Violet-Basia away. “WHAT DUH FUCK’S WIT YOU,
BEETCH? YOU GOTS A PROBLEM? WE WUZ PLAYIN’ POKER ALL
NIGHT…FER MONEY, AND NO ONES GOT NAKED. WHAT DUH FUCK
WERE YOU ON, MANE?”
Boodles gave serious consideration and then said, “Well, I must admit, later
when I thought about it, Violet, maybe I was hallucinating. Mahdakis and me
were smoking some pot laced with something.”
“YA THINK?” Pock shouted, getting attention from the other small circles of
people. “AND YOU BELIEVED HER?” he yelled at Violet-Basia. “ALL DIS
TIME YOU THINKIN' I'M A QUEER?”
“Yeah,” she said, waving her arms all around, “we all did.”
“YA’LL???” Pock looked at everyone from Captain H to Goiter, to
Pumpkinhead with an expression of anger and hurt. “YA’LL THINKS IZE A
FAGNET BECAUSE SHE SAYS I WUZ IN BED WIT UDDER GUYZ?
SHE’S FUCKED UP, NOT ME!”
“He wasn’t in bed with them,” Captain H confirmed. “I remember going down
there hoping to join in, and they were just sitting around playing cards and shit,
so I left.”
Everyone’s bewildered attention was now on Captain H. He ignored their
looks of disgust, smiled, and said, “It was angle dust; my idea. That was some
good shit, huh Boods?”

Pock started walking down to the river. Jack, who had regained his composure
and decided to stay, yelled out, “Pock! Where you going? It’s dark; you should
stay with the group!”
Pock yelled back, “I’M GOIN’ TO BE ALONE. YOU AIN’T MY FRIENDS.
YA’LL BUNCH A FUCKED UP ACID HEADS! I HOPES YA’LL DIE!
Or….or catch cold or suntin’.”
“So he’s straight,” Cannoli said to the stunned group of people. “Who knew?”

Captain H headed over towards Pumpkinhead, everyone in attendance noticing
his unhealthy admiration for the night sky as he walked. At one point, he tripped
over a tree stump and went crashing to his left knee. He stopped in front of
Cannoli Spitzer and darted a look up to his left, winced and spun around, then
looked in the sky again. “What was that?”
“I think a mosquito flew in your eyelash,” she said calmly.
“Hmm, yeah. Hey Pumpkinhead! Hold up!” Captain H walked briskly up to
him.
“Hold up?” Pumpkinhead said, as Captain H reached him. “I wasn’t going
anywhere to begin with. What’s up, man?”
He gripped Pumpkinhead’s shirt. “Where are they? The little green men.”
“I told you, next spring.”
“I can’t wait an entire year for the damn Maalox!”
“Equinox.”
“Whatever. I gotta know what they’re up to!”
“Maalox cures heartburn.”
“Oh yeah? Does it work?”
“I guess. They sell it at any drug store.”
“I could use some of that right about now.”
“No kidding, man. You’re stressing yourself out about this, that’s why.”
“Yeah, yeah, yeah. I know. I know. But why next spring? Why can't they
come sooner?”
“My guess is something around here isn’t kosher at the moment, and they need
to wait for some reason. Maybe it has something to do with that new Kevin
Bacon flick that’s out now.”

“Quicksilver; that was kind of lame. I didn’t care much for that, myself.”
Pumpkinhead rubbed his chin. “Hmm, I just don’t know.”
“Well, perhaps it’s for the better.” Captain H slapped Pumpkinhead on the
chest. “We’ll see you around then? Maybe at Southpoint?”
“What’s going on down there?”
“A bon fire and some hard core partying. If this scene gets beat, come on
down and hang with us. Bring them, too.” He pointed to everyone. “The more,
the merrier. And if you can’t make it tonight, we’ll be there tomorrow
night…and the night after that, and the night after that.”
“Alright dude, I got it. Later.” They did the stupid-secret handshake and
Captain H started walking up the path. “Hey!” Pumpkinhead yelled to him,
“Have you seen Snowy lately?”
Captain H walked back down to him with a curious look. “No. No, as a matter
of fact, I haven’t. Why do you ask?”
“I don’t know. It’s just odd. My brother asked about him a week ago or more.
Hmm, maybe nothin’ but I haven’t seen him for a month.”
“Yes. Yes, me neither. I thought they were close, your brother and him.”
“They are, I mean they each have a girlfriend now, and whatnot, but still, they
haven’t hung in quite a while.”
Captain H now rubbed his chin. “A very puzzling development indeed….I
wonder what he’s up to,” he said, staring at the sky again.
“Hey there, Hank,” Moon said, as he appeared out of the woods, wet and
naked, walking by the crowd of young people. “Surprised to see you here on a
weekend night.” Moon rubbed his towel over his head as his shriveled, hairy
penis flip-flopped quickly back and forth to the motion.
“That’s gross,” Boodles said.”
“Maybe Mahdakis will write a song about him, too,” said Cannoli Spitzer.
Captain H looked at Moon. “Yeah well, you know…”
“It’s a nice place to come and clear your thoughts; that’s what I know.”
“You come here by yourself a lot, dude?” Jack asked Captain H.
“As of late……like it’s any business of yours.”
“He’s been here almost every weeknight for the past two months,” Moon said,
in no big hurry to put his pants back on. “The water is fantastic. You kids ought
to go in.”
“Why?” said Cannoli, “So your perverted ass can watch us all swim around
half naked?”
“Oh come on now. I have to get running anyway. I’ll see you all later.”

Because Goiter did not adhere to the cardinal rule about tripping, and took a
hit when he was feeling down and insecure, his lanky frame now sat alone on
top of The Rock. His oily hands running nervously through the curly nest atop
his scalp while his deeply set, untrusting, dark eyes darted every which way. He
was wallowing in a state of self-pity and deep depression while little groups of
excited people conversed amongst themselves all around him. Pumpkinhead and
Floyd approached him. “Dude, you okay?”
Goiter looked up at Pumpkinhead and said, “I’m a loser, man. A fuckin’
loser.”
“So everything’s normal then,” Floyd said.
“Thanks man. See? Everyone thinks I’m a fuckin’ loser.”
“I was just trying to make a joke and cheer you up.” Floyd frowned. “Why do
you say stuff like that, anyway?”
“Because I am, Floyd. Everyone just steps all over me and treats me like a
punching bag. I’m a fuckin’ doormat. And forget about chicks; that’s out of the
question. Nope, not for me because girls think of me as some sort of a douche
bag loser.”
Floyd put his arm around him and was about to give some words of
encouragement when Pumpkinhead blurted out, “That’s because you are! And
you always will be for as long as you think you are. No one’s ever going to think
any more of you than you think of yourself, and if you view yourself as an
asshole, and you obviously do, then everyone will see you as one. Alternatively,
if you view yourself as a cool guy with some purpose and promise, people will
think you’re a cool guy with something going on.”
Goiter threw his cigarette on the ground in anger. “Fuckin’ great! So now you
think I’m an asshole!”
“No, not now….always.”
“Fuck you, dickhead.”
“Hey man, let’s get wise here, buddy. What other choice do I, or anyone else
for that matter, have but to think you’re an asshole? You present yourself as one
on a daily basis and leave us with no other choice. Now, deep down inside, I
know you have more to offer; but until you start nurturing that side of you and
letting it flourish, you’ll be nothing more than an instrument of laughter.”
“A what?”

“An instrument of laughter; that’s what you are right now at this stage in the
game, buddy. And if you want to change it, and I suggest you do, then I, and
others, will begin to think more of you. But not until you earn it.”
“Great.” Goiter got up and began walking away into the dark woods.
“Where you going?” Floyd asked, concerned.
“I’m gonna go kill myself.”
Floyd whispered to Pumpkinhead, “He sounds serious, dude.”
Pumpkinhead ignored Floyd and yelled into the woods, “Well just make sure
you do it right! Take it from me, there’s nothing more embarrassing than waking
up on a hospital gurney with people staring at you, shaking their heads in
disbelief because you’re such a failure, you can’t even kill yourself properly!”

Take 3

W

hite Tom walked into the studio and listened to the monitors as the song
was ending, ‘The sun is rising, your trip is fading. You hide from the
daylight with closed-blind shading. Lying in bed now, trembling and shaking;
afraid of the future, in fear of its waking.’ He clapped his hands together and
smiled. “Hey man, that’s you singing!” he said to Mahdakis.
“Yeah, I thought that since we were suddenly a vocally-challenged band, I
might as well try and sing one or two of the easy ones.”
“How about I give Slave Driver or ‘Woe of the Will’ a shot?”
“What the hell.”
“Why not, right? I mean, that right there sounded alright.”
“Alright…Alright doesn’t cut it. This is the best shit I’ve written and there’s
no drums, and hardly any vocals, what the fuck?”
“No one’s heard from Pock yet, huh?”

“No.”
A hush fell between them, as the subject of Pock was a rather sensitive one. As
it turned out, when Pock left The Rock that night, he really left. But there were
no signs of him ever going back home, his stuff was still at his house, and it
looked as though, if he did go somewhere, he didn’t bring as much as a change
of clothes. It was suspected that he drowned in the river; while not that deep in
most places, it is possible. A lot of the people who were there that night got
together the next morning to help look for his body. There was never a body
found but still no one dared call the authorities for fear of being arrested for
something or another, and fear of the local authorities closing down The Rock.
These issues were more pertinent to the gang than the well-being of another
human life. So talk of Pock was not popular as it evoked a degree of shame in
most everyone who had been there that night and not so much as tried to console
him when he left.
Mahdakis continued, “I don’t think he was into the project anyway. I think he
was on his way out.” He shook his head. “You know, I know I have my
problems and all, being a little distracted with Jezebel…”
“A little?”
“Yeah, but do you get the feeling that maybe he’s been using all this time?”
“I do. I always did; but I never saw him, and that’s weird. As much as we were
together and around one another, you’d think that at some point I’d see him with
a needle, or some tracks on his body.” White Tom nodded at Jack Scentoola,
who was changing the tape real. “Maybe he was just naturally laid back. Maybe
he wasn’t using at all, maybe it just seemed that way to all of us. It’s starting to
look like we may never know.”
“I know…I know a guy who ah, might record some…some drum tracks for
you,” Jack said, from behind the mixing board. “If you’re interested, I could, I
could ask him. I should be ah, seeing him tonight, yeah, tonight…as a matter of
fact. Yeah.”
“A customer?”
“Ahhh, you could say that, Tom.” Jack grinned. “Yeah right; a customer.”
“We really can’t afford to pay him…at least not much, anyway,” Mahdakis
reminded him.
“Don’t worry, he’s a new young drummer kid, in…in high school still, and
he’s just looking for someone to play with and ah, maybe get some
exposure…and stuff, like that; yeah.”
“From Norford High?”
“Yep. He goes by the name, Sleaze, Sleaze Rock.”
“I know him,” Mahdakis said.
“Yes indeed,” White Tom confirmed.
“We used to hang with his older brother. I didn’t know he played the drums.”

“He does,” said Jack. “And while he’s got a lot, a lot of learning to ah, do, he’s
really not bad at all.”
“Hmm...Sleaze Rock, who knew?”
“I hope he doesn’t remember the last time I saw him,” said Mahdakis.
“Why?”
“Last spring Cannoli and I were in a bind for a bag of weed but had no money,
when all of a sudden Sleaze Rock walks out of McDuffs. I say, ‘hey dude,
wanna go in on some weed with us?’ he says, ‘yeah of course.’ So I tell him to
give me a twenty and I’ll bring back fifteen dollars in change, and we’ll all get
high.”
“You never brought the change back, did you?” White Tom guessed.
“Nor any weed. Cannoli and I just got into her car and never looked back. As
it turned out, we never ended up buying any weed; I think we went and had
Chinese.”
“You’re terrible.”
“I haven’t seen him since.”
“Jack, tell him to call us after you talk to him tonight.”
“Yeah, far out; will do,” Jack said, walking further away from them.
Mahdakis looked at the ground for a moment to think. “Violet just left; you
missed her. She sang on some of the songs, but only wants me to use a few with
her voice on it; some background harmonies maybe, but she thinks the songs are
perverted and wants little affiliation with them.”
White Tom inhaled a drag off his cigarette, “What a stupid bitch. When the
hell did she become so high and mighty? Christ, I knew her when she was
giving blowjobs for ten bucks in the boy’s bathroom, back in junior high
school.”
“I don’t know, but this whole growing up thing kind of sucks if you ask me.”
“Speaking of that, have you seen Jack or Cannoli since that night?”
“They hang with some different people now, too. It’s as if we’ve become some
sort of disease or a fun toy that you only take out and play with when you’re
bored with your present way of living.”
“Yep, that’s exactly it.” White Tom nodded. “And something tells me we’d
better get used to it.”
Mahdakis didn’t get where he was coming from with that last line and gave his
friend a puzzled look. “What’s up with Cop?”
“Well, he returned the bass guitar, if that answers your question. I think he
liked playing the cover songs, but he really is not into the original thing, and the
two of you really shouldn’t work together…..or for that matter, even be in the
same room; and I think he knows that. Hell, you play his parts anyway, what do
you need him in the band for anyway?”

“I guess I don’t. I was just curious. Shit man, I played most of Violet’s piano
parts, too; and the ones I didn’t, I wrote for her to play. But we need physical
bodies to be a legitimate group, you know, man?”
“We’re a two-man band again, it would seem.”
“It would seem, but that’s not cool. No one wants to follow a band that only
has two people in it.”
“True, that is rather sad and pathetic.”
“But at least we’re going to have a cool album cover,” Mahdakis said.
“How so?”
“Boodles was also here. She and Pumpkinhead, Frank and Rizzo are going to
go take a picture of Mrs. Death.”
“You mean at the old cemetery?”
“Yeah, I guess on certain Saturdays, or whatever, this particular place puts the
dead bodies in unlocked tombs for the night in preparation for a Sunday funeral,
where the tomb is then placed into a mausoleum…or something.”
“Or something.”
“But the point of it is, you can go and lift up the cover of the tomb and check
out the dead body; Mrs. Death.”
“So we’re going to take a picture of someone’s dead loved one and plaster it
all over our tape covers and shit?”
“I thought it would be kind of fun to have one of those rubber dolls with the
mouths wide open, pose with it in the picture. What do you think?”
“I think Cannoli and Jack may be on to something.” White Tom made sure
Jack Scentoola was out of earshot and whispered in Mahdakis’s ear, “How much
is he charging you for all this?”
Mahdakis whispered back, “Nothing. I’m sucking his dick in between songs.”
White Tom looked at him with deadpan horror. “Seriously?”
“No!” He slapped White Tom on the head. “Not seriously, stupid. The deal is I
pay him a little here and there from the money I make at the gas station, and he
keeps the costs down by limiting the songs to one or two takes. But that means I
have to be ready when I walk in. So, that being said, are you ready to lay down
your solos?”
“Ready as I’ll ever be.”
“Cool. Hey, are you busy tonight?”
“Me? Busy? What do you think? Why?”
“Moonglow’s having another party tonight and said if we wanted, we could set
up in his living room and play. Violet will be there for sure, so I thought I’d
bring the keyboards and maybe that would prompt her to sing a little; maybe
even get in the mood to rejoin the band. You want to jam, or what?”
“Why not? What do you want to play, this new stuff?”

“Yeah, maybe see how it goes over. If you get your solos done soon enough,
maybe we can mix down two of the tracks that Violet sang on, and hand out
cassettes.”
“Sounds like a plan.” White Tom slung his white Stratocaster guitar over his
shoulder and sat on the stool. He plugged it in and got ready. Then he stared at
nothing in particular and shook his head as if he were irritated. “You know
what’s pissing me off these days?”
“I can only guess.”
“Someone keeps throwing empty pizza boxes on my front lawn at nights.”
“That’s some fucked up shit, man.”
“It’s been going on for years, too.”
“People got no fuckin’ respect these days.”
“You can say that again.” He put his headphones on. “Let’s do this.”

Bogey Nights

“H

EY!! WHAT THE FUCK’S UP, MAN!?” Charlie Moonglow’s tall,
wide frame stood in the entrance of the doorway yelling as Tony and
Mahdakis approached it. He was young but large and boisterous, and laughed
aloud after saying anything he thought to be funny. He spoke with intense
excitement, and listened to others with just the same interest, his eyes wide with
genuine curiosity. He also had a nervous, or possibly excitable, habit of jerking
his head to the side while hastily whisking his four chubby fingers through his
short straw colored hair, which was already beginning to recede, as if the hair
were hanging in front of his eyes and he couldn’t see. - ‘Jerk & Whisk’.
Mahdakis found it comical because his hair was so short that it didn’t even hit
his eyebrows, let alone be in his face. But Charlie liked to jerk his head
sideways and flip it out of the way anyway, - ‘Jerk & Whisk’ Maybe he thought
he was preventing it from eventually getting into his eye later. – ‘Jerk & Whisk’
Or, maybe he had long hair once upon a time and developed the habit then.
Whatever, it really wasn’t important, just one of those human tics that bugged
the shit out of Mahdakis. – ‘Jerk & Whisk’ “So what’s goin’ on, dudes?” Charlie
Moonglow said, noticing the beer bottle in Tony’s hand. “HEY! YOU’RE NOT
GONNA SMASH THAT OVER MY HEAD ARE YA? HA-HA-HA-HA-HAHA-HA-HA!”

“I wasn’t planning on it. Why, do you want me to?” – Bobble-bobble-bobble
“HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!” ‘Jerk & Whisk’ Charlie Moonglow
put his hand on Mahdakis’s shoulder. “No. But this guy did a few months back!
HE SMASHED A FULL BOTTLE OF BEER RIGHT OVER MY HEAD. HAHA-HA-HA! LIKE SOMETHING OUT OF AN OLD CLINT EASTWOOD
MOVIE!” - ‘‘Jerk & Whisk’ “Remember those spaghetti westerns?”
“I do, yeah,” Tony said, smiling.
“IT WAS LIKE, FUCKIN’ AYE, MAN! I WAS JUST HANGING OUT
WITH JEZEBEL, AND THEN THIS SON OF A BITCH WALKS OVER AND
SMASHES A BOTTLE ON MY HEAD! HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!” - ‘Jerk &
Whisk’ “I NEVER THOUGHT THAT WOULD HAPPEN TO ME IN THIS
LIFE TIME!”
“Sorry about that.”
“Oh it’s okay. I FELT LIKE I WAS IN A MOVIE THOUGH! IT WAS A
FUCKIN’ RUSH MAN! HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!” - ‘Jerk & Whisk’
“Why the fuck did you smash a bottle over his head?”
“Because…”
“BECAUSE HIS SLUTTY GIRLFRIEND WAS IN OUR ROOM HALF
NAKED; AND ALL WE WANTED TO DO, WAS GO TO SLEEP! HA-HAHA-HA-HA! YEAH, RIGHT!”
“She was tied up, against her will?”
“Oh God no!”
“So why not smash the bottle over her head?”
“HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA! REALLY MAN, NOW THAT WOULD
HAVE BEEN SOMETHING!”
“Don’t worry, she got hers.”
“YEAH, SHE TOLD ME!” Charlie looked at Tony. “HE FUCKED HER IN
THE ASS RIGHT ON THE FRONT LAWN, AND THEN HER BIRTHGIVER CAME OUT AND BEAT THE SNOT OUT OF BOTH OF THEM.
HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!”
“She told you that?”
“We talk about lots of things…Ha.”
“But that’s not entirely true. She’s fibbing. That didn’t happen…not like that
anyway.”
“Oh really? MAYBE I SHOULD GO OVER THERE AND SMASH A
BOTTLE OVER HER HEAD FOR LYING TO ME; THAT LOUSY BITCH!
HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!” - ‘Jerk & Whisk’
Tony shook his head. “Damn. So you got any good drugs in there, or what?”
“Are there any other kind? HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!” – ‘Jerk & Whisk’
“Tony, see Lisa in the kitchen. HEY MAN,” he said, looking at Mahdakis now,
“I cleared out the living room for your stuff. White Tom’s in there now if you

wanna set up…SO YOU GONNA PLAY US SOME SICK SHIT TONIGHT
OR WHAT?”
“I’ll see what I can do.”
“THE SICKER, THE BETTER, YOU KNOW! I HEARD YOU HAVE
SONGS ABOUT FUCKING UNDERAGE BLACK GIRLS UP THE ASS! IS
THAT TRUE?”
“What the fuck are you writing these days?” Tony was aghast.
“That’s not exactly true,” White Tom said, appearing from behind Charlie
Moonglow. “In fact one of the ones that I sing deals with a white male being
fucked in the ass by a beautiful black woman over a kitchen table after you’ve
eaten her pussy out for an hour...then, when she’s done, she pisses all over him
and throws him on one of her friends, then goes about her business.”
“HA-HA-HA-HA! NOW YOU’RE TALKIN’ MY LANGUAGE!”
“You wrote that?” Tony asked. “What the fuck’s wrong with you guys?”
“HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!” - ‘Jerk & Whisk’
“I didn’t write it, I just sing it. Here.” White Tom handed him a cassette. “It’s
on here. Some new stuff that’s coming out soon.”
“OH MAN, THAT’S FAR OUT!” Moonglow grabbed one for himself. “I
CAN’T WAIT TO LISTEN TO IT AND JERK OFF! HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HAHA! All right then, if you all will excuse me, I’m going to go over and molest
the shit out of Jezebel for a while! Just Kidding. Ha-ha. NO I’M NOT! HA-HAHA-HA-HA-HA-HA!”
“Be careful,” said Mahdakis. “She’s drinking a bottle of wine cooler. You
don’t want her to smash it over your head.”
“Or fuck you in the ass with it.”
“SPEAK FOR YOURSELF WHITE TOM! HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA-HA!!” ‘Jerk & Whisk’
*****
Violet-Basia listened with less than mild interest from across the room as
White Tom and Mahdakis banged out their new songs on guitars; every once in
a while, Mahdakis grabbing the microphone and, getting the attention of all
those present, would begin reciting dark, graphically explicit poetry that was
starting to freak out some of the female guests in the house. Luckily for them
and most everyone else, it was a beautiful night and by ten o’clock or so,
Mahdakis and White Tom were the only ones in the house. Realizing they were
alone, they looked at one another, put their guitars down, and called it quits.
“It’s Happyfunland all over again.”
“Except, without the tips,” said White Tom.

Mahdakis was very unhappy. “So much for Violet, I guess…and where the
fuck is my girlfriend? I haven’t seen her all fuickin’ night! I’m gonna fuckin’
strangle her.”
“Easy there, fella; Hey, let’s go in the kitchen and see what kind of booze ol’
Chas’s birth-givers have lying around.”
As Mahdakis experimented with different bottles of booze that were lying
around the kitchen, Sally Palmer came out of the bathroom, not looking her
usual hippie self, but slightly more reserved with tight jeans and a tucked in
blouse. “Wow man, those are some great songs you guys wrote.”
“He wrote them, not me.”
“I could tell. Just one thing though; I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind
playing them for a tenth time so I could appreciate them even more.”
Mahdakis answered with a cold stare.
“What?” she said. “What’s up your ass? Don’t give me a dipshit look because
you drove everyone out of the house by playing the same four songs over and
over again.”
“We played fuckin’ ten!”
“WELL THEN YOU BETTER START WRITING SHIT IN A DIFFERENT
KEY OR SOMETHING BECAUSE IT ALL SOUNDS THE SAME!”
“Easy you guys.”
“Shut up, Tom!” Mahdakis and Sally said in unison, before busting into
laughter.
“Fine! I’ll just go out back and have a smoke.”
White Tom left and Sally walked over close to Mahdakis as he poured a large
quantity of Midori Melon liquor into a large glass, and then poured an equal
quantity of milk. “Eew, gross! What the hell is that supposed to be?” Sally said.
“I’m not sure yet.”
She giggled. “I would hope not.”
“I’m working on a drink of some kind.”
“That looks like a green milkshake that you might get at McDuff’s around St.
Patty’s Day.”
“Yeah, it’s not very potent, is it?”
“Not really.”
Mahdakis looked past her to the far end of the counter. “Hey, pass that bottle,
will you?”
Sally handed him a fifth of Southern Comfort. Mahdakis measured out one
shot glass full and dumped it in. “Now we’re getting somewhere.” Sally nodded
her head in approval.
“But it still needs something….something non-liquidy. Hmm…”
“You want to put some fruit in there or something?”
Mahdakis was stretched out, rummaging through the cupboards while Sally
admired his tight ass. “No. Hang on…let's see here.” and then he reached into

the spice rack and pulled out a tin of cinnamon. “Ah-ha!” He pulled his head out
of the cupboards, stood up straight, tapped a bunch of the spice on top of the
drink, and mixed it in. “That’s it!” he exclaimed. “I will dub this The Mad
Mahdakis Melon Mix. You wanna be the first to try it?” He shoved the tall glass
of green fluid in her face.
“Fine.” she smiled and took a big gulp then made a scrunchy face, “Eew
that’s…hold on, give me another one.” Mahdakis gave her another sip, both of
their hands on the glass and touching each other's as he helped pour it in her
mouth.
When she was done, she swallowed and looked at him, “I’m capable of
drinking on my own, you know.”
“Just being friendly.”
“You were just being horny. Knock it off, it ain’t gonna happen.”
He looked away from her. “Sorry. What’s the big deal anyway?”
“The big deal?” She yelled at him. “The big deal is, that on top of not really
liking you much, your precious girlfriend is outside while you’re in here hitting
on one of her best friends.” She slammed the drink down and put a finger in his
face. “Be careful ’ol buddy of mine. I got the goods on you. Don’t fuck up or I’ll
let her know how you had your slimy hands all over me that night.”
“And yours on mine.”
“I was shit-faced!”
“But I don’t get an excuse?
“No, because I didn’t have a boyfriend then. You had, and still have,” she
pointed outside, “a girlfriend. Now stop being such a horny, disgusting perv!
There’s nothing uglier than a guy who everyone knows is hooked up, out
trolling for pussy.” She threw her purse over her shoulder and stormed out. “The
drinks pretty good, though.”
“What was that all about?” White Tom said, walking back in.
“Nothing. Here.” he handed White Tom a new drink.
“It’s green.”
“It’s good, try it.”
“Okay, what do you call it?” White Tom began to chug it down.
“The Mad Mahdakis Melon Mix or something like that.” Mahdakis waited for
White Tom to finish chugging down the entire drink in one shot.
“Ahh. Man, I was thirsty. That’s good! I’ll take another one of those. Pour me
one and I’ll be right back.” White Tom walked to the bathroom.
Mahdakis began making another drink for Tom and one for himself, and
wondering on the whereabouts of his lovely girlfriend again. He tried to think of
other things to get his mind off it. He was very concerned…or jealous,
whichever, he was uncomfortable not knowing. “Where’s Ravioli?” he yelled at
the bathroom door.
“Dude, he left hours ago,” the bathroom door answered.

“He did?”
“Yeah, you shook his hand and everything. Don’t you remember?”
“I remember shaking his hand.”
“Okay. Well, that’s when he left.”
“Oh. Is that what was going on? I couldn’t hear him; I thought he was just
saying, ‘nice job’.”
“Actually,” the bathroom door continued, “he said he thought that you needed
psychological help, in that your songs really shed a lot of light on your twisted
sexuality which, by the way, they do. You are really one fucked up son of a
bitch when it comes to the activities of your dick, you know that?” White Tom
stepped out of the bathroom with blush and mascara on his face and a black wig
on his head. He was wearing a yellow one-piece dress, white heels, a purse with
embroidered silver studs, and a long pearl necklace.
“Is that real?”
“The necklace? Nah. I bought it from Violet when she ran that little jewelry
stand next to the train station.”
“Mm...Big date tonight?” Mahdakis asked.
“Her name’s Melissa.” White Tom put his white glove covered hands in front
of his own chest. “Huge fuckin’ cans!”
“Ah.”
“How do I look?”
“Good enough.”
“That’s all I need to hear.” Then White Tom disappeared out the back door.
*****
Sally walked out the front door with every inclination of telling Jezebel what
the hell her boyfriend just did, albeit a very slight gesture, it was still a gesture,
and one he didn’t deny! Sally’s face was turning the color of her hair. She hated
men like that. She hated watching her female-birth-giver cook and clean for a
man who later went out at night and gave free to other women what her femalebirth-giver had worked for. She went storming through the screen door, letting it
slam behind her and made her way through the thick crowd out onto the front
lawn where she saw the unmistakable sight of a brief but very affectionate kiss
between Jezebel and Paul Antonelli. Violet-Basia and Paul’s nerdy friend were
next to them, talking quietly.
Jezebel had seen Sally and aborted the kiss. “Hey there!” Jezebel said.
But Sally stopped in her tracks and just stared at her and mouthed the words,
“Unbelievable.” Then she turned around, marched back through the crowd, and
stormed once again into the kitchen, letting the screen door slam behind her
again. Mahdakis was standing all alone, she grabbed his drink, pounded it down
her throat, and said, “You two are really made for each other, you know that.

Don’t listen to what any of your friends, or her friends, say. You guys are like
two peas in a pod. I get it. I fuckin’ get it now. You two really do know what’s
best for you, don’t you?”
“Sally?”
“And all this time I thought it was a one-way street.”
“What was?”
Sally kept avoiding eye contact with him and finished her thought. “There is
indeed a reason you guys have lasted so long. Yes, by God there is. How would
you like to take a ride with me and fuck my brains out?”
“Okay…the catch is?” Mahdakis was grinning because he knew she wasn’t
serious, or so he thought.
“No catch. I’m the catch, the catch of the day. C’mon, what do you say? It’s
now or never.” She squeezed her voluptuous boobs at him.
He replied slowly, hating every word that came out of his mouth, “I guess
never then, Sal. You don’t seem like you, and it wouldn’t be right to take
advantage, or whatever, of someone in your state of mind.” He took a sip of his
green beverage. “Is everything alright?”
“Just Peachy. Oh well, thank God I have these.” She raised both her middle
fingers at him as she walked backwards out the back door.
*****
The Jezebel/Paul kiss wasn’t just noticed by Sally. Charlie Moonglow saw it,
and was none too happy. Charlie Moonglow was just as pissed as Mahdakis
would have been if he had known his girl was being such a heavy flirt. Charlie
had been trying to tap this baby for over a year now, without any success, and
now some high school punk struts in and takes it from right under his nose?
‘Fuck That’ He was going to do his best to see that it didn’t get far.
As Mahdakis was still shaking his head over Sally, Charlie walked in and, for
a change, was wearing a very angry face. It was then that Mahdakis first realized
all of his laughter and comedic approach to everything may just be a disguise to
hide the pure anger and blackness that lie deep within his soul….No, Mahdakis
was thinking about himself…Charlie Moonglow was simply angry because
someone else got to make out with Jez before he did. “You okay, dude?”
Mahdakis asked him, looking concerned.
“Jezebel went out to the golf course with that Paul guy and his nerdy friend.”
He took a swig of his Heineken and handed Mahdakis the half full bottle. “Here;
use mine.”
*****

The golf course was none other than Porky’s Golf Course, whose green
boarded the backyards of Jezebels and Copper Tom's. Copper Tom had worked
there as a caddy since he was in junior high and now that he was back in town
and living at home again, found employment there again, as he was highly
thought of with the golfers.
At night the exclusive golf course was used as a partying ground when kids
had a keg, but nowhere to bring it. The golf course also doubled as a short cut
for pedestrians who were going in between East River and Old Norford.
Mahdakis drove home to park his car and walked up the street to the East
River gate of the golf course. From there, he just followed his nose. Usually
people met at the seventh hole because, with a pond and a tree, it was the most
scenic of them all and made for a pretty cool place to hang out. It only took ten
minutes or less before he came across Violet-Basia and some other kid sitting
next to the pond talking. He was playing an acoustic guitar.
“Where’s Jez?”
“Well hello to you too, kind sir.”
“Where’s Jez, Violet, before I knock your teeth out.”
“Should I leave?” the strange guitar player said.
“Who the hell are you?”
“I’m Nigel Noodles. I’m just a friend.”
“Of mine?”
“No…well, not yet.”
“Why did you just say you were, then?”
“I didn’t real…”
“Yes you did. I heard you. You said, ‘I’m just a friend’. Quote.”
“I guess I was lying.”
“Gimme that fuckin’ guitar.”
“I can’t, it’s Paul’s.”
“Paul Antonelli? You know him?”
“I’m his friend from school, Nigel.”
“Yes, we’ve been over that already; Nigel Noodles, you’re just a friend.”
“Right.”
“So give me the guitar or I’ll crack you over the head with it.”
“Here.” Nigel quickly relinquished the guitar and scooted over as Mahdakis
sat next to him and absent-mindedly strummed it. “So? Violet?”
She looked impatiently at him. “Hey. I don’t know, okay. All I know is the
four of us felt like a walk, so we came here, and Paul and Jez were right over by
the tree, then Nigel and I got engrossed in conversation and when I looked up,
you were here, and they were gone. I don’t fuckin’ know.”
“How about an educated guess?”
“Do you need an education for one of those?” Nigel laughed. Mahdakis turned
and looked at him gravely. “I’ll shut up.”

Violet exhaled and said, “You know, this is one of the reasons I’m leaving; all
this fuckin’ bullshit with everyone, and between you two. Goddamn! Get rid of
her, will you? What kind of a stupid shit are you, anyway? For that matter, what
the fuck’s wrong with her?”
“I don’t know; Sally just told me that Jez and I were made for each other.”
“I would guess there was a bit of sarcasm in her saying that, my friend.”
Mahdakis lit up a Tijuana Small and offered one to Nigel. “I don’t
smoke…just pot.”
Mahdakis nodded and continued with Violet. “So wait; where are you going
now? You’re leaving somewhere?”
“Open Fly is moving their operation to New York. I’m gonna go with Miles,
he invited me to go and live with him in Manhattan, so I am.”
“When is all this going to take place?”
“Well, Miles already has the apartment. He’s there now. The band will follow
next month, but I can go at any time. The keys are right here in my pocket.”
Mahdakis was quiet for a moment, then said, “So you guys are moving in
together, huh? Serious stuff.”
“Yeah, it’s really a no-brainer; he has his thing, I have mine, we’re not out to
smother each other or get in each other’s way…”
“So you’re allowed to screw around,” Nigel said, nodding his head.
“Ah!” Mahdakis was startled by the voice. “Jesus Christ, I forgot there was
someone next to me.”
“I’d like to live in Manhattan,” Nigel said. “Maybe even play in a band up
there.”
“Well goody-goody gumdrops,” Mahdakis said to him.
Nigel put his thumb in the air. “Gum drops are coal.”
Violet-Basia refused to address Nigel as she continued, “I think we have an
understanding relationship between us, and I think New York City would be a
great place to live for a while.”
Mahdakis nodded his head. “So you’re allowed to screw around.”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!” Nigel laughed.
“Fine! Whatever; but our relationship is a hell of a lot more healthy than
yours!”
“Apples and Oranges, my dear.”
“I like apples, too” Nigel said. “Oranges are a pain in the ass, though; you
know what I mean? You have to peel ’em and everything.”
“What the fuck’s your problem?”
“I just find oranges a very inconvenient fruit; that's all. You definitely can’t eat
them while you’re driving stick shift.”
“Or shouldn’t,” Mahdakis said, handing the guitar back to Nigel. “Here, shut
up and play with this.”

“Right.” Nigel went back to playing Paul’s guitar, he was playing everything
from rock to bluegrass, and really wasn’t bad at all; quite excellent to be honest.
“I’ll tell you what, Mrs. Sinclair.” Mahdakis waved a pointy finger in her face.
“When you get into a real relationship, one that frowns upon cheating on one
another, and therefore forces you to do it in secret, and one that involves being
around each other for more than three nights a week when you really don’t want
to, let me know how you’re doing. Until then, shut the fuck up. Christ, you two
haven’t even been together a full day yet and already you’re moving in with
each other…a hundred miles away. You’d better hope it works out.”
“Do you hear yourself?”
“Fuck that. Do you even know his bathroom habits?”
“That’s gross.”
“Yeah, man, what’s that got to do with anything?” Nigel asked.
Mahdakis looked at him. “What the hell are you doing here, anyway?”
“I don’t know; I’ve been asking myself that question all night. I guess I just
had nothing better to do.”
“And that’s why we’re all here!” Violet-Basia screamed at Mahdakis. “We’re
all here, and we’re all friends and we’re all doing whatever bullshit it is we’re
doing because we have nothing better to do. Well, I’m putting an end to that. I
have something better to do. I’m leaving this shit hole to make a new life for
myself, and I’ve decided to leave Monday morning.”
“Monday. Wow.” A long silence fell between them all. Mahdakis and VioletBasia had been close since the third grade, and while they each had better
friends than one another, they had the longevity. They both stirred quietly,
trying to think of something to say. “Well, it’s been nice knowing you,” he said
coolly.
Violet looked up at him and made sure to lock eyes. “Please don’t laugh or
yell at me but ah...”
“What? I won’t laugh.”
She took a deep breath that heaved her chest, took a nervous look at Nigel, and
then whispered, “Do you wanna take a walk? Maybe go somewhere and make
love?”
Nigel put his thumb in the air and in his stupid wanna-be rock star accent said
to them, “Coal.”
*****
Nigel Noodles was still picking away franticly on the guitar when Jezebel and
Paul returned. Paul was a short scrawny little fucker with dark hair and carried
an unjustified arrogance to compensate for his lack of height. He was an only
child and therefore a spoiled one, whose birth-givers had probably convinced
him that he was important. At present, he wore a shit-eating grin on his face, and

was holding his eyebrows way up high on his forehead. He might as well have
been wiping the palms of his hands together and saying, ‘what have we here
fellows, hey, guess what I just did.’ “Say, where did Violet run off to?” is what
Paul actually said. “She leave you here alone?”
Nigel Noodles was trying to be careful how he worded his sentence; he pursed
his lips together and squinted his eyes, as if reading a manual on how to build a
rocket ship. He wanted to be delicate, but the macho side of him, and indeed
there was very chauvinistic one, would never let a bitch get the better of a fellow
dude. He said, “She went that way with Mahdakis; something about making love
before she leaves for New York.” He turned his attention back to his guitar.
“Oh,” Paul said, not noticing Jezebel’s jaw on the ground, “so they’re coming
back, then.”
“Yeah,” Nigel confirmed. “They said to tell you they’d be right back.”
“Excellent,” said Paul, turning and looking smugly at Jezebel. “So you’ll be
alright here for a while. Nigel and I really have to get going.” He nodded at
Nigel who got up with the guitar and then motioned towards the East River gate.
Paul looked at Jezebel, who was taken aback by his behavior. “We’ll see you
soon, then?”
“You’re leaving me here alone, in the middle of a golf course at midnight?”
Paul looked at her as a king would look upon a peasant. “Your house is right
over that hill, and your boyfriend and Violet are coming back soon. What’s the
problem?”
Jezebel stared at him with her mouth open, astounded by his bristly demeanor.
“It’s just not a nice thing to do.”
Frank put his hands in his pockets and said smugly, “Well neither is cheating
on a loved one, but I’ll tell you what,” he said, getting close to her face, “I won’t
hold that against you if you don’t hold this against me.”
“You’re a little prick!”
“Whatever. Thanks for the very thorough blowjob, toots; I hope it boosted
your moral somewhat.” He began to walk away from her.
“Boosted my moral? What the fuck’s that supposed to mean, you little shit?”
“It means that you obviously don’t get it that much, and I hope I was of
assistance.”
“You got no idea what a man I have,”
“Sure I do, you got a man who’s fucking your best friend right now.” Paul
took the guitar from Nigel and looked at it. “What the fuck’s this big gash on the
side? What did you do to my guitar?”
“I didn’t do anything, Paul. Mahdakis took it and was banging away at it for a
while. He must have fucked it up while he was playing it.”
“Ha-ha!” Jezebel laughed. “And I’m sure it was an accident, too. HA! Hey, I
have an idea, Paul; why don’t you stay and wait for him, then ask him about it?
I’m sure he’d love to talk to you about it, and what you were doing to his girl.

Ha-ha-ha-ha!” She spun her body around and waved her arms in the air above
her head, as if casting some sort of spell. “Adrestia, daughter of Aphrodite, I feel
you lurking about within the house of Venus tonight; sing your song of glorious
retribution through me, and reveal to this neophyte the danger of contemptuous
trespass. Ha-ha-ha-ha!”
Nigel leaned in to his friend. “Dude, let’s get out of her…now! These people
are a little off their rocker and quite unstable.”
“Right.” Paul nodded to her and left.
*****
Jezebel had her arms crossed when Violet-Basia returned. “You’re alone?”
“Why wouldn’t I be,” said Violet-Basia.
“Oh that’s right, your kind always kills and eats them after sex; I forgot.”
“Hey, I was doing you a favor! Mahdakis was going to kill that little dude.”
“That little dude has more muscle than one might think. “
“Well, you should know, having had a close up look.”
“And how is Paul’s still being alive doing me a favor? That fuckin’ punk’s an
asshole.”
Violet looked away and started to walk toward the house. “You’re somethin’
else, Jez. If there’s a bad decision to be made somewhere, you’ll find it. I mean,
what the fuck? You screw this kid, then you find out he’s an asshole? Shouldn’t
you have acquainted yourself with him better beforehand?”
“Hey, he seemed alright. Besides, I didn’t screw him, I just gave him a blow.”
Violet clapped her hands. “Bravo! Good for you! Not only do you embarrass
yourself before a former underclassman and get your boyfriend pissed off, but
you don’t even allow yourself an orgasm. Man, what kind of crash course are
you on, Jezzy?”
“Don’t Jezzy me, Violet; I’m not in the mood. You just fucked my boyfriend,
you goddamn whore!”
“You’re goddamn right I did! And I got a lot more in return than a young boy
laughing at me while on my knees with his cum dangling from my mouth…In
fact; it was very much the other way around!”
The last line is what really caused Jezebel to go off the handle and attack her
best friend of fourteen years. They wrestled on the ground, threw punches at
each other’s face, and eventually ended up next to the pond in a stalemate.
Violet had a small bruise under her eye and was dirty. She sat up catching her
breath as Jezebel lay quietly on her back next to her, catching hers. “And it was
good,” she said victoriously to Jezebel.
Jezebel laughed as she sat up, and said, “Yeah, he’s good at that. I’m
sorry…sort of….no, not really.”

“I know.” Violet put her hand on top of hers. “It’s just that it’s become
apparent that maybe you don’t know how to express such a thing properly.”
Jezebel stood up quietly and brushed herself off, Violet-Basia following her
lead. They resumed their journey back to the house as Violet continued, “So
we’re gonna be okay then? You and I?”
“Yeah. What do I care, anyway? He and I won’t be together that much
longer.”
“You don’t think?”
Jezebel laughed and looked at her. “Look around you. I’m changing,
Violet….he’s not. He’s not becoming what I’d hoped he’d be.”
“What do you mean, hoped he be? What’s that?”
“I don’t know; someone cooler, someone more daring and versatile,
someone…different….with a motorcycle for starters!”
“With a motorcycle; listen to yourself. Talk about superficial. You are about to
throw away something that, years from now, you will have wished you did not.
And all for what, because he doesn’t smoke as much crack as you, or doesn’t
ride a cool hog like some guys?”
“You haven’t told him about the crack thing, have you?”
“Not a word.”
“Cool…but I can’t live my life based on things that might happen tomorrow,
Violet. I have to live my life for the now; I have to do what’s right for
me…NOW. And lately I am getting the feeling that he is not long for my now.
Besides, shouldn’t he be out trying to be a rock star and fucking other women or
something? You know, like Miles and those guys? He needs a wakeup call,
Violet. He needs to leave the nest.”
“You’re getting ready to hurt him, aren’t you?”
Jezebel gave her a very tired look. “It’s not as though I’m plotting to over
throw a government, or ambush a county, I’m just preparing myself for what I
think may be happening.”
“How about preparing him? How about…”
“Prepare him? How many more hints can I give the stupid bastard? I purposely
didn’t go into the party tonight or talk to him at all, and what does he do? Comes
and looks for me! What a dumbass! Go fuck Sally, or whoever.”
“Sally? They hate each other.”
“Yeah, sure.” Jezebel took a drag. “How’d he know I’d be here, anyway?”
“Charlie told him. Charlie’s mad at you.”
“You’re kidding me.”
“Jez, you have to understand that other people don’t like to see other people
getting hurt, even if the other person is someone they really don’t care for much,
like Charlie and Mahdakis. No one likes a cheating husband, or a cheating
whore. No one.”
“You just fucked my boyfriend, Violet!”

“Sure, but that’s different. I’m not on the sidelines watching and hating. I’m
part of the cast; part of the problem, not the solution.”
“Say what?”
“Never mind, how can you honestly be preparing yourself to leave Mahdakis
for someone like Paul…or Charlie?”
“Charlie? Are you kidding me?”
“Well Paul then.”
“Paul’s out of the picture now; he turned out to be a real jerk.”
“So who will you run to then, Jez? No one?”
“I got someone….maybe.”
“Yeah, right.”
“Do me a favor, though.” Jezebel put her hand on Violet’s arm. “Don’t let
Mahdakis know that things went sour between me and Paul.”
“Why?”
“I would just like him to believe that Paul is on the sidelines…Charlie too.”
“What the fuck are you up to?”
Jezebel Crowley looked off into the distance, took a long drag off her
cigarette, and said, “Smoke and mirrors, my friend; smoke and mirrors.”

Time To Play B Sides

T

hey sat in the studio with Jack Scentoola, listening to the final mix down of
the entire recording. “Doesn’t sound bad; doesn’t sound bad at all.” White
Tom nodded in approval as he sat Indian style on the carpeted floor, holding a
bottle of Wild Turkey.
Jack held up a rough draft of the cover that Mahdakis had been working on, I
like the band name, ‘The Unthinkables’; but don’t you think the album title is a
little long? ‘Watching with Shameful Amusement as the Perverted Night Eats
Our Young’?”
Jack was stoned as always so White Tom ignored him and continued his
thought, “It might just be our best work to date.”
“It is,” Mahdakis said. “And it’s because most of it is coming out of one mind,
not five.”

“That usually does make the flow of arrangements much more organic,” Jack
agreed.
White Tom nodded in silence, not wanting to acknowledge such vanity. He
would have liked it better if Mahdakis had said ‘two minds’ instead of one; but
the lyrics were all his, as was the entire concept, so he had a point. But instead
of stroking his ego any further, White Tom simply added, “I think Sleaze Rock
did a great job on this stuff…all things considered; you know, the time he had to
learn the songs…and his age.”
“So do I,” Mahdakis said, smoking a Tijuana.
“You think he’ll want to gig out with us?”
“Nope,” Mahdakis said confidently, “he’s really into playing some F.A.G.G.
Metal. He’s in eleventh grade and right now the most important thing to him is
his cock and all these young hot pieces of ass that he can get by playing that
crap. It’s too bad too, because I felt a real groove with him. He’s not like the
other F.A.G.G. Metal drummers, although he tries to be. He does his fills and
rolls as frequently and in the exact same places where I do them on the
Bass…Hmm.”
“So what are we going to do about this new band of ours, The Unthinkables?”
White Tom lit a cigarette.
“Nothing, I guess; at least not at the moment. Let’s just see how this sells, if at
all. If it does, then great, we’ll worry about putting a band together.”
“The thing is, we need to be ready to go if this does take off. We don’t want to
be stuck holding our cocks if people want to hear us play this shit live. Do you
know what I’m sayin'?”
“Sure. But judging from the reaction at Charlie’s party last week, I’d say we
haven’t much to worry about right now.”
“Sounds like you’re giving up before the race even starts.”
“Starts? We’ve been in the race for two and a half years, Johnny. What was all
that gigging we did? All those nights here in Jack’s studio making three
different recordings.”
“Four if you count the stupid live Cum N Wet It thing.”
“There you go. We’ve been doing this for a while and not really getting
anywhere. People think this stuff is nuts. They want to hear all that crap and
bullshit…or the classic shit….STILL!”
“There is an audience out there for this stuff, you said so yourself; you have to
create the following, be the leader. Shit man, Open Fly has no originality, HA!
They’re just a bunch of poseurs, man. Nothing they are doing hasn’t already
been done.”
“Yes, but they are doing. Period. They’re moving to New York City; Man.
Wouldn’t that be cool? Just gig around New York City and shit? This place is
fucked up. Yeah, we got Philly and Baltimore, but still, they’re not New York.
And this place is becoming more and more conservative by the day.”

“Maybe. Maybe not; you could just be at a point in your life where you are
now recognizing those conservative life styles. It’s always been there, but now
that you’re an adult, it’s really in your mother fuckin’ way and you don’t like
it.”
“They say if you can’t beat ’em, join ’em.”
“Like I said, it sounds like you’re getting ready to throw in the towel, and this
just after recording what could be a master piece of some sort.”
Mahdakis sat on the floor against the wall with his arms locked over his knees,
shaking his head. “I don’t know. Whatever; it’s frustrating, man. If only I could
sing, we wouldn’t even be talking about this. People would be clamoring to play
with us. Do you know how hard it is to find a singer who doesn’t already have
his or her own material, or want to change yours completely?”
White Tom leaned over and handed Mahdakis the Wild Turkey. “Sometimes
they have to, to fit their style. Here, take some.”
“I don’t know man,” Mahdakis said, staring at the Wild Turkey, “that shit
makes me violent, real violent.”
“Oh please, enough with the excuses, you’re violent anyways; you came out of
the box like that. You weren’t drinking this in the fourth grade when you and
Squid tied me to a tree and threw garbage at me…were you?”
Mahdakis laughed, put the bottle to his lips and took a large shot. “No, I guess
not….whoa…that's some strong stuff.” His face contorted and he handed the
bottle back.
White Tom sat long and silent as he contemplated the next topic of discussion.
“You look tired all of a sudden.”
“Tired of this life, Johnny; change has got to happen soon, real soon. I think
something inside of me is being smothered; I just can’t put my finger on it.”
“Mm.” White Tom handed the bottle back to him. “Try some of this; it helps
clear your head.”
“Yeah right.” Mahdakis took a shot again.
“So dude, that’s it? You’re just gonna sit around and ‘see what happens’ with
the new songs? See if people buy them? No touring plans?”
“Nah. Who the fuck wants to hear this shit anyway?”
White Tom could already see the effect the Turkey was having on him. “Yeah,
well okay then. Do you remember that singer guy we went to jam with, up in
Lancaster?”
Mahdakis shook his head up and down but never picked his face up. “Yeah, I
remember that cat. Not really my kind of thing.”
“He called me last month and we’ve been jamming here and there. He says he
got himself a drummer now and they are going to start rehearsing for a new
demo tape. I think I’m gonna do it.”
“His stuff was like….old….stuff, or ……I don’t know. It was too mellow and
…..He was fucked up.”

“Nevertheless, it’s a job, and we’ll be playing soon he thinks. It’s mainstream
stuff so it won’t be hard to land some paying gigs, you know?”
Mahdakis took another healthy chug. “Talk about towels throwing garbage.”
“Maybe this is the fresh clean start you need. C’mon, what do you say? We
need a bass player.”
“I say no. Fuck it. And fuck you, too.”
“Thanks.”
“HEY JACK!”
“Yeah,” came the voice through the monitor outside the control room.
“FUCK YOU!”
“Thanks…ah, thank you very much.” Jack got up and walked out of the
control room.
White Tom and Mahdakis sat in silence for a few more moments, soaking in
the results of their work and realizing if the gig with the guy in Lancaster
worked out, this would be the last time they sat in a recording studio together.
“What are you thinking?” He asked Mahdakis.
“I’d like to this over again years from now when I can afford to add horns and
strings,” Mahdakis said. “That would be excellent!”
“It would.” White Tom snuffed out his cigarette. “But I mean seriously about
playing bass for this guy. Besides, this recording is what you got, and I think it’s
damn good the way it is.”
“Me too.”
“I think you should start duping some tapes and get them out on the street. I
think people are going to eat this up.”
Jack Scentoola looked at them nervously, as he always did. “Ah, yeah, but we
need to ah, settle for the mix down time before we start…before we starat
duping, ya know?”
“Sure thing, Jack,” Mahdakis said, getting up and belching in his face. Then,
looking at White Tom, who was also getting up said, “You going to Southpoint
tonight?”
“Probably. I’ll be running a little late. I have to take care of some things in
town. Is Jezebel going? I know there are going to be a lot of people she doesn’t
like.”
“She better not be. This is my night out; I’m sure she has plans anyway.”
“What about your brother?”
“Much later; him and Boodles and…Rizzo….. Frank…….. maybe some other
fuckers… are getting pictures of Mrs. Death at the graveyard…for tape
cover…thing.”
“Oh yeah, that,” White Tom said, looking disgusted. “There’s something
really wrong with all of you, you know that?” Mahdakis had his back turned and
couldn’t see the serious look on White Tom’s face, nor would he have
understood it in his current condition anyway. Tommy Gladbags turned and

looked at his buddy, who was stumbling around the room for his car keys. “I’ll
see you around.”
Mahdakis belched. “Yep.”

Crosstown Traffic

S

omeone from out of town may have thought White Tom was taking a slight
risk walking on Pennsylvania Avenue the way was. But all the locals did it;
for some reason the sidewalk abruptly ended and you found yourself having to
cross the busy four-lane road or walk in the road itself, against traffic for a few
hundred yards before the sidewalk suddenly appeared again. Plenty of locals did
this on a daily basis and never got hurt.
He walked to the Y-Dog in Norford Center from the studio in East River to fill
in for a co-worker who had called in sick. He was now walking back towards
Southpoint Beach in East River
It was a hell of a walk and he really didn’t want to go to work that night, but
Tommy Gladbags was raised properly and taught to lend a hand and help out a
fellow person whenever possible. Tonight was no exception to that rule. In all
honesty, he could have asked his buddy, Mahdakis for a ride, but Mahdakis was
rubbing him the wrong way lately, and appeared to be too drunk to be safe.
Moreover, none of what was happening would be happening if his good buddy
Mahdakis hadn’t smashed White Tom’s newly purchased, nineteen seventy-nine
Trans Am into a tree the week before last when they were both drunk out of
their minds.
They had been at a party of some people’s they barely knew and someone
started a fight with Mahdakis (so he said). Neither of them could tell you why or
how the fight started but an entire party chased the two of them out of the house
and into the street. White Tom, knowing he was too drunk to drive, threw the
keys to Mahdakis, who got behind the wheel and drove them back as far as East
Norford before smashing head-on into a tree. White Tom had been working and
saving all summer for that car, and now it was totaled in less than two weeks;
destroyed by his reckless jackass friend, who probably didn’t give a shit.
It wasn’t the only car Mahdakis had destroyed within the last ten months
either. The year previous, Mahdakis and Tony took Violet-Basia’s pinto out for

a joy ride without telling her and drove it into some bushes at low speed.
Harmless enough; but unbeknown them, a branch from the bushes had poked
through the front grill of the car and just managed to penetrate the radiator,
making a hole in it that allowed antifreeze to leak out everywhere and the engine
seized on Violet before she got home that night. Making matters worse, Tony
was the only one awake at that time who could pick her up off of I-95 when she
got stranded, and he did so only in return for a blowjob. Reluctantly, she agreed.
The look on her face a week later when she found out who had been driving her
car in the first place was priceless. Yet neither Tony or Mahdakis would give her
a dime for repairs when she asked.
Perhaps what bothered White Tom the most about Mahdakis lately was not
knowing where he stood. Was he in fact a friend? Every time he was with him, it
was only to play music. This bothered Tommy lately. He was also getting sick
of the name White Tom. Christ, his name was Tommy. All of these thoughts
went through his head as he walked alongside Pennsylvania Avenue, heading
back to East River.
White Tom knew Mahdakis most of his life, but most of their lives they were
kids and children and adolescents. Their actions could be excused and their
impure thoughts rationalized in the name of immaturity. They were around
twenty now and for the first time ever, White Tom really thought about his
drunken friend and all the rest of them as genuine, certifiably insane, degenerate
assholes who cared only for themselves.
What really happened out there with Pock? Why did no one look for him until
the following morning? And how the hell do you forget about a person and leave
them two-hundred miles behind. What the hell happened to Squid? Whatever it
was, he probably deserved it. But c’mon, aliens my ass! To give credibility to
Pumpkinhead’s crazy story of aliens was even crazier. So, who’s the worse for
it? Pumpkinhead, or all those who appeased him? And where the hell was
Snowy these days? Was he too, in the bottom of the Delaware or something?
Who knew with maniacs like Rad and Captain H walking around. Poor
Cop….he was set up, and Mahdakis not only didn’t seem surprised, but wasn’t
that heartbroken about it afterward either. What was with him and Jezebel
constantly desecrating tombstones of the dead as they fucked over them, night
after night, performing sick aberrant rituals? And now the other dumb fucks
were out disturbing the dead and taking photographs of it. What a bunch of
depraved souls.
Maybe he didn’t belong here amongst these people anymore; maybe he needed
to be set free and let go of this brutal existence. Maybe he would do just that.
Yes, that would be it; he would not go to Southpoint Beach once he got back
into East River. No; he would go straight home and wake up tomorrow starting
his life anew.

He was suddenly filled with inspiration and a smile came across his face as he
thought about the endless possibilities that await him in the music world. He
would join the band with the fellow in Lancaster and things would be different.
If nothing else, maybe the new experience would lead him somewhere else.
Anywhere else was better than here.

Always Crashing In The Same Car

H

e was not only drunk as hell, but horny as hell. And since Jezebel would
not be around later, another plan of action was in order. He heard through
the grapevine that Charlotte was working nights a half a block away from
Ebenezer’s Auto in downtown New Little Italy; some sort of an accounting
administration internship. His right hand gripped a fresh bottle of Southern
Comfort while the empty bottle of Wild Turkey rolled around by his feet as he
drove to the building to find out whether or not she worked the weekends. He
hadn’t been with her in months; maybe she was a different person now. He
thought about calling her a lot, but never got around to it. As a matter of fact, he
didn’t even know her new number to the college dorm she was living at. Maybe
she was done playing with him; maybe she still desired him but thought he was
done playing with her. There was only one way to find out for sure. He got to
the building, parked, and followed the signs for ‘Goldenberg and Bernstein
Financial Group’ upstairs to the second floor. He opened the door quietly and
saw her standing at a desk with her back to him. Other than that, the place
seemed empty. Quietly he tiptoed, hoping to surprise her. So far, she hadn’t
realized that someone was standing right behind her. He grabbed her waist with
both hands, she screamed and instinctively lunged forward, catching herself by
slamming her palms in front of her on a desk. “Guess who?” he said.
“Jesus Christ! Okay, hi. How have you been? You have something against
phones?”
“You have something against my dick right now?” He slid his hand down and
inside the back of her skirt, trying to figure out how to undo it.
She let out a slight giggle. “Right now my ass is against your dick, but other
than that, no. Why do you ask? Be careful with that.” She giggled again. “What
are you doing?”

“Don’t laugh. I’m raping you; it’s not supposed to be funny”
“My boss will be back soon!”
“Take this thing off!”
She quickly slid her dress off for him and bent back over the desk as he
promptly stuffed himself inside of her. “Just make it fast, will you. We don’t
have much time.”
Mahdakis pumped away madly, like a wild dog in heat. His eyes rolled to the
back of his head as did hers. It was the greatest sensation he had felt in a while.
Her screams and moans echoed his sentiments. He finished in two minutes flat
and buckled up. She stood up, her back still turned to him, he lifted her skirt up
for her as she fastened it. “Don’t turn around. Don’t look at me. It’ll be sexier
that way.”
She did just as he said. “Do I know you?”
He pat her on the head and walked to the door just as her boss was coming in.
While fully dressed, Charlotte was still in too much of a vicarious position for
her to have been doing anything else but fucking. “Well well, what have we here
Ms. Cummings? Living up to your name are we? Who the hell are you?”
Mahdakis bolted out the door and into the parking lot before her boss had a
chance to get a good look at him. Her boss looked at her as she tried to
maneuver herself back into a more respectable pose. “No, no…as you were, Ms.
Cummings; no need to stand up,” he said walking towards her, loosening his
belt. “I’ll take over where he left off.”

There was no rush, but the adrenaline was pumping fast and Mahdakis felt like
he had to get far out of the area as soon as possible. He jumped in his car and
gunned it up Pennsylvania, towards Delaware Avenue, his mind still very much
on the friendly rape he had just performed on Charlotte. It was awesome. They
didn’t even really speak to each other, and he never saw her face; or her his. Just
stuck it to her…then left. He could’ve been anybody to her. Wow, how he
missed Charlotte’s promiscuity, for lack of a stronger word. All these thoughts
going through his inebriated head allowed him to misjudge the distance between
himself and the line of stopped cars at the red light in front of him, and he rear
ended a family of four travelling in a blue Mercedes SLE. “That was smart.” He
heard a voice say to his left. It was Carl, who was also at the red light; He was
riding someone’s Harley Davidson. Mahdakis pulled over into the church
parking lot with every intention of exchanging information. But as the blue
Mercedes pulled in the church lot behind him, he panicked. He remembered
having no insurance, no registration and he wasn’t sure at the moment, but he
may not have even gotten his license yet (just one of those things he hadn’t
gotten around to). He was afraid that they would take him to jail so he hit the gas
and at full speed, pulled out of the church driveway and out into the road. It was

a busy road and a busy time of evening. The only patch of open road he had was
the westbound side. So, still going east, he hopped over to that side of the road
and barreled his way through red lights and the oncoming rush hour traffic. He
only went a half a mile before he and another a car hit head on, luckily neither
one had been going any more than ten miles an hour. The angry man got out of
his car and ran up to Mahdakis’s door, which had been jammed shut because of
the accident and would not open. “GET THE HELL OUT OF THERE!”
“I can’t, it’s stuck.”
“WHAT ARE YOU, FUCKIN’ CRAZY OR SOMETHING? YOU
DRUNKEN HIPPIE!”
“No man, I’m runnin’ from the scene of an accident! The cops will be on my
tail before long!”
The man stood there for a moment thinking, and then moved out of his way.
“Oh wow! Alright, alright…get going then; Hurry up! Go!” The man got out of
his way and Mahdakis made his way to Delaware Ave, then to some back streets
of Norford, which would eventually take him to his home in East River. ‘They
would need a warrant to come and get me, wouldn’t they?’ he thought to
himself. ‘It’s not their jurisdiction. Or maybe they could just radio the other
town for some help, but Norford cops and East River cops didn’t see eye to eye,
so the East River cops might not be so quick to respond to the Norford Police’s
request. This would buy some time.’
It’s funny what goes through your head while you’re on the run. Mahdakis
hadn’t felt this sort of thing since he ran away from home, or since the fight a
year or two ago. Your throat swells up from the excitement and you get a
cottonmouth sensation; all rational thinking goes out the window. As he tore
through the back roads and private sectors where East Norford becomes Old
Norford and then into the town of East River, Mahdakis started to feel a false
sense of relief; maybe he had out run them after all. They’d never find him now,
especially if he took this or that particular road. No one knew these roads like he
did. Forgetting of course that these cops had lived here most, or all, of their
lives, too; and they had quite a few more years on him. He began to map out a
master plan of getting rid of the vehicle. He would hide it in the garage out back
of the house – no one used it.….they’d never look there!….Yes they
would….Maybe he would drive to the shore and drive it off the docks ….right
into the water. With the top down, he’d have no problem jumping out of the car
before it hit the river or going down with it and swimming back up to the
surface. Other weird, irrational thoughts fly through your head when you’re in a
state of panic such as he was and the one thing that kept entering his mind over
and over again, as he was running from the police, was what went wrong with
the New York Yankees in the nineteen eighty-one World Series against the
Dodgers. His mind raced through all of the plays he could remember, ‘Why did
Bob Lemon take Tommy John out of Game 5?’ ‘Was it Reggie’s fielding era in

Game 4?’ In times like these, your mind takes over and tries to gravitate itself
towards something it can make sense of, and essentially calm itself down. That’s
exactly what was going on here.
Mahdakis suddenly remembered a couple other times recently when he was on
the road doing crazy things that he shouldn’t have been doing, Roger was
always there, yelling at him, trying to direct him elsewhere. Desperately, he
looked in the rearview mirror hoping that might also be the case this time, but
there was no one there. The ghost of Roger Daniels was long gone. Mahdakis
was flying solo now.

Under My Wheels

“H

ee-hee-hee-hee, Hee-hee-hee-hee! Aahhh man, you shit your pants
again, didn’t you, Slate? Hee-hee-hee-hee!” Floyd said from the
passenger’s seat of the truck.
“I did not, you fuckin’ asshole. What’s up with that laugh, anyway? You
sound like a little girl getting fucked in the ass when you do that.”
“Maybe deep down inside I am a little girl….in a man’s body.”
“A little girl in a man’s body that wants to get fucked in the ass?”
“Why? You in the mood?”
“Say what?”
“I won’t tell.”
“You’re sick, you know that?”
“We could play doctor. You know, you stick it in my mouth and make me say
‘ah’.”
“What the fuck’s your problem?”
“You ever had a guy blow you before?”
“NO! Christ, what the fuck kind of friends do I have?”
“The kind that know how to appreciate a good blowjob. And who knows how
to give a better blowjob than another guy?”
“Why are we having this conversation? I’m confused.”
“What else is there to talk about?”
“Plenty! How about how the Phillies are doing this year? Or the weather?”
The truck had a cab over the bed and a little rear window that separated the front

of the truck from the bed. The rear window suddenly flew open to reveal two
faces as Frank continued. “Anything else you want to talk about but another guy
sucking your dick, is okay with me.”
“Did you just say another guy sucking your dick was okay with you?” Pablo él
Dente said from the back, seemingly startled.
“And by ‘your’ you mean Floyd’s dick, or do you mean ‘your’ as in ‘my
own’?” another voice asked.
“Pumpkinhead, why would I be talking about your dick?”
“Well whose dick are you talking about up there, anyway?” asked Pablo.
“I’m more curious to know whose mouth we’re talking about.”
“EVERYBODY SHUT THE FUCK UP! NO MORE DICK TALK!” Frank
screamed while waving his hands frantically.
“Hey watch the road,” said Pablo.
“Yeah, that’s how accidents happen.” Pumpkinhead giggled.
After a moment of silence Floyd said, “Frank’s a little freaked out by the idea
of another guy going down on you; and by you, I mean any guy.”
“Good. He should be,” Pablo defended him. “That’s fuckin’ disgusting. Why
are you guys talking about this anyway?”
“Don’t ask me! This idiot just started babbling at the mouth about gay shit all
of a sudden.”
“But he started it.”
“I did not.” Frank looked sideways at him.
“Hey watch the road!”
“You did too!” said Floyd. “He started talking dirty to me and saying he
wanted to dress me up like a little girl and fuck me in the ass.”
“Gnarly dude, gnarly!”
“Shut the fuck up, Floyd!” Frank Slate took his hand off the wheel
momentarily and raised it above Floyd’s head as if he were going to smack him.
“Did you guys get any pictures of Mr. Death?” Floyd asked.
“Nah man.” Pumpkinhead said, disappointedly.
“Nope,” said Pablo. “We were too busy trying to calm Frank down, then that
stone lid cover thing fell off and smashed all over the ground. Shit, I hope there
weren’t any cameras around or we’re all going to be in big trouble.”
Frank yelled back to them, “Yeah well, that was kind of some fucked up shit;
disturbing someone’s place of rest and whatnot!”
“What the fuck are you talking about?” Pablo screamed at him. “You wanted
to go there. And it was because of your clumsiness that we dropped that stone
cover.”
“And that stone cover, by the way, we never would have gotten off by
ourselves had you not been there, Frank,” Pumpkinhead said. “So don’t wave
your finger at us like you’re all high and mighty. You were a big part of this,
too!”

Frank then took his hand off the wheel, looked back into the blackness of the
bed cap, and waved his pointy finger at them and laughed. “Why, you young
whippersnappers.”
“SHIT! WHAT THE FUCK WAS THAT!” Pablo yelled as the truck bounced
in the air, and then off the side of the guardrail.
“I THINK WE HIT AN ANIMAL OR SOMETHING!” Floyd yelled back.
“YO, WHAT’S GOING ON UP THERE!” Pumpkinhead yelled.
“ANIMAL, MY ASS,” Pablo argued.
“DUDE! STOP THE TRUCK!”
“EVERYONE CALM DOWN, I THINK WE JUST GOT A FLAT!”
“STOP UP HERE AT THE SUNOCO!”
They pulled into the Sunoco station and checked all the tires; they were full of
air. Then they looked for any obvious damage to the truck the best they could.
Everything seemed all right underneath and on the sides, but because it was
dark, they wouldn’t notice the blood on the right fender until later, and therefore
never gave a thought about walking back down the road to the sight of the
accident. If they had, they may have seen White Tom’s motionless body lying at
the bottom of the ravine, far down below street level.

A Little South Of Heaven
was an awkward age; an age that found you old enough to pay your own
I ttaxes
and die for your country, but not old enough to get into a bar and

socialize amongst real adults. This situation is what forced those who had
recently outgrown the scene and would have otherwise moved on and stopped
coming around, to still be coming around. This is precisely why Cannoli Spitzer,
Jack Carrot, Charlotte and Alexander (on occasion), and a few others still
remained fixtures at the large psychotic gatherings and why people the age of
twenty were now mingling with, and dating people around seventeen. The two
different groups fell into the same fishnet of nothing to do, nowhere to go, and a
lot of time to do it.
Nothing is a very dangerous thing in the hands of young adults.
The newcomers in the crowd, who in all honesty had been there the whole
time and weren’t all that new, were getting more recognition now from the older
people because the older people were getting bored with their same old friends.

Amongst these newcomers was Polly Waggle. Polly Waggle was Sally Palmer’s
new best friend and because of it, Sally was becoming more of a regular
amongst the F.A.G.G. Metal group. Polly was with the crowd because her long
time love was Bobby Bobo, Captain H’s new henchman. Polly Waggle was a
short, thin sinister little devil very with white skin and long blonde hair who
loved to laugh, and talked like a truck driver; and as easy on the eyes as she was,
she was no match for Yolanda Zambrano, the most beautiful Black-Italian girl in
all of Delaware. Mahdakis couldn’t believe people like her existed outside
Hollywood and furthermore, hung out with the likes of all of them. It was
difficult to think about anything else other than fucking the hell out of her when
she was near. Yolanda Zambrano began hanging out with the crew because of
Pumpkinhead; they’d both graduated from the same class that year. Such was
also the case with Curly, Mahdakis’s and Pumpkinhead’s neighbor from up the
street, also Pumpkinhead’s age. And while Curly didn’t go to their school, he
had begun to show his Irish/Italian face around a lot. He was a shifty looking
bugger with a large afro and he hung around a short, quiet, tan voluptuous little
piece of ass girlfriend named Felicity Feulgude. She had cheeks as big as her tits
and wore her healthy brown hair high in the air, probably to make up for the
lack of height.
It was a hot sticky night; the kind where the air clung to you like a damp
sweater and the mosquito’s feasted upon body parts you never knew you had.
Yet Captain H still couldn’t think of anything better to do that night than to
build a bonfire in one of the large barrel-type garbage cans. He defended his
actions by saying it would keep the bugs away. Yet what he failed to realize is
that because it was so hot out, the bonfire also kept the people away from it too,
and therefore the bugs and the people were still together, just a couple hundred
feet away from the burning barrel of debris.
Boodles and Rizzo, who had been at the cemetery earlier, disturbing the dead,
took the highway and made it to Southpoint in no time. Frank, Pumpkinhead,
Pablo, and Floyd would be bringing up the rear via the main roads because they
needed to stop and get more beer. The girls got out of the car and walked over to
the boat dock entrance where Tony, Jack, Bobby, Cannoli and Polly were
hanging out. “Hey dudes.”
Bobby Bobo was the first to address them, “Ladies. How are we doing this
fine evening?” Bobby Bobo was a dark and handsome Italian. Chicks loved him
and he knew it, which could explain the constant look of serenity and the
permanent smile on his face; a smile that never vanished or altered even when
he was kicking the shit out of you, or arguing with you. It was downright
condescending in such instances.
“We’re doin’ good.”
“We just saw Mr. Death!”

“Mr. Death? We did that years ago, Boods; remember?”
“Yeah, but this time they had the body in a stone casket of some kind…”
“With a heavy cover!”
“Right. So we tried to lift it off, but it was heavy…”
“Are you serious?” said Cannoli.
“Yeah, and then the guys, Frank, Pumpkinhead, Floyd and Pablo, were
moving it off and Frank screamed like a girl when he saw the body.”
“He completely wigged out.”
Tony began to laugh.
“It wasn’t funny, because he let go of his end and of the cover and it dropped
and smashed all over the floor!”
“In a million pieces,” Rizzo added.
“That sounds cool,” Polly Waggle said. “How did he look?”
“Blue! And dead!” Rizzo said.
“You guys are fuckin’ sick. This is what you do for fun?”
“We were trying to get photographs of it for The Unthinkables new tape
cover.”
“It?” said Cannoli. “Don’t you mean, him?”
“Yeah sure, whatever.”
“Photographs?” said Bobby Bobo, with a chuckle. “That’s sick.”
“Who are the Unthinkables?” Polly asked.
“The Unthinkables are a new and upcoming great band that’s gonna take over
the world one day, and right now you have chance to be part of history if you
buy one of their recordings before it’s even released! In fact, you can be the
first!”
“The first?” Polly said, squinting her eyes. “No one else has bought one yet?
What kind of shitty band is this?”
Rizzo answered, “It’s Mahdakis and White Tom’s shitty band….The
Unthinkables.”
“Ah yes,” said Cannoli, “and their fascinating songs about bisexuality and
interracial misadventures. Great stuff.”
“Don’t…don’t ah…..don’t, don’t forget the, the incest.” Jack barely said.
Polly Waggle raised her eyebrows. “Really? Incest too? Are you teasing?”
“Quite serious, unfortunately,” said Cannoli.
“Why unfortunately?” asked Bobby Bobo. “If that’s the case, I’ll buy two!”
“Me too,” Polly said, smiling. “Give me some porno, baby!”
Bobby put his two pinkies in his mouth and whistled to get the entire parking
lot’s attention. When it was quiet he yelled to everyone, “WHO WANTS TO
HEAR SONGS AND POEMS ABOUT HARDCORE INTERRACIAL
ACTION AND BISEXUAL INCEST?” The entire parking lot, about forty
people, erupted with joy.

Boodles yelled to all of them, “OKAY, I’M GONNA COME AROUND AND
GET EVERYONE’S NAME AND ADDRESS; WE’LL DELIVER THEM TO
YOU PERSONALLY NEXT WEEK. I JUST NEED SIX DOLLARS!”
“No thanks, I’ll pass. Do you have anything of…oh I don’t
know….substance… for sale?” one loan voice called out of the large crowd.
The crowd went silent again and turned to look at Jezebel, who took a
predictably precarious drag off her cigarette and then sauntered her way through
the crowd, unable to ignore the whispers ‘What’s she doing here?’ ‘Where’s
Mahdakis?’ God, she’s a fuckin’ weirdo.’ ‘she freaks me out’ ‘Nice ass.’ She
walked up and into the faces of Boodles and gang. She had been drinking and
her mood was dark and foul. She seemed to be looking for a fight for some
reason or another. “You’ll excuse my lack of desire in paying for some poetry
that I helped inspire.” She took another drag. “Fact is, it’s not as interesting
when you know how the story ends.”
“So how does it end?” –Bobble, bobble, bobble “Tell us oh great one.”
Rizzo looked at Tony and laughed. He raised his beer to her and drank.
“What the fuck are you laughing at?” Jezebel said and then took a swig of
Southern Comfort she had concealed in a paper bag.
“I was laughing at…”
“She doesn’t need to explain anything to you,” Bobby said, getting down into
Jezebel’s face. “If you got a problem tonight, maybe you should go elsewhere,
or go home and sleep it off. We’re all here to have a good time.”
She held her cigarette to her side. “Oh, and little ’ol me is ruining that for all
of you? Wow, I must have real powers, huh?”
“No,” said Bobby, as others took the opportunity to walk away. “No powers at
all, just a real knack for making people feel uncomfortable.”
“Uncomfortable? You think this is uncomfortable? How about finding out
after it’s too late, that you were the only girl invited to a camp out amongst
fifteen guys, and almost becoming the victim of a gang rape? Remember those
days, Bobby oh buddy of mine?”
“I do.”
“Nice. So when you say you’re all here to have a good time tonight, you mean
what…you’re gonna rape the shit out of these women here.”
“Shut up Jez, that’s enough.”
“Whatever happened to Nicki? Oh that’s right…something about a gang rape
earlier this year. You were there at Yogi’s, right?”
“Yes. And she was shitfaced.”
“Oh, well there you go. She was shitfaced. So she probably deserved it, the
fuckin’ whore. Here, try this for uncomfortable.” Jezebel quickly stuffed her lit
cigarette into his mouth. While Bobby did lose his smile, he never lost his
composure and stood stone-faced as the butt burned out on the saliva from under
his tongue. He spit the cigarette out on the ground, clenched his fist, and then

saw the white Chevy convertible pulling in. He stood calmly and looked at her.
“Mahdakis is a good man. You’re getting one free tonight.”
“I’ll bet you say that to all the victims…I mean…girls.”
“But this isn’t over, Jez. Stay away from me if you know what’s good for you;
stay far away.”
“Fuckin’ crazy ass bitch.” Polly said, walking away, afraid to be near her.
*****
Everyone watched as the white Chevy convertible pulled into a parking space,
stopping only because of the guardrail in front of it. “Good thing that guardrail’s
there,” Carl said. “He’d be on the pitcher’s mound in that baseball field right
about now if it wasn’t.”
“Jesus Christ he’s drunk,” Dakota noted.
“No fuckin’ shit,” Carl said, shaking his head.
“I wonder what he has planned for an encore,” Goiter laughed.
“Yeah right…..Hey! Look who it is.”
“What’s up, dudes?” said Copper Tom, pulling up on a moped and then giving
everyone the stupid-secret handshake.
“What the hell is that you’re riding?”
“It’s my scooter, a Honda Aero. It’s pretty cool. It’s cheap to fill up and gets
me around. Snowy sold it to me.”
“Where is that dude?” Goiter asked.
“I don’t know, but he sold a lot of stuff one day. I just happened to be going
there to get some coke.”
“Hmm.”
“You guys seen White Tom?”
“No, he hasn’t been here. Why?” Dakota answered.
“He was supposed to either meet me here, or leave a message that he wasn’t
going to show up. It’s not like him to not call.”
“I haven’t seen him.”
“Me either.”
*****
As Mahdakis got out of the car, he noticed his girlfriend and stumbled over to
her whereabouts, which was now a few feet away from Bobby Bobo.
“What’s goin’ on?” Mahdakis said, sensing a little animosity between the two.
“Nothing,” said Bobby. Then he put his arm around Jezebel’s shoulder. “Just
reminiscing about the good times,” he said, with a smile back on his face.

“Get the fuck off me!” She batted his arm away and walked up to Mahdakis
“Where the fuck have you been, asshole! You need to protect me from shit like
this!”
“This is gonna be a great night,” Rizzo said, smiling at Tony.
“Yeah,” said Tony looking Rizzo up and down, admiring her purple and black
hair. “I think it’s got possibilities.”
Rizzo blushed and moved her squat Japanese body next to him. They smiled at
one another and went down to the docks for some privacy.
*****
Muffin Man took a sip of beer and walked across the parking lot to Frank’s
truck. “What the fuck?” he mumbled to himself. “Hey Rad!” He waved across
the lot. “Come here!”
“Jesus Christ.” Rad shook his head at Lori. “What the fuck’s he want now?”
“You’d better go and see if you wanna find out.”
Rad took his hands out from under Lori’s shirt and walked slowly over to the
truck.
“Look at this fender, what does that look like to you?”
“Fuckin’ aye.” Rad bit into a ripe red apple, chewed, swallowed and then said,
“I wonder who pissed him off.”
“Yeah right, ya know?”
“Hey Frank!”
“Hey Rad!” Frank yelled back from the other side of the parking lot.
“Get over here!”
Frank walked over and looked at the fender that Rad and Muffin Man were
staring at. “I got into an accident tonight, I think.”
“You think? That’s mother-fuckin’ blood all over your truck. What…or
who…did you hit?”
“I don’t know. Maybe a deer?”
“You’d have some serious damage to this thing if it were a deer; deer my ass.”
“I don’t fuckin’ know what happened, alright, Muffin?”
“Calm down Frank,” Rad said, putting his hands lightly on his chest. “Why
don’t you run over to Mahdakis’s house and hose this thing off, if the cops see
this, you could get in some sort of trouble.”
“Even if you’re not guilty of anything,” said Muffin. “It’s just that they’ll want
to question you.”
“Yeah, alright. That’s a good idea. HEY MAHDAKIS!” Frank Slate looked all
around him. “Where the fuck is that jerk?”
“Pumpkinhead’s over there, ask him instead.”
“Alright.”

*****
“So…fancy seeing you around these parts,” Jezebel said to Sally, who was
hanging out with Kim and Polly near the bathrooms. “I didn’t figure you to be
such a F.A.G.G. Metal head, or are you just here to try and fuck my boyfriend
again; and I can’t accentuate the word ‘try’ enough.”
“I never fucked your boyfriend, Jezebel. Believe me, that’s the last thing I
want on this Earth.”
“No, the last thing you want on this Earth is my fist down your fuckin’ throat,
and if you keep lying to me…”
“Shut the fuck up,” said Kim.
“Oh…can’t fight your own battles, Sally?” Jezebel turned to Kim. “Let me ask
you, Mrs. Jane Russell, how mad would you be if your boyfriend came home
with Sally smell all over his body?”
“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! Sally smell,” Polly laughed.
“I’d be pretty mad…at both parties though, not just her.”
“So allow me to handle my affairs then; affairs that have nothing to do with
you.”
“Sounds reasonable. I’m just trying to calm you down because you seem a
little drunk and may be saying things you don’t mean.”
“Maybe I’m finally saying things I’ve meant to say and have kept bottled up
inside.”
Sally stepped forward. “Move out of the way, Kim. Jez? You want a fight?”
The entire parking lot of forty plus went silent…yet again. “I’ll fight, but you’ll
lose, and you’ll look bad doing it, and we both know it. Besides, if you weren’t
busy flaunting your snatch in front of every T.D. head and young boy who will
look, your boyfriend wouldn’t have been alone and so in need of a woman’s
affections that night. Yeah, I screwed around with him, nothing serious, but
yeah, I did. And if certain people weren’t there, I’d have probably fucked him;
make no mistake about it, I could have. What of it? What are you going to do
about it?”
Jezebel looked away and her eyes spotted Mahdakis who was busy
entertaining Carl and Dakota, who seemed to be getting pretty annoyed with his
antics. Tears came to her eyes. “I just want what’s mine. HEY!” she yelled to
her mate, “I WANNA GO HOME, NOW!” She stammered over to the car.
“Wh-wh-wh-why are y-y-you here anyway? I thought th-th-th that you were
going to be at Charlie’s.”
“Wh-wh-wh-wh-wh-wh-wh,” she mimicked. “Spit it out already, w-w-w-w-wwill y-y-y-you?”
Everything went red for him, and then black for her as his drunken body
grabbed her by the hips, picked her up over his head, and body-slammed her
down on the hard metal hood of the old large Chevy. The back of her head

bouncing off the thick windshield. Jezebel lay there bordering a state of shock,
as her body involuntarily jerked up and down like a fish out of water. Rad came
over with Copper Tom.
“Fuck off, Cop!” Mahdakis yelled.
“Hey fuck you, asshole! She’s hurt, and she’s my friend. Ain’t nothin’ you can
do about it, you fuckin’ asshole!” Then Copper Tom popped him in the jaw.
Mahdakis got back to his feet and returned the favor with a blow to Copper
Tom’s head.
Rad picked them up off the ground, holding each in one hand. “Party’s over
Mr. Mahdakis. You’re going home now. Cop? If you’re really a friend, get her
on your scooter and scoot to the hospital. She needs medical attention.”
Copper Tom sneered at Mahdakis and put his hand on Jez’s shoulder. “You
alright? Can you get up? I’m taking you to the hospital.” He darted Mahdakis
another ugly look.
“I’m okay,” she said. “Just knocked the wind out of me.”
“Let’s just be sure,” Rad said. “Muffin! Help Cop get her off the car and on
the back of his scooter.” He looked at Mahdakis, “Come with me.” They walked
away from everyone and Rad put his arm around him as they continued walking
towards the front gate. “This ain’t the way you do things, understand?”
“I – I didn’t even see that coming.”
“Bullshit. You’ve been seeing it coming since the day you met each other. I
know about these things, trust me.”
“You got Lori, you guys never have any fights.”
“That you know of. Let me tell you something, that bitch can throw a punch.
But you know what? I can throw a better one. And no one knows that better than
Lori does. If you need to beat your bitch around a bit, hey, not my business; but
when you do it in public like this, it becomes everyone’s business and it’s
generally a bad idea to expose the violent side of yourself to people who don’t
need to know about it. It can make you a suspect down the road for something
you might not have done….or something you might have.” As he finished the
sentence, Copper Tom drove by with Jezebel on the back seat, holding on to his
waist. “Now we’re going to go back, you’re going to get in your car, and you’re
going to drive home, right there.” Rad pointed to Mahdakis’s house, which was
literally a stone throw from the Beach. “Why you even drove here is beyond
me.”
*****
Sally nodded her head. “Well, there you have it; sooner or later our true colors
come out, whether we want them to or not.”
Polly shook her head. “Yep. That was some fucked up shit, right there, man.”

Kim took a drag and contemplated. “Which one are we talking about, him or
her?”
Sally raised her eyebrows. “Huh….I guess both.”
“Yeah man,” Polly said, giggling from the pot, “those dudes are fucked. Hehe.”
*****
“Well, so much for asking him for a ride back home,” Carl said to Dakota and
Goiter.
“What the hell,” Goiter said, “it’s a nice night to walk.”
“Alright,” Dakota agreed, “but let’s go now; I’m getting tired.”
“YO! GUYS! SEE YA LATER!” Carl yelled to whoever might acknowledge
him, and then the threesome left.
*****
“Ya know,” Cannoli said to Jack in a moment of privacy, “maybe we don’t
have as many problems between us as we think.” She put her arms all the way
around his waist and nestled her head on his stomach.
“Yeah. Maybe-maybe we don’t……..Uh-oh…shit.”
“Oh what the fuck?” Captain H said.
“Dump your stash!” Yogi yelled to everyone. “Dump your stash!”
“Toss the beers, yo!” Pumpkinhead yelled out.
“Let’s go! Let’s go!” Sally pushed Kim and Polly into the car.

But Sally Palmer was going nowhere, and neither was anyone else. Southpoint
Beach was a one way in, one way out kind of place. So when the seven East
River squad cars came flying in unannounced, there was no place to left to run
as they had the only entrance blocked.
*****

It was two in the morning when Tony and Rizzo finally emerged from the
docks and on to the empty parking lot. “Holy crap,” said Rizzo. “Where’d
everyone go?”
“See,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, “this is the kind of fucked up, inconsiderate
shit I was talking about Rizzo,” Tony said, as they walked towards his truck.
“They probably moved the party; but do you think they’d bother to let us know?
Nope! You know why?”
“Because they’re assholes.”
“Exactly!” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “The friends we have really aren’t friends
at all, they’re just convenient acquaintances. In fact, if this were some other
place and in some other time, most of these subhumans would be our enemies.”
“Like when the Russians were our allies in World War Two.”
“Exact-a-mundo!”
“What a bunch of jerks.”
As Tony got to the truck and opened the door, he grabbed something colorful
off his windshield and yelled, “What the fuck is this?”
“What’s the matter?”
“I got a parking ticket! Are you fucking kidding me?”
“But this is a park, that’s what you’re supposed to do….park. Thus the name.
How can they do that?”
“Forget how! Why?! Don’t these East River dickhead cops have anything
better to do on a weekend night than give out parking tickets?!!”

Keep Your Eye On The Sparrow

R

emaining true to their dislike for the Norford Police, the East River Police
waited until the following morning to bang on Mahdakis’s door. They
didn’t care to take him across town lines themselves but they informed him that
if he didn’t get to the Norford Police Department pronto, then they would be
forced to come back and pick him up.
Pumpkinhead drove him to the police station right away, but went back home
immediately, as he had much more sleep he wished to indulge in. The East River
Police explained to Mahdakis how the man in the Mercedes was able to get the
plate number and how it led the NPD to the old woman who sold the car to him.

She wasn’t home at first so they came back at nightfall. She was just returning
home from a long vacation when they approached her at her doorstep. After she
informed them that the car had been sold months ago to the longhaired boy at
the gas station, the police nodded their heads; they knew of whom she spoke.
They thanked her for her time, apologized for the inconvenience and after
advising her of the proper registration cancellation procedures, went back to the
police station and waited for him.
Mahdakis walked in to the precinct. It had been years since he saw the inside
of one of these. Then he was thirteen years old and stealing records. This was
not exactly first-degree murder, but it was more serious than shoplifting, and he
would have been lying if he said he wasn’t scared. He didn’t know what to
expect, or if he’d see daylight anytime soon again.
“Aye, so dare you be.” Officer Darryl walked up to him calmly and said. “You
know ya done scared dah wits outta dat nice ‘ol lady up the street. What dah
hell’s dah matter with you?” Officer Darryl slapped Mahdakis on the side of the
head. “Now sit yerself down here, will ya?”
Mahdakis sat down on the chair to the side of his desk. “Am I in a lot of
trouble?”
Officer Darryl, sensed his fear, and couldn’t resist the opportunity to have fun
with him. “Yer damn straight ya are! Yer goin’ away fer a long, long time!”
Officer Darryl waited for the look of fear to display in his eyes, then smiled
assuredly. “Arr……probly nuttin’ much be happenin’ to a first time offender
such as yerself, but Mary and Joseph, boy; takin’ off from dah scene of an
accident on dee udder side of the road against traffic…head on into anudder
vehicle? Ya think yer double-0-seven or somethin’? What in dah blazes be
wrong wit you, lad? You know better than that.” Officer Darryl put a sheet of
paper in the typewriter and began asking him questions as he typed away. The
entire ordeal lasted no more than thirty minutes. Officer Darryl gave him a court
date but once again assured him that the courts had bigger fish to fry, and that
while he couldn’t be sure, he thought nothing much but restitution for the
damages and some probation would probably be coming his way. He may lose
his license awhile, too. He did reprimand him again with another slap to the
head, about how lucky he was that no one got hurt, and how many people may
have been hurt had God not been watching out for all of them.
Mahdakis was about to leave the building when another voice came from
behind him, “So, will we be seeing you around these parts more often, now?”
“Hey, I know you,” Mahdakis said. “You were there when my brother tried to
commit suicide.”
“Officer Roy.” He formally introduced himself to Mahdakis. “Yes. I saw him
drop you off. I can assume he’s doing much better then?”
“Yeah, he’s fine. In fact, he earned himself a disorderly conduct citation last
night from East River’s finest.”

“Aye…day gots nuttin better ta do dan worry ‘bout youngins drinkin' some
hooch.”
“He’ll have a bb in his head for the rest of his life but hey…he’s alive.”
“Good. And your fake-male-birth-giver, Wolfy, next door at the fire
department; this sort of incident is very embarrassing for him you know.”
“Yeah, I know.”
“I know you know. I also know you know a lot more than you care to admit
you know.”
“Shows what you know.”
“Aye, stop wit duh wisecracks, will ya? Point is, ya knew enough to have
stayed under are radar all deese years.”
“What happened this time?” Officer Roy dried his hands on a paper towel and
then tossed it in a garbage pail next to a vacant desk. “Is this the start of a new
pattern? Maybe the boredom or frustration is settling in? Or is your luck just
starting to run out?”
“I’m not sure.”
Officer Roy took a step closer to him. “Well you think long and hard about it.
Do you want to see the insides of these walls again?”
“No.”
“You’re not like some of the guys you hang out with, are you?”
Mahdakis didn’t answer but just stared at him.
“There’s something about you that longs for a higher quality of life; a more
stable path. But……here you are; and if you end up here again, then at the end
of the day you don’t amount to anything more than anyone else; you’re just like
them. Is that what you want, to be just like everyone else?”
“No. Quite the opposite.”
“Could’ve fooled me. My point being Mr. Mahdakis, is that I sense you wish
to do better things with your life than peddle drugs and mug rich old men on the
Avenue. I also get the sense that activities such as those are a little impossible
for you to comprehend, let alone partake in.”
Mahdakis answered with only a stare.
“I tink what Officer Roy is tryin’ tuh get at lad, is if ya wants to get along well
in this world, stay away from doze people you call friends.”
“Far away.”
“Day gonna end up in dah big house, it’s only a matter of time afore we get
dem fer suntin’.”
“And you don’t want to be anywhere near them or associated with them when
that happens.”
“No sir. I think I understand. I’ll get my car registered and insured this week
and try to atone for what I’ve done.”
“No trying about it.”
“Just do, lad. Dare ain’t no need fer all this.”

“Oh, one more thing,” Officer Roy said. “How’s your buddy, Snowy
McPeet?”
“Snowy’s one of the good guys. He gets himself in trouble, but he’s not
purposely vicious, just….stupid I guess.”
“So you’ve talked to him recently.”
Mahdakis looked at both of them, normally he would have lied when being
informally interrogated, but Snowy’s absence bothered him and maybe they
could shed light on some of it. He exhaled loudly and said, “No. In fact, we’ve
been talking about it a little; no one’s seen him lately. Do you guys know
something we don’t?”
“Not really,” Officer Roy said, lying about the not knowing something he
didn’t part, but not lying about the not having seen him part. The fact of the
matter was, his place was still wired with listening devices, but no one was
listening…or talking. The FBI was no longer at the house across the street and
Snowy’s absence was highly suspicious.
“Well if you hear anything, let me know.” Mahdakis nodded and exhaled a
sigh of relief as he pondered his predicament once again. It wasn’t going to be as
bad as he thought. And they were right; he was off track and needed to get back
on somehow.
As Mahdakis hit the top of the stairs, Officer Roy said, “Sorry about what
happened to your friend last night, too.”
“What friend?” Mahdakis asked, wondering if he knew what he had done to
Jezebel.
“Dakota, Dakota Wells; one of your gang, right?”
“Yeah……why?”
“Geezum crow lad, ya ain’t heard yet ’ave you?”
“Heard what?”
*****
Mrs. Crowley was about to pull out of the driveway and run her typical
weekend morning errands when she saw Copper Tom jump out of Jezebel’s
second story bedroom window and then leap over the carport in the driveway.
He landed on a utility pole next to his own house, slid down, and then
disappeared out of sight behind some tall hedges that bordered the two
driveways. Angrily she turned off the car and stormed up the stairs to Jezebel’s
room. “Tell your male suitors that there is a front door to this house they can
sneak in and out of, and they don’t have to come and go like ninja warriors. And
please tell me Tom was just delivering the morning newspaper.”
Jezebel lay on her side, despondent, her eyes away from her female-birth-giver
and her hands tucked under the side of her head.
“What’s the matter?”

“Mahdakis hurt me.”
“You mean emotionally; because if it’s anything else I’ll be sending that boy
to an early grave.”
“Not if he beats you to it.” Jezebel rolled over and sat up on the bed facing
Mrs. Crowley. “Besides, hurt is hurt; it doesn’t matter where it gets inflicted, but
what does matter is who inflicts it, and I never expected him to inflict anything
like that on me…ever. I think I’m more in shock than anything.”
Mrs. Crowley sat down at the foot of the bed, “When people aren’t meant to
be together, or have outworn their uses for one another, disastrous things are
going to happen if you don’t walk away from the situation and, at the very least,
cut your losses. You…both of you, have to be strong enough to recognize when
the ride’s over...and I’m not saying that it is; what do I know? But, if it is, you
are only hurting yourselves and one another in the long run. And whether you
consciously realize all of this or not, your brain does; the heart wants what the
heart wants, but the brain knows what the heart needs, and sooner or later the
two of them hash it out; and because neither one is operating cohesively with the
other, internal friction is generated from within, eventually igniting a spark that
flares up and causes the body of this brain and heart to react in ways it normally
wouldn’t. And it sounds like that may be where you are now. Yes?”
“Something like that,” Jezebel said, not able to look her in the eye.
“Well stop being so demanding upon this relationship. You’re not being fair to
yourself. Come on now, aren’t you a little young yet to be worrying your head
over a boy?”
“Yes, I am. I know I am.”
“So why bother, Jezebel?”
“It’s not about now; it’s about later.”
“I’m losing you; who cares about later?”
“YOU DO! You always told us to prepare for later, and that’s what I’m
doing.” She shook her head in frustration. “It’s like….I don’t think I’m going to
find someone like him ever again…”
“Well, I would hope not.”
“Stop! I don’t think anyone’s ever going to love me anywhere near as much as
he does. But right now, I think I need more excitement in my life. Mahdakis is a
bit……Mmm…reserved.”
“Reserved? Are you sure that’s the adjective you’re looking for? I can think of
many others, you know; and none of them remotely similar to ‘reserved’.”
“You don’t know him like I do…he’s….I don’t know….He’s not adventurous
enough…he’s kind of lame, quite frankly…….but….I love him dearly…I
think.”
“Well think harder.”
“I do. I love him very much; I just don’t want to.”

“Oh please; you teenagers and your misconceptions of love. It’s lust, sinful
lust; okay my dear? I know it is; I’ve seen you animals in heat. And it’s not a
pretty sight; let me tell you…What do kids know about love anyway?”
“Romeo and Juliet were teenagers!”
“Stupid teenagers who killed themselves for no good reason, Jezebel! Don’t
give me that ‘in the name of love’ malarkey, because love means nothing if
you’re not on this planet to enjoy it, and if you’re not here to enjoy it, no one
else can ever love you. Please tell me you restless little heathens aren’t modeling
your lives after one of the most poorly written Shakespeare novels ever.”
“Did I tell you he proposed to me?”
“Good gravy.”
“I’m trying to finagle it so I can do my thing now, but he’s still here later when
I’m going to need him.”
Mrs. Crowley pulled back. “Well now you’re not being fair to him. When
exactly is later?”
Jezebel lowered her eyes and smirked. “I don’t know…ten years…or so.”
“Ten years, and if he decides…”
The bedroom door flung wide open and Mahdakis stood there, his eyes
slightly swollen from tears. “Not a good time, Mawdakis. You got a lot of nerve
coming anywhere near my daughter or this house.”
He swallowed a big lump in his throat. “Dakota……last night. Some brothers
held a gun to Carl and Goiter…and……and took turns.”
Jezebel sprung up, “Goiter and Carl were raped?”
“Huh? No! Dakota; Dakota was raped…….They were…they were forced to
watch it.”
“Oh my Gawd, she’s just a baby.” Mrs. Crowley held her hand over her
mouth.
“I thought maybe we should go over later and see how she’s doing…I-if you’d
like.”
Jezebel noticed he was on foot. “Where’s your car?”
“I got arrested for a hit and run last night.”
“A hit and run?” Mrs. Crowley yelled at him. “Why would you take off from
the scene of an accident and not own up to your responsibility?” She slapped
him on the side of the head.
“Ow! I had to! Because…the car was unregistered and uninsured.”
“Oh! Well all right, then; my mistake. I thought you had no good reason.” She
slapped him again on the side of the head.
“What kind of car did you hit?” Jezebel said, absent-mindedly removing her
top and exposing herself.
“HEY, HEY, HEY! Put something on! Turn around you!”
Obeying the wishes of Mrs. Crowley, Mahdakis turned around and spoke to
the closet, “The first car I hit was a Mercedes.”

“The first car?”
“I hit another one head-on while driving on the opposite side of
Pennsylvania…a Pontiac I think.”
“Was anyone hurt?”
“Not at all.”
“My Lord! Who do you think you are, Evel Knievel?” Mrs. Crowley yelled.
“And Jezebel says you’re lame and not exciting enough.”
Mahdakis got quiet and his face flushed. Suddenly he was aware of the tension
in the room, which he had not felt initially; they’d been talking about him right
before he walked in. And it wasn’t good. He lowered his eyes and excused
himself. “I’ll tell you what, I’ll…I’ll just meet you over at Nicki’s Mom’s later.
Now that I think about it, Dakota probably wants to be left alone for a little
while.” Maybe we should do this tomorrow, or the day after. His eyes then
locked on a blue jean jacket lying on the floor. It had studs all over it and an old
Check Engine patch. It was Copper Tom’s. He picked it up, walked over to
Jezebel’s vanity and placed it neatly over her chair, nodding in
acknowledgment. “So… I’ll call you later?”
“Sure,” Jezebel said softly, “I’ll be here. Call me whenever.”
Mrs. Crowley was still standing inside the doorway, uncomfortable with the
idea of leaving him alone with her daughter. Mahdakis brushed up alongside the
Amazon birth-giver, turned around with a defeated grin and said, “I was gonna
see if maybe you’d…I don’t know….maybe after this week, once I get my car
registered and whatnot, that maybe you’d like to take a trip…to The
Mountains?”
“The Mountains?” Jezebel said with genuine excitement. “You mean like,
where you’re from? Your hometown and all that?”
“Yeah; if you’re into it,” he said with his eyes still lowered.
“I’d love to.”
“Cool.”
Mrs. Crowley nodded once and gave him a stern look. “Run along now, little
man.”
“Mm.” he grunted as he left.
Jezebel looked at her birth-giver. “You really had to say that to him? That I
said he was lame?”
“You’re my baby; it was the least I could do.”

Coming Home

V

isiting his home, at first, was just something they thought about doing, but
a trip to The Mountains was made imperative the night before they left
Delaware.
It had been some ordeal; Mahdakis snuck her into his birth-giver’s house
where they grabbed a quickie before falling to sleep. But his fake-birth-giver,
Wolfman, had come home a little drunk and didn’t like finding them in bed
together. He said that she had to go, and was never to stay overnight again.
When Mahdakis questioned why he was throwing her out, Wolfman got loud
with him, as he didn’t care for the lack of respect he was getting in his own
household. Naturally, when Mahdakis refused his request, a violent
confrontation erupted in which the brawny, burly fake-birth-giver shoved
Mahdakis down a flight of stairs after he questioned why it wasn’t okay for him
to have a girl in his bed when his older brother could sneak other guys down in
to the basement with him and do God-knows-what. To instigate further anger,
Mahdakis continued by accusing the birth-givers of favoritism; he said Skeeter
was more liked and trusted by the female-birth-giver so he got to have sex with
whomever he wanted. Mahdakis pushed Wolfman back as the yelling and
screaming ensued. Lights were going on in the neighborhood and Jezebel was
already dressed and outside by his newly registered car when he stumbled out to
it, his fake-birth-giver yelling at him from the doorway, demanding him not to
show his face around ever again.
Mahdakis drove to her house and slept, but before he did, he did something he
hadn’t done for years…he called his male-birth-giver in The Mountains. Jezebel
was surprised by this rare release of insecurity. It was one in the morning as she
half listened to what was most definitely a distress call. Mahdakis was almost in
tears from the frustration of his life in Norford as he carried on with his malebirth-giver, explaining to him reasons why he needed to get up there and
getaway for a while. ‘Reasons?’ she thought. ‘You’re his offspring, why do you
need reasons?’ One reason he came up with for going to see his male-birthgiver was that he had wired Mahdakis some money to get his car insured and
registered quickly, as opposed to waiting for his next paycheck. A step his
public defender advised him to take before the actual court date.
So with Mahdakis bordering on a mental breakdown of some sort, they took
off for The Mountains, in search of sanity.
The initial ride up to The Mountains had been delightful. It was a gorgeous
sunny day, Mahdakis had the top down, and Jezebel was letting her hair blow in
the breeze and flashing truck drivers as they passed by, in some instances even
standing up in the car as she did. She was feeling a renewed sense of vigor and
looking forward to meeting his birth-giver and maybe an old friend or two of

his. She thought that maybe all he needed in order to be himself again, was to
reconnect with whatever it was he felt he had lost. What she didn’t realize is that
what he thought he lost, was something he never had in the first place and would
therefore have no way of recognizing even if he did stumble across it. The other
tidbit she refused to acknowledge is that he was not who she thought he was, or
wanted him to be. He was not quite whoever he was when they first met, that
was for sure. He was changing, and was starting to grow into the direction of
darkness, a direction she didn’t care for; and instead of recognizing the
Amethyst spirit within him, and allowing him benefits of the nurturing shade he
so desired, she pulled him back and held him up to the sun like a sacrifice to the
Gods because it made her feel good to see him in the light, regardless of the fact
that it depleted his will. Yes, he was changing; and the reason for his anxiety
and anger was that he wasn’t excepting the change. He wanted to be young and
responsibility-free forever, or die trying to stay that way. And despite the
intentions, the trip to The Mountains would only enhance his already darkening
mood.
At first, Mahdakis got a kick out of the truck drivers’ reactions as she whipped
them out; but as it went on, he started to grow annoyed. She knew he was
getting angry; that was why she was doing it, to get his goat, to jump-start him.
It was Jezebels way of communicating to you that she loved you and was
thinking of you; sort of like that little boy in elementary school who pulls the
pigtails of the little girl because he thinks she’s cute……but ultimately only
makes her run home and cry. Had he realized this earlier maybe a thing or two
would be different, maybe he wouldn’t have been so miserable in her presence
when she was like this. But he didn’t understand that this was her way of
reaching out so when she was behaving like this, he saw it in only one light –
her trying to outdo him; her daring him to go one-step beyond hers. And since
he rarely ever would, he began to grow angry and humiliated with himself for
not being brave enough to take that step; and for that he felt inferior and useless,
not only to her, but to the world in its entirety. What he failed to understand is
that no other sane person would have taken that other one-step beyond hers
either. He was amongst the majority. But since he prided himself on standing
out from everyone else, being amongst the majority infuriated him further. His
incessant need of heightened individualism was doing him in when she was near
and churned mixed emotions inside of him, creating a feeling of overwhelming
insignificance that he otherwise would never have felt if she didn’t constantly
shine a spotlight on his soul. He was supposed to be the wild one; he was
supposed to be the one who dare take on the world without an ounce of fear. Her
actions only reminded him on a daily basis, just how afraid, embarrassed and
insecure of a man that he really was. How long was he going to be able to keep
up this ‘wild child’ charade? Not only did he have the rest of the world to fool,
but himself as well.

From the rest of the world, he hid behind the mask of what Jezebel Crowley
really was - a fearless, intimidating soul, flying through the stratosphere
spreading highly cerebral messages of universal philanthropy to anyone who
would listen, and to the naysayers, she was not above shitting on their heads.
Keeping himself fooled about his true characteristics and feelings was easy
enough, but becoming more and more of a health hazard with every can of beer
and every hit of acid. In short, he refused to accept the fact that he had met his
match.

America’s Funniest Home Videos
took the better part of a week before Dakota was comfortable seeing anyone
I texcept
Nicki and Carl, and Carl was spending the better part of his nights

sitting with her on the couch, wrapped around her like a blanket, doing his best
to reassure her while quietly trying to overcome his own burning frustration; ‘he
should have done something; he was supposed to protect her, he was supposed
to fight for her’; but Carl was being unfair to himself; there was nothing he
could’ve done but watch her suffer and cry as the barrel of a Glock 17 was held
inside his ear while they took turns with her. Goiter was most likely going
through something similar, as there is no worse feeling for any man than being
rendered completely helpless while your loved one is being abused in such a
manner.
The company and friendship was just what they both needed to pull them out
of their funk. Pumpkinhead was the first to show up; he was with Floyd and
Yolanda Zambrano. Yolanda walked up to Dakota and gave her a sustained,
silent hug, and then Pumpkinhead followed suit, and Floyd. “They fucked you in
the ass, huh?”
“DUDE!” Carl yelled at him. “What the fuck?!”
Floyd shrugged his shoulders. “I just can’t think of any worse way to get
raped; my heart goes out to you, Dakota. I’m so sorry.”
Dakota made a twisted grin with her mouth. “I wasn’t done up the ass, stupid.
It was….you know….the other end.”
“Your feet?”
“I’ve heard of guys with those kinds of fetishes, man,” Pumpkinhead said.
“That’s fucked, yo.”

“Hey guys,” Yolanda reprimanded, “how ‘bout it?”
“Floyd’s just saying what we read in the paper.”
“Yeah, it said you were sodomized multiple times…Damn!”
“THERE’S OTHER FORMS OF SODOMY, YOU ASSHOLES!” Carl yelled
again.
“Sodomy?” a voice bellowed, as two more figures came in through the front
door. “Well alright! This is my kind of party!”
Carl walked into the dark hallway and greeted them. “Captain.” Carl nodded.
“Yogi.” They all did the stupid-secret handshake and then Carl said quietly,
“Uh, I don’t think this is a good time for joking around about stuff like that.”
“No problem…..we were …..just…ah…”
“Who’s joking?” Captain H said, as he walked past Carl and up to Dakota. He
handed her a small box. “I heard they got you pretty bad in the A-hole; here, this
should help a bit with the soreness.” Inside the box were tubes of preparation H,
some aloe creams, moisturizing pads, and various other lubricating type gels
“That aloe works like a charm.”
“Ah…okay, but I wasn’t fucked in the ass. IN FACT, MY PANTS NEVER
EVEN CAME OFF!”
“What the fuck’s wrong with you guys?” Carl asked.
“The
police
blotter
said….that…..she
was….sodomized-multipletimes…..so….what-else…could it be?”
“Sodomy refers to either the ass or the mouth!” Carl informed everyone.
“Oh.”
“Oh yeah.”
“Okay.”
“Wow, that’s a relief,” Floyd said.
As Carl shook his head and walked away from his insensitive idiot friends,
Nicki came stomping out of her bedroom, looking like she’d been asleep for a
week and wearing only a nightgown. “You two got a lot of fuckin’ nerve
showing up at my house!”
“We just wanted…..to-make-sure…Dakota was……alright.”
“Yes,” Captain H said, staring directly in Nicki’s eyes, as if he were Count
Dracula himself, “we wished to express our deepest sympathies and relay our
most sincere condolences.”
“Yeah well she’s just peachy. You..” she pointed at Captain H. “Get in here
now!” She was referring to her bedroom. “I have something for your ass.”
Captain H rubbed his palms together and smiled as he followed her. “Ooh, a
surprise! I can’t wait to see what it is!”
“Hey man, when did Nicki get out of the hospital?” Pumpkinhead asked.
“A couple weeks ago,” said Dakota. “But she’s been keeping a low-pro.”
“Trying to get her shit together,” Carl said, spinning his finger next to his
skull.

Outside, Curly and Felicity were walking up to the front door; before ringing
the bell, Curly looked at her, put a hand on her shoulder, and said quietly, “Now
listen, don’t say anything to her if she’s walking or acting a little strange, like
not sitting down….The paper said she got slammed up the ass somethin’ awful
last week. It still might hurt a bit.”
“Okay.”
Carl was in the middle of a rant as Curly and Felicity walked in. “And where
were the fuckin’ cops during all of this? It’s the worst side of town! Where were
the fuckin’ cops?”
“I’LL TELL YA WHERE THEY WERE,” Curly yelled. “THEY WERE
DOWN AT SOUTHPOINT BUSTING ALL OF US, AND HANDING OUT
CITATIONS FOR POSSESSION OF OPEN AND GLASS CONTAINERS IN
A PARK, AND DRINKING UNDERAGE!”
“They gave Tony a parking ticket, I heard,” Felicity said, very quietly.
“YEAH, AND THAT!” Curly paused and said at a low volume, “Really?
That’s kind of funny, actually. BUT ANYWAY,” he started to yell again,
“FUCKIN’ SEVEN SQUAD CARS SHOW UP AND BUST US FOR NO
GOOD REASON WHEN JUST UP THE STREET, NOT EVEN SIX BLOCKS,
DAKOTA’S GETTING THE CRAP RAPED OUT OF HER!” He looked at her,
“Sorry about that, dude…BUT THIS SORT OF SHIT JUST BURNS MY
ASS!”
“And to top it all off,” Carl continued his angry yelling, “when they did finally
show up after we called them, they take us down to the station and interrogate
us. They wanted to know why a white Norford couple were in that part of the
East River at that time of night, in the first place!”
“Like we were there to buy drugs or something,” Dakota explained, rolling her
eyes.
“I mean what the fuck! A woman’s been raped and all they’re doing is
speculating as to why we went through nigger village instead of cutting through
the golf course!” Carl looked at the ground in shame as Yolanda’s presence
occurred to him. She was standing with her arms crossed over her chest. “I’m
sorry Yolanda. I-I-I didn’t mean anything towards you.”
“Yeah.” she swallowed and said, “I know. You’ve been through a lot, and I’d
be just as mad and disparaging, and probably just as bias if it were a Caucasian,
Spanish, or Chinese guy who had done something like that to me, I’m sure.”
“Nah, the Chinese have small dicks,” Floyd informed everyone.
“So? They still rape,” said Nicki’s Mom.
“Not as much, I don’t think, you know, what with the fear of being
embarrassed by the victim laughing or something, you know?”

Yolanda walked up to Carl and looked him in the face calmly. “Just
remember, that these types of evil people do not necessarily represent the rest of
us hard-working, law-abiding African-Americans.”
“African what?”
“African-Americans; that’s what we’re called now.”
“When did this happen?” Floyd whispered to Pumpkinhead.
“The point being,” Yolanda continued, “I hope you don’t harbor any
resentment towards the entire Black race for…”
“You mean the African-American race,” Floyd corrected.
“…for what a few assholes have done to you.”
Dakota stood up and walked over to her friend. “You’re right, and we don’t.
It’s important for all of us to remember that every race has its niggers. My God,
have you ever talked to white folks down in Mississippi, or Alabama? Good
Lord, you’d think it was a different country.”
Carl chuckled “Yeah, right?” Then he embraced Yolanda with a hug. “I’m
sorry, sweetie; I was just blowing off steam.”
“Sweetie?” Yolanda pushed away, “What’s this sweetie shit? You know how
chauvinistic and degrading that is to women? And what the fuck were you doing
walking through nigger village, anyway?”
*****
Later on, Curly sat comfortably at the end of the sofa and took a hit of weed.
“So dude,” he said looking at Dakota while holding in his hit, “I don’t mean to
bring up a sore subject but…”
“IT WAS HER FUCKIN’ MOUTH YOU ASSHOLE!” Carl screamed.
“Carl, shut up,” Nicki’s Mom said from the kitchen.
“Dude! I didn’t mean that,” Curly said. “I was talking about Pock, your
brother. What’s up with all that?”
“Has anyone heard from him?” Felicity said timidly.
“Well first off,” Dakota said, being standoffish, “he’s not really my brother.
My idiot female-birth-giver adopted him back when he was nine. He comes
from an oil family down in Texas and was sort of the black sheep outcast of that
family, and they didn’t want him, or whatever.”
“So they…..put-a-nine……year-old-boy……..up for adoption?”
“Yeah….pretty fucked up, isn’t it? So anyway,” Dakota continued, “my
female-birth-giver got a post card from him last month that said ‘Thanks for
keepin’ me while.’ It was post marked from Austin, Texas.”
“He went back then, you think?”
“I guess,” Dakota shrugged her shoulders. “All of his stuff’s still at the house,
though. His drum-kit, the van….his clothes!”

“That’s fucked up, man,” Yolanda said, shaking her beautiful brown head. “To
just take off like that in the middle of the night; not leaving a note or a clue to
anyone. All of his stuff is still here? For real?”
“For real.” Dakota nodded.
“Oh hey that reminds me,” Floyd said. “We haven’t had much rain in the past
month.”
“Say what?” Yogi said to him.
“Rain dude. I remember Mahdakis puking out the window of Pock’s van and
getting it all over the side.”
“Nice.”
“What else is new?” said Carl.
“Well, Pock said not to bother cleaning it up because the rain would take care
of it sooner or later. But now it’s later and there’s still no rain.”
Carl simply chuckled and tried to make believe his friend didn’t exist. Curly
let out a very stoned sounding, “Wow man! That’s some fucked up shit right
there, dude; drivin’ around with puke on your car for days on end. Pretty
intense.”
“Yep,” said Felicity, staring at Yogi’s crotch area. “Hey Pumpkinhead, so
where’s your brother been, anyway?”
“I don’t know dude; I haven’t seen him around in a while.”
“Yeah well, he’d better show up next Monday for work,” Carl said, taking a
drag off a cigarette. “He starts work next week with me, working for Boodles’
brother.”
“He’s not at the gas station anymore?”
“No…some sort of fight with the boss’s son.”
“Wow,” Pumpkinhead said, “I didn’t hear about that.”
“Dude, he’s your own…”
“OH MY GOD! OH MY GOD!” Nicki came screaming out of the bedroom,
fully dressed now and holding a videocassette tape in her hand. “Whatever you
do, don’t look at this!” she ripped the videotape with her fingers and slammed it
on top of the garbage, in the garbage can.
“Yogi.” Captain H waved to Yogi McNugget, as he stepped out the front door.
“You got to find a ride home; I have some business.”
“Okay. No problem.”
“I’ll see you later, I have to go to!” Nicki said to Nick’s Mom, and then bolted
out the door behind Captain H.
After listening to them get in the car and pull out down the road, everyone,
including Nicki’s Mom, sat or stood in the living room silent, staring at the
garbage can. Carl Scungilli got up, picked the tape off the top of the garbage,
wiping away some carrot peel residue, and said, “I wonder what’s on here.”
“Isn’t it broke?” Felicity asked. “How will we ever know?”

Yogi stood up and walked over to the garbage can. “Ms. Tater, if you have
some scotch tape and a razor blade, I think we can fix this.”
“Coming right up,” she said.
Felicity Feulgude smiled. “My hero.”
Nicki’s mom returned, holding a pair of scissors, scotch tape, and a razor.
Yogi took them to the counter, and placed the tape on top of a cutting board.
“The trick is……to-cut-the-tape…diagonally…and then……re-tape it back
together…but….the scotch tape cannot be…wider……than-the-videotape, so
we must splice the……scotch-tape-first…..to the same width.” Yogi McNugget
fiddled with it for five minutes or so with Carl at his side until he finally held it
up in the air triumphantly. “I think this will work.”
“Well put it on!” Yolanda said.
Nicki’s Mom took it from Yogi and walked over to the television. She turned
it on and shoved the tape in. There was darkness for the longest time, then
voices could be heard and finally a visual of the bed, but no people. They
listened to the audio while staring at an empty bed. It was Nicki’s voice first:
“Now get over there and put your hands on the bed!” They watched as an
entirely nude Captain H walked in front of the camera and bent over the bed and
put his hands on the mattress, just as demanded. His ass was facing the camera.
“Eew.”
“Oh, yuck.”
“Someone needs a shave.”
“Nice, just what I needed to help me get over this,” Dakota said.
“Now spread ’em!” Nicki was heard yelling. And as he spread his legs apart,
Nicki walked into the camera scene wearing a leather teddy and a strap-on that
secured around her bare waist. “Take this, you motherfucker!” Then proceeded
to ram it up his ass.
“Ah! Ah! Oh God, deeper!” he yelled. “Give it to me good, Mommy! I’ve
been such a bad boy. Oh, mommy, mommy! Deep and hard, is what I deserve.
Ah! Ah! Ah!”
The room sat mesmerized and jaw-dropped by the vicious pounding Nicki was
giving him as Nicki’s Mom ran to the television to shut it off, but just as she was
about to, she stopped and took a double take, “Fuck! You little Bitch!” The
room of people looked at Nicki’s Mom, who was pointing at the screen, “That’s
my fuckin’ dildo!”

You Can't Put Your Arms Round A Memory

M

ahdakis drove the old Chevy ragtop down Interstate 91 as clouds of white
smoke billowed from out of his exhaust pipe. It was a dreary day with the
threat of rain constantly at their back. The drive was seven hours from The
Mountains to Norford, Delaware. They were both quiet because each of them
had much to reflect upon; much that had happened and was said to each other,
much that wasn’t.
For starters, he was being far too compliant in accepting punishment for
hurting her when he lost his temper. She knew he was accepting it like a bitch
and hated him all the more for it. She would have rather he been more of a man
about it and slapped her across the face once or twice and told her to shut up,
instead of being the patsy he was being. How was she supposed to respect a guy
like this? Trying to get that point across to him, she said, “Would you like me to
bend you over and fuck you with a strap-on?”
He looked at her with a puzzled, but curious face “Why? Is that something you
want to try?”
She put her forehead in her hand and shook her head. “Jesus Christ,” she
whispered.
“What was that?” he said with his eyes on the road. “Why do you think I
would like that? Who have you been talking to, anyway?”
Slowly she looked over at him and stared, as if some stranger had just
molecularly appeared in the car next to her, then she turned her head back to
face the rain-splattered window. Most of the conversation for the entire drive
was like this; sporadic thoughts thrown at one another and rebounded back with
comically empty indifference.
The entire scene had been a little weird right from the get go; His birth-giver
wasn’t even home when they arrived at eight o’clock the first evening. There
was a note taped on the door that read: ‘Out with friends down at the Red Dog
Café, be back shortly. There’s a pot of chili on the stove and beer in the fridge.
Help yourself. – Dad’
“He doesn’t mind that you drink even though you're underage?”
“I was drinking with him and his friends when I was thirteen or so.”
This type of seemingly lackadaisical parenting baffled her. The
accommodations in the home were cozy, and more than enough for the two of
them. But aside from having sex just once during their four-day stay, she
couldn’t think of any other reason she was there with him. He seemed all too
content staying at the house doing not much of anything, or driving around to
places he used to hang out and doing not much of anything there either. She felt
rather insulted and taken aback by the second night. “So…when are we going to
do something? Tomorrow maybe?”
“What do you want to do?”

“I don’t know. What do people up here do?”
“Nothing.”
“And you’re just trying to fit in?”
“We can go to Stonington tomorrow, if you want.”
“What’s Stonington?”
“It’s the nearest city from here, about thirty miles that way.” He pointed south,
down route 15. “It’s where people go to do stuff like see movies, shop, go to
bars and restaurants, that kind of shit.”
“So it’s like Norford.”
“Yeah, I guess, just with different people……and there are a few college
campuses in town, too.”
She nodded her head seemingly puzzled. “Seriously, what do they do up here
do for fun?”
“Like what we did today; they go to The Falls and the swimming hole to hang
out.”
“Well, I’m sorry; flashing truck drivers is one thing, but lying out naked on a
rock with a hundred other people is not really my thing. Besides, I’m not into
sunning myself or plunging into a ….hole, as you call it.”
Earlier that day, Mahdakis made the foolish mistake of taking a city girl
around to various spots of The Mountains, thinking that she would enjoy the
wilderness; he took her to dirt trails and paths, streams, fields, swimming holes,
and a place called The Falls, where out-of-shape ex-hippies got naked and
sunbathed on rocks.
While admittedly beautiful and intriguing, she was not one to lay out naked, or
swim in dirty watering holes. She definitely didn’t enjoy getting mud on her
shoes. Maybe she just didn’t understand country life….or like it.
Later that same day they ran into someone who had been a very good friend of
his years earlier, Vince Fontaine. He was a squat little jolly bastard who had
been a senior when he was a sophomore. He told them about a party across
town. He said it should be fairly decent and that a lot of people were going to
show up. When Mahdakis declined by saying they had plans already (and they
didn’t) is when she became curious of his behavior, and a little pissed off, as she
was quite bored with their curriculum. He didn’t want to do anything and he
didn’t feel like talking about anything too intense with her… ‘What the fuck was
this dude’s problem?’
The more she thought about his apathetic demeanor, the more it became
obvious that he was only here for some sort of trip down memory lane. Jezebel
wasn’t big on nostalgia so this sort of activity inspired a barrage of yawns from
her over the next couple of days. He was nineteen; she was twenty for God's
sake. Wild parties...or even lame parties would’ve been nice. But all this guy
wanted to do was hike up trails, walk along riverbanks, show her where in the
woods he used to hang out and write, visit nearby towns looking for people he

once knew that were now apparently gone, and drink beer in the quiet of The
Mountain air by himself.
He did take her to a bar downtown one night but the bartender was an upper
classman who, after serving them a first round, remembered him from school.
She was a big round girl named Stephanie. Mahdakis had played Little League
Baseball with her younger brother many years ago. After figuring out who he
was, she kicked him out of the bar and warned him about coming around again.
It seemed he was perfectly content with being confined to the boundaries of
his birth-giver’s home. One day he even went down to the local video store and
rented a movie he had seen quite a few times already. Granted, it was raining,
but she still found that a very lame gesture.
The next day they drove into Stonington and spent time walking around the
mall where he used to shop for his clothes before each school year. He
purchased two cassette tapes at the music store while there.
“You know, you could've bought those at any store down in Delaware.
Shouldn't we be doing something different with our time than walking around a
mall?"
“Yeah, I guess. What do you want to do?"
“Anything besides rent movies and shop at the mall; we're in The friggin'
Mountains for Christ sake.”
“Yes, and Mountain People do what we did yesterday, but you didn’t like that!
What the hell do you want?”
“Why didn't we go to that party your friend told us about?"
“Because the people there, and the people around here in general, are not
people you would like…or that would like you…or me. Trust me. There are
reasons I am keeping a low profile. There are reasons I left this place. As pretty
as it is, I was just too uncomfortable around the people who lived here. I felt like
a zoo exhibit, the way they would stare and point at me, and whisper in each
other's ears. It’s not fun, Jez. I know, you’re a little bored; I’m sorry, but this is
country living, right here.”
“Well it sucks.”
“That’s why I left.”
She considered his thinking and decided to believe him. If that was all this was
- the local yokels being a bit too weird - then she understood. Why didn't he just
say that? So this entire trip was just to see his birth-giver….okay, but why not
go alone?
“I’ll take you out to dinner tonight; a fancy restaurant where I used to work, if
you want.”
“Hey…a girl’s gotta eat. Now you’re talking.”
His birth-giver was an odd bird, and the relationship between them was cold
and impersonal to say the least. It struck her as extremely odd that on a week

when his offspring was visiting, he managed to be away most of the day at trade
shows and meetings. It was the first time they’d seen each other in years and
they were only there for a few days, you’d think the least he could have done
was cancel or postpone any work related agenda. And Mahdakis’s blasé attitude
about it was alarming. This was normal for him; he was used to his male-birthgiver always being away, even when they had planned time together. The
conversations between them were definitely not those of a father and son; no,
this guy was definitely a genuine birth-giver and nothing more. Mahdakis might
was well have been a test-tube baby for all the impersonal conversation they
had. The birth-giver wished to know nothing of what he was doing and most
assuredly wanted no part of who he had become…at least up to this point. He
was a proud man and his nineteen-year-old was a blemish on his reputation that
he wished not to expose. If he himself had been more of a man, he would have
hired someone to kill his offspring so he wouldn’t have to go through this
intense embarrassment, but alas he was not. ‘I guess the apple doesn’t fall far
from the tree.’
They did enjoy many laughs and memories together once they were buzzed,
however. There was much talk of Uncles and Aunts. Jezebel inquired about all
these relatives and his male-birth-giver happily explained to her that up there,
the parent’s best friends were similar to what we down here call Godparents, and
were referred to as Uncle This and Aunt That.
“Aunt Margaret,” she whispered in his ear at one point during a conversation.
“The one who gave you the hand job when you were thirteen?”
“Shh!” he brushed her away hastily.
Overall, Jezebel enjoyed the relaxation and time away from the animal
hospital she worked at, but it was not what she had expected; and she was taken
back by his sudden domesticated demeanor. But in the end, and like everyone
else, she didn’t know him as well as she thought she did. If she had, she would
have known there was nothing ‘sudden’ about his domestication.
The other thing she didn’t know was ‘the story’. He wouldn't tell her ‘the
story’, the story of why he was now in Delaware. He had so far only shared that
with one other person, Angelica Knight; a person he knew he could trust with
such secrets and not use them against him. Jezebel could keep a secret, but
guarantee, she would throw it back in your face at a later date.
Had she known his secret, maybe things would be different; maybe she would
have been more tolerable with him. No maybe's about it; she would have. But
hindsight is always twenty-twenty and when living in the moment, it just did not
seem right to share this with her at this time.
The Mountain Air was good for the body and soul. It cleared your head of all
bad toxins. And when your head’s clear, your heart usually follows suit. Such
was in fact the case with Jezebel as she sat in the passenger's seat, thinking
quietly to herself, she realized this. She realized that The Mountain Air had

cleared her head…..and heart. For the first time, she could see and feel her next
move. She recognized that she had outgrown him and knew without one iota of
doubt, that she needed to get rid of him if she was to have any sort of life for
herself, and get rid of him fast! If he wanted to wallow in some sort of sick
nostalgic haze, that was his business and God-given right; who was she to try to
save him? And why should she have to? She was young and vibrant, and had the
whole world in front of her if only he would get out of her way. It was crystalclear to her now; and she decided in the car, on the way back home, that she
would leave him shortly after they returned to Norford. And she would be
content with that decision. Whether he was or not, was not her concern. He was
a big boy now, and it was time to start acting like one.

Castles Made Of Sand
did just as she promised herself she’d do; she dumped Mahdakis just as
J ezebel
soon as they got back. The problem was, she didn’t have the heart to hell him
about it so he was out of the loop in regards to their relationship status. Instead,
she just stopped coming around at night. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday she said she had things to do at home. She told him she was
studying to get into college to take a few courses and therefore needed all the
quiet time she could get. In the mornings, she came by and picked him up for
work, as his convertible had recently blown a head gasket, and she drove him to
Nicki’s house where Boodles’ brother, who had just started a power washing
business, picked up him and Carl shortly thereafter.
Mahdakis might have gotten the hint sooner, or at least the first clue that she
was no longer interested in him, if she hadn’t given in to his wishes on the
Thursday of that week, the night he called her from White Tom’s and requested
her affections.
White Tom and Mahdakis were watching a movie together. It was the first
time they had spoken since White Tom walked out of the studio. White Tom lay
on the couch with his right leg extended and resting on the coffee table; he had a
cast around it. His left arm also had a matching cast around it and was in a sling
and he had a bandage around his head. There was a pair of crutches next to him
at all times. Fortunately, the damage to the arm wasn’t so bad that he couldn’t
use the crutches, but it was still a difficult task.

“So I'm suing the city for there being no sidewalk on that side of the road. It’s
a busy fuckin’ road you know…and there’s a school right there!”
“There’s no sidewalk there?” Mahdakis thought about it. “I thought there
was.”
“Nope, none at all. Everyone always walks in the street for two hundred yards
until the sidewall starts again.”
“Oh yeah….Wow dude, that’s some fucked up shit. I’m sorry I wasn’t here all
of last week; I had no idea.”
“Yeah, I know. I was in the hospital the week before though; I called your
house a bunch of times. Didn’t you get my messages?”
“No. My birth-givers have been coming down pretty hard on me; they don’t
save any messages for me. The only message I heard was something cryptic
from Snowy. It sounded like he was in a vault.”
“Where was he calling from?”
“He didn’t know.”
“He didn't know? Why am I not surprised?”
“No, but he wanted me to know that he was still alive and that he thought the
government had taken him hostage.”
White Tom burst out laughing then cried out in pain, “AAAHHH! Oh
God!…My ribs. Don’t make me laugh like that. Oh, the fuckin’ pain.”
“He’s probably in some S&M torture chamber.”
“Stop! Stop! Ahh, I can’t stand the laughing!”
Mahdakis waited until he caught his breath. “Then, you know, last week Jez
and I were up in The Mountains.”
“Hey, what are you gonna do, you know?......Life goes on.” White Tom was
actually in no mood for company, he was depressed about not being able to play
the guitar; and a little disenchanted with his friend for not coming around until
now, and wondered about the sincerity of his visit. He seemed no more moved
by the fact that it was a broken leg, arm, and ribs, than if it had been a stubbed
toe, or a nosebleed. “But it’s really beat, man. I can’t play guitar for the next
month.”
“Wow that sucks”
“Uh yeah it does. I try a little, but nothing happens, it just frustrates me. I told
that guy up in Lancaster that I’d join his band; there’s still a chance I can get in,
but he’s going to be getting a little impatient very soon.”
“What about promoting the Unthinkables tape we made, Shameful
Amusement? You think you’ll be well enough to do anything with that in a
while?”
So that was what Mahdakis was up to; he was concerned about his own
career…or what was left of it, “Nah, I don’t think so, man. That’s really not for
me anymore.”

“It’s selling like crazy at parties and up at the shore; we’ve made over a
thousand dollars.”
“Boodles tell you that?”
“Yeah, she did.”
“Have you seen the money?”
“Mm. Can’t say as I have.”
“Another reason I need to play in another band.”
“But I thought you played well on this; better than the others, even.”
“Yeah I know, and you would think that; because it’s all yours. These are your
songs, it’s you man, it’s all you, those songs; and your crazy poems. I’m with
Violet and Pock on this one. The songs are cool, but they don’t express anything
I feel. You’re a word man, I’m a guitarist; you express yourself in words, and I
do it through playing solos and cool riffs. Shit, sometimes I wonder if you even
like music as much as the rest of us, or if it’s just a convenient way for you to
get a point across.”
“What is all that supposed to mean?” Mahdakis said defensively.
“It means that you could release some volumes of poetry…or even a few
books someday and be just as content with yourself as if you released an album.
If this were you in a cast, you wouldn’t miss playing as much as I do. Nope,
you’d just pick up a pen and paper and write down some fucked up funny shit.
But this is killing me, man. I can’t play. I can’t create or express myself. I just
want to scream!”
“Wow man, that’s a rash.”
“You’re damn straight it is. Where’s Jez these days anyway?”
“I don’t know. She’s supposed to be studying to get into college and take a
few courses.”
“Ah, she's finally getting tired of cleaning up dog poop, I guess.”
“Yeah but last night I walked to her house dude, around midnight, and her car
was gone. I waited for an hour and she never showed up…Hmm.” Mahdakis
scratched his sideburns. “You mind if I use your phone?”
“Go right ahead.”
Mahdakis came back trying to hide his smile. “She’s on her way over.”
“Cool,” White Tom said, leaning forward.
“Don’t get up dude. Do you need something? Water?”
“A beer would be nice.”
“Okay…one beer.”
“No, no, no. I was just kidding. I can’t have any alcohol with the meds I’m
taking.”
“No alcohol? What’s that like?”
“You ought to try it sometime. It’s not the end of the world ya know.”

Mahdakis chuckled, thinking he was joking. “Alright dude, I’m gonna go wait
for her outside. It sounded like she was in a big rush.”
“Alright then.” White Tom extended his hand. “I’ll see you around.”
“You too….take care of yourself.”
“And you too, my friend.” they shook hands like normal people and then
Mahdakis walked out the door. White Tom turned around and faced the
television, wondering for some reason, if he would ever see his friend again.

Beautiful Loser

H

er car came jumping up on to the curb at lightning speed. She leaned out
the passenger window. “C’mon! get in!”
Mahdakis got in. “What’s the matter?”
“Hurry!”
“Wow, you’re really in a rush, huh?”
“You could say that,” she said, speeding down the suburban night streets about
fifty miles an hour. “Where are we going?”
“I don’t know, Southpoint?”
“You don’t know,” she said under her breath. “Fine.” The rest of the ride only
lasted two minutes but the silence was deafening and Mahdakis could tell
something was up. She parked the car under a streetlight outside the entrance to
Southpoint. “Okay, so what's up?”
“I don't know. I just haven’t seen you for a while. That’s all. What are you...”
“Do you want a blowjob? Is that it?”
“Jez.” His face flushed.
“Do you want a fuckin' blowjob? Yes or no?” she screamed.
Her mannerism caught him off guard; she was behaving like someone who
was being chased down in an alleyway. The little she spoke seemed to take all
her energy, as she was breathing heavy, and her face was more sweaty than
usual. “That’s not why I asked you out here tonight,” he said, pulling his pants
down.
“Whatever.” Jezebel dove into his lap like a rabid animal. He didn’t know
where this aggression was coming from, or whether it was passion or fury, but it
was the best, most sensuous head she’d ever given him. The ecstasy lasted at
least fifteen minutes, maybe twenty. He came twice, holding her head down

after the first time assuring her of more. She was hell-bent out to please, or
maybe she just wanted to leave a lasting impression on him. When she was
done, she sat up and took a long drink of water to wash him down. “Now don’t
say I never did anything for you,” she said, motioning for him to get out of the
car.
“That’s it? Seriously? You don’t want to hang out?”
“Please, I have to get going.”
“Where is it you’re going?”
“Home…the library…wherever I can get some peace and quiet to study.”
“Okay,” he said looking hurt, and also not believing her, “I’ll see you in the
morning.”
She nodded impatiently as he gave her a kiss on the lips goodbye and then got
out of the car. She peeled out down the street while he walked despondently
across the road to his house. When he got inside, he grabbed a phone book and
called every library in Norford and East River to find out their hours. Every
place he called he got an answering machine announcing the library hours as
they had already closed for the evening. Only one place answered with a live
person, and they were getting ready to leave in a half hour. ‘Where was she
going?’ His blood curdled and rushed to his head, as he clenched his fists and
decided to walk over to her house and confront her the way he should have done
moments earlier; and would’ve, had she not given him such a great blowjob that
he couldn’t think straight.
By the time he reached her house it was eleven-thirty. It was dark inside with a
lone porch light on; her car was gone. He decided to sit on her front porch and
stew in anger until one in the morning; then, when she still had not shown up, he
decided to call it a night and go home.
There was no studying going on, she was screwing someone. It was clear to
him now. How could he be so stupid? Since when did Jezebel Crowley ever give
a damn about school, let alone college! How could he be so naïve? As he walked
home, all the other telltale signs and uncharacteristic incidents from the past
month suddenly materialized before him and shot through him like machine gun
bullets. The nice sunny weekends he’d drive around looking for her, hoping to
enjoy the day together, and never being able to find her…..the strange looks he
had begun getting from Violet-Basia…she knew; she had to know……all the
times Jezebel would disappear for an hour or two while they’d be hanging out
with other people; ‘Jesus Christ what an asshole I am!’ He was engulfed with
extreme humiliation and felt like the biggest shithead on the planet. His friends
had warned him all along that she was up to no good. But no, he had given her
the benefit of the doubt in the name of love and friendship. ‘Man am I an idiot.’
Sleep would not come easy tonight, if at all.
*****

The next morning, she pulled into his driveway at seven-thirty and beeped the
horn. He promptly came out, got into the car, made sure it was in park, and
quickly turned off the engine and took the keys. “Where were you last night?”
he said, his lips pursed with anger. “Where the fuck were you?! All the libraries
close at ten or eleven; I checked! And I was at your house all night until one in
the morning; the other night too, I was there and like last night, your car wasn’t
there! What the fuck is going on?!”
Jezebel took a moment and collected herself, rubbed three fingers quickly
across her nose and sniffled, then took a deep breath. “I’m seeing someone now
and I was at his house last night, spending the night with him, as I’ve been doing
every night since we got back. I don’t love you anymore, and I want you…need
you…out of my life, once and for all.” She looked at him directly, engaging his
full attention. “This…this questioning, the following and checking up on me, the
anger and interrogations, I don’t need any of this shit from you. You’re not my
keeper; you don’t own me. I am a person with freewill, not your possession.”
“I’m not that bad,” he said, turning his head slightly to hide his sadness.
“YOU ARE! You are, Mahdakis!”
“A-a-a-and th-th-th-this guy’s gonna be better?”
“I sure hope so! He’s older so perhaps he’s more mellow in some regards.”
“How much older?”
Jezebel hesitated. “A lot.”
“Like how much? Who is he?”
Jezebel didn’t want to tell him, but she knew sooner or later he’d find out.
“Petunia. I’m with Petunia now.”
He turned his head slowly and looked at her. “Petunia? Primavera? The guy I
used to work with at Ebenezer's Auto?”
“The same,” she said, standing her ground. “We’ve been seeing each other off
and on for a couple months now and…”
“A COUPLE MONTHS!?”
“And now we’d both like to get serious…if that’s okay with you! Besides
though, he thinks that you and I broke up already, so if you still love me, please
don’t say anything to him.” she rubbed her nose and sniffed.
“Why? Do you think he’d hurt you or something?”
“I don’t know; he might be a little angry.”
“Are you sure you’re trading up?”
She let out an impatient ‘huff’ and said, “What I’m sure about is that I want
what he has to offer now, and not you and your fuckin’ shit! Get it?”
“He’s like fuckin’ forty years old!”
“Thirty-nine!”
“Whatever, it’s still two fuckin’ decades.”

“Decades, shmecades; I have a different lifestyle now, Mahdakis; one you
don’t really know about and wouldn’t understand well.”
“Like what?”
“Like I’m ….I’m a ….Okay, this isn’t the time or place. We both have to get
to work and I don’t want to be angry with you when we do this, and I don’t want
you to be angry with me while we talk. Let’s take today to cool down and then
sit down tonight and go over everything. Cool? I don’t have to do this, but it
seems you need answers and Petunia is going to Philly with some friends so
tonight would be perfect. What do you say? I’ll buy the beer and wine coolers
even.”
“Fine.” he shook his head understandingly and began to step out of the car,
“I’ll see you tonight then….here?”
“Sure.” She sniffled again. “I’ll pick you up around eight.”
“Okay.” He got out and walked to the front door feeling conquered and
crushed. ‘Petunia! Of course, THAT’S why SHE would suggest hanging out at
Johnny’s or Rosebud Park! Petunia lives less than a quarter mile from each of
those places…. She could take off for a while, hang with him, and come back as
if she were with Violet-Basia….and those sunny weekends that he could never
find her was no doubt because she was out for a ride on the back of his Harley,
or maybe at one of those pig roast biker parties. How could I have been so
blind?’ He listened to the sound of her car getting further and further away.

Communication Breakdown
took all day, but the night finally came, and it found Jezebel and Mahdakis
I twalking
through the golf course as they slammed down beer after wine cooler

after shot of Southern Comfort. Jezebel did most of the talking. As Mahdakis
never saw any of this coming, he had many questions. Whereas, on the other
hand, the only question Jezebel asked was, ‘Do you understand?’
They reached the main road and she suggested they walk to the newly built,
prestigious, Hyatt Regency Hotel and wade in the outdoor water fountain, an act
that wasn’t permitted by any means, but it was dark and out of sight from the
main lobby. It was a large marble structure with water spewing out from the top
of an angel’s head, fifteen feet above them. They found themselves sitting on the

lip of the fountain, resting their arms and drinks on the stone steps and dangling
their feet just above the penny-covered floor. “So you’re happy?”
“As a clam…..basically.”
“Basically?”
“It’s not as uplifting as one might think, waking up next to a man well past his
prime, with skin like leather and breath like death.”
“So why do you?”
“Because,” ‘You dumb shit, haven’t you been paying attention?’ “it is what’s
there.”
“But so am I.”
“No…you’re here.”
“Meaning?”
“Meaning…” ‘Here is not where I am anymore.’ “…meaning just what I said;
you’re here.”
“Why the fuck do you have to play games with me all the time?”
“I’m not.” ‘Why the fuck can’t you see past your nose?’
“You are!” He got up out of the fountain and turned away as if to leave.
“Don’t go,” she whined slightly. “I mean, not yet anyway.”
He turned and looked at her. “I don’t know what the fuck your problem is, or
what you’re after, but it’s been a long four years and I’m tired. Petunia’s place is
half a mile up the road that way. My place is back the other way. You going to
be alright?”
“I’m not walking in East River alone at night. Are you crazy?”
“Fine.” He reached out for her hand. “Then let’s go back now.”
“I’m sure as shit not turning back, either. That would be counterproductive.”
Mahdakis shook his head in frustration. “Then what the hell do you want to
do?”
“I want to move on!”
“Then fine! I won’t stand in your way anymore. So sorry that I stunted your
fuckin’ growth for so long!”
“I’m sorry yours didn’t flourish,” she mumbled.
“What?”
“Nothing.”
“Hey man, if you got something to say, then now’s the time to say it! Because,
as you’ve so plainly shown me, there is no tomorrow for the two of us.” He
choked up slightly and fought back a tear. “Why is this happening Jez? Why are
we parting? Why, when I love you so, are you leaving?”
“I love you, too.” She dropped her head down, then picked it back up, her eyes
soaking him in. “I don’t think you’re understanding where I’m coming from and
what I’m trying to tell you.”
“Which is?”
“I’m lost.”

“Ya think?”
“I need help!”
“But not from me. You’ve made that clear. Remember? My help is no longer
useful to you anymore; you’ve grown.”
“There’s a difference between useful and stimulating.”
He gave her a stare of exasperation and rubbed the top of his nose with his
fingers. “Dude, I don’t know what you want. Your inability to communicate in a
direct manner, or maybe I should say your desire to speak in riddles, is
absolutely exhausting; to the point where I am drained of thought now. I’m
empty; you’ve depleted me. So if there’s something you need me to know, say it
now and say it directly.”
Her eyebrows came together as she exhibited a rare look of frustration, trying
to think of the right words that might set a light bulb on over this idiot’s head,
‘C’mon you dumb bastard….take me! Take me away from all of this…..Please.’
“I’m not a clam!”
“You’re not a clam?”
“I’m not.”
“And why exactly do you feel the need to inform me that you are not a
member of the Bivalvia family, at this exact moment?”
Jezebel gave him a dirty look. “This isn’t the time to be funny…asshole! This
is the time to get into each other’s head. Maybe if you weren’t so busy always
thinking about punch lines and trying to be Mr. Witty, you’d have the brain
power to think of a way to reach…”
“To reach…..?”
Jezebel’s eyes darted to either side of her, then quickly up at him before
turning her attention back down to the penny-covered fountain floor and
mumbling, “Me.”
Having not heard her, or seen her mouth move because his head was turned
not wanting her to see his tears; he reiterated her initial comment, “You want me
to get inside your head.”
“That would be a nice start, yes.”
“Well then…what better way to approach that then to get into each other’s
pants first?” he grinned.
“How old are you? You’re standing there making jokes, but you clearly have
tears in your eyes…stop.”
“Maybe I’m just the sad clown.”
“Maybe you’re just a jerk that I have seriously overestimated.”
“Nice. You really know how to dump a guy gracefully, don’t you?”
“I haven’t had much experience!” ‘C’mon…..look into me, see me.’ “The
problem here is…..I don’t want you.”
“Well, no shit Sherlock. It took you two hours to spit that out?”
“But I need you.”

Mahdakis thought about that comment awhile trying not to let his ego feast on
it too much. But the booze was kicking in, and he wasn’t making any sense out
of anything now. All that cluttered his mind were images of her and that angry
old biker, sitting together in his dingy apartment doing lines and fucking each
other like mad rabid animals. He shook his head. “I don’t know what you’re
trying to say, Jez…or why. In fact, I don’t even know if I know who you are
anymore…I just don’t.”
She got up, held his hand, and intertwined their arms together. “That’s okay. I
just need you to want to know who I am, because who I am is not who I want to
be.” ‘There. I said it. As directly as I could - I don’t like myself. He would have
to understand that.’
But her sincerity had arrived a smidgen too late; His mind and heart had by
now, drifted off into the land of sorrow, self-pity, and emotional mutilation. His
chest caved as he studied her eyes that hadn’t stopped staring at him; she had
always seen a guardian angel in him; someone who would always be there to
save her from herself. But as her pride would prohibit her from ever admitting
that openly, there was never any way for him to know his roll. Yet now, more
than ever, she needed him to fulfill that roll. There was no bridge to get across to
where she wanted to go so in desperation, she jumped…and seemingly missed.
And she was freefalling her way to a hard crash landing if he didn’t throw her a
parachute. Jezebel was as scared as she ever was. The reality of his sudden
indifference was making itself frightfully clear….He was not going to go with
her…She had taken his presence for granted, assumed he’d always be there no
matter what. After all, he said he would so many times.
He had fought for her in their younger days; Yogi McNugget came to mind.
And of course, he had Copper Tom framed for selling drugs on Captain H’s turf,
when he had nothing to do with it at all, but probably wasn’t fond of him for
doing his girl on occasion. Then there was her short-lived boyfriend, Some
Other Old Dude, who made Mahdakis jealous as hell. Some Other Old Dude
was supposedly killed when information that only Mahdakis had on him got out
to the wrong people. And last year when he beat the snot out of that overly
affectionate T.D. head at the concert and left him for dead. More recently, the
run in with Charlie Moonglow when he smashed the bottle over his head for
catching her hanging out in his bedroom with just a negligee on. Mahdakis was
cunning and heartless when it came to protecting her and declaring her love for
himself. He would fight, kill, and lie on a stack of bibles for her. Now, Jezebel
needed him again; needed him to be that same ferocious man who let no other
trample upon his woman. But the fight within Mahdakis was gone. She had
burned it out of him. As heartbroken and devastated over the loss of her as he
was, he could not muster up an ounce of vengeance. He had been used, and his
good nature taken advantage of and used over and over to the point of comical
insignificance. He had nothing and no longer saw the same person in her

anymore. Somewhere, sometime ago, he had lost her, and it had taken until now
for him to finally realize it. Exactly when and where would forever be a mystery
to them both, but she was no longer the girl he used to know, nor did she aspire
to be anything similar. She was moving far, far away from that scene. She was
seeking a life of anarchy and mayhem while he was beginning to seek shelter
from the storm.
Now, pain and betrayal had engulfed him and, as is natural with anyone who
has suffered such an emotional beat down, protective walls were going up all
around his heart, warding off any further injury, as anymore pain would surely
destroy his heart for good. He was forced into accepting defeat and his emotions
were retreating to cut further losses. “And who you are, is not who I want to be
with,” he announced as he let her arm go. “I gotta go.” He looked down at the
ground, avoiding eye contact and waited politely for a response. When he didn’t
get one, he kissed her lightly on the forehead. “See ya,” he said, and began
walking away with his head to the ground.
Jezebel felt the same as he; desperate for a thread of common ground to stand
on, and not sure when or why she lost the boy that she once knew and loved so
much; the rebel, the fighter, the poet with dreams and high hopes. She
wondered, as he did about her, why he could not be that boy for her anymore.
One thing was for sure, however, and that was she was not going to part with
him without getting the last word in, or giving him something to think about.
“HEY!” she yelled out to him, as if from across a school yard at recess.
He turned quickly with one last desperate hope that she had suddenly changed
her mind and was going to recant her desire to hobnob with the ghouls and
goblins of the wild-biker-side, and decide to stay with him forever..’till death do
them part. His lips curled up to form a hopeful smile. “Yeah?”
“Lauf, mein Liebes, lauf. Da etwas Böses sicherlich hier lang kommt. Lauf,
mein junges Wunderkind! Flieg und werde frei! Vergiss mich, aber nicht die
Lehren, und ich treffe dich jenseits der Dämmerung......ein Lunch Date!”†
“Say what?”
“Hee-hee-hee.”
“Whatever,” he exhaled and walked away, unable to interpret her words,
unable to differentiate between a shriek of wicked laughter and a veiled scream
for help, unable to oblige her thirst for chivalry one last time, and because of the
unrelenting darkness, unable to see that her memories were leaving her, exiting
though her eyes and running down her cheeks.

†

Run my love, run! For something wicked this way surely comes….run my
young prodigy; fly and be free! Forget about me, but not the lessons, and I will
see you on the other side of twilight….We’ll do lunch!

Cars hiss below his feetdisappear between his legs
First swallow of sour love.
Pondering the coming fall;
he wishes she'd never come at all
Too much whiskey, too much emotion…something made him black out, and
when he came out of it, he was looking down at the nighttime traffic on I-95
going under the Wilson Street overpass of which he was standing on the edge of;
clenched tightly in the palm of his right hand, a rolled up piece of purple felt
fabric. ‘This will teach her a lesson; this will teach her to fuck with my emotions
ever again...She'll be sorry…for the rest of her life.’

White knuckled fingers clenching metal wire diamonds
become his only grip to reality.
Heart hanging by a thread,
he contemplates her remorse once he's dead.
He remembered…..he remembered trying to scale a tall building hours ago, so
he could jump off it, but it was too flat to climb. He remembered Tony Ravioli
driving by him at some point in the night and yelling out his car window, “Hey!
Where the fuck you goin’? ”
“I’m going to jump off a bridge and kill myself.”

“Cool.” -Bobble, bobble, bobble “I’d give you a hand, but I’m in a hurry to
meet someone.”
“Right.” Mahdakis waved him away.
“Good luck!”
It should have been simple; it should have been easy to walk away, to never
give her another thought, and carry on with life……but it wasn’t. How do you
just walk away from a love that you have devoted so much of yourself to, a love
that you so looked forward to growing old with, a love that you believed in, and
were tricked into thinking was mutual. ‘Now she had become Petunia’s trick
because he had coke? Or so she’d have me believe?’ He didn’t want to believe
that. ‘But why say it if it weren’t true? To push me away? Was she trying to save
me? Save me from a path that she herself didn’t even want to go down?’ He was
angry, but not with her so much this time as he was with himself.
‘God...everyone told me so. Why didn’t I listen? They’re going to have a field
day with this......but at least I won’t be around to suffer the embarrassment and
have to deal with all the ‘I told you so’s’. I knew nothing that seemed this good
could ever last.....or be real.......I wonder how it feels to be driving home late
and suddenly have a body fall out of nowhere, onto the hood of your
car.....maybe some nice family on vacation from Tennessee.....a blue
Mercedes…..The cops will be here soon......someone must have seen me by
now.....better get this done’.
He let go with one hand and began to sway over the highway so far below,
‘Jezebel was gone….someone had taken her in the middle of the night.’…….No,
she was still here; but living a dangerous life he would not allow himself to
grow into; and so, for the past year, he refused to grow at all; a built in safety
mechanism most likely implemented in him during his years in The Mountains.
In his mind, he could still see her face growing excruciatingly more vivid by
the second; her image forever burning itself into his heart and smoldering up
into his mind. ‘There was nothing now; no future, no reason to live,
nothing……and no one to live for.’ More than anything in the world, he wanted
someone to love. Because someone to love is someone to live for……. ‘So
maybe…’

The moon mocks his sadness
in hungry suspense
of a pancake demise.

And it was then that the God he didn’t believe in, answered his prayers of
love, as a black Nissan driving by, stuffed to the gills with very large, very
urban, very black women came to a screeching halt behind him. “Don’t do it
baby!”
“C’mon now, there’s stuff to live for!”
“Like these! C’mon, look! I know you wants these.”
Mahdakis heard the others applauding, and turned to look behind him; his one
hand still carefully holding on, as he watched with perverted delight while one
of the heftiest girls displayed her humungous, dark, areola-covered breasts for
him and another one, the driver, yelled out to him, “And if you be good to us,
there be mo where that came from, ya’ll.”
He let go of the purple triangular fabric he had been holding onto for so long,
and paid no attention as it floated slowly downward to the interstate…
“We make you feel gooood….take care dat app-tite.”
…The letters N Y U prominently displayed in white for all befuddled drivers.
“C’mon…gets over here and party with us!”
Chocolate was his weakness……..and only God knew this.

And so he retreats
back onto Wilson Street
and raises a freed middle finger
at his wicked night skies.
“Nice try.”

